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ABSTRACT

(U) This book is intended for engineerilng personnel and

chemists concerned with improving the quality of motor oils and

lubricants used in internal combustion engines. Properties of motor

oils and lubricants produced from crudes of various Soviet regions

are outlines and the effect of various additives introduced to oils

and lubricants Ls analyzed. Results of lubricant tests are presented

and the sertice life, wear resistance, and corrosion resistance of

various internal combustion engine parts are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
The most important branches of the Soviet national economy,

including the petrochemical and petroleum-refining industry, are
now being developed at an accelerated rate on the basis of the
latest advances in science and technology, which are being used
for rapid expansion of production resources. Use of the inexhaust-
ible potentialities of the chemical industry, which has been as-
signed the decisive role in development of Soviet production re-
sources, is of special significance.

It was pointed out in the decisions of the December (1963)
Plenum of the CPSU that use of chemical products and synthetic
materials will permit radical reorganization of the most impor-
tant areas of manufacturing. This reorganization will in turn per-
mit a rapid rise in output, increase the quality of manufactured
goods, and simultaneously reduce capital expenditures and produc-
tion costs.

Petrochemiistr7 is to play an especially important role in the
development of Soviet production resources. The raw-material base
for this branch of industry has continuously expanded: petroleum
supplies have increased by a factor of almost 4 and gas supplies
by a factor of 11 over the past decade.

The development of the petrochemical and petroleum-refining
industry should substantially enlarge our opportunities for use
of the latest achievements of science and technology in one of
the leading branches of industry, machine building and particular-
ly engine building. The continuous improvement in engine design
has made the requirements imposed by operating conditions on fu-
els and, especially, on lubricating oils more stringent.

Development of a variety of lubricating oils with a broad
range of properties produced by introductimn of special additives
is of enormous importance for effective use of existing internal
combustion engines.

Different types of synthetic additives that improve the vis-
cosity-temperature characteristics of lubricating oils, increase
their lubriceting properties, and permit their use under extremely
varied envirormental-temperature conditions have recently come in-
to wide use. Many types of additives are known to be effective
antioxidants and corrosion Inhibitors.

Some additives combine a number of very important operational
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properties and can therefore be regarded as multipurpose [1].

Investigations begun at the AzNII NP imeni Kuybysheva [Azer-
baydzhan Scientific Research Institute of Petroleum Refining imen.
Kuybysheva] [2-4] in 1953 and subsequently continued by the INKhP
AN AzbSSR [Institute of the Petrochemical Industry, Academy of
Sciences, Azerbaydzhan SSR], VNII NP [All-Union Scientific Research
Institute of Petroleum and Uas Refining and Production of Artifi-
cial Liquid Fuels], and a number of other scientific research in-
stitutes working on the development and application of oils and
additives for modern engine building showed that introduction of
new hiFh-hfficiency oils with multipurpose additives into the na-
tionq2 .)my provides an increase in transport productivity, a
subs.antlai decrease in operating costs, and a decrease in speci-
fic chemical expenditure per unit transport work.

In a number of cases, work on the main trends in engine de-
sign (use of fuel injection, development of short-stroke engines,
increased compression, use of new high-efficiency bearing mater-
ials, etc.) has been substantially hampered by the quality of the
oils and additives used in internal combustion engines. In defin-
ing the general problems confronting automobile builders and the
petroleum and chemical industries with respect to development of
effective oils, Prof. K.S. Ramayya [5] stated:

"General economics and available resources dictate the use
of mineral oils as the main raw material for production of auto-
mobile oils far into the future. However, mineral oils must un-
dergo extensive processing, which consists in purification and
in compounding by addition of synthetic additives.

Compounded automobile lubricants should be developed on the
basis of investigation of their physicomechanical, physicochemical,
and chemical properties, just as alloys for the automobile and
aviation industries are developed. Production of compounded lubri-
cants requires close cooperation among the automobile, petroleum,
and chemical industries."

The best direction to take in developing a variety of additive-
containing motor oils that will satisfy the more stringent require-
ments of modern engine building must, however, be determined both
by thorojgh. Investigation of the properties of additive-containing
oils ind by careful study of the conditions under which these oils
functirn in engines and of the operational characteristics of dif-
fersnt types of engines in various areaj of industry and transport.

The research and tests on motor oils and oil additives whose
results are given in this monograph were performed at the Test-Ex-
perimental Station of the Institute of Additive Chemistry, Academy
of Sciences, Azerbaydzhar, SSR; G.A. Zeynalova, K.I. Sadykov, and
Sh.A. Mkhitaryan participated in the work, under the supervision
of Academician A.M. Kuliev and F.G. Suleymanova. A.F. Aslanov,
Kh.M. Mamedov, K.N. Gabel', M.I. Zenevich, N.G. Geydarov, V.I.
Ansheles, and others partic.pated in making the tests and the
authors wish to thank them.
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Chapter 1

TYPES OF MOTOR OILS AND THEIR APPLICATION CONDITIONS
Rational development of a variety of motor oils should be

based on the follcwing prerequisites.

1. The properties of the base oi3 and of the multipurpose
additives used to improve these properties should increase the
operating indices of appropriate engines as efficiently as pos-
sible.

2. The variety of available motor oils should conform as
fully as possible to the different operating conditions for var-
ious types of internal combustion engines [ICE] (ABC), as dictated
by the specific features of their use under different climatic,
highway, industrial, tratisport, and other conditions.

3. The required operational properties of oils for ICE
should take into account both the needs of existing engines
and the prospective characteristics of future engines. Using this
as a basis, the present chapter considers certain aspects of the
rlationship between the properties of additive-containing oils
and the conditions under which they function in engines.

§1. INFLUENCE OF OIL PROPERTIES ON OPERATION OF PISTON ICE

The development of modern ICE is proceeding both by im-
provement of piston engines and by development of new, economi-
cal, high-efficiency designs for pistonless engines.

New types of gas turbines, jet engines [JE] (BPA), and rocket
engines have come into wide use of powerplants in modern aviation
and their use in surface transport is being planned. However, pis-
ton ICE will remain the basic type of industrial powerplant over
the next 10-15 years. In considering the influence of oil proper-
ties on engine-operation indices, we wi7.]. therefore limit ourselves
to piston ICE.

Motor oils are used as lubricants fr,r piston aircraft engines,
automobile engines tnterded for different p.ýrposes (light and heavy
ri•chinery, buses, special equipment, etc.), locomotive engines,
engines f-r tractors and other agricultural machinery, engines for
ships, powtrDlants for construction, road-building, and other self-
propelled anc non-self-propelled auxiliary machines and units, and

.d powerplants for "tandard and portable electric generators.
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The main purpose of these engines is to provide a given unit
with a powerplant that operates at the required performance level,
i.e., whose torsional moment (torque) M is a uniquely defined func--

tion of engine speed for given operational conditions.

As is well known, the torsional moment of an ICE (operating
on liquid fuel) is defined by the equation

Al N'V' .716,2,
it

where N is the effective power (.V ps•Lin ), n is the engine
e 450%

speed corresponding to this power, pe is the mean effective pres-

sure, Vh is the cylinder working volume in liters, i is the num-

ber of cylinders, and T is the engine stroke coefficient.

Replacing Pe by its value,

Pe 0,0427 hL, 711, 1 iTIm,aLo

where Hu is the lowest heat value of the fuels L0 is the amount of

air (kg) theoretically required for combustion of 1 kg of fuel, yv

is the specific gravity of the ambient air, kg/m3, nh is the filling

factor, ni is the gauge output, nm is the mechanical output, and a

is the excess-air coefficient, we obtain

ant

where A is a factor constant for each given type of engine, while
the coefficients nh i, nm, and a vary as a function of load and

speed during engine operation and change with the condition of the
engine and the quality of the oil.

We will discuss below the manner in which the quality of the
oil used in an ICE can affect its basic operating indices and the
possible ways for improving these indices through the cuality of
the oil, principally by use of effective additives.

Let us a"sume that a change in effective output n e occurs

during prolonged operation oi- an engine with a given additive-con-
taining oil. Actually, as numerous observations of ICE operation
under both test and operational conditions have shown, the change
in n, as a function of crankcase-oil quality is usually asscciated
main y with different degrees of wear for the cylinder-piston com-
ponents and with formation of different types of deposits on the
pistons, rings, and combustion chambers. As is well known, use of
multipurpose additives for lubricating oils permits broad =ontrol
of both the wearIng of the main engine components and of the extent

-4-



and character of the various deposits on the cylinder-piston com-
ponents.

The quality of the additive-containing oil used in an enginethus affects the initial effective output ne and also has a mater-

ial influence on its variation during prolonged engine operation.

Let us use the following sytmbols:

n is the effective output of the beginning of engine opera-qe

tion for a given type of additive-containing oil and;

k
n is the effective output at the end of a given operationalne

period for a given type of additive-containing oil, determined from
the operation time or the number of kilometers traveled by the auto-
mobile. The relative change in effective output over a given engine-
operation period can then be characterized by the rm io

U'

Let us call this the efficiency-change coefficient.

As is well known, -q.=, while n= AJ-E and % P'__Pz
H. -j. .Pi

where A= 1,98=T0L0 •

PO

Pt is the average pressure loss,and

T0 and po are the absolute temperature and pressure of the

ambient air.

Tf e expression for ne can then be written in the following
form:

A(p,- p)

Hence we obtain the following expressions for the values of n e and
n.

where p and p k are the values of the volumetric efriciency,

average pressure loss, and average gauge pressure at the end of
the operation period in question, while nR, no, and pn are the

vtlues of the same quantities at the beginning of the operation
period, with a given additive-containing o2l..
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The magnitude of the efficiency-change coefficient k, is then

defined by the following relationship:

(v' -pr), "h

The volumetric efficiency equation used in ICE theory has the
form [6]

"711= 7~.,-- )
T, k ft-1) I Po PO]

where To/T6 is the ratio of the ambient-air temperature to the
charge temperature during intake into the cylinder,

Pa/po is the ratio of the gas pressure in the cylinder dur-ing intake to the ambient-air pressure,

Pr is the residual-gas pressure,

k - p /cv is the heat-capacity ratio, and

c in the compression.

We can transform this equation and write it in the following
form:

rh To- A. P--Pa
7'p, I ~ - 01~a

We then obviously obtain

an Tii =~ -pP"'AlP,.11--- k&,- 1)].= 70 [ p'--p
and 1mr, Pa h=- I)

As previoiisly, tne superscript k in the resultant expre3sions
represent the values of the indices in question at the end of the
operation pe-iod, while the superscripts n represent these !_.dices
at the beginrnSg of the operation period.

Substituting the values found for ;, and , into the formula

for the efficiency-change coefficient ka nd making certain transfor-
mations, we obtain;

LP P, -A' ¢"-C, (;77 - P.) I .

(,Pr,'-o)[ -P5 ('P , -C ,}. R -A

where

C3 k(&- i)
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Let us assume that the ratio Pr/Pa for a given engine design

can be regarded as comparatively constant. We can then write the
expression for k,,i in the following form:

Pa IP)I1~ 1)1

P, ro, (Pi" - PT) f] -C, (,:I- 1)!
where

A

PA P

Then, taking into accourt the foregoing and assuming that N2aG, we
ultimately obtain:

P'a''oK (p'" -- p)o)

k. A To. (Pit - P')

k, = k, k., k3,•

where

k, ILI-

A'3

Since it is obvious that the change in the coefficient k,. has a

direct influence on the variation in specific fuel consumption, we
have thus established that there is a relationship between possible
changes in the values of the factors in the formula for h, (since

such changes can be associated with changes in oil quality) and the
economy of engine operation.

In considering certain problems in the theoretical development
of requirements to be imposed on the operational properties of oil
for ICE, I.I. EJ'ovich [7] found the following function that expres-
ses the relatcn ship between engine economy and operating parameters,
the latter beirg characterized principally by the degree of cylinder
working-volume compression during the intake, compression, arl ex-
haust strokes and by the change in thermal state and in a number of
factors associated with heat transfer at the working surfaces of the
cylinder-piston components:

C' IPý C& (p, -Pit)]
Cpc - P, + Pi -AP

• her . , ' 4(.-l)-b I 1 -- I _I
Sj 1P n) t-- 1 n(-P] -

632 H.
2 ..985 L0  TO'

* k, ::

k(-7-



where pc is the pressure at the end of compression,

p is the degree of preliminary expansion, and

A is the pressure-rise coefficient.

The working-volume compression changes during engine operation,
as a result of wearing of the piston rings, changes in their mobil-
ity, and wearing of the pistons, piston grooves, and cylinder
sleeves. Wear resistance, which depends to a large extent on oil
quality, is thus directly related to possible changes in ICE econ-
omy.

M.M. Khrushchov [8] proposed the so-called "integral method"
for evaluating the wearing of machine components; in this procedure,
the wear is estimated from the change in certain operational func-
tions of a component or of the group of iomponents forming the unit
under consideration.

Using the "integral method" as a basis, one criterion of the
permissible wearing rate for the cylinder-piston components of an
ICE and hence the corresponding antiwear efficiency of the oil used
is the quality of cylinder compression, which is indirectly deter-
mined from the volume of gas blown by from the conbustion chambe'r.

Thr iverage engine-wear rate I is related to the average gauge

pressure and the average piston speed by the formula
M'N

1= Api cM,

where A is a constant that depends on the individual characteristics
of the engine and the over-all antiwear efficiency of the lubricating
oil.

When experimental data are available, the values of N and 14 can
be used to determine the improvement in lubricating-oil antiwear
properties necessary for supercharging of an ICE.

As an example, lpt us calculate the necessary relative increase
in over-all lubricating-oil antiwear efficiency for engines of the
Yaroslavl Automobile Plant [YaAZ] (MA3) [7].

It has been found experimentally that N - 2 and M - 2/3 for
these engines. When a YaAZ-204 engine is supercharged to 150 hp at
2100 r!min or a YaAZ-206 engine is supercharged to 225 hp, the
average effective pressure rises from 6.35 to 7.25 kg/cm2 and the
average piston speed from 8.5 to 8.9 m/s, Assuming that the en-
gine service life must be maintained at its previous level, a new
crankcase oil whose total antiwear efficiency A, must exceed the
initial efficiency A1 is required for lubricatign.

Given the condition I1 a 12, which corNLesponds to maintenance

of engine service life at a constant level, we obtain:

A, \ cM.,
-- )8 (-~



or A 2 = l.94 AI.

Research conducted at the AzNII PTP [Azerbaydzhan Scientific
Research Institute of Petroleum Refining] has shown that such an
over-all anticorrosion-efficiency ratio is characteristic of die-
sel oils containing the additives AzNII-4 and AzNII-7 [9].

Experiments conducted for comparative evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of other multipurpose additives synthesized and tested at
tho AzNII NP imeni Kuybysheva [Azerbaydzhan Scientific Research
Institute of Petroleum Refining imeni Kuybysheva] and later at the
INKhP AN Azerbaydzhan SSR [Institute of the Petrochemical Industry,
Academy of Sciences, Azerbaydzhan SSR], showed that there are sub-
stantial opportunities for reducing the wear of the principal en-
gine components and thus prolonging their service lives [10).

Increasing Engine Service Life

The problem of increasing engine service life currently facing
Soviet; machine building is associated to a large extent with selec-
tion of motor oils that will reduce the wearing of the main engine
components.

It is thus required that

'2 / ~. or /r=

where D (4) is the durability.

It is now possible to obtain a value of 1.3-1.5 for D and it
is assumed that it will be raised to 2 in the near future.

Under these conditions, we will have, for example, A 2 - 2.68 A1

In the case discussed above. There consequently arises the problem
of obtaining antiwea:'-efficiency ratios for the multipurpose addi-
tives used as compounding agents fcr motor oils such that the effi-
ciency of the new additives exceeds that of existing additives by
a factor of 2-3.

The results of a comparative evaluation of the antiwear effi-
ciency of current additives, which were obtained by numerous stand
and operational tests, have shown that it is practically possible
to prolong service life by reducing wear.

It must be kept in mind, however, that the problem of prolong-
ing engine service life involves factors other than the wearing of
the main components. The economic indices of engine operation, par-
ticularly the specific fuel consumption ge, have a considerable in-

fluence on maintenance of engine operability and hence on service
life. The operative Soviet State Standard (USSR GOST) 491-55 for
automobile and tractor engines permits a variation of no more than
5 1& in ge

The influence of the quality of the lubricating oil used in
an engine on the change in its eýoioiaic indices was analyzed above.

-9-



It was pointed out that engine economy is affected by the variation
in the gas-pressure ratio in the cylinder during intake, the charge-
temperature ratio during intake, which is governed principally by the
volumetric efficiency, and the average pressure loss due to friction.
As operational experience has shown, all these indices are closely
related to the quality of the oil used to lubricate the engine.

According to the data of certain authors Ell, 12), the de-
crease in effective functional indices observed during operation
of automobile engines and resulting, for example, solely from forma-
tion of carbon deposits ranges from 3 to 14%.

The limits of the variation in average effective indices de-
pend to a substantial extent on the type of engine and the operat-
ing conditions.

In analyzing the distribution of losses associated with forma-
tion of carbon deposits in an engine, it has been hypothesized that
2/3 of these losses are due to the reduction in the filling factor
resulting from the decrease in air delivery caused by the reduction
in comb.ustion-chamber volume and the increase in To. The remaining
losses are associated with the decrease in thermal efficiency. Oil
quality may affect the change in the filling factor in the follow-
ing manner. When the pressure of the air or fuel-air mixture is re-
duced during intake, the work of expansion goes to create a velocity
head and to overcome the resistance in the intake channel. The lat-
ter is obviously composed of the frictional losses Lt and Lk (in

the lines and valves) and of local losses.

As is well known, the f'illing factor is defined in the follow-
ing manner:

7v = - ,""") P0ht i' i, cm" ,To 288" K,Po( -- =)r
po 7s-)T cm

while the ratio of the initial and final values of nvn and nvk is:

H (PAN - P,.) Tom

where T is the temperature of the charge heated by the cylinderwalls, the ideal case (with the filling factor equaling
the volume coefficient) obviously occurring at T6 o To,

Pa is the pressure at the end of the intake stroke, and

Pr is the counterpressure.

Let us represent the value of Pa in the following manner:

P,- PoP-AP. kg./cm2

Thz value of APa can be determined from the Bernoulli equation,

- 10 -



if we consider charge intake into the cylinder to be a steady-state
process

where

~F 2

y Is the specific gravity of the charge,
ý is the local-loss coefficient for the intake system,
a is the piston travel,
F is the piston area,
n is the engine speed, and

fk is the through valve cross-section.

Then:

/12 "- -' -" IS" - -+"

With a constant cylinder size, the losses Ap, are p"oportion-

a]. to the square of the engine speed and inversely kproportional to
the square of the through valve cross-section.

The values of are from 1/12 to 1/8 at cm < 6.5 rn/s, 1/9

to 1/6 at 6.5 < cm < 10, and 1/6 to 1/ 4 .5 at cm > 10.

With moderate airflow speeds through the inlet valves (Wk =

= 30-70 m/s), the pressure at the end of the intake stroke for a
four-stroke engine is roughly Pa = (0.85 + 0.90) p0 kg/cm2 without

injection and p = (0.92 + 0.66) Pk with injection, where Pk is t"ie
injection pressure.

In two-stroke engines, Pa is less than the receiver pressure

Pk by an amount equal to the hydraulic losses in the blow-off sys-

tem. These losses are directly related to oil quality in some types
of engines.

The principal factor associated with oil quality that has a
direct effect on the losses Apa is the change in the loss coeffi-

cients Xk' Xt, and &, as can be seen from the formula above.

The coefficients of the losses due to friction are known to
be governed by the relative wall roughness. The greater roughness
of an uneven carbon deposit will therefore cause greater losses.
Finally, the change in the relative active intaVo-system cross-

- 11i-



section / caused by deposits, which are usually asscciated

with oil quality, also Qause considerable losses.

Losses due to friction or local resistance and changes in ac-
tive cross-section, which are governed by the number and character
of the carbon deposits, are undoubtedly directly related both to
the quality of the base oil used and to the type of fuel.

It can also be seen from the formula d.efining the relative
change in volumetric efficiency that this change affects the charge
temperature. The heating of the air or fuel-air mixture by the com-
ponent surfaces raises this temperature during intake.

The temperature of the piston face, cylinder wall, and cylinder
head has a particularly strong effect on the observed rise in T'0'
M.M. Maslennlkov and M.S. Rappiport cite data indicating that the
average rise in the temperature of fresh fuel-air mixture is 30-
600 C [13]. The heating of the mixture therefore decreases when
there are fewer deposits of tars and carbon on the cylinder-piston
components.

The quality of the oil used, which has a direct influence on
the decrease in pressure during intake and on the rise in mixture
temperature, thus reduces the specific gravity of the mixture, the
weight of the charge, and hence the admission.

Influence of Motor-Oil Quality on Losses Due to Friction

As was pointed out above, the change in engine-operating effi-
ciency is affected by the ratio of the final and initial values of
the average pressure losses due to friction. This pressure loss or
the power loss equivalent to it includes both losses associated
directly with the friction of the moving parts of the engine and
those associated with power consumption in driving auxiliary units.

Experimental determination of the power loss due to friction
involves substantial difficulties.

Determination of this power as the difference between the gauge
power and the effective power results in large errors, since the
gauge power is determined to within 2-3% and the effective power to
within 1-2%.

Since the power loss due to friction has a substantially small-
er absolute value, the relative error in its determination can reach
30%.

Vansheydt r143 gives the following data on the relationship
of the losses due to friction in an internal combustion engine
[ICE] (ABC):

Type of Loss Percent of Power

Ring friction 55-65
Bearing friction 35-45

-1?2-



According to the data of M.M. Maslennikov and M.S. Rappiport
[13), the distribution of mechanical power losses in an engine can
be characterized in the following manner:

Type of loss Percent of power

LosseL due to friction
piston assembly 45-65
bearings 5-10
auxiliary units 10-15

Power losses in drive and pump lines
in distribution mechanism 5-10
in auxiliary units 5-10
pump lines 10-15

As can be seen from the data given above, a substantial por-
tion of the losses result from the friction of the piston assembly
on the cylinder wall. The average pressure loss pt is therefore

directly related to the viscosity of the lubricating oil. The lat-
ter varies as a function of engine operating temperature and of the
change in the chemical structure of the oil hydrocarbons during pro-
longed operation. Two processes occur simulhaneously at moderate and
high temperatures: a reversible change in viscosity with temperature
and an irreversible change in viscosity caused by oxidation of the
oil (or depolymerization when thickened oils are used). A reversible
change in viscosity is the main process at low temperatures. The
character of the change in viscosity is especially complex when
thickened oils are used.

As has already been pointed out, th*. average pressure loss is
affected by the losses in driving auxiliary units and by pump losses
as well as by losses due to friction. Changes in the quality of the
oil used in the engine, principally through oxidation, which leads
to deposition of carbon and tars on the combustion-chamber walls,
can also be l.rgely responsible for losses of the former type. For
example, carbon deposits on the combustion-chamber walls cause a
change in compression ratio.

There is a relationship that defines the relative change in
power loss due to friction at different compression ratios [13):

N, e + 8,5

where Nf is the power loss due to friction at a compression ratio c,
and

N f is the power loss due to friction at a compression ratio
0 E •.

Data are also available (13) on the influence of the pressure
and temperature of the incoming air on the power loss due to fric-
tion; as was shown above, the change in these fectors is related
to the quality of the lubricating oil used in the engine.
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However, the viscosity of the lubricating oil, which varies
with the complex engine operating conditions, and, even more im-
portant, its viscosity index undoubtedly have a special influence
on the average pressure losses due to friction.

Numerous investigations conducted at the INKhP AN Azerbaydzhan
SSR, a number of other Soviet scientific research institutes, and
abroad have shown that introduction of additives such as antioxi-
dants is exceptionally effective in reducing the increase in oil
viscosity that usually results from the oxidation of oil hydrocar-
bons occurring at high temperatures. The change in oil stiucture
caused by oxidation has an especially severe effect on viscosity
during operation at low temperatures, where formation of carbon
deposits and sludge produces both undesirable additional losses and
even greater disruptions of the conditions under which the lubrica-
tion system and the engine as a whole operates.

The character of the additives employed also has a material
Influence on the change in the viscosity index of the oil.

According to Walter, the dependence of oil viscosity on temp-
erature can be expressed in the following manner:

19[Ig(1O0v +0,8)] -A + Blg T,

where A and B are constants,

T is the absolute temperature, and

v Is the kinematic viscosity (in St).

In addition to the commonly employed additives of the thicken-
ing type, which make it possible to obtain favorable initial-oil
viscosity indices, it must be pointed out that additives can prov-
ide stability of the constants A and B in Walter's equation for oils
Jn prolonged service.

The stabilizing influence of va..lous additives on the depoly-
-,.vization resistance of thickened oilE was described by Ye.G.
•,-iaienido et al. [14]. Thus, additives have been found to permit
.. d regulation of the variation in oil viscosity during service

engines.

The experimental data given below on the influence of lubri-
.,,ting-oll viscosity on the losses due to friction enable us to
t•e a quantitative characterization of tine efficiency of tech-

niques for stabilizing oil viscosity with the aid of multipurpose
<•ditives.

I.S. Khvoshchev's empirical formula [15], which he derived
"'.om the results of experiments on diesel automobile engines, has
i'ie form:

PToft0.2 1.31 (fl aia kg/cm8,
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where pt is the average pressure loss due to friction,

n is the engine speed, and

n is the dynamic viscosity of the oil (in poises).

This relationship has been verified experimentally for tempera-
tures down to -5 0 C.

In investigating the maxfmium pressure loss due to friction

Pt max during the starting of four-3troke diesel engines as a func-

tion of lubricating-oil viscosity, M.L. Minkin [16) used the experi-
mental data of various authors as a basis for recommending the fol-
lowing relationship:

PT MA X 1,9 4/Vo kg/cm',

where v0 is the kinematic viscosity in St (cm 2/s). Using the results

of experiments conducted with a two-stroke GMC engine, the same
author obtained the following expression for the maximum pressure
loss due to friction pt max during starting as a function of oil
viscosity:

PT M3 = 1,24 y kg/cm'

Investigations conducted by M.M. Likhachev and Yu.M. Galkin
[7l yielded curves representing the average pressure loss due to
friction as q function of crankshaft speed with the engine in

different thermal states. At temperatures of about 10-200 C, pt rises

in direct proportion to crankshaft speed. Two segments are observed
in the curves below this temperature: pt falls as engine speed is

increased to 20-60 rpm and then either remains almost constant (at
t - 69.50) or increases in direct proportion to engine speed. A
sharp rise in pt (to 9-10 kg/cm2 ) at low engine speed (40-80 rpm)

is observed at temperatures of about 00 or below. The further in-
crease in p is less abrupt and there may even be an inflection in
the curve (ýt t - - 7.50 and -12.55C) in some cases. M.L. Minkin
[161 attriLutes the rise in average pressure loss due to friction
wIth increasing engine speed to the increase in the shear resistance
of individual layers of the oil film as the relative friction-sur-
face speed rises.

Hence it can be assumed that the boundary properties of the
lubricating layers adsorbed cn the friction surfaces, which are
known t:, be regulable within wide limits through the properties
of the additives employed, also affect the loss due to friction.

52. ANALYSIS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR PRINCIPAL TYPES OF PISTON
ICE UNDER DIFFERENT SERVICE CONDITIONS

Automobile Engines

Even under ordinary highway conditions, automobile operation
Is characterized by qu'te frequent fluctuation of varying loads
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as a result of the different amounts of' power consumed in overcom-
ing resistance to motion. The operating regime of an automobile en-
gine is still further complicated by frequent starts, stops, and
acceleration. On the other hand, the design of engines intended for
automobile (especially light vehicles) should provide maximum power
and economy with minimum size and weight, which subjects such en-
gines to severe stresses and thus makes them particularly suscep-
tible to abruptly varying operating regimes.

e. 4

20 40 V0 90 100 12u %0 154

Fig. 1. Oscillogram of torque of automobile
engine. 1) Tor ue, kg/m; 2) s.

Figure 1 shows a torque oscillogram characteristic of a mas-
sive automobile engine [518, demonstrating how abruptly the torque
varies over short time intervals.

The different conditions under which trucks are used results
in nonuniform loading of the engine over its total operating time.

Ye.S. Kuznetsov, who investigated the operating regimes of
the ZIL [3HA] automobile during 3unzner and winter service, estab-
lished that the operating-time distribution was characterized by
the following data:

Operating-time distributicn index Operating time,
per cent

Length of loaded trip, km
up to 20 5 6-45
from 20 to 25 25-32
more than 19-23

Average speed, km/h
15-20 28-31
20-25 20-24
25-30 52.-46

As experience in the operation of automobile engines with oi]V
of different types (with and without multipurpose additives) ha3
shown (19], especially high requirements are imposed on the operat-
ing properties of crankcase oil used for engine lubrication in
winter transport. This is particularly true of the engines of light
automob'les and buses, which operate with frequent startý and stopn;.
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The results of nu;1ierous investigations have shown that piston
and cylinder wear is accelerated by a factor of more than three as
a result of fuel condensation and disruption of the lubricatfon re-
gime when the engine temperatu- regime is reduced from 96 tL 350C.
Water vapor, which condenses at low temperatures, promotes formation
of emulsions, deposits, and sludge, thus causing increased wear.

Low-temperature automobile-engine operating conditions thus
create great obstacles to normal functioning.

Under normal engine-operating conditions, the requirements im-
posed on lubricating-oil quality are made up of a number of charac-
teristics associated with design factors, which are discussed below.

1. With the high compression ratios obtained in modern carbure-
tor-equipped engines (t'p to 10-12), there is a great increase in
engine sensitivity to the number of deposits in the combustion cham-
ber. The amount of gas L'lown by into the crankcase increases, thus
promoting rapid "aging" cf the oil,

2. The increased pressures and temperatures in modern automo-
bile engines are accompanied by a decrease in lubrication-system
capacity. Thus, according to some data [ll], the lubrication-system
capacity is reduced from 5-5.5 to 4.5 quarts when the combustion
temperature is raised from 2700 to 4000°F. This entails a rise in
crankcase-oil temperature. According to American researchers (12S,
the average oil temperature in automobile-engine crankcases in-
creased by 301F between 1946 and 1956, while, according to George's
data, an increase of 20°F in oil temperature doubles the oil-oxida-
tion rate when aeration occurs.

3. The conditions for formation of acidic compounds character-
istic of automobi.le-engine operation cause rapid corrosion of bear-
ing alloys.

Automobile-engine operating conditions at moderate, high, and
low ambient-air temperatures impose special requirements on the
viscosity indices of automobile oils, this factor to a large ex-
tent governing the economy of engine operation.

According to data obtained at the VNIIAT [All-Union Scienti-
fic Research Institute of Automobile Transport] [19, 20), the power
loss at a temperature of 20 is 45-50%, while only 20% of the gauge
power is effectively used to create traction at the automobile's
drs',e wheels at lower temperatures (-120).

Tractor Engines

Tractor engines are used primarily during the spring and sum-
irer and their loading rate is substantiallý lower during the fall
and winter. Other characteristi,: features of tractor-engine opera-
tion that serve to distinguish their loading conditions from those
for, for example, automobile engines are associated with the charac-
teristics of tractor use in different types of agricultural work
and are due to the quite pronounced nonsteady loading.
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V.N. Boltinskiy [21] pointed out the following principal re-
gimes for tractor-engine operation:

idling during starts, brief stops, and changes in operating
regime, where the engine is running at minimum speed;

idling at maximum speed, as governed by the regulator, before
full loading with an agricultural implement;

different speed regimes involving complete or partial loading
of the tractor engine, both in carrying out various agricultural
operations and under rminimum load with the tractor idling (in per-
forming various types of agricultural work, the load on the trac-
tor engine is usually 85-95$ of the nominal load, while the idle
load for a moving cractor is 15-45% of the nominal load);

overloading of the tractor engine, which is characterized Ly
reduced power with full fuel delivery.

The substantial fluctuations in loading and the conjunction
of frequently alternated regimes thus eaable us to characterize
tractor-engine operation as occurring under nonsteady loading. Thus,
according to the data of V.N. Boltinskiy, the degree of nonuniformity
of the moment of engine resistance during plowing can reach 0.3-0.4,
while the average moment of resistance can vary by 35-40%. Fluctua-
tions of tt 1s magnitude occur when there is nonuniform delivery
during threshing, when moving ove- broken terrain, and in other
cases.

In a special investigation devoted to tractor-engine operation
under nonsteady loads, V.N. Boltinskiy [21] made a thorough analy-
iis of the conditions leading to varicus fluctuations in engine-
operating regimes as a function of external factors and established
a number of criteria that enable us to characterize the influence
of nonsteady loading on the parameters of tractor-engine operation.

The moment of resistance at a tractor-engine shaft during lin-
ear tractor movement is expressed by the following sum:

A,==1,1 -~ jlI' -t N. -+ Mo -+ Al,,

where Ms is the total moment cf resistance,

Mf is the moment of resistance to roll,

M is the moment of drawbar resistance,pr

Sis the moment of resistance during supercharged hoist
ioperamrfon,c

if 0 is the moment of resistance due to ineýrtial forces, and

Mt i• the moment of resistance due to frictional forces.

The degree of r:onuniformity i one index characterizing trac-
tor-engine operation under nonsteady loads.
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The degree of nonuniformity of each of the components of the
moment of resistance 6 is determined from the expression:

lMmA'- M min

where Mmax, Mmin, and Msr are the maximum, minimum and average values

of the component in question respectively.

In addition to the degree of nonuniformity, the variation in
the components making up the moment of resistance is also a.'ffected
by the period of the variation in a given component.

Both the magnitude and duration of deviations from the average
moment of resistance have a material influence on tractor-engine
operation. This effect is especially pronounced at loads close to
the rated load.

The actual deviations of the components of the moment of re-
sistance from their average long-term values are characterized by
the coefficient of possible rise in a given component of the moment
of engine resistance or by the coefficient of possible engine over-
loading during performance of a given agricultural operation:

Ac rp. max

where v is the coefficient of possible rise in a given component
of the momeot of engine resistance or the coefficient
of overloading,

M is the average temporarily elevated component of
s sr,max the engine resistance, and

M is tne average long-term value of the component of the
s sr moment of engine resistance in question.

A general analysis of the factors responsible for the differ-
ent types of variation in the components of the moment of tractor-
engine resistance enables us to give the approximate values in Ta-
ble 1 for the parameters governing nonsteady tractor-engine oper-
ating regimes.

As can be seen from the data in this table, the variation in
engine-operation regimes resulting from various operational and
other causes are associated with many variables that generally
have random values. Combinations of random values naturally do not
have the character of regular phenomena. It is quite possible that
the over-all nonuniformity is eliminated under certain conditions,
when deviations of opposite sign occur simultaneously. However,
there can also be cases where the maximnum values of the components
of the moment of resistance coincide. The nonuniformity can be as-
sumed to range up to 0.4, while the coefficient of possible over-
loading is no more than 1.5. V.N. Boltinskiy suggested that, in
first approximation, the varying moment of resistance be represent-
ed by the periodic function:
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TABLE 1
Tractor-Engine Operating Regime with Different Com-
ponents of Moment of Resistance

1 3 40

1 CTnculI,fIe-. ...CTO TA (o.(NillW-I,%ow 1011eHT MoMveHTa Co11poTH AIMnAc paillicl p, p-P10 d3%epc. cuonpe
110CTH 1I3M~l IICA 3N HR irY3K -

6 MOMCIIT Con1pOTHPAeIHII ABDIIKCHIIIO I
TpaXTnpa i

7 Koa1ccIoro 0,58--1.13 0.1 -- 03 10-%,3 ;,ý3-2,0
8 rycc1inHoro 0.08--0,15 0.1 -0,2 10-5 .8--2.1

9 ,OMCIT C ilpunieaIe in c.-x M-NllllI-opyA:,.
i o d~ayr o,1i5- o.0.30 0.2 -- 2 .o 5-- 0 .5 1,33--I.1

s opolis 0,06,--0, 12 0,1 -0,3 10--3,3 1,0
I 2 Ce(Wlla 0,,2_0,25 0,1 '!-0,4 6.6--2,5 l.O

I 441oTOP.Ii ~ 0.06--0,m 0,2 -0,4 5_2,r. 1,34--1 4
1 5 6cM'oTopHzii 0,03-0.2" 0,06-05 14-2 jcn 1,4

1 6 MoaotitaKa 0,08-0,22 0,07-0,5 14-2 1,35-1,47 f PI-eIi~e 0,06-0,40 0,04-0,2 25-5 --

1) Component of moment 9) Moment of resistance of
of resistance; agricultural machinery;

2) Degree of nonuni- 10) Plow;
formity; 11) Harrcw;

3) Variation period; 12) Seeder;
4) Variation frequency; 13) Combine;
5) Overload coefficient; 14) Motor-driven;
6) Moment of resistance 15) Undriven;

to tractor movement; 16) Thresher;
7) Wheel; 17) Wagon;
8) Track; 18) Up to.

.14K, N AIN I -Sin lt.,

( )
and.Ala, =A4~ (I -- •,sinmt 1 , )

where t and t are fractions of the maximum possible periodXl x
of variation in the moment of resistance within which the quanti-
ties Mkx and M are determined, while m = 21/T where T is the

1 X 2
period of variation in the moment of resistance, wL.ch changes
with the character of the work done by the tractor and the equip-
ment It pulls.

Tractor-engine operation under winter coiditions is charac-
terized by comparatively low loads.

S.A. Chernov and Ya.I. Kuvshinov [22] give data on the re-
suits of observations of the operation of caterpillar tractors
during winter (Table 2); these data show that 25-50% of engine-
operation time Is in Idle and 15-38% under light loads.
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TABLE 2

Data on Tractor Loading During Winter
1 2 3arpyaxa a c€ey npse Pa6o4T ADrM-

ASN2KCeUHW |TeAD flM kepD--
BHA pa6OTal C I .f e Go TalOulep

c rY0yo I y 6e3 rPY8 TPaKTjpe

6 CCIbCkOXO3s'icTseHHhe pa6oTm
i' 1,81 1,88 3,64
% 24,7 25,4 49,9

7 CTpOHTCwbmiie pa6oTM H nAakHpo0ka
V 2,68 2.77 1,84
8 % 36.7 38,0 25.38 TpCeACBDa jeca

S4,49 1,39 3.19
4,9.3 1,.4 35,3

9 BUBaoKa Amec , ,
' 2,38 2,06 3.84

29,3 25,6 45.8

1) Type of work; 7) Construction and
2) Per-shift loading, leveling;

tractor moving; 8) Wood skidding;
3) Loaded; 9) Wood hauling.
4) Unloaded;
5) Engine operation with

tractor stationary;
6) Agricultural work;

As has been pointed out, both rapid wear of cylinder-piston
components and repid aging of the crarkcase oil, which leads to
fcrmation of more deposits and sludge, occur at low ambient temp-
eratures.

Ship Engines

Operating conditions for ship engines differ materially from
those for land-transport diesels.

Under normal conditions, operation of ship powerplants does
not usually involve abrupt changes in load or speed. In most cases
(except for light vessels), the diesels of both main and auxiliary
powerplant3 operate under conditions where they are not subject to
any substantial variations in ambient-air temperature, while the
air contains no contamination in the form of ab:asive particles that
might enter the engine together with dust. From this standpoint, the
operating conditions for ship diesels are substantially better than
those for land-transport engines. However, there are also certain
specific features that complicate these rnonditions, principally the
danger of high air humidity, which is especially detrimeatal to en-
gines operating cn fuel with a high sulfur content.

Operating conditions for engines in riverboats are complicated
by the more severe running conditions (23). Engine overloadn are
more frequent and their duration often exceeds the permissible le-
vel. Ship operation In shallow water or in canals is associated
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with an increase in resistance to movement, which also promotes en-
gine overloads and leads to an increase in thermal stresses and to
a decrease in the durability of the cylinder-piston components.

The most typical temperatures for the cooling water leaving
the engine are 55-65' for closed systems and 40-45' for through-
flow systems [23]. Such temperatures are in themselves quite un-
favorable from the standpoint of wearing of the cylinder-piston
components, especially when the engine operates on heavy fuels with
a high sulfur content, and are lower than the recommended operation
temperatures.

According to the data of N.M. Renskii [23], the temperature of
the cooling water leaving the engine for D-48, 6L 275 and other en-
gines with closed cooling systems should be held between 70 and 75'C
when the engine is operating at its rated power and under partial
loads. For through-flow systems, this temperature should be 50-55 0 C.

Supply conditions for marine powerplants using engines with
compressive ignition create the problem of developing the smallest
possi.ble number of types of oils for the great variety of diesel
engines used in ships. in this connection, it can be assumed that
use of highest-quality oils providing good operational reliability
and life for marine powerplants, longer oil service life, and small-
er expenditures for repair and dipping can compensate for any pos-
sible rise in oil cost.

A detailed technical-economic analysis of this situation should
take into account the operation of a number of factors, prime among
which are the type of engine used, the oil consumption in changes
made at different intervals and resulting from the altered degree
of oil burning caused by the improvement in cylinder-piston operat-
ing conditions, and the optimum variety of oils to be used.

Loccmotlve Engines

Two- and four-stroke engines with compressive ignition used
as powerplants for locomotives operate in a manner similar to the
marine powerplants considered above and are not subject to abrupt
changes in load or speed.

The coefficients of resistance to motion are minimal when mod-
ern technical facilities are employed in railway transport. Through-
train locomotives do not make frequent starts and stops and their
powerplants therefore operate for longer periods under steady-state
load and speed regimes. In contrast to marine diesels, their work-
ing conditions are characterized by higher cooling-water and lub-
ricating-oil temperatures.

§3. PROMISING 'ICE' TYPES AND ALLOTMENT

The makeup of the present ICE fleet and the prospects for its
development are to a substantial extent governed by the directions
taken .n the development of agricultural and industrial machinery
and of transportation facilities in which given types of ICE's are
used as powerplants.
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Most current ICE's are automobile and tractor engines, which
account for about 80% of the total power of powerplants using such
engines. Using this as a basis, let us consider the main trends
and directions in contemporary autrmobile and tractor design in the
USSR and perspective types of ICE'• fnr use in these vehicles.

Automobiles

Trucks. Trucks predominate in the Soviet automobile fleet.
This characteristic of the makeu:p of the Soviet fleet essentially
distinguishes it from the makeup of the world fleet. About 77.7%
of Soviet motor vehicles are trucks, while they account for only
22% of the world fleet.

The developmental features of the Soviet national economy,
both during the first five year plans and at present, have made
the development of truck production a task of prime importance.

The truck fleet of the USSR is dominated by vehicles of mod-
erate carrying capacity (from 2 to 5 t): these accounted for 92.2%
of the fleet in 1958 and about 80% in 1965. The proportion of light
trucks (less than 2 t) is about 10%. On the basis of the needs of
the Soviet national eccnomy, the number of trucks with carrying
capacities of less thar. 2 t should be no less than 30% of the to-
tal number of trucks. The rroportion of such vehicles in the world
truck fleet is 60-70%.

The followin< table compares the truck-fleet makeups for the
principal capitalist nations:

Carrying CapaciLi USA England FRG France I

Less than 2 t 64.5 59.0 62.2 66.2 64.0
Fron 2 to 5 t 27.3 26.9 29.3 21.0 26.0
More than 5 t 8.2 14.0 8.5 12.8 10.0

Light trucks thus predominate in the makeup of the truck
fleets of foreign countries, while medium trucks predominate in
the USSR.

The advantages of' the planned national economy of the USSR
permit national centralization of goods transfer by trucks con-
centrated in large depots. These conditions permit mass transfer
of large batches of goods in trucks with large carrying capacities,
tis greatly reducing transportation costs.

The trends in the development of the Soviet truck fleet thus
also differ radically from those in foreign countries in this res-
pect. As can be seern from the data given above, the relative in-
crease in the number of light trucks has been less rapid than that
in the number of heavy trucks. In this connection, the extent to
which diesels have been introduced into the Soviet fleet is also
higher than in the USA: a total of 4% of the registered trucks in
the USSR have engines with compressive ignition, while only 2.5%
of the trucks In the USA are diesel-equipped.
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Buses. The makeup of the bus fleets in both the USSR and for-
eign countries is governed by the layout of the over-all national
transportation system.

The Soviet bus fleet is intended to provide both municipal
and interurban transport; both types of application are undergoing
dynamic development in accordance with the requirements of the popu-
lace.

Determination of bus-fleet makeup abrcad is usually dominated
by commercial considerations, as well as by the specific require-
ments of the localities in which the buses run.

The features of the economic development and geographic lo-
cation of some nations causes the proportion of buses in their over-
all motor vehicle fleets to be high, as in the USSR; available fig-
ures are 9.2% for India, 6.5% for Indonesia, 3.5% for Japan, and
about 2.4% for England. The number of buses does not exceed 1-1.2%
of the over-all fleet in other countries.

TABLE 3

New Gasoline-Engine Models in the USSR

1 2z 4 5 67

O M o.FlpHxetiatme

I , --0,7523--25 -

1 4 1065O8 - pXMa~oajITpa)uNAi
2 4 1,22 45 4500 8 - 9

HtOBfi uanOAa1TpaWn1ii
3 6V 2.5 95 4200 19 - 0 o.Boarav. rA3-62, rA3-56

6V , 85 3600
4 6V 3,75 110 3800 25 100x80 1 Biccro rA3-51
5 8V 5.0 1 5o 4000 34 10 XB0 I 2311A
- GV !5,2 135 3200 35 I08X93 I 3MecTo 3HJI-120

7 j V 17.0 140 3200 47 108! X95 1 MIITo6ycCW

8V 160 200 4000 I41 108X95 1 !BiMJ-IIi
b 8V 10 240 2800 , 120X 10

1) Model No.; 8) Ultralow-displacement;
2) Number of cylinders; 9) New low-displacement;
3) Working volume; 10) "Volga," GAZ-62, GAZ-56;
4) Nex hp; 11) Replaces GAZ-51;
5) n, rpm; 12) ZIL;

13) Replaces ZIL-120;
6) M, kg-i; 14) Buses;7) Notes; 15) ZIL-111.

Light automobiles. Expansion of the light-automobile fleet
in the USSR is directed principally at developing designs that
will permit use of a minimum number of vehicles to satisfy maxi-
mum demands for passenger and special transport. Private-use auto-
mobiles are the most common type of light vehicle in the USSR,
accounting for more than half of all light automobiles.

Since the light automobile is not at present regarled as a
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prime necessity, transportation will be principally by taxicabs
and rented light automobiles in the near future. According to the
data of the Academy of Municipal Economy RSFSR, the productivity
of taxicabs is twice that of light rental automobiles and more than
12 times that of private.-use automobiles.

The most common vehicles in the USSR are low-displacement
"Moskvich" automobiles, which account for about half the light-auto-
mobile fleet. Like ultralow-displacement automobiles, they will soon
enjoy preferential use as the vehicles most suited to operating re-
quirements.

The predominance of models of the "Volga" class in the Soviet
taxi fleet is not justified by their actual load (80% of taxi trips
were for 1 or 2 passengers). The main type of Gaxi should therefore
be based on low-displacement automobiles of the "Moskvich" type.

The requirement imposed on motor-oil quality by the "Moskvich"
engine are therefore largely definitive for Soviet light automobiles.

The aforementioned trends in the development of the Soviet
automobile fleet to a substantial extent determine the prospective
types of engines that will be available, which are characterized by
the data in Table 3.

This assortment provides eight basic models and two modifica-
tions with 6 piston diameters. This narrcd range of automobile en-
gines differs greatly from things abroad, where the commercial situa-
tion results in a mad race for greater power and there may be several
dozen engine-model changes in a single year.

As is well known, the high engine power in current American
light automobiles is largely due to competitive ccnditions. On the
other hand, the increased power is also undoubtedly dictated by
the need to raise both the dynamic and economic indices of the
vehicles. However, these improvements are to a large extent at-
tributable to the specific conditions of light-automobile opera-
tion in the USA. HLgh engine power ensures rapid acceleration to
high speed, which is of great importance for abrupt starts at in-
tersections in heavy city traffic and makes it possible to reach
high speeds on interurban highways. The high traffic speeds on
American highways require minimum passing time, which is also
provided by high engine power.

In addition, various automatic and auxiliary devices (servo-
mechanisms, air-conditioners, and drive mechanisms for power win-
dows and automatic convertible tops) consume up to 15-20% of the
engine power in some cases.

Finally, the low cost of gasoline, which is cheaper in the
USA by a factor of 2-3 than in most Western European nations, makes
it possible to use high-power engines in American light automobiles.

Road conditions. Truck transport of goods is carried out over
vast reaches of the Soviet Union, a factor that has a special ef-
fect on highway conditiono for domestic automobile transport and
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to a considerable extent govern-. the trends in motor vehicle design.

The rate of automobile-transport developmcnt is known to out-
strip the rate of roadbuilding in the USSR. For example automobile
freight traffic increased by a factor of 7.5 between 1940 and 1958,
while the total length of hard-surface roads increased by a factor
of only 1.65. According to the data of G.V. Zimelev and L.A. Bronsh-
teyn [25), the USSR had 251.0 thousand kilometers of hard-surfaced
roads in 1960, accounting for 1.3% of iotal highway mileage. Im-
proved-surface roads (concrete, asphalt, and blacktop) accounted
for 66.6 thousand kilometers or 5% of the highways in the USSR. To-
tal truck freight traffic is distributed about equally between rural
and urban roads. A substantial amount of freight traffic associated
with supplying agriculture, industry, and rural construction, in-
terurban transfer, centralized transport of commercial products, and
supplying other specialized industries thus moves under severe road
conditions, where the above-cited authors' data indicate that annual
truck capacity does not exceed 20-25 thousand ton-kilometers.

Such operating conditions greatly reduce average speed (by a
factor of 3-5), increase fuel consumption, reduce the service lives
of basic automobile assemblies, and ultimately increase transport
costs by a factor of 2-3 over dirt roads and by a factor of 5-6
over roadless terrain.

In addition to the direct losses that occur under the aforemen-
tioned conditions, capital expenditures must be increased when the
service lives of the main vehicle assemblies are reduced, in order
to assure that a given amount of freight can be moved with the re-
quisite number of registered vehicles.

P• ,3
so - -

60 ---- -

40

-10 0 +80 o 160

Fig. 2. Statistical torque distribution f(M) on relative coordin-
ates under different running conditions. 1) Roadless terrain; 2)
dirt road; 3) improved dirt road.

As can be seen from the results obtained by B.V. Gol'd and
Ye.M. Obolenskiy in processing data obtained at the Moscow Auto-
motive Mechanics Institute, the NAMI (HAM) [Central Order of the
Red Banner of Labor Scientific Research Automotive and Automotive-
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Engine Institute], and t',e LISI (AMCM) [Leningrad Order of the Red
Banner of Labor Structural Engineering Institutel [24], automobile-
engine operation under severe running conditions is characterized
by great scattering of torque values.

Gol'd and Qbolenskiy present the results of an investigation
of the torque-distribution curves foi- severe operating conditions.
The authors considered three sets of running conditions:

1) travel over very poor hard-surfaced roads (improved gravel
roads),where the torque varies considerably both in magnitude and
direction;

2) travel over poor dirt roads and roadless terrain;

3) travel over unrolled dirt roads, which are usually encount-
ered in rural areas.

Figure 2 shows the differential torque-distribution curves
(% of M e), taking into account the test regimes, which involve

starting and shifting [the curves for f(M) were constructed with
the interval AM = 16%].

Automobile operation under severe road condit 4 ons thus creates
abruptly varying loads on the engine, making its operating regime
approximatp the nonsteady tractor-engine regime described above.

Tractor fleet

The makeup of the Soviet agricultural-tractor fleet differs
greatly in different areas of the country. Thus, tractors of low
and medium power predominate in the northern and northwestern re-
gions, while general-purpose tractors of high power and extremely
powerful row-crop tractors predominate in the steppes, with their
vast cultivated areas.

The data in Tables 4 and 5 give a 6eneral idea of the distribu-
tion of the main types of agricultural tractors in the USSR.

In 1958, Soviet industry produced six basic tractor models
(c-80, .jT-54A, Kfn-35, MT3-5 4T-24M, and &T-146) and six modi-
fications (C805, 4T-55, 4T-24, M-3, TAT-40, TUT-60, and QCW-14).
In addition, the tractor fleets of tractor stations CTS] (MnC)
and sovkhozes included various out-of-production machines: ACXT3-
HATH, "Universal," CXT3, etc.

The prospective tractor fleet is based on ten classes differ-
ing in drawbar indices.

In accordance with GOST 7057-54, the main classification index
in this system is the drawbar pull on stubble of normal dampness
at the lowest operating speed.

The types of tractor engines available are based on thts
classification.
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TABLE 4

Tractor Distribution in the Soviet National Economy
[26, 27]

5
12 3o TPaqpou, mpc. e Y cr-

Pecnfy6nHKH m 3o11W w HH'IHIAX TpaX.
ccro 0 T. q. rYCaHN'- To?0o, %

4 HUX

6 CCCP" 1051.8 636,3 60,4
7 TOM qNCAe 

IPI0CpCp 612,2 391,4 63,5
71 TOm 4HCAe

9 (cncp 20,0 14,6 73,0
1 0 Culcpc-3anaA 24,5 13,2 36,01 1.IICIITp I97,8 112,3 67,0
1 2 ilo1o0IAwe 38,5 43,7 64,0
1 3 CCnepMWA 1(aaaA3 76,1 40,6 53,4
1 4 YpaA 81,8 55,1 C67,4
1 5 3ann,'3Au Cs6HpO, 87.4 K4,2 73,5
1 6 llocroqnaa Cm6h5I. 38,9 29,4 j 73,51 7 J;aAbAWH aOCTOK 21,0 15,4 73.5

1 BYCCP 164,6 83.7 51,0
1 9'CCP 19,5 15,4 52,3
2 OY36cKCKca CCP , 41,8 13,2 27,12 1l(a3ahCK40 CCP 111,5 85,4 76,7
2 21"py3HIIcKA CCP 6,0 3,7 62,6
2 3Aaep6aAlcaiicxns CCP 12,4 6,6 53,3
2 4 J1IHaoRCala CCP 13,6 8.5 63.0
2 SMoaASOcxaN CCP 11,6 6,1 52,G
2 6 Jia.n~IBKal CC'1 10,7 6,0 53,7 -

2 71(.sprm.cwas CCP 9.5 4,6 48,6
2 8 T"aaAxnHMCka CCP 7,0 2,9 41.5
2 q Apusnicam CC) 3,4 2,2 64.3
3 OTypicicHcuau CCP 7,2 3,0 42,4
3 13CT i CMC CCP 7,0 3I5 49,6

1) Republics and areas; 16) Eastern Siberia;
2) Number of tractors, 17) Far East;

thousands; 18) UkSSR;
3) Total; 19) BSSR;
4) Caterpillar tractors; 20) Uzbek SSR;
5) Proportion of cater- 21) Kazakh SSR;

pillar tractors, %; 22) Georgian SSR;
6) USSR; 23) Azerbaydzhan SSR;
7) Including; 24) Lithuanian SSR;
8) RSFSR; 25) Moldavian SSR;
9) North; 26) Latvian SSR;
10) Northwest; 27) Kirgiz SSR;
11) Center; 28) Tadzhik SSR;
12) Povolzh'ye; 29) Armenian SSR;
13) Northern Caucasus; 30) Turkmen SSR;
14) Urals; 31) Estonian SSR.
15) Western Siberia;
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TABLE 5

Makeup of Soviet Tractor Fleet, by Types [26, 27)

THnM TP2KTOpO8 no Siaau.qeHNrn *40Nlqecaue YC¥ouHbie
4H MOLUHOCTH 12 eARHUNh , N 3 ýORNNI. M' X

4 TPaxnTOpM oftero HAsHAqeuHaN6
syceCHHq ue ,T-14) AM 8,5 M7 0,3 1,5

A•T.100 . 5,5 m 1,2 3,7
JIT-70 . 4,0 m 8.4 15,2
JAT-54 . 3,) m 18.8 28.8
JIT-40 . 2,0 m 3,6. 4,1

S KoAecae AT.40 . 1,4 m 1.1 1,3
9 k4roro 33,4 55,1

1 o TpaKTopbl nlPOl&WHde
(yHHaepC&auj~e) 7

S 1'yceHniuie aIT-40 KAacc 2,0 m 3.4 3,8
8 KojecH,,e )IT.40 . 1,4 m 25,9 23.3

AT-24 . 0,9 m 2b,5 14,7
JiT.14 . 0,6 m 10,8 3,1

14 To ro 66,6 44,9
B c cero G43 42.4

1) Tractor types by pur- 6) Class;
pose and power; 7) t;

2) Physical ui.lts, %; 8) Wheel;
3) Arbitrary units, %; 9) Sum;
4) General-purpos-e 10) Row-crop trac-

tractors; tors (general-purpose);
5) Caterpillar; 11) Total.

There is a trend in tractor building to increase the operat-
ing speed of wheel tractors to 9 km/h and that of caterpillar trac-
tors to 7 km/h. This is associated with the fact that agricultural
machinery is more productive at high speeds and with the wider use
of agricultural tractors for transport in construction and materials
handling.

The increase in engine power required to realize these goals
will be achieved by raising the average effective rated-regime
pressure from the present 5.0-6.1 kg/cm2 to 6-7 kg/cm2 .

Wide use has been proposed for air-cooled engines, which have
a power of up to 40-60 hp, as well as for two-stroke and fuel-in-
jection engines.

The main type of tractor engine in the USSR at present is the
four-stroke engine with compressive ignition. Table 6 shows the
prospective types of four-stroke tractor diesels. The basic models
in this list are the four-cylinder engines in each power range.
These basic models are the foundation for one-, two-, and six-cylin-
der modifications Intended for various restricted agricultural needs.

Six-cylinder engine designs with powers of more than 100 hp
are provided for reasons of dynamics and balance.
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TABLE 6

Perspective Types of Four-Stroke Diesels

1 2 3 4 Ocuto~lh. TCXiiH'ieCKIIC IIOK13MTeAH nPN

5 pa3JIHa whIx peryAlp( MKaX

o7 9 12
I"-HInlpc- flIIfTeJn,- P c

pwlilaa . l p6•1. Pofora na"o°a -
p~ioo~i T2 C RIC- 603 nepe- flcpehCHII1il

r• rd p,1O,, Kp3KBC Ox3iem
.,, • • ". C 1101)Lr- h..,soR rpy, J ue,,.To^ .,pr-Ox le e

c fleper- ii o r

lu no U3KOKO

- 0

L. I
IxI

ea e .-
A~N .Ac. Ne, Ac. NAcNC.C. hOCpWuI

. 0,2 1 0•o5 7.5 8 10 12,5 13
0.6 2 1,7 15 16 20 25 2250 Bo3ymIuIoe
1.9 4 3.4 3Y 32 40 5 1 AyuIoe

,.1-1,0 1,42 4 4,2 42 45' 55 68 2100

A- 1,4 3 4 5,8 58 62 75 grl 2100 1I9onj'ioe
4 6 2,7 87 93 113 14

a-'2,0 5.5--8.5 .5 12,0 120 128 155
10 1M0 200

(c aa.y- (C na.y- (c i'any-

HQ-150 I'f 50M) POM)
1 6 • , ! o,,16 1

ýI n--1500 I'p I
"4n,- 1600 rpm

A 1800 rpm

1) Engine class;
2) intended for tractors with drawbar pull of, t;
3) Number of cylinders;
4) Working.volume, liters;
5) Basic technical indices with different engine

adjustments;
6) Continuous operation with 10% overload*;
7) Long-term operation wi,'h temporary overload**;
8) Operation without overload***;
9) Operation with brief varying load;
10) Ne, hp;

11) ,, rpm;
12) Cooling;
13) Air;
14) Air and water;
15) Water;
16) With tnJection.

As is wel, known, tractors are used in various branches of
industry outside agriculture. They are employed in construction,
particulJrly in 3etting up powerplants and hydroelectric projects
and in laying railroad track, blacktops, and other types of high-
ways.

The data i1, Table 7 show that, of the total of 3,250,000 units
required by the national economy in 1966, most nhould go to satisfy
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TABLE 7
Tractors Required for the Nattonal Economy on 1
January 196 (Thousands of Physical Units)

CeAbcaoe CTpo- JnCC..Ni
K~acc, ,, m TI•;. •Op�a p xo39A- Keath- r lpoque Htoro

CTcO I C"°WuI 62 c 3e IJ 4 ROM- '6

14 m ryccrnm aiA 7 - 0,8 1,45 0.75 3,0
8,5m -8,5 4,5 8,65 2,35 24.0
5,.5m . 3X,4 75,3 17,2 37,1 1C0,0

4 m . 211,0 - - 9,0 220,0
3 m 3 , �97,7 630,0
2m . o6uero Ha3a'IeeHNA 91,4 1,5 - 7,1 100,0

1,4m oJeCH 27,0 I 41,0 2,0 70.0
2m ryceH4aNlA ripoKaTl'bl j 0 85.3 V- 4,7 90,0
1,4m npoXaOTHM KoAecxmh 1 650,2 1 - 49,8 700,0
O,9M *. 6K47 1 2,0 1% 7.0,6m . 272.5 5,l - i02,4 rLO,

0,6 225 1 172,4 3450,0
C1c 2.JI,,ne 40:0 3- ,0 46,0
1yccaKmbi~ e TpeieaoBu4e 1 a -- 1 - 83,0 2,0 85,0
MoIUHIAC KoJecifue e3AeXoAHbie 1 4

aqaH, -I',8 0,2 2,0

1) Tractor class and 9) Wheel;
type; 10) Caterpillar roller;

2) Agriculture; 11) Wheel roller;
3) Construction; 12) Special agricul-
4) Timber industry; tural;
5) Others; 13) Caterpillar skid-
6) Total; ding;
7) t caterpillar; 14) High-power all-
8) General-purpose; terrain wheel tow.

the needs of agriculture (2574.7 thousand units) and only 188.8
thousand to construction and 112.1 thousand to the timber industry.

The Soviet tractor industry is continually improving the
quality of its output. The QT-75 caterpillar tractor prod'uced by
the Volgograd Tractor Plant has a power 25% greater than its pred-
ecessor, the &T-54 tractor, which is now the most widely used in
agriculture. The Lipets Tractor Plant is producing a new general-
purpose wheel tractor, the T-40, which has an engine power of 40 hp,
as well as the MT3-50 tractor. Tractor engines with turbine injec-
tion promise to become the most widely used.

The following data characterize the increase in average trac-
tor-engine power:

Year of Production Average Power, h2

1963 48
1964 53.8
1965 58.0

Maximum tractor-engine power will be realized in a tractor
with a planned power of 220 hp. However, tractors of this class
will account for less than 1% of the tota: number in nreration.
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Most of the tractor fleet will consist of units of low and medium
power, which can be most efficiently used in the continually ex-
panding range of mechanized agricultural operations.

§4. BRIEF SURVEY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF MOTOR-OIL SPECIFICATIONS

The development of motor-oil specifications abroad was closely
related both to the quality of the oils used, which continuously
changed as the requirements imposed by progress in engine building
increased, and to oil-test methods, principally for motor oils. The
latter played an especially important role in the formulation and
development of specifications and, in many cases, it is now diffi-
cult to establish which came first, specifications or motor tests.

This was reflected in the unarguable fact that testing of the
physical, chemical, mechanical, and other properties of oils in
various types of equipment is meaningful only for identification,
quality control, and, to some extent, research. Such tests do not
establish actual operating properties, since the test conditions
do net mirror actual conditions.

Before mineral oils were used in engines, such procedures
could serve as a basis for oil selection, since they could be em-
ployed to select a set of basic oil-quality indices that would
largely include the most important operating properties. This was
due in great measure to the fact that, with the load and speed re-
gimes then operative, the viscosity index was the principal factor
governing the suitability of a given oil or a given engine.

The more rigid engine-operation conditions in the nineteen-
thirties caused corrosion, increased carbon deposits, ring seizure,
and other detrimental processes.

From the outset, foreign specifications, which were worked out
principally in the USA, aimed at development of engine-test methods
for oil-quality evaluation that would make it possible to determine
the extent to which a given oil satisfied definite qualitative re-
quirements.

Work in this area in the USA was handled by the Coordinated
Research Council (CRC), which was organized by the American Petro-
leum Institute (API) and the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE).
The first specifications, which were based on a series of engine
tests, were adopted by the Artillery Command of the US Army in
1941 (2-104, 3 September 1941) and were intended for evaliation of
oils operating under heavy-duty conditions (HD). This set of speci-
fications later underwent a number of modifications (2-10u-., 9 April
1942 and 2-.04b, 6 May 1943). For example, specifications 2-104B for
HD oils Included 5 types of engine tests:

1) CRC-L-I-545 (AXS-1551) - 480-hour tests in a 3Ingle-cylin-
der Caterpillar engine, which evaluated wear, ring seizure. and
carbon deposits on the main cylinder-piston components;

2) CRC-L-2-545 (AXS-1552) - a 3 hour, 20 minute test in a Ca-
terpillar engine, which evaluates tar deposits on the pistot; rings;
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3) CRC-L-3-545 (AXS-1553) - a 120-hour test in a fir-cylinder
engine, which evaluates oil stability at high temperatures and the
corrosion resistance of lead-bronze bearings;

4) CRC-L-4-545 (AXS-1554) - 36-hour tests in a six-cylinder
gasoline engine, which evaluate the oxidation characteristics of
HD oils;

5) CRC-L-5-545 (AXS-1555) - 500-hour tests in a 3- or 4-cylin-
der General Motors diesel engine, which evaluate oxidation resis-
tance, tendency toward ring seizure, carbon deposition, and corro-
sion.

Experience in the use of this set of specifications showed
that a sufficiently complete characterization of oil quality could
be obtained by using only the L-1 and L-4 tests, rather than all
five. On the basis of this experience, the previously effective
2-104 B specifications were succeeded by the new military opecifi-
cations USA MIL-. 2104 (4 August 1950).

Another difference in the new specifications was the fact
that the quality of the oil required for the L-1 engine test (no
more than 0.4% sulfur) was changed(to no less tlaen 0.35% sulfur).

The specifications used by the British army and navy were
also based on the 2-104B specifica.ions and stipulated the proper-
ties of the following types of oil: OE-10-HD, OE-30-HD, and OE-50-
HD.

Later changes in the American specifications (MIL-0-2-04A,
February 1954) were similar to the changes in the British specifi-
cations (DEF-2101A, July 1953). The DEF-2101B specifications (30
September 1957) excluded viscosity-index improvers and limited the
depressant contcnt to 1.5%. Use of depressants that simultaneously
serve as viscosity-index improvers was permitted.

Supplement I oils are intended for engines running on fuel
with a sulfur content of more than 1%. The properties of these
oils should be higher than those specified by MIL-0-210L. Exper-
ience in the use of these oils and a broad special correlative
program that preceded establishment of specifications showed that
the required properties were provided by oils that passed the L-1
test when fuels containing 1% sulfur were employed.

The subsequent development of the American specifications
was associated with the fact that sore supercharged enzines with
compressive ignition operating on fuels with hlýh -,ulfur contents
were not satisfactorily lubricated by oils that pas.;#' the MIL.-0-
2104A and Supplement I tests when operating conditions were severe.

It was established that an oil met the specifications for
Series 2 if it passed a 480-hour test in a supercharged single-
cylinder diesel by the "1-D Test" method (operating )n a fv'oi coai-
taining 1% sulfur).

In 1955, the Cat•-pillar Corp. raised the speciflcatlons for
Series 2 oil quality.
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TABLE 8

Test Procedures for Series 3 Oils

2 ,ýicT,.A ;itIi1 311.T g i sii rATCJb

S.Iarepwifi. .p .-A' I(4aTcp111eiCp .I(,1TCp1Hqi Cp AXS-1554•,'.-. .,i-. D', o: 1- ,o 1111,. -1-G' ,oa11om1-]ChC 1-4, 6ell-
i Io1(a3amemi ChC L- I A X>ý 1551, Oi I. 1 ,onoi- CJCL46c-0111, i .,11ll111poo .wlf 1 ,1 - AHIImOA l-,111 Alf-11O1 il01.I (6-Il, -

aw K iT. 1f1 2c i ,rl, Kai\ ep- 3CJ11- K.J\IT p- 1fi I polH llp ig AH
JIe _ I nHAJicp C iiaA-1iHhJ1iCp C HaA- • irpom .i3 4e 4y0M I y6 WC13p'0AV

7 rtaMeCTpYXoA laop.W11". AZM ,I M14'< 53/,Y8' 511.,Y6112 31/. 3,,y3/8 CJo1)o0i'V, oG6.uui 1000 1200 1800 3150

9 ,aIHT'C.lhlO CTb
Oi.T.-1, Of .180 480 480 36

o T-pa A:acaa, T 150 175 205 280
I I T.pa Powi (HAI

'ox .a;•lhaiot,'eif
A(1KIIJtO, T;I ),' F

1 2 ni n'dxowe 180 20!) 190 200
1 4 3 I.N ,oAC 1 9 MeHCe 100 200 225 80(mmH) 2 0

14 aBAuiiC . c a H ixa- 2 2 2 2 2 1
aC, .I. pM.CM. 2 r ATMOC Opao. 1140(a6c.) 1350060 ) ATuoc4Ceo11oC

1 5 AOIrUO A. C. 20 2 3 42-45 42-45 30
1 6 Tonjiso S=0,3?; SHe heieeS=0,95-1.,5 % S=0,35% min S=0,1% rMinI1 % •a H. ,s uppl. I"II

1 7 0ueuioqumbe noKa- 'ipliXuaT KoJIeu, flpHxaaT ojieeu,tlpx raT I(oAeuuOxnKHCJIle H
3aTeAH j 113H C, OTAOMKe- H3110C OTAO- 131OC, OTJ•O- XOppOaUN noX-

Hliii ime:iHm j Keliil WmntiJAKOD
S2_ 4 2_ 2 2 5

1 8 Ouemomnoe HcTib- MIL-L-2104A Superior lubri- Superior lubri- IMIL-L-2104A
TaaiNe Jivl cne'•Hl- 2 6 (CLUA) cants cants DEF 2101BDEF-2101B Series-2 Series-3 IS1:496- 19h527 (AHrAma) Serles"3B, 1905:1952

IS: 496-1955
BC. 190W:1952

Suppi

1) Index; 2) Test procedure and engine; 3) Caterpillar 1-A, CRC
L-1 AXS-1551, single-cylinder Caterpillar diesel; 4)Caterpillar
l-D, single-cylinder Caterpillar diesel with fuel injection; 5)
Caterpillar l-G, single-cylinder Caterpillar diesel with fuel in-
jection; 6) AXS-1554 CRC L- 4 ., six-cylinder Chevrolet gasoline en-
gine; 7) Bore and stroke, inches; 8) speed, rpm; 9) experiment
duration, h; 10) oil temperature, OF; 11) water or coolant), temp-
erature, OF; 12) at discharge; 13) at intake; 14) intake pressure,
mm Hg; 15) power, hp; 16) fuel; 17) indices evaluated; 18) test
for specifications; 19) less than; 20) min; 21) atmospheric; 22)
abs; 23) S - 0.3%, S no less than 1% for Supplement I; 24) ring
seizure, wear, and carbon deposition; 25) oxidation and bearing
corrosion; 26) USA; 27) England.

On the basis of a broad correlative program that included
laboratory investigations and field tests of high-supercharged
short-stroke six-cylinder engines, the Caterpillar Corp. set up
requirements for Improved Series 2 oils. These requirements In-
cluded 4 30-hour tests in the new Caterpillar engine, using a fuel
with a high sulfur content. The amount of additives in these oils
was almost double that in oils satisfying the requirements of the
Series 2 specifi.'itions, ranging from 15 to 25%.
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Ku"y to 'Pat'le k)

L) Country;
2) Specifications;
3) Specification designation;
4) Specialized tests;
5) Summary of specificaton tests;
6) Corresponding specifications for engines;
7) USA;
8) Artillery;
9) All services;
10) Caterpillar;
11) Replaced by Chevrolet K-4;
12) Evaluation of detergent properties in diesel engine;
13) Evaluation of oxidation and corrosion of lead-bronze bearIngs;
14) Chevrolet;
15) Evaluation of detergent properties in fuel-injected engine;
16) Evaluation of oxidation and bearing corrosion;
17) Evaluation of detergent and dispersion properties of' oil

under low-temperature conditions;
!8) Low-temperature test;
19) Ibt in development;
20) Federal method 340-T-Caterpillai- l-D;
21) Modified;
22) Federal method 341-T-Caterpillar;
23) Chevrolet L-4 test;
24) Navy;
25) Class;
26) Caterpillar L-l, MIL-P-17271 specifications;
27) GM-75, MIL-P-17269 specifications;
28) GM-71, MIL-P-17270 specifications, for oil 9005 only;
29) GM-71, MIr,-P-17273 specifications;
30) Caterpillar L-l, MIL-P-17271 specifications, modified;
31) The same as for MIL-L-9000A, Class A6, but Caterpillar L-1

test conducted without oil change;
32) Great Britain;
33) Army;
34) Petter;
35) Admiralty;
36) Belgium;
37) Navy;
38) FRG.

Still more stringent requirements on oil quality were imposed
by the Caterpillar Corp. in 1956, when it was found that oils that
,atisfied the Improved Series 2 specifications did not perform
3atisfactorily under certain operating conditions.

The new requirements, which were designated as Superior Lubri-
cant - Series 3, provided for tests by the 1-D and 1-G methods,
as can be seen from Table 8.

Current internationai specifications for evaluating motor-oi; ,uality

Most ICE oils currently being produced abroad satisfy the
i'ollowin,- ba.iic specifications for quality:
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Military, including the Army and Navy specifications in the
USA., the War Ministry and Admiralty in Great Britain, and the arm-
ies and navies cf most European countries (France, Belgium, etc.);

the Caterpillar Corp., which stipulate oil quality for trac-
tor engines operating under severe conditions Cruel injection, use
of fuels with high sulfur contents, etc.);

the API, IP, UK, and European Council classifications.

Table 9 gives a brief summary of these specifications.

Since the operations of the Caterpillar Corp. had a considerable
influence on the development of specifications In the USA, we will
briefly consider the special requirements imposed by this company,
which are widely employed in the USA.

The high-speed tractor diesels produced by the Caterpillar
Corp., which have fuel injection and operate on fuels with high
sulfur contents, use oils whose properties satisfy the Series 2
and Series 3 specifications.

Evaluation of Series 2 oils Is carried out by the Caterpillar
1-D engine-test method, using a fuel containing 1% sulfur. Series
3 oils a~re evaluated by the 1-D and 1-G methods, using a fuel con-
taining 0.35% sulfur.

TABLE 10

Test Regimes for Caterpillar 1-D and 1-G Methods

NIT' 2K~ nia Al# ' 3.Nirwm
flOia 13TC.111 ICO a pra .M oi -ha iatujicp 1-o .lp10 6

4 A Iaveip IuJuInIý'a, l' aiii &It i' 514 51"
5 !OM 'I NKI ITy Y 61~ I!,).; CP IICIIIATa 2'CjlbJllof K! Al.

ACTI IV 761'.0 IV V7999
6 ;I'llrc1 11 )c I Iý a, 11 .' 48SO
7 1~ K0 G2'T 4, 0 .I':J 120G t10 IQ l
3 1I fir1ylIK:-, '''CIXTIJlIIIC 11. C. 42-45 42 -15
9 Co;IC').aII;: ceCpIJ 0o 14.U 1i:c, ",9- .5 0' i

1 o T-; a ( xi~ w , l~j :Lt11c i )tAKOCrit,

1 1.1IXA a Ila 3-0 AlCII bIC. CI ,iIza

1 3 T-pa wcitCA;I, iu33IaCiieoro ua~ CMt3Ky 110.1 :IM
lIikO ', C'7.1

41 %pi i-p 0 Ivu, I0I aemji 1 IJ A~jl~raTCJ-, k 93,33 123.89f

16 ]Idalm me ma a K.* C1", 2, 1 i 2,1
1 7 1,111,4,111C AK .~,.iUiillal p)T. Cti 44-41 527 ')7

1) Indices; 2) Caterpillar 1-D method; 3) Caterpillar 1-G method;
14) Cylinder diameter, inches; 5) model number of unit tested; 6)
experiment durat.-ion, h; 7) speed, rpm; 8) load, effective hp; 9)
sulfur content of fuel, %; 10) coolant temperature, *C; 11) at
discharge; 12) at intake; 13) temperature of oil suppl.ied for bear-
ing lubrication, OC; 114) temperature of air supplied to engire, 0C;
15) amount of o'.1. kg; 16) oil pressure, kg/cm ; 17) injection pres-
sure, inches of mercury; 18) 5-100C lower than at discharge.

Table 10 briefly summarizes the engine-test regimes.
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API Classification of Lubricating-Oil Application Conditions

This classification makes it possible to establish a number
of general features characterizing the conditions under which lub-
ricating oils function in engines and to determine the requirements
that must be imposed on oil quality for it to satisfy these condi-
tions. The classification does not stipulate the methods that should
be used to test oils for given operating conditions.

Three categories of lubricating-oil operating conditions for
gasoline engirnci and three corresponding categories for diesel en-
gines have been defined: ML, MM, MS, DO, DM, and DS.

ML. Operating conditions typical of gasoline and other inter-
nal-combustion erngines operating under mild and favorable conditions.
The engine had no special lubrication requirements or design fea-
tures affected by carbon-deposit formation.

MM. Operating conditions typical of gasoline and other engines
with spark ignition used under operating conditions ranging from
moderate to severe but presentin problems in controlling carbon
deposition or bearing corrosion when crankcase-oil temperature is
high.

MS. Operating conditions typical for gasoline and other engines
with spark ignition used under unfavorable or bevere operating condi-
tions. Special requirements are also imposed on lubricant quality in
order to prevent carbon deposition, wear, and bearing corrosion.
These special requirements may result from operational conditions
or from the design features of the engine or may arise when unfav-
orable types of fuel are used.

HG. Operating conditions typical of compressive-ignition en-
gines under any operating conditions where there are no stringent
requirements for wear and carbon deposition associated with fuel
and lubricating-oil quality or resulting from design features in
the engine.

OM. Conditions typical for compressive-ignition engines oper-
ating under severe conditions or on fuels that increase wear or
carbon deposition under normal conditions 3 but with design features
or operating conditions such that the engine may be either less se-
verely affected by the fuel or more severely affected by deposits
produced by the lubricating oil.

OS. Conditions typical for compressive-ignition engines oper-
ating under very severe conditions and having design features for
using fuels that cause extreme wear and carbon deposition.

MS operating conditions in the API classificaticn correspond
to high-supercharged regimes for V-block automobile engines.

Engine tests to determine whether oil properties satisfy the
special requirements dictated by the operating conditions for these
engines are handled in accordance with the so-called ASTM OIV MA
test grades, using full-size V-block automobile engines.
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TABLE 11

Summary of Methods for Evaluating Motor-Oil Proper-
ties by API Grades

1 2 3 4 5
rpa~.Wllm, MCTOA•IKa lopraTem.) I .q JOuICIO'IUC ACTaMH

ll i 12
6
iH13XOTVM11cparypiihi, III OAjcmo6ijIb, MO- 30 Kyna2IiKH N IOAKa-

cpcAIIIIx cKopocrsx J151 ACaJI 1958 r. cTAn KJilsaimmoro
oIlclrKH 3a.llpoD H H3- MCXaIIH3M8

7 iioca 10
II Iu3oremInepaTypHIAC OT- ro, *C 96 iOA4KIICJ1R Kjyanaif-

a J10wCCIIHSI 3 snoro mCxani3ma
I 0I OaHc4eieac iplBUMlCOKXT 0 We 36 l1'opnsi Of XOi -KleulcpaTypax ia, KAanai1H1Au

m .al[H3M, 1pO-

1 6 .2 KaqK3 MacAa
IV j9Bh1CoKoTCeCpaTYpj . Ile aoIo poAcccb 24 Ja, HPe ARTcAN-iia FI.COKIIX CKUpOCTRX 1953r. HiiM al, B ocAga-

ji: ouc.iu . 3aAHpoe H ical
16 H311OCa 1 8 1 9V Oue'xK ocanKcor pa30on-. H1& rKoab., 1957r. 28bi fIlopueCi' M KoAbua.

n1Hs. IIaKOM iJwIIHsi i1Cpac- iuJI1 O4IitiI,• fhIj-- Kta.auaa imh mcxa-
TiOOpHMbIX llpHMCCCii, uporaiw ;DHra- HH3M, Maclonpu-
3aa61Ka mUCaJipieM- TCIm, CLI? (rpa. CMIIHIC
HHKOB MaIHI Va)

1) Grade;
2) Method;
3) Engine;
4) Experiment duration, h;
5) Components evaluated;
6) Low-temperature, at moderate speeds, for evaluating

seizing and wear;
7) Low-temperature carbon deposits;
8) High-temperature oxidation;
9) High-temperature, at high speeds, for evaluation of

seizing and wear;
10) Evaluation of carbon deposition, accumulation of

insoluble impurities, and clogging of oil passages;
11) Oldsmobile, 1958 model;
12) Cams and valve pushrods;
13) The same;
14) Valle pushro: -
15) Pistons and r4 1 •=, valves, oil pump;
16) DeSoto, 1-35 n0' uel;
17) Camshaft, pushrods;
18) Lincoln, 1957 model, or single-cyllrier CLR engine

(grade Va);
19) Pistons and rings, valves, oil passages.

Tables 11 and 12 give indices fully characterizing the test
procedures used to evaluate oil properties whose specifications
must conform to given operating conditions.

The test cycles for grades I, II, and III follow one another
without an oil change. The condition of the engine is determined
after the tests for grade III.
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'"he tests for the followinp: two grades are each conducted

with fresh oil and evaluations are made at the end of the appro-

priate experiments (Table 13).

TABLE 12

Tust Regimes for Grades I, II, and III (Oldsmobile
Engine, 1958 Model)

fl OKxW~TCe1H I II Ill

2 Cxopocjt, o6/.uam 2500±20 1500±20 3400_+20
3 1Chopoc3,y . A. C. - 25:L 2 85-± 2

4 Tc~aiepauypd •x. ,IEItKOCTH, C
5 Ha pIjxoAc 35) CO 35,P) 93,33

1W XIVAc 29,44 29,44 87,78
7 T-pa Macda 0 KapTere, 'C 4V,89 48.89 129.44
8 COCTaD 10 ow ono03A)UIAoii C.MCCaI -1 j 6:1 16:1
- I3J. H CT', 10,AYxa, z•.k cyXo0o o03ayxa ,I I 1,1

1 0 Ib-pyaka ,,a K.ai avnue npy),(P.HM 1 8 1 
7 -opAI•,abH31R

" 1 pCes1 pa6 -W AAiaTe.a 10 UH. 3 -0 36,t
1 2 I p ;crou . 50 ,A u• " 3 1

1 3 '1,iCA0o U1110 o8 H 1 W1 'taHHH 30 16
1 4 TonaHno 1 9S2epw 0,16+0,02% (ntc)
1 5 BCHTIlAllUNA K3pTcpJ. 2 0 31,.aytuex ){VP.p4a.mbIaX
1 6 %19CaCRH-e t'nAbTpWd 2 1 OTKAm'I;eUH i

4The ý,ater temperature is held at 35'C.

1) Index: 10) Valve-spring load;
2) Speed, rimin; 11) Engine operating time;
3) Load, hp; 12) Engine idle time;
41 Coolant temperature, 13) Number of test cycles;

0C ; 14) Fuel;
5) At discharge; 15) Crankcase ventilation;
6' At Intake; 16) Oil filters;
7) Crankcase-oil te.imp- 17) Normal;

erature, ; 18) Mir:
8) Composition of fuel- 19) Sulfur - 0.16 + 0.02%

air mixture; by weight;
9) Atmospheric moisture 20) Choked;

content, g/kg dry ?1) Disconnected.

The test conditions for grade *.V (Ce Soto engine, 1958 model;
fuel for test rnot stipulated) are:

speed - 3680 r/min,
lead - idle,
Water tF'mperature at discnarge - 82.221C,
Crankcase-oll temperature - ]0o.440C¶
Valve-spring load - 36% overload,

rngine operating time - 2 h,
Engine idle time - 2 h with cold-water circulation,
Nuimner of test cycles - 6,
'rctal 10.-: time 24 h.
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TABLE 13
Test Conditions for Grade V (Lincoln-Mercury Engine,
1957 Model)

1 2 ZDTa52M NCIIMINNgi4

floicaUTcH IA2.3-

3CXOpCCTh, o6/mui ! 4 5W 25MO 2Li7S4farPY31(a, 344tKINJOHe .A. C. XoaocToAi 105 Jos
ST-pa ooAm Ila OUXo,1e 37,38--51,67 51,67 76,67
glr.p. maciia 8 xapT, pe 51,67 82,ý," 98,79
tCocTAII 7o11aHuoroF3AymlHoR CARcH 9:1--10:j 15:1--16:1 15:1-16.18Harpy3Xa KA81,a1H~UX n~py1KH 1 6 1 !Hop~lNalbsa

9Bpeum PaOOTU AB~rAvefif 45.*um 2, 1w 75 jsu
1 0 , npoCfo 1 7 8 1 B TeqeuHe Ka*uAoro 24-

4acoaoro nepuoai1L4KCpO uMNues u onwne 48
1 206utee speus mcnlTAauGA 2 88v
1 3T'aii ?onuaO i u1 8 .TIcSe MapKa copT .Regular"

1) Index; 10) Engine idle time;
2) Test stages; 11) Number of test cycles;
3) Speed, r/mtn; 12) Total test time;
4) Load, effective hp; 13) Type of fuel;
5) Water temperature 14) Idling;

at discharge; 15) Normal;
6) Ol1 temperature in 16) Min;

crankcase; 17) 8 h in each 24-h period;
7) Composition of fuel- 18) Summer-type, regular

air mixture; grade.
8) Valve-spring load;
9) Engine operating

timee;

The B2itish standards (IP) specify five types of tests:

1) Catcrpillar I-A - IP 124/60 method, used for DEF-2101B
specifications;

2) Caterpillar 1-D - IP 173/60 method, used for Caterpillar
Series II specifications;

3) Gardner IL-2 - method 174 60/T for evaluating ring seizure
and wear in diesel engines using fuels containing 1.0% sulfur;

4) Petter ;A.V. I - method 175/60T for compressive-ignitioer
eng*ine using fuels with a sulfur content of 0,35-0.45% (methoce
A) or 0.95-1.05% (method B);

5) Petter W.I. - IP 176/50T method for spark-ignition engines,
used for the DEF-2101B specifications.
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British Admiralty Specifications for Diesel Engines used in Marine
Powerplants

During the period preceding the Seccnd World War, Ships of the
British Admiralty used oils without additives, whose properties
were specified by the results of physicochemical analyses.

During the war, the navy used American oils intended for
heavy-duty conditions HD) in accordance with the USA 14-0-13
specifications, based on the SAE-10, 20, 41V and 50 weights and
compounds, the SAE-30 tiing the most satisfactory.

During the postwar period, the [ritish OMD-111 series, which
was usea until 1953, corresponded to the 14-0-13 and i'!-*0-13A speci-
fications.

After 1954, the DEF-2101 specifications (corresponding to the
American military standard MIL-L-21C8) for land-transport use pro-
vided occa.- Ion for development of the improved OMD-II0(NS) specifi-
cations, which supplemented the OMD-110 specifications with a bet-
ter oil test under L-1 experimental conditions, using a fuel con-
taining 1% sulfur. This intermediate specification was later re-
placed by two new sets of specifications, which established two
different oil-quality levels: for normal conditions and for super-
charged engines (Deltic type).

Both specifications were based on evaluations by the Cater-
pillar L-1 method.

The new types of oi. came to be known as OMD-109 and OMD-112
and met the requirements specified in E-in-C08 (1957) and E-in-C05
(1956). These speciftfiations were tn force until recently, when the
Admiralty decided to standardize the OMD-114 specifications.

Brief description of the E-in-C 05 and F-in-C 08 specificaiions

The engine-test methods used for these two sets of specifi-
cations are the same as those for the DEF 2iQ0 B specifications
employed for series CMD-110. They include testing of antioxidation
properties, corrosion of lead-bronze bearing., and detergent proper-
ties. The first two factors are investigated in a carbureted engine
(IP 176/60 method) and the third 1n a diesel engine (IP 124/60 meth-
od).

The principal difference between the OMD-109 and OMD-112 spe-
cifications on one hand and the OMD-110 specifications on the other
lies in the fact that a fuel with a sulfur content of 1% is used
in testing detergent propertiF in the diesel engine; in adiition,
a definite Limiting piston ring wear is stipulated. The tests to
evaluate oxidation resistance and lead-bronzP corrosion are the
same as for OMD-110.

The existing Admiralty specifications had to be reviewed when
the MIL-L-900 specifications were introduced for the US Navy, these
specifyln.- tests In a GM-71 diesel with 2.0% Sea water added to the
oil at the beginnInr of the experiment, and when the MIL-L-9000D
specifications a -d the still more rigid MIL-L-9000E specifications
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came into force (March, 1959).

TABLE 14

Oil Properties from USA 2-104B Specifications

1 [rIo0 3aaCJIk faqcTh i SAE.30 SAE-30 SAE-50

2 BNJxocTb yC~oaRaR (reM) npH
'C 2,75-3,64 5,59-7,69 11,0-20,00

98.9 C - 2,0W-2,31 2.31-3,19
3 IlSACiC n843KOCTII 1O I1niiy 10 AMJI ICY, He ""We 85 55 75
4 T.pa -ZC.cmaaIIa %, Rc nauJi (0 C) -23 -11 - 9
5 To We nO Ae Pa326anqcH.i 20% A.nroHJma -40 -40 -

6 TeMnepalypa NcIIIWKH, He ringe (oC) 182 200 204'

-- TThe minimum flash point of SAE-50 oil before
introduction of additives should be 232 0 C.

1) Property; 4) Solidifcation temp-
2) Viscosity (cSt) at; erature, not above (OC);
3) Viscosity index, 5) The same, after- dilution

according to Din with 20% ligroin;
[sic] and Davis, no 6) Flash point, not below
less than; (0c)

TABLE 15

Oil Properties from VV-0-196 Specifications

0~ 1

1 foKaaareAH Ka~eC 14- W L.J

2 iUU3KOCTb yc•iOmHn iipu

54,4'C, oTr3 3,64 5,59 7,69 11,10 0.00 26,00
, 1o 5.,59 7,39 11.10' 2000 26.00 33,10

98,9' C, or 3 1.46 1.651 2.00 2.31 3.19 3,79
o- '2. W 2,00 2:31. 3:19, ,.79 4,54

5 T-pa acfluitIiK a 3.)XP'!TO.4 uIrae.HeueI4Cek"C)' 171 17?? l8 20 218 1238
6 T-•P 3acTu laIIHR, M' (oAIcc (' C) -IR -8 - !1 -92 -9
7 C ' ;tCp•.e KOKCa, It - I•zc(% ' 6 1).8 i.0 i,4 /,7 2.0
8 I-': iN UIjICHr OKI1CII",uIt, H, O', r0 50 50 so 50 50
9 kiHCAOTkOCrb HC tibiwe (me KOH) 0,3 0,3 5 0.3 0.3 0,3

1 0 Cct.IMaMI Ha KOfPPO3N) 1 2 BNAcp*Heaer
1 1 IheT 13 6aaA&ax uwaAw NPA, tie 6o0Ae 6 1 7 7 7 8

1) Properties; •) Oxidation coefficient,
2) Viscosity at; not above;
3) From; 9) Acidity, not above
4) To; (mng KCH);
5) Flash point In closed 10) Corrosion test;

c-,ucible, no less 11) Color, points on
than (OC); NPA scale, no more

6) Solidification point, than;
not above ( 0 C); 1?) Pass.

7) Coke content, not
above (%);
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A distinctJve feature of foreign motor-oil specifications is
their integral relation•hip to test procedures. The actual oil
properties, determined directly by physicochemical methods or in-
directly through certain indices characterizing operating proper-
ties, are usually stipulated in the American specifications only
within the SAE grades. For example, the well-known Army Ordinance
specifications USA 2-104B for lubricating oils used in ICE's de-
fine the oil properties shown in Table 14.

The properties of automobile oils are stipulated in similar
fashion by the Federal VV-0-166 specifications. Six SAE grades of
automotivP lubricating oils are produced in accordance with these
specifications (Table 15).

The standard specifications of the American Maritime Administra-
tion, Federal Aviation Agency, and other governmental organizations
use an arbitrary system of designations (symbols) consisting of
four figures: the first figure indicates the oil class and the last
three show the oil viscosity in Saybolt Universal Seconds.

The oil classes are as follows: 1) high-grade mineral lubricat-
ing oils with high viscosity indices; 2) oils with low viscosity
indices; 3) automotive oils with medium viscosity indices; 4) mixed
marine oils; 5) mineral marine oils; 6-8) mixed oils for steam en-
gines and air compressors.

The rated viscosities of oils in classes 2 and 8 aro for a
temperature of 54.40C, while those of the other oils are for a
temperature of 98.90C.

The specifications described above stipulate the following
basic indices, which are determined either by ASTM methods or by
nonstandard procedures: 1) color (4 155-35T); 2) content of miner-
al acids ani alkalies; 3) acidity (A 138-27T); 4) residual asphalt
(A 91-41); 5) content of elcmental sulfur or other corrosive com-
pounds; 6) water content; 7) coke content by Conradson's method
(,Q 189-39); 8) ash content; 9) sulfur content (A 129-39); 10) den-
sity (A 287-39); 11) flash point (4 92-33); 12) turbidity and solid-
ification points (,Q 97-39); 13) viscosity; 14) viscosity index by
Din arid Davis's method; 15) test for emulsion formation by agita-
tion in distilled water and in 1% salt solution at 54.41C; 16) de-
termination of "working factor," which characterizes oil stability
at working temperatures, in accordance with the Federal USA VV-L-791
specifications.

Tndividual -nmpanies specify the properties of their oils in
zl3 ar, fi-,!-lon.

Classification of motor oils in the USSR

Th- variety of oils available in the USSR was to a large ex-
tent biuilt up without any unified system. A classification sy3tem
for ICE oiL; was proposed in 1963 [28, 29]. The authors of this
ciao-ificatien hase it on the prospective development of engine
LuIldinr in the USSR and took into account foreign experience and
the variety of motor oils being produced. They concluded that
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"A rational motor-oil classification must be based on oil function-
al properties satisfying the requirements of different groups of
engines classified by severity of operating conditions" [28J.

It was suggested that existing and prospective engines be
divided into six groups on the basis of thermal and mechanical
stresses:

1. Old-model carbureted engines.

2. Current and prospective carbureted engines.

3. Old-model tractor diesels.

4. Current and prospective tractor, automobile, and certain
marine diesels operating on fuels with sulfur contents of less
than 1%.

5. Current and prospective locomotive and special marine die-
sels operating on fuels with sulfur contents below 1%.

6. Lubricator-equipped marine engines operating on heavy
fuels with sulfur contents below 3%.

Despite certain shortcomings, this classification creates a
preliminary basis for developing groups of oils corresponding to
engine operating conditions.

It is recommended that the viscosity grades in the new range
of oils be based on engine design features (clearances, specific
loads, and speed), climatic conditions, and equipment-storage con-
ditions.

A second prerequisite for development of a motor-oil classi-
fication system is grouping of oils by viscosity. It is assumed
that oil applications permit establishment of the following series
of oil types (with viscosities in cSt at 100 0 C) for different en-
gine classifications: automobile engines - 6, 8, and 10, tractor
engines - 8, 10, 12, marine and stationavy engines 1- 0, 12, 14,
and 20, tank engines - 8 and 16, aircraft engines - 20, and loco-
motive engines - 12, 14, and 20.

The proposed motor-oil classification [28) thus divides ICE
lubricating oils into seven grades in accordance with their vis-
cosity at 100 0 C (Table 16). These grades cover the viscosity range
from 6.0 to 20.0 cSt at 2-cSt intervals.

The oils within each grade are subdivided into groups charac-
terized by the fact that they may contain oils with different vis-
cosities.

The oil groups are "4stinguished by the severity of engine-
operating conditions for which the oils are intended. The ascending
sequence of the six proposed oil groups corresponds to greater sever-
ity of engine-operating conditions.

In roughly assigning an engine to a given group of oils, its
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TABLE 16

New Motor-Oil Classification
1 2 3 4 5 6 7"Ba3Kocb rpyuna A r s ipynna [ý rpynna r rpynna A rpynns E10ol(ON ~ Pre pynnaB

I (THIA Pre. (Twi~a iD) (Ttria Sup- (THi Se- (S- iia Se. (T,,a Mobil
ecm mium) plemenl) rles.2) ties 3) gard)

5,0±0,5 M-6A M-6F M-GB-- --
6,0±0,5 M-8A M-8B M-8B M-r M-84 -

10,0t0,5 M-IOA M-105 M-ioB M-IOr M-10A -
12.0±0,5 M-12A M-125 M-12B M-12r M-12A -

14,0±0.5 M-14A M.145 M-14B M.14r M- 14,R
16.0±0,5 M-164 M-165 M-1B M.16r M-16A M.l IE
20,0o±o, M-20A M-205 M-20B M-2or M-20A M.20E

1) Viscosity at 1001C, 7) Group E (Mobilgard
cSt; type);

2) Group A (Premium
type);

3) Group 5 (HD type);
4) Group B (Supple-

ment type);
5) Group F (Series 2

type);
6) Group A (Series 3

type);

normal operation under different climatic conditions naturally re-
quires no more than two grades of oil.

In drawing an analogy between the proposed classification and
that use abroad, the authors cited the SAE grades and API classifica-
tion, which they related in the following manner: ML - Regular,
MM - Premium, MS and DG - Heavy Duty, MS and DM - Supplement 1,
DS - Series 2, and DS - Series 3. They also noted that there is an
oil grade outside these groups, which is used for cylinder (lubri-.
cator) lubrication of marine diesels.

Certain economic problems in building up an optimum motor-oil var-
iety

In principle, the following directions can be taken in build-
ing up a commercial variety of motor oils:

development of special oil types for given engines and defin-
ite operating conditions or for very restricted groups of similar
engine designs with operating conditions that impose similar re-
quirements on oil quality;

development of a variety of oils known to be of high quality
and having a large safety margin :or satisfcation of the require-
ments of different designs operating under different conditions.

Naturally, the principles used to build up a given variety
of commercial ICE oils, taking into account the numerous factors
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governing production and consumption economics in each specific
case, may be far from either "extreme" trend and comprise an "in-
termediate" system having the advantages of both trends.

In working out an over-all solution to the problem, however,
it is necessary to take into account both the economic factors
associated with the cost of production and the effect produced in
operating engines for transport or commercial purposes and those
relating to the costs borne by the national economy In transport-
ing, storing, and marketing petroleum products.

The formulation of this problem differs radically for the twc
different aspects involved in building up a commercial oil variety,
i.e., that pertaining to viscosity index and that pertaining to
quality, which is governed by such indices as oxidation and cor-
rosion resistance, and high wear and detergent properties, etc.

In the former case, if we develop an oil known to be of high
quality 4(e.g., wide-application oils for operation over broad
temperature ranges), they may be employed under operating conditions
where these properties are not utilized.

In the latter case, use of high-quality oils under less string-
ent conditions obviously introduces an additional effect, which,
as research has shown, substantially exceeds the rise in oil cost.
The economic effect produced in this case naturally includes sav-
ings in transportation, storage, and marketing.
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Chapter 2

FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF ADDITIVE-CONTAINING MOTOR OILS
Numerous investigations conducted in recent years by Sovietand foreign re3earchers have made it possible to establish that the

functional properties of oils (especially those containing additives,
can be most reliably evaluated when they are performing in an engine.

Nevertheless, it is often necessary to make a comparative study
bf the influence of individual functional properties of a motor oil
on its operating efficiency in order to get a preliminary idea of
the feasibility of producing a lubricating compound for engines re-
quiring definite properties.

A number of researchers rl, 2] have recently summarized their
experience in evaluating the furnctional properties of additive-con-
taining motor oils with the aid of oethods for determinatl), _17 in-
dividual properties. These works present experimental dat - ,ac
terizing the reproducibility of tests of individual motor- 11 !'unc-
tional properties under engine conditions.

The aforementioned authors give an affirmative answer to a
question that has long been a central concern of ?-,:.ialists work-
ing on investigation and testing of motor oils for modern engines,
that of whether individual "laboratury" orocedures can be used to
evaluate the functional properties of oils.

Without going into a detailed analysis of data on the feasibil-
ity of such evaluation, we need point out only that, in addition to
the large mass of experimental result;s that tend to confirm the
feasibility of such an approach, there are cases in practice where
contradictory results are obtained in evaluating motor-oil function-
al properties by laboratory methods and under actual application
conditions.

This forces us to exercise great care in dealing with evalua-
tion of individual motor-oil functional properties by various lab-
oratory procedures and to take into account the conditions under
which these properties are letermined; when extrapolating labora-
tory results to operating co,•i',tions, one must make as full as pos-
sible a determination of the aalitional factors that might sertous-
ly alter the appraisal previous~y mad-.

With this in mind, experimental data characterizing the most
important motor-oil functional properties are presented below.
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S1. DETERGENT PROPERTIES

Large qualitative differences in the lubricating properties
cf oils (a term that, in general, refers to their ability to keep
the most tmportant engine components clean) are obtained principally
by introducing various types of additives.

TABLE 17

Chemical Composition of Oils Tested

-'py:111irotao COcTam KoAbrt,.eo~I (OCT8II
Y01O810 04MCTKH MOCCA, % MaCCA,

1~~ 3E7 8 9 V ° ,.,

MecTopoWCAeUHC U eNTN u 0.t)

'~ 4 .

t.5

1 4 EtaraAAMCoC 1::1,5 15 72,0 19,0 o 9.0 i9,56 5,1 5,34
1: I5 5 L,0 73,5 20,87 5,-63 39.60 4,97 55,43

15 Hee41~1e KaUNN 11,5 15 - 75,6 14,8 1 9,5 37,0 4,9 i8,!
l: I's 5 1,0 76,0 1 15,6 18,4 37,54 4,7(, 57,7

1) Oil deposit; 9) Tars;
2) Refining conditions; 10) Ring cormposition
3) Ratio cf selective of oils, %;

solvent to crude 11) Naphthene rings;
oil; 12) Aromatic rings;

4) Clay, %; 13) Paraffin chains;
5) Acid, %; 14) Binagadinskoye;
6) Group composition 15) Neftyanyye Kamni.

of oils, %;
7) Naphthene-paraffin

hydrocarbons;
8) Aromatic hydrocar-

bons;

However, in characterizing the chemism of additive detergent
action as the main active factor in improving oil detergent proper-
ties, S.S. Nametkin (3] noted that oils without additive can dif-
fer in detergent power in some cases.

We ca:n speak of oils with a greater or lesser ability to hold
oil-aging products, partirularly tars and asphalts, in solution or
suspension. It dhould be noted that this ability is particularly
pronounced in oils containing aromatic hydrocarbons and present to
a lesser extent in paraffin oils.

Table 17 shows the detergent properties of additive-free auto-
motive oils from crude Apsheron oil. We have carried out
a comparison of the detergent properties of type-10 basp oils ob-
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tained from different crude oils and subjected to different degrees
of refining The evaluation was made in PZV (fl63) points, testing
the deterge a-free oils under a mild regime (1 h) in order tc per-
mit differentiation of their detergent properties. (The PZV method
is intended for evaluation of the detergent properties of additive-
containing oils). The oils were produced from a petroleum mixture
and from crude oil from the Binagadinskoye, Neftyanyye Kamni and
Balakhanskoyc deposits.

Distillates of the corresponding oils were refined in two ways:
with 150% furfurol and 150% clay and with 150% fuzfurol, 1% acid,
and 5% clay.

We obtained 9 oil specimens, comprising the three distillates,
which we will arbitrarily designate as A (from Binagadinskoye crude
oil), 5 (from Neftyanyye Kamni crude oil), and B (from Balakhan-
skoye crude oil), as well as six specimens produced from the three
distillates subjected to the two different types of refining. We
will arbitrarily designate these specimens as A-1, A-2, 6-1, 5-2,
C-1, and B-2.

The detergent properties cf the additive-free oils and, for
comparison, those of a standard specimen of type-10 oil produced
from a petroleum mixture are given below:

Oil Specimen Detergent Properties,
PZV points

Standard 4-4.5
A 4
A-1 2.5
A-2 2-2.5
5 4
6-1 3
s-2 2.5-3
B 4-4.5
B-1 3.5
8-2 3

TABLE 18

Detergent Properties (MT-16 Base Oil), PZV Points

npicauKa 3 4%%

A3H1 t-5 4-4,5 3 2
A3HHII-7 2 2.5-3 2 l-I.S
A31HH-7 (emcoKoaoabHal) 3 2 1
A31 II M-8 3,5-4 2.5-3 2
U11ATHM-339 2.5 2-1.5 1

1) Additive; 2) High-ash,

As can be seen, the oil produced from Binagadinskoye crude oil

havje the best "detergent" properties.
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We have thus confirmed that the chemical composition of oils
affects their detergent properties.

Actually, if we consider the data on the chemical composition
of the oils produced from the Binagadinskoye and Neftyanyye Kamni
crude-oil distillates, the best "detergent" properties correspond
to the highest aromatic-compound content.

As has, already been noted, various additives have a substan-
tial influence on oil detergent properties. The concept of the.
"detergent action" of additives is usually related to their abil-
ity to hol. extremely fine insoluble hydrocarbon particles, which'
are formed principally as a result of contact between the oil and
the engine components at high temperatures in solution in a highly
dispersed state. However, S.S. Nametkin 131 attributed the mechan-
ism of the cleansing action of additives both to their ability to
disperse the thickening and carbonization products formed during
oil functioning (dispergant action', which keeps them from being
precipitated from the oil, and to their ability to form adsorbed
layers on the metal surfaces (detergent action), which prevent de-
position of oil-aging products.

In some cases, the detergent action of crankcase-oil additives
is manifested in a simple "cleansing" effect, i.e., an oil contain-
ing an active "cleansing" additive reduces the number of deposits
formed on the component surfaces.

Table 18 shows the "cleansing" properties of different concen-
trations of ASHM4 additives, which are of the sulfonate and alkyl-
pheriol types. For purposes of comparison, similar data are given
for the alkylphenol additive UMATHM-339.

In order to obtain clearer differentiation of the additive
solutions in the oils, we determined their detergent properties in
a PZV apparatus under a stringent regime, which differed from the
standard regime in the fact that the exhaust-valve clearance was
reduced to 1.2 mm (instead of 3.2 mm) and the gap between the wall
of the ring groove and the coiipression ring was increased to 0.18 +
+ 0.011 mm (instead of 0.13 + 0.01 mm).

TABLE 19

Detergent Properties of A-ll oil with Sulfonate
Additives, PZV Points

flpkc4AaK 3%I,

C6-3 (UvAbdouay 6 3PHO) 2 2.5 1.5
CK-.! (C 16O4IaJ -ubmUm) 3 25 -3 1.5--2 I 0.5

1) Additive; 2) barium sulfonate; 3) calcium
sulfonate.
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TABLE 20

Oxidation Resistance of Oils Containing CS-3 and
60K Additives

Macao A- IlI c OCaS x, % f t V..

3% CB-3 g.9 2F
8% CB-3 10,0 26
3% 541K 5,2 33

4 % 4 38

1) A-11 oil with; 2) sediment, %; 3) min.

As can be seen from the data in the table, the effectivenebs
of detergent action increases sharply as the additive content is
raised.

The most effective oil additives are sulfonates of various
metals. Table 19 presents data obtained in evaluating the "cleans-
ing" properties of oils containing certain sulfonate additives in
a PZV apparatus.

There is a rapid increase in oil detergent properties when
the sulfonate-additive concentration is raised, the PZV readings
dropping to 0 points.

The mechanism of the detergent action of sulfonates is known
[2] to be governed by their adsorptive properties, which stabilize
solid carbon particles suspended in the oil solution, by their
alkali properties, which neutralize oxidation products that tend
to form carbon deposits in the engine, by the liquefying action
of the additive micelles, and by the ability of sulfonates to in-
hibit formation of carbenes and carboids.

It has recently been hypothesized [2] that the dispergant ac-
tion of sulfonates results principally from their ability to solu-
bilize crankcase-oil aging products.

Metal sulfonates form micelles containing a large number of
molecules in mineral solvents. These micelles are comparatively
small; their formation also accounts for the fact that the low-
solubility polar compounds that accumulate in worked-out oil are
held in the form of a stable colloidal dispersion.

However, this mechanism also makes chemical reactions readily
possible, which can explain the activity of sulfonate solutions in
oil with respect to elements such as oxygen and thus account for
the low oxidation resistance of sulfonate-containing oils.

Table 20 presentb comparative data obtained iiA evaluating the
bulk oxidation resistance (by the NAMI (HAMM), or sediment, method)
and thin-layer thermostability (in accordance with GOST 9352-60) of
the sulfonate additive C5-3 and the alkylphenol additive 6€K.
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TABLE 21

Detergent Potential of Oils Contain-
ing CB-3 Sulfonate Additive and Mix-
tures of this Additive with Various
Antioxidants

06pa3tiu Macaa 2 MioKu)W
nOTduIRHaa

A-1 IC 3 % Ci;-5

L-11 c 5% CI;-, 34
11-11 c 8% CF-3 - 46
A-11 c 5% CB.3 W 1,2% JL',-11 4 41
il-Ii c 5% CR-3 H 1,2% Jawi-317 443

11-I c 5% CB.3 H 1,2% IIHXFI-21 56
J1-11 r 8% CB-3 m 1% HI-IXr.36 52

-11I c 8% CG-3 H 3% IXn.-36 68
A-11 C 8% CB-3 H 3% 1HX.21 60

1) Oil specimens; 2) detergent po-
tential; 3)and; !) Lani-317.

At equal additive concentrations, the stability of f-11 oil
is less by a factor of 1.5-2.5 when it contains CS-3 Eulfonate
additive.

As is well known [4), the efficiency of the detergent ac-
tion of additives, particularly sulfonate additives, is evaluated
by determining the so-called detergent potential of a thick oil
layer under oxidation conditions at high temperatures. The deter-
gent pctential characterizes one of the most important functional
properties of detergent additives, their ability to maintain high
dispersion of the particles that appear in the oil as a result of
oxidation or of contamination with soot particles and other incom-
plete-combustion products that enter the oil from the combustion
chamber.

Using a standard compound that forms a disperse phase on oxida-
tion, the detergent potential is numerically equal to the maximum
content of this compound (in % by weight) at which the oil is still
capable of maintaining a high congealing resistance.

In interpreting the results of comparative studies of the de-
tergent potentials of sulfonate additives, it must be kept in mind
that their detergent action can be appraised only to the extent
that it can be attributed to maintenance of the dispersed phase
formed as a result of oil oxidation or entry of combustion products
into the oil.

The degree of dispersion of the narticles formed by oxidation
of the standard compound in the detergent-potential determination
obviously depends on the detergent efficiency of the additive.
(The degree of dispersion Is determined by filtration of a solution
of the oxidized oil in a solvent).

As can be seen from the data in Tables 21 and 22, the deter-
gent potential of oils increases with the concentration of CS-3 and
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50K additives. Introduction of antioxidants also promotes an in-
crease in this index.

A simJi.a-, evaluation can be made, for example, for 5"K addi-
tive during %±etergent-property tests by the PZV method (see Table
23). Detergent efficiency amounts to 0-0.5 point at additive con-
centrations of 8-10%.

A comparative study of the efficiency of sulfonate additives
with high detergent properties and of mixtures of these additives
with alkylphenol additives established that a synergistic effect,
i.e., a mutual reinforcement of properties, occurs. The synergi3m
of sulfonate and alkylphencl additives is manifested particularly
clearly in their detergent efficiency.

TABLE 22

Detergent Potential of Oils Contain-
ing 50K Alkylphenol Additive and mix-
tures of this Additive with Antioxi-
dants

06p3.uw Macna 2 no eounaa

A1 J I B'MIc 45
1-11 c 5% b4,i" 58

JI-I C h% rAl r 65
AI-11 c 8% BI1K it 1% HHXn-21 6
J-II c 8 l,'I( H 3". mIIXrl-21 72

. c I % c h 3", HIIX[1-35 6e
/1-11 c 8% 61(K i t ,2% 1 2 IR-I1 70t.A-I c 8% 540K H 1,2% JAau-317 s 69

1) Oil specimens; 2) detergent po-
tential; 3) with; 4) and; 5) Lani-317.

TABLE 23

Detergent Properties of Oils Contain-
ing Antiphenol Additives, Evaluated
by PZV method

I V '\ u°' tlex

OCp&ýtIJ MaCA11 2cBO•¢Tes no
_r3B, 6a3Aj

.T-I! ,c' ,,|i , •j 5--5.5
t-Vl ., 2% l;q'l, 2,5-3

.AIIt 4% 5,iK 2A -I I It 6% 1; 1)K 0.5--1

11-11 1c 8% B6 K 0,5
A.-1I tl 10%. SOK 0-0,•5

1) Oil specimens; 2) detergent proper-
ties by PZV method, points; 3) without
additive: 4) with.

Table 24 presents data on the influence of various additive
combinations.
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TABLE 24

Detergent Potentials of Oils with Compound Aditives
0 a3a1 2 Moviai,)il

nOTC~fHL(I

,]1-i1.-2,5% CS-3r2, 5% AaHIlM-7-I% HIllIl-21-.r0,005% 11MC-

200A 59
-.11 2.5% CB-"-. 2,5% A2HHH7--I1% Jlaim-317-jo 0,005% MC.
200A 4M

]--I.t.5 64K+•.I% CB.3--0, 005% nMC-"OOA 74
J-l--III r % ,I)K-; 4% C1.-3-- 0,00, % r,•IC.200A 89
Jt-Il I.,- 15% li'1(.)6; C6.3 i 0,005,. JINIC-200A 94
J-Ii-i 5.2,;; II,41K i 2,8% C;-3 :, .2% H XH.l-21 !0,00.5% [iMC-200A m5
il-II i 4 % r111( 1 2". GB-i 61 '; 1,2% •.iIXfi-21' 0,005% I1MC-2(X)A 83A 1t-II.r27% lq -, CL;-3 ri,27ý 111HXI1-21-1-0,005%; OII C.200A 7.9

1) Oil spezimens; 2) detergent potential.

The ability of sulfonate and alkylphenol additives to rein-
force one another's detergent efficiency can be explained [5) by
assuming that solutions of these additives in oils are nonaqueous
electrolytes, since tle decisive role in the mechanism of additive

detergent action in this case should be played by dissociation and

hydrolysis. Assuming that the mechanism of addi!tive detergent ac-

tion is based on adsorption of ions or ionic micelles of additives

on the surfaces of soct particles and metallic components, a pro-

cess that leads to development of electrostatic charges of the

same sign and hence to repulsion between the particles and between

the particles and metallic surfaces, it is to be expected that the

efficiency of additive detergent action would increase with the

degree of dissociation of the additive solution in oil. On the

other hand, a higher degree of additive hydroly3is should result

in more effective neutralization of oil-oxidation products and

thus a smaller number of tar deposits to present a potential ha-

zard from the standpoint of contamination of the metallic surfa'es.

TABLE 25

Electrical Conductivity of Solutions
of CK-3 and SOK Additives in 4C-ll
Oil

1 12 1io; iiocib,
06p83uu MacaD 1 10-9

OA

C.-11+ 106; C1-3 81,9
ItC-II + 20% CK-3 125
J1C-l I.- 10-3 FA 1K100JjC-I| • 5% 5,H1( 250
JqC-11-j 6,6- CF,3-+ 3,4 64)K 52i
AC1C.1+13,2A CK(-3%+•6.8% B4?K 16W0

1) Oil specimens; 2) electrical con-
ductivity, ohm' 10'
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Additive soluticns in oils are actually nonaqueous electrolytes.
The mechanisms established for aqueous electrolytes can therefore be
extended to such solutions. Specifically, the electrical conductivity
of an additive solution In oil should chazracterize the degree of
additive diasociation.

On this basis, it can be assumed that introduction of su'"face-
active sulfonate additives will, -s a result of the increased solva-
tion effect, lead to an increase :in the dissociation of an alkyl-
phenolate additive when the latter is highly soluble in the oil. Ex-
periments have shown that a mixture of, for example, G*K-I and C5-3
additives (each of which has low conductivity in pure form) causes
a sharp rise in solution conductivity, which indicates an increase
in degree of dissociation. This is confirmed by the data given in
Table 25.

it is known [6) that the degree of dissociation

'AA

where Xs is the equivalent conductivity at a given concentration

and X n is the equivalent conductivity at infinite dilution.

It can therefore be assumed that the cations or cationic mi-
celles of the additive (a solution with a definite degree of dis-
sociation in oil) play a large role in the mechanism of detergent
action. Adsorption of these cationic particles on the metal surfaces
sets up a "protecti;-" layer that prevents tar formation.

Having thus established that there is a relationship between
the detergent action of additives and their degree of dissociation-
in oil, it seems expedient to study the electrical conductivity of
additive solutions in oils: by characterizing the degree of addi-
tive dissociation, we can indicate possible changes in the effiCiency
of detergent action. The electrical conductivity of oils was studied
by the method described by Yu.S. Zaslavskiy et al. (7].

Fig. 3. Diagram of apparatus for determining electrical conductivity
of additive-containing oils. 1) Beaker; 2) electric heater; 3) tranr1 -
forme,ý; 4) MOm-4 teraohmmeter.
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TABLE 26

Electrical Conductivity of Oils Con-
taining Single-Component Additive
Solutions

23,cwipoflpo-
1 mO•8/AHO TbPSCT-MaCAa c npmcaAaMH sCopa npH 100TC,

19
-. 10-

AC-C.5 (-1K3) + 5,8.5 LIIATHM-399 25,229,4
AC-0,5 (11K3)+23,4% UIHATH1M-339 130

AC-0,5 + 10% CB-3 143
143

JIC-1I (HI(3)-+20% CK-3 125125
AC-I1 (HK3)'+8% BOK 139

AC-ll (HK3)+10% CK-3 81,969,9
AC-1I +} 15% 5OK 2.50

250
AC-11 +• 10% A31iH1H-7 175

188'
AC-11 (HK3)+20%. 54K 295

278

1) Oilb and addittives; 2) conduc-
tivity of solution at IO00C, ohm-'-

A total of 25 cm3 of the oil to be tested is poured into an
aluminum beaker (Fig. 3), which serves as an oil bath. The beaker
is covered with an ebonite lid, whose inner side bears cyl.ndrical
aluminum electrodes connected by leads to a teraohmmeter, which
measures the resistance of the oil.

The beaker and oil are placed in a sand bath, where the oil
is heated by an electric furnace. The temperature is adjusted with
a laboratory transformer and measured with a mercury thermometer
mounted in the beaker lid.

The determination procedure runs as follows: the oil tempera-
ture in the beaker Is varied from 50 to 150 0 C at 25 0 C intervals.
The oil resistance at a given temperature is determined for each
point from the teraonmmeter scale. The index determined Is the re-
s4stance (or conductivity) at 1000 C.

Tables 26 and 27 show the results of our determinations.

Table 2? presents data obtained In eval ,ating oils correspond-
ing in proptrties to standard lubricants.

In evaluating detergent properties, it is important to deter-
mine both the absolute "contamination" of the main engine compon-
entz with tar deposits under the action of a given additive and
the extent to which the action of the additive retards formation
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TABLE 27

Conductivity of Oils Containing Compound Additives

Macau c npucaUuaUu . lis .p O llu~•o

AC-11 (liK3)+10i (66,6% CK-3+331,41 80K)

AC-I1 (HK3) * 10% (33,4% CK-3+6.6A% SOK) 3&Q3*7
AC-II + 156% (66,6i CK4 + 33,4A% 5K) 143"leob
AC- 1+15 (33,4% CK-3 + 66,61 %50K) 436

476
.IC-11+20% (%,8% CK 3+33,4%, Sox) toIb40
JIC-11 + 101 (50% CK-3+50% 64K) LOD

44
IC-11 + 15 (50% CK-3 + 50% S*K) 333

1~400
AC-1l+ 1ii BS0K+',% C6 3+2x AaHHH-10 71I

AC-11+11% 50K+4% C-3 +3% Ana-Mon

C11-I3,1% Macx+i% I'MC M
666

AC-In+10% MacK+ 101 MCs, 2W

JIC-14 + 16% B-370 + 6% nMCR +0,5% J13-23K +0,005% fMc-
200A 2ND

1736
LLC-II+11%-1 BOK + 4 CS-3 +2% S*K-S IMU

104)
ZIC-11 +111% SOK +< CS-e3I% 50K-S 1300

1430
AC-I1+15% SOK+6% CS-3+0,5% J13-23K +0,005 fMC-200A ISO6

AIC-11±11% BOK+4" C&-3+0,5% P.3-23K+0,006% [IMC-

200A 7W

.AC-11 +11% 5*K+4% CS-3+1% A3IHH.10

AIC-11+5% SK+I,,-% C64 476

IC-11 + 11% 60K-+4% C5-3+1% Aamn-3A 714

1) Oils and addi- 2) conductivity of solu-
tires; tion at 100 , ohm"1 .

of products potentially daingerous in the =ense of tending to pro-

duce tar deposlýs is retarded I.n the workinit oIl.

In this con;.ction, it is of interest to study the cnmpositions

of tar depoeits and worked-out oils.

The t•'•r-deposit composition was determined in the following
manner. The scale was removed from a piston after testing. The

cleaned piston wAs then placed In a Soxhlet ipparatus, where i!

wa3 successively t"eated with petroleum ether, alcohol: and bensene.

After treatment with each of these solvents, we determined the

amount of oxidative-,olymerization products ( xy acids, asphaltse
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TABLE 23

Electrical Conductivity of Different
Groups and Group Standards

06pa3a3a, i 100C,
-. 10-9

3 rpnna A (ApemhyM)

4 ,3Taao'i: IIC-.I-i 0,7% Mo ~o-613+-0,7%
6 Cajolomo6-493 44

AC-.11 ( 6q) t 3% C5-3 +> 46

a rpyana bi (XeeH Jlbi6 Tu)

4 3traioii: AC.-I I -- 1,5, , M 1o1To-613 + 0,7 2
6 CUloaao6-493 $ 62

u,.C-II (6,f)+ 4% C5-3, 2 %
j114- II 87

s rpynoa B (cepnf I)

4 Staoa: JIC- I I- 4% Moto 613 -+- 0,25 %
Ca,, o, 6-493 200A[-II _Aix) -t7,5 % 64•K d-2 %

Cb 3-f 0,5 A13 23, 263

o 0 rpynna r (ct pHs iI)

4 3TSa0o1: h1C-I1+9% MOH o06133 0.7%
6 CSH.rc16-493 7

J11-1 ( 11) % 1!% 64K+4% c5-
-1 0,5% 113-23x +0,005% rlMC3-

200A 702

r - pyrnna A (cepHa i11)
4 3TaAoH: AC-I -4- 18% Mou&o-702 238

,A-11+15% 5'PK+-6% CS-3+
-,0.5% JA3-23ic-j-0,005% rlMC*
200A 614

1) Specimens; 2) electrical conductivity at 100°C, ohin-Z'10-9; 3)
Group A (Pre.iium); 4) standard; 5) Monto; 6) Santolyub; 7) tank;

8) Group B (Heavy Duty); 9) Group B (Series I); 10) Group r (Series

II); 11) Group r ýSeries III).

carbenes, and carboids).

A similar procedure was used to determine the composition of

the oxidative,..polymerization produsts in the worked-out oil.

In evaluating the "cleansing" actionof additives from their

ability to retard formation of the oxidative-polymerization prod-

ucts most dangerous from the standpoint of tar formation (oxy

acids and asphalts) and to prevent deposition of these compounds

on the pistons, the following data, whl9 were obtained by the

method described above, were used to determine the "protective"

power of AsMMM-8 additive:
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Test Results MT-16+3% A3PH1-8

Tar formation on piston,
points; 3.5

Weight of tar deposits on
piston, g 0., 1256

Composition of 'ar deposits
Oxy acids, g 0.0152

% 12.,1
Asphalts, g 0.0090

% 7.1
Carbenes and carboids, g 0.1014

% 80.8

"Total oxidation-product con-
tent of worked-out oil, g 4.0986

Total sediment content of
oil

Oxy acids and asphalts, g 0.3266
Carbenes and carboids, g 3.772

TABLE 29

Piston-Ring Mobility

IPHaaAJ I I 2 4 3 I s

2 2 Cn3otw n~~a
Am , 11.8 flAoTvloe rI.THO Cooaclue 0 o

3 4 2 23
ILKA 'rI•-P.A Ceo6oAH e i-p~ropeno onJIoTHoC lAOTHOe C4o0o0Aoe

Ha 90'

1) Addit 4 ve; 2) tight; 3) loose; 4) tar formation
at 900.

Thl protective power of an additive can be arbitrarily eval-
uated from the relative amount of oxy acids and asphalts found in
the tar deposit.

IC" we use the symbols R for the protective power, c1 for the

amount of oxy acids and asphalts found in the tar deposits, and
Cm for the &-mount of these compoundo in the worked-out oil, thern

R = Io . .. - : _
CC.

Let us make a compavative evaluation of th,"protectivw:' power
of A3HOM-8 and UQATMM-339 additive.3:

Additive C, : R
MT-16-t 3% A3HIIII-S 0,35 0,92 92
MC-20 f V3S ILIAI IM<1-339 0,24 0,04 $3
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As can be seen, AoHIMA-8 additive ha* a greater protective
power than UIVATMM-339 additive.

The piston-rirg mobilities determined after engine testing
of these additives (see Table 29) confirm tnat AoHH"-8 additive
is more effective.

§2. CORROSION PROPERTIES

The problem of corrosion in automobile engines initially arose
in connection with the wide use of high-strength alloys in place of
low-efficiency babbits; however, such alloys have a low resistance
to the acidic compounds fcrmed 4n the oil during engine cperation
[8].

Later investigations established that the corrosive aggressive-
ness of crankcase oils may also be due to wearing of cast iron and
even steel engine components [9]. It was also found that use of
oils with an effective "cleansing" action under high-temperature
conditions is accompanied by removal of the protective surface films
and intensification of oil oxidation. The concentration of corrosive
compounds in the oil and the rate at which they are formed can thus
serve as criteria for evaluating the corrosive properties of oils.

In practice, there are two common methods for evaluating the
corrosive properties of crankcase oils: determination of potential
and actual corrosion.

TABLE 30

Actual Corrosion for Additive-Con-
taining Oils

OOpamuw MAc~la 0I NopPo31a1,
12 z I,•9

3 ABI"ox-10 ICJIO;I4O3-K('It ~r',O) f CTKI 2,0
4 To e C 3 % A3 A 1l-8 U

5 H,,'AycTpHam.1boe 53) 1,4
f, 1 o we c 3 ,. kI H l \i 1 3 3 9 0 , 3

4 To we c 3% A,,1I"I-7 0
" ,H3CAbOC X,13CAjO CCAC'jKTHeIIOA oIcr

(A-11) c3% , iL•T"Iri .33) 1,1
"To Ae c 3,% Asf\HtH-7 I 0.8

1) Oil specimen!; 2) actual corrosion, g/m2;; 3) type-10 automotive
o1i, icidic coil'act refin&ng; 4) -;he same, with 3% A3HOW-8; 5) in-
dustrial 50: 6' "-h'ý s,'me, with EI t$ATWM-339; 7) diesel oil, selec-
tive refining (4-1l) with 3% UMATAM-339.

The principal difference between the method used to determine
the actual coriosive aggresstveness of ols and the commonly em-
ployed procenurc for evaluazing potential corrosion consists in the
following.

The active priiz-1pli in determining potential co-roblon is
the acidic compounds formed In thý *:x~dtz,ýd o1 . _n determining
acria. ccr. sIcn, one deals with the active compounds found in the
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il before oxidation.

In setting up the experiments, measures are taken to prevent
oil oxidation. The experimental cime is reduced to a minimum and
no atmospheric oxygen is permitted to reach the contact area be-
tween the oil and the lead plate undergoing corrosion.

The NAMI method is most widely used for evaluating 'he actual
corrosion caused by crankcase oils. This method determines the cor-
rosion produced by mineral oil from the weight loss of a lead plate
during a 30-min test at 140 0 C with no air permitted to reach the
contact area.

A comparitive study of the actual corrosion caused by solu-
"tions of A3HMW-7, Ak*MV-8, and UMATOM-?99 additives in oil has shown
(see Table 30) that these compounds differ little. The situation
is different for the corrosion produced after long-term engine
service. Thus, the actual corrosion caused by oil containing A HMM-7
Additive increases to 2.7 g/m 2, while that caused by oil containing
LIUMATMM-339 additive rises to 4.4 g/m 2 .

It can be assumed that the corrosive aggressiveness of the
compounds formed in worked-out oil is less for oils containing
A3HOW-7 additive than for those containing QMATOM-339 additive.

It is thus possible to evaluate the actual corrosion produced
by worked-out oils and the conditions under which a crankcase oil
acts on the metal components corroded during engine operation can
be reproduced with sufficient accuracy.

Determination of crankcase-oil potential corrosion involves
two simultaneous processes: formation of acidic compounds during
oil oxidation and the corrosive action of these compounds. The
over-all effect of the two factors is manifested in the experimen-
tally determined weight loss of a lead plate.

We can observe the kinetics of these two parallel processes
in determining potential corrosion for crankcase oils.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show characteristic weight-change curves
for lead plates during oil oxidation in a &K-2 apparatus.

The procedure described above for determining the corrosive
aggressiveness of motor oils and additive-containing otls provides
for evaluation of the weight loss of lead plates in oil undergoing
oxygen oxidation. Investigations conducted by K.S. Ramayja and R.Kh.
Sil's [10] have shown that, as a result of their catalytic action
on oil oxidation, organic aieta- salts accelerate lead corrosion.
Current methods for evaluatinj the corrosive aggressiveness of oils
(Pinkevich's method, the NAMI 141-2 procedure) do not use oxidation
catalysts, while various metals are present in or in contact with
the oil in ICE's under actual operating conditions, exerting a
catalytic influence on oxidation. Introduction of organic metal
salts, particularly those of copper (copper naphthenate or stiarate),
into the oxidizing medium greatly increases the rate of oil oxida-
tion and thus leads to a rise in lead-plite weight less during cor-
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rosion determinations, The authors of the procedure recQmmend a test
time of 25 h. The experiments are conducted in an NAMI AK-2 apparatus
at 1400 with standard lead plate. The plates can be weighed at dif-
ferent intervals during the test, e.g., every 5 h, in order to get
an idea of the trend of corrosion with time.

45

30 • '

5 I0 IS 21 •

Flag. 4. Comparative evaluation of potential corrosion for following
oils: 1) Industrial 50 (machine CY); 2) industrial 50 + type MK-22
aviation oil (3:2 mixture) with 3% AOHMM-4. A) Corrosion, g/m 2 ; B)
h.

A xjpraua, r/,4z

45,.

so[

0 10 •O q•-a.
B

Fig. 5. Comparative evaluation of potential corrosion for follow-
ing crankcase oils: 1) Type 10 without additive; 2) type 10 with
3% AsMHO-8 additive. A) Corrosion, g/m 2 ; B) h.

goP Jup, 7h'
45

$ to is 20 25 q•.

Fig. 6. Comparative evaluation of potential corrosion for follow-
ing crankcase oils: 1) Diesel oil, selective refining (based on
type 18 automotive oil), without additives; 2) the same oil, with
A3140-7 additive (3%). A) Corrosion, g/r 2 ; B) h.
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In order to make a comparative evaluation of the corrosive
aggressiveness oC additire-containing oils, we compared the weight
loss per unit lead-plate surface area after oil oxidati.on in the
presence of a catalyst (copper naphthenate), which was added in
an amount of 0.02% by weight, for 25 h (Tables 31 and 32).

The method described above can also be used to determine the
comparative effectiveness of antioxidants. Tables 33 and 34 pre-
sent the results of a comparative study of the effectiveness of
the following antioxidants: tertiary butylphenol amine sulfide
(ACo), the Ba salt of a phosphorus additive derived from a Prack-
ing-paraffin polymer, SOK with sulfur and phosphorus, and A3HMM-10.

As can be seen from the data given, effective antioxidants
greatly reduce lead-plate corrosion in the presence of an oxida-
tion catalyst.

TABLE 31

Comparison of Corrosive Aggressiveness of Oils and
Additive-Containing Oils by Usual Procedure and
25-hour Method with Catalyst

1/ 3 C r'pxcaAmavu1G I Fc l CaA- -

06pa3•tu1 Macna i<,.,• CB-3 (20%) GCOK-I (8%)

S123 71,0 C0)_
A- 11 6a2KNCKOe -

.126,6 357,5 160,15

7,4 74,5 4/J.C-il 1-K H-fl3 - - -4 5
.152,6 408,45 241,1

17 5 90,2 49.3
AC-9,5 HK Hfl3 1 184.1"1!. 30,'5 184. I

S1(6 62,4 52,1CY-eaxmiicxoe --. ... .159,7 133,4 131,4

AC.6 IlK Hj- 3 5.4 . 177,0 _ 72,5

4,12,5 399,9 268,4

AC-6 6Avicmxoe 103 168,0 70.3
446,8 433,6 214,85

Note. The upper figure represents the corro-
sion Tg-7-•) determined by the usual method, while
the lower figure represents that determined by the
more stringent method (with catalyst).

1) Oil specimen; 3) With additive;
2) Without additive; 4) Bakinskoye.

More rapid oxygen supply is important when evaluating the
corrosive aggressiveness of oils in the presence of catalysts.
From this standpoint, the conditions used for evaluating crank-
case-oil corrosive aggressiveness by the PZZ (n33) method [43
must be regarded as approximating real conditions.

Figure 7 is a diagram of the PZZ apparatus, which consists
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TABLE 32

Corrosive Aggressiveness of Additive-
Containing Oils by NAMI Method (25 h,
with Catalyst)

06pamil'i Mac1a Kopo.as no
12 HAM", ,iivi

J1-11 (6m.) C 1,5. (PK 194
t 4 ", Ji * l< 122

4 C tj, "• BP 1; 41,3

HC.'I ti'. lbq),< 146,4
' a .' c 1,1% Ci>3 319,6

4c 8° Cf;-3 A,4,0

3 C [18o -:3 240,
-11 (6ia¥.)* t , C5 3-t- 2% .J14-1l 2,7

11-11 (6a.) r 4% C133 t- 2 % XPA-11 1,8
,fl.1 (1a.) + 7,5% S.4K-T-4% CB-3 +

- 0,o, .13-23 6,4
1-11 (6~.). 11% r[(1]-4-4% C5-3+

- 0,V% J13-23(- 0,0.5% HIM3-2,OA 7,3
'a -1l ( ua .) -15 g ' . ,K - 6 % C 5 3 7-

-j-0,5% J13-2 3K- 0,0L50% nM3-200A 5,9

1) Oil specimens' 2) corrosion by
NAMI method, g/m ; 3) Bakinskoye;
4) with.

TABLE 33

Results of Evaluation of Corrosive
Aggressiveness of Additive-Contain-
ing Oils

1 2 Koppo03H nO
06pax3u MacAa y)KcC7o Ie'woHy

meIoay, ZIA93

3 Be3 aWITHOKIiCgllaTe•tek

XlO-I- -4 6,6% I3K- . CK-3 1510
AC-il 4- 9,9% 6,1)K -t 5,1 % Ci(-3 53,5
flC-ll+5% B44+1--l,5-,, CB-3 27

4 C ANTOKWc•AmieJIHmm

AC-11 + 1l1% 5BK- 4% C5-3 -- % BIOKS O,8
- 2%•, 23,2

1% AiHHH-1-O0 54,0
S , 2 % 138,8

I * % ACO 8,8
S2%, 7,2

1) Oil specimens; 2) corrosion by
stringent method, g/m 2 ; 3) without
antioxidants; 4) with antioxidants.
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of an aluminum delivery tank filled with the oil to be tested, a
rotary pump (5HK-12 AK) driven by an electric motor, and cassettes
for six lead and two copper plates. An electric heater with a
power of 1 kW is used for heating and maintenance of constant oil
temperature during the test.

TABLE 34

Influence of Antioxidants on Corro-
sive Aggressiveness of A-1i Oil and
of 4-11 Oil with C5-3 Sulfonate Addi-
tive

1 [2 KoprommI wo

O6pa3uIA Macqaj HAy1ccr z/o -

u-i iwe roA)

3MarAo a-11 6e3 npICaAoK 3'10
410 *e c 1% Aq4,A 3,5

SI "I% iHXi-i 21 0,9
S C 1% I1 I XII 3'j ,5

C 1 0 | 2  0,75
S C I % AA•I .1-I0 19

C c 1% J•' .I 5 0,75
C C 0,7% C.,lronA!06-493 2,2
C 0,5% ()JIOA-267 3.9

JI-11 c 5% CE-3 203,0
4To Ke c 1% A+A 17,m

* c 1% IHXFI-21 108,0
* c I FIlHX r.-6 1.14,0

T tI% P.. 135,0
* c Io; A3HH11-.10 344,0
• c I !P- 11 3.0

C c 0,7% CaIItoAý-493 0,8
C C 0,5% O.lOA-267 1.5

1) O1l specimens; 2) corrosion by
stringent NAMI method, g/m 2 ; 3)
A-11 oil without additives; 4) the
same with; 5) Santolyub.

The circulation system consists of aluminum tubing, which
connects the delivery tank and cassettes to the pump and the cas-
settes to the tank.

The constancy of the test regime is monitored with a thermo-
meter, which measures the temperature of the oil before it is ad-
mitted to the cassette, a U-shaped mercury manometer, which meas-
ures the oil pressure in front of the cassette, and a rheometer,
which is used to determine the amount of air entering the intake
system. The apparatus operates in the following manner.

The oil to be cested, heated to a predetermined tempera-
ture, is forced by the pump from the delivery tank !nto the cassette,
whence it is sprayed through apertures in the central tube onto the
heated walls of the delivery tank an2 flows downward. The contact
with the heated delivery-tank walls, mixir.g with air, and contact
with different metals cause rapid c.-ide'ion of the oil, which ra-
pidly washes the plate surfaces u ter pressure during the test,
causing them to corrode.
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Fig. 7. Diagram of PZZ apparatus. 1) Delivery unit; 2) pump; 3)
heating element; 4) tubing; 5) rheometer; 6) plate cassette; 7)
thermometer; 8) manometer; 9) plates. A) Air; B) oil.

The following standard test conditions are maintained in eval-

uating the crankcase properties of oils in the PZZ apparatus:

1) test-specimen volume - 250 ml;

2) test duration- 2 h;

3) oil temperature at entrance to cassette - 12. + 1C;

4) oil-circulation rate -- 1215 + 5 liters/h;

5) amount of air entering intake pipe - 50 + 3 liters/h
(measured with rhaometer).

The tests are conducted in the following manner. Six lead
plates (type C-1 or C-2) .j0 20 x 2 mm in size are cleaned with
fine emery paper and polisned with felt until lustrous. The polished
plates are rinsed with benzere, dried, and weighed together on an
analytic balance to within 0.0002 g, The two copper plates are also
cieanud with emery paper and rinsed in benzene.

The prepared lead and copper plates are placed in the appara.-
tub, trioroughly rinsed after the previous test, and the latter iz
as er.bled. A total of 250 ml of the oil to be tested Is poured into
the d2liverý tank and the heater is switched on. When "he oil temp-
erature in the delivery tank reaches 16u0'", the apparatus is started.
As soon as the oil temperature at the entrance to the cassette
reaches- 150 + l1%, a s.anda!rd air-flow rate through the intake pipe
is set up wich a clamp on the ruober hose zonnecting the rheometer
to this pipe; the oil-circulation speed in the system i, then ad-
justed, uuine tne reductlon valve on the pump to set up an oil pre.s-
sure at the cassette ent: "%nci corresponding to an oil-circulation
rate of 125 4 5 llters/h.
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TABLE 35

Comparative Results of Evaluation of Corrosive
Aggressiveness of Oils by PZZ and NAMT Methods
(GOST 8255-56)

Me"nJMo
MacAo 113"2 1A.M H ,A ,12 ?/jlt 3 PtA11

1-; 1 (,•., .iCKo2 4 /114,38 ,32,•1
AC-I 6 IHK 1 21 5,7
AC-W 20 3 e,2; 4,3
M -'20 , p .it fl oe .3
,-9, H0o C1.3 "1 51
A7-qs 111( 4 21,22 12,,X5
AC- 10 a6( i ioe 4 124, 11,2

,i(1 1 lriwI 4 64,0:5
1 i 6 ,1KtIi: , 3 1t- AH--22 1,14 0.2f'l,-Il , 'i' jj.L 0% f* -,-3. 2% AI;.22 0,32 0.25

p.-ll 6 •.m , ioc4--10% ( r, 3 i 3% AHI-22 ,:1.3 0,25
h4m fIC , 0,t rjA-I I (.v•Iij '~e , i H. ii-7 ,1.10f

1.-II hi €e ,a% A dtlI 111-7 17 0r
AL- l 6.1ii •o•. r I;'IP -S 2.0 0,2
A-I1 (,pi'oe(0c , ', S 8 + ,4l0 0,2

11I 6i~u'oc~ '". A~ '. ,[-3 0,36 - 0,55
11>- 6,1 u.ncxoe 5j8- -.;34.I . C5-3 1,I -- 0'W

AC-6 HK3 -t 8% B5(PK 1,08 0.6

1) Oil; 52' Gruznenskoye;
2) PZZ method, g/m6) a

31' NAMI method, g/6 
M;

4) Bakinskoye;

The oil pressure corresponding to th- standard circulation
rate is determined by preliminary calibration of the apparatus.

The standard oil tempearature at t!he cassette entrance is
maintained during the test by varying the 2urrent supplied to the
heating element with a rheostat. Testing of one oil specimen re-
quires 2 h. The time for which the apparatus is heated In order
to reach standard conditions is not included in the test time
and should not exceed 10 min.

After the apparatus has operated under the proper eegime
for 2 h, the oil heater is switched off, the air supply througn
the intake system is discontinued, aria the hot oil is poured into
a graduate. (In order to obtain more of the oil, the electric
motor is briefly run three or four times.) After the oil has been
poured iff, the apparatus is disassembled and the lead and copper
plates are removed from the cassettes with forceps and transferred
to a bath contairning an alcohol-benzene mixture (1:-3), where the
corrosion product,, and alcohol-benzene-soluble oll-oxidat-1on prod-
ucts are removed from their surface with cotton. After rinsing,
the lead plates are transferred with forceps to filter paper,
dried, and weighed on an analytic balance to within 0.0002 g.

When the delivery tank hab cooled to room temperature, the
aoparatu. s reassembled and rinsed with 5-7C gasoline.

"The re-u.-_- are evaluated .-a.ter the test has been completed.
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The corrosion properties are evaluated from the change in lead-

plate weight per unit surface area over the test period. The weight
loss is determined from the formula

X '- g/m2 ,

0.01

where Ap is the difference in lead-plate weight before and after
the test, in g, and

0.01 is the lead-plate surface area.

Table 35 presents the results of a comparative evaluation of
the corrosive aggressiveness of different oils by the method des-
cribed above.

Analysis of the data in the table enables us to establish
that, as a result of the more rapid circulation of the oil, its
greater contact with the air and heated surfaces, and the cataly-
tic effect of the copper plate, two-hour corrosion in the PZZ
appara+us was greater than 10-hour corrosion by the NAMI method.

In order to make a comparison of the results from the rela-
tive data, we will group the specimens tested into definite NAMI-
corrosion ranges (g/m 2 ):

NAMI Method PZZ Method

0.2-0.25 0.32-2.0
o.4-o.8 0.16-1.7
4.3-12.35 9.21-128.8
up to 51 130

These data indicate that both greater absolute corrosion
and clearer differentiation of corrosion levels occur in the PZZ
method than in the NAMI method.

§3. LUBRICATING AND ANTIWEAR PROPERTIES

As is well known, the main function of a lubricating oil is
to reduce wear, frlction, and accompanying grabbing, seizure, etc.
Oils and additive-containlng oils having given antiwear and lubri-
cating properties exhibit these functions under two very different
sets of crankcase-lubrication conditions: boundary and hydrodynamic.

Boundary lubrication is naturally the more dangerous from the
standpoint of engine durability. In this case, the prcperties of
the oil are determined by a whole series of characteristics in-
corporated Into' the concept of the "lubricating pcwer" of oils.
The lubricating power of en oil can be defined as the property
that creates differences in friction and wear when the oil vis-
cosity, surface character, and other factors are identical and
constant.

Without dwelling on the theory of lucricant action, which
has been rather thoroughly discussed In wor!-s by Soviet [11-15]
and foreign [L16-.0] researchers, we can note that the problem of
procedures r'or e~alu.attg the lubricating power of motor oils,
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particularly additive-containing oils, still containa large blank
areas, despite numerous investigations [21..23], A bubntantial pro-
portion of the work that has been done was intended to study the
mechanism of the lubricant action of oils and additives at high
and moderately high pressures. These investigations have often be rn
limited either to determination of the maximum loads for oil-film
rupture or to evaluation of the coefficients of friction under rI1f-
ferent conditions.

In setting out to make a comparative evaluation of the lubri-
cating and antiwear properties of additive-containing motor oil.,
we proceeded from the fact that the friction-surface wear can ;ervf,
as one of the basic criteria for such an evaluatior.

The INKhP (WHXn) [Institute of the Petrochemical Industry]
has developed a procedure for testing the lubricating power of
additive-containing oils in an MM-8 metal-wear tempting machine.
Figure 8 is a general view of this apparatus.

A total of 200 ml of the oil to be tested is noured into
the oil beaker, where it is heated to 900C by an c-_'fctric furrace,
and then goes to the oil chest, which has a rotating ring at the
bottom.

The oil is returned from the chest to the beaker by a pinion
pump driven from the shaft of the friction machine. The oil line
has cocks, which are' used to maJntain a constant oil level in the
oil chest. The temperature of the oil reaching the friction couples
is always held constant ard is measured with a thermocouple connect-
ed to a potentiometer.

'"g. 8. Friction -.a~hine for determination

of oil lubricating power.

The tests were conducted with friction couples consistIng of
the outer races of 7204 radial-thruSt hearings, which have an out-
side diameter of 47 mm. With the upper rIng stationary and the
lower ring rotating at 200 rpm, the sliding speed Is:
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i n 0,G0216 t = 0,002,15. 200 =- 0,492 m/s

60

The volumetric or gravimetric wear per unit time is taken asSthe basic index of oil antiwear properti es.

With friction between the moving lower ring and the station-
ary upper ring, a hole is formed in the surface of the latter and,
all other conditions being equal, its size depends on the quality

of' the lubricating oil, the load on the ring during friction, and
the sliding speed, which in turn depends on the speed of the lower
rlring and the quality of the -ring friction surfaces. Evaluation of

the volumetric or gravimetric wear from the width of the friction
track does not reflect the EP.tual wear pattern, since the amountof metal removed during friction is a nonlinear function of tile

friction-track width.

Actually, the weight of the metal removed from the friction
sýurface is determined by the volume enclosed between the two cylin-

der 2urf'aces and eqials the height of the cylinder genetrix multi-
plicd by Gwice the area of the circle segirent cut off by the chord

For the circle segment, we have:

P= - [r (I - s) + shk,2

where F' is the segment area.,

r is tht radius of curvature,

q) is the centra. angle,

h is the altitude, h = 2r (sinW/2)2

8 is the length of the chord cuitting the arc I at the cen-
tral angle T, s= Vh(2- k); and

I is the arc .ength, I = 0,0174532 '* 2 .-- .6 "

Since the factor in which we are interested, the volume of
metal v removed from the ring surface, is determined by the product
of Vwice the area of the circle segment by the length of the cylin-
der genetrix, we have:

v ... ý .a --• 2 ,' " i r( -s shl a,

whence the weight G o0 the metal removed is

where y is the specific gravity of the ring material.

Assumlnr y - 7.05 g/cm3 and knowIng that 2r - 47 mm, and a -
10 Mm, we can cilculate rhe wei;ht of the metal removed from the
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ring surface during friction as a function of the friction-track
width e.

Thus, having obtained the weight of the metal removed from
the friction surface as a function of time under constant load
(P = 150 lcg) from a series of experiments, we find the basic para-
meters determining the character of this function. When the test
specimens have been suffi,.iently worn in, the dependence of the
gravimetric wear on time is expressed by a linear equation: y =
- ax + b0 . In this case, the slope angle a of the line repre-

sents the wear rate, while the magnitude of the constant b0 charac-
terizes a certain degree of initial wear.

Processing of Experirqn'tal Data

If we designate the ring wear (mg) as g, the test time (h) as

t, the wear rate (mg/h) as k, and the initial wear (mg) as gO' the

change in g as a function of' t can be represented as:

r At go,

where t takes the following values, in accordance with the experi-
mental conditions: ti = 1 min, t 2 = 10, t3 -- 20, t4 = 30, t5 = 40,
t 6 = 50, and t7 = 60 min. In this case we obtain the values of

91' g2 3 g3 p g4 $ g 5 ' 96 s and 97'

Using the method of least squares, we obtain:

Egt + k ! 1'17- g £ =0,

Sg - Zk t - gos = 0,

where a is the number of experiments.

Hence:

jWs!,tg- Ltl'tg

V • Vt #--'2-V t 1' 2

! t,•2I :g- t E t g
go = S t I t -- L t 2

Having substituted the known values a = 7, Et = 211, Et
2

9101 for the experimental conditions in question into the equa-.
tions obtained, appropriate transformations yield:

L _gt -- 30,!.g (i)
2741

0 k -- 1.31 E _ (2)

7 90

The ring wear dc corresponding to the Initial gravimetric

wear k0 ts obviously some arbitrary friction-track width at the

beginning of application of the load P. The ratio of thir load
to the area r a dcl, where I in the rini wldth, gives an Index
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characterizing the initial bearing capacity of th? oil film (T at
the load in question:

1) .. (3)

TABLE 36

Results of Motor-Oil Tests in MM-8 Fricticn
Machine

12 .-a ,a.z,,aa
06pa 1uw Ma"es IiTe11C1UllhI0CTb I.,ajlbIMbl 'i 1  HO lb Mac-O 6 p a 3 U L . m a c e A 11 3H O , a.a A l, l (~ C d e 4 T J'C M QHI , Al 14 0 h -I.. C H K H ,

AM___ 14 KI C.9E'

5 Mam~nuloe CY 6c3 1pt'c!1KH 2,24 0,66 -350
6Ta we c 3% UI1ATIIM-339 0,225 0.29 5,170

AK 10 6c' IlpHcaaIKH 7 2,71 0,50 2589
6 To me c 3% UHATNM.339 0,132 0,42 3-5t60

AC-9.5 6e3 nplca:oKH7 1,61 0,70 212)
STro we c '. ULIIATHM-33) 0,12 0,40 .3750
AC-il I (C3 np4caAKH 7 1,64 0,57 26.3(0
lo *e c 3% LUHATHM-339 0:413 0,46 32h09 J-I- c 1(0% cmecH C5-3 k aP.. (2:1) 0,132 0,40 .3750

STo 0 e (1:1) 0,226 0,44 314W0
9 To we (1:2) 0,122 0,31 3950

1) Oil specimens; 7) Without additives;
") Wear rate, mg/h; 8) &-ll with 10% of mix-
3) Initial friction ture of' CE-3 and 54€K

track, mm; (2:1);
4) Initial strength 9) The same.

of oil film,
kg/cm2;

5) Machine CY without
additives;

6) The same, with;

The basic lubricating-power indices ar'e thus determined by
the method described abeve in the following manner.

Seven experiments, lasting 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 min
are conducted with the oil to be tested. The load on the friction
rings is 150 kg and the lower race turns at a speed of 200 rpm.

The value of g is calculated over the friction-track width
after each experiment and Eg and Egt are determined for the seven
experiments. Equations (1) and (2) are then used tG determine the
values of k and go.

The "Initial" wear do corresponding to the last quantity 1,;
substltuted into Formula (3), as a result of which co Is found.

Table 36 shows the results of an evaluation of a number of
motor oils by the .nethod described above.
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As can be seen from a comparative study of the initial stress-
es in a boundary lubricating layer during tests in the machine des-
cribed above (see Fig. 9), they occupy a position intermediate be-
tween those obtained in the JTTO-2 fr-lction machine of the Leningrad
Polytechnic Institute (contact between a thrust bearing and the sur-
face of a cylindrical rod) and in a friction machine of the "Falex"
type (INKhP).

The results obtained can thus be used for a comparative eval-
uation of the antiwear properties of additive-containing oils only
to the extent to which these properties are manifested during con-
tact of micrononuniformities in the contacting surfaces, where high
contact pressures can occur. Use of modern research techniques,
particularly radioactive tracers, somewhat broadens opportunities
for evaluation of the antiwear properties of additive-containing
motor oils.

An INKhP friction machine, whos-e friction unit is similar to
that used in friction machines of the "FaJ.'x" type, was employed
to investigate the antiwear prorerties of steel - cast iron couples
under different lubrication conditions.

The wear rate was determined from the increase in the radio-
activity of the oil, which proved to be proportional to the wearing
of radioactive Co60 bushings installed in cast iron thrust bearings
(Fig. 20). The oil to be tested was forced through pipes and coils
by a pump. CTC-8 Geiger-Mueller counter tubes and devices of the
"Tiss" type were used with an 3nln-09 recording potentiometer to
measure the oil activity, which was proportional to the amount of
radioactive Co60 that entered the oil during wearing of the bearings.

TABLE 37

Antiwear Efficiency of 1NKhP Compound
Additives

1. 2
O6pa3ubu MaCna Olil

;IC-II + 10o,, CK-3 40,7
To me+1 5

n,% , 48,5
* 2o'0  53.6

' S .o .2.4,

• 20, :V. "(,

S 51. AaHWlI-7 35,.6
* 102•: .3 ,

t6,6% CK-3 .-3,4%, Br K-1 29.9
• 6,6% B,PK-I -,- 3, ý, C5-3 29,6

1) Oil specimens; 2) OPI; 3) the same.

Some authors use a wear-index determination [WID](Orlk) in
accordance with GOST 9490-6C to evaluate the antiseizing and anti-
wear efficiency of motor oils [24].

It in natural that, as a result of the higher contact pres-
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Fig. 9. Lubricating-film stress as a function of load for differ-ent friction machines. 1) JITTO-2; 2) MW-8 (by INKhP method); 3)"Falex" (by INKhP method); 4 5) four-ball friction machine withball diameters of 12.7 mm (41 and 19.0 mm (5). A) Pgf.

I'

4 S

Ij i

Fig. 10. Diagram of apparatus for evaluating antiwear properties
of oils with radioactive cobalt. 1) Thrust bearings with radloac-:Ave Inserts; 2) pipes; 3) 3nn-09 potentiometer; 4) "Tiss" devices;
5) Geiger-Mueller tubes; 6) coils; 7) pump.

sures (the determination is made with balls 12.7 mm in diameter
at 1410 r/min in a four-ball friction machine), the evaluation ofmotor-oil properties is limited to a narrower range of specificcondltlon3 than may actually obtain.

The poorly differentiated results obtained in evaluatingthe antlivear efficiency of different compound additives, which
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are given in Table 37, can also be explained from this standpoint,

§4. OXIDATION RESISTANCE

The high temperatures of the surfaces of many engine components,
principally those of the cylinder-piston assembly, with which the
lubricating oil is continuosly in contact and its exposure to fuel-
combustion products and atmospheric oxygen under the catalytic ac-
tion of various metals promote rapid oil oxidation. The tempera-
tures at which a lubricating oil operates in an engine reach high
levels, particularly in the vicinity of the top piston ring.

Data on the temperatures in the vicinity of the top ring
groove are given below for certain types of compressive-ignition
internal combustion engines [ICE](&EC) [2]

Type of Engine Temperature, 0C

4 8.5/11 150-160
4 10.5/13 212
4 23/30 212
8 AP 30/50 -

30 A 200-210
4H 18/20 240-,!50
24-100 250

As is now recognized by many researchers [9, ;:5, '6], the
mechanism of oil-hydrocarbon oxidation under these conditions in-
volves intermediate formation cf peroxides and free radicals.

it is generally acknowledged that indicated oxidation of iaost
organic compounds at temperatures below 3000C proceeds by an auto-
matic chain mechanism, in which the stage governing the overall
reaction rate is decomposition of hydrogen peroxide [27-301>

The rate of the chain reaction can be reduced by two methods
[25]: by reducing the number of initiable chains or the length of
the reactive chain. Hence, turning to possible explanations of the
action mechanism of antioxidants in hydrocarbon-oxidation reactions,
we must point out:

suppression of the development of new chains, i.e., inhibition
of hydrogen peroxide formation by deactivation of the excited or
activated atoms, ions, or radicals;

suppression of chain transfer or branching, i.e., reaction
of the antioxidant with the inxerchangeable radical;

a decrease in chain length, i.e., interaction of the antioxi-
dant with the intermediate product.

However, the oxidation rate is not always a reliable criter-
ion for evaluating oxidation resistance. The character and proper-
ties of the oxidation products are no less important. Moreover,
the catalytic effect of metals exerts an influence on oxidation
-reactions.
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The interaction of the variou& factors involved in oil oxida-
tion can be represented diagrammatically in the following manner:

6 I(1I(cI]OIjO01
I KATAA.ITI'IICI(OIE 1 KATAMITH'IECKOE

oKiOCcLII1sr, MACAA
1EICTBI1E & 4 A.ACTRIIE

3 PEAIu IgI 8 OlI'A3OfIIAIIEI I(IIC.1I•X

2 MIETA hJ TA _C) UI

I METAX11PILCKII MIAI•A

5
- PACTUOPEIII1E MrTAh1A

1) Catalytic effect; 2) metal; 3) reaction
with metal; 4) metallic soaps; 5) metal
dissolution; 6) oxygen; 7) oil oxidation;
8) formation of acidic compounds.

It can thus be assumed that antioxidants are divided into two
major groups, in accordance with their role in the aforementioned
Gil-oxidation processes: true antioxidants, whose action is based
on interruption of the oxidation chain reaction, and metal deactiva-
tors, whose action is based on formaticn of a protective film that
reduces the catalytic activity of a given metal surface. Often,
however, the catalytic effect is exerted not by the metals them-
selves but by the prroucts of their reaction with the active com-
pounds presert in the lubricating oil or formed during its opera-
tion.

In classifying antioxidant additives on the basis of their
action mechanism, some authors [26] distinguish deactivators from
passivators, reserving the former term for the ability to reduce
the catalytic activity of metallic compounds dissolved in oils and
the latter term for the ability to form films. Moreover, it has
been pointed out that potential antioxidants, whose activity is
manifested as a result of their interaction with oxidation products
and ultimately leads to formation of compounds having inhibitory
or deactivating functions, may have some effect. We thus return to
the two basic functional properties of antioxidants: inhibitory
and deactivating (passivating).

Functional properties and hencc their evaluation for anti-
oxidants used in motor oils differ in a number of other charac-
teristics, which we will briefly consider.

First of all, in contrast to the well known antioxidants used,
for example, to stabilize fuel oils, their functional properties
should be strictly correlated with those of other types of addi-
tives present in compounds for modern motor oils. Thts, if some
antioxidants react with metal surfaces to form films more or less
impermeable to oxidation products on the one hand and permit dif-
fusion of dissolved metal into the oil on the other, the simul-
taneous presence of a detergent additive in the compound can pro-
mote dispersion of the films.

Furthermore, the action of detergent additives is known to
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TABLE 38

Influence of J1323K Additive on the
Oxidation Resistance of A-ll Oil

0 61)"131 JIj ma o:-I I r 51SOl IIAMH, .
06I);l31ttI l I¢.'•l .'/A/V (V,11cC -

T
•q' •MU

2 Ma

001 6¢• C310 (•ýa~•60 2

I- I4 I ,,, 13 -23• 13,4 34

1) gil specimens; 2) NAMI corrosion,
g/m (stringent method); 3) min; 4)
without additives.

take the form of holding solid particles insoluble in oil in a
suspended state. This functional characteristic of the "cleansing"
action of additives can have a direct influence on the efficiency
of an antioxidant included in the same composition with a deter-
gent additive. Essentially, the reaction rate and induction per-
iod are materially affected by the solid phase whose activity is
manifested in catalytic action. The catalytic activity of a solid
phase dispersed in oil naturally depends on its total surface,
while the latter depends on the degree of dispersion.

Thus, the detergent efficiency of an additive, which is
manifested in a greater or lesser dispersing capacity, indirectly
affects oil-oxid:.tion processes.

Interpretation of the action mechanism of other lubricating-
compound components from the standpoint of their influence cn
the direction ' nd rate of contact-oxidation processes is also of
interest. For example, it can be assumed that the antiseizing ac-
tion of variou3 additives, which promotes a decrease in contact
temperatures, can also affect the degree of oxidation. Experiments
conducted to evaluate the influence of f3-23k antiseizing addi-
tive on the oxidation resistance of motor oils (Table 38) have
shown that a rise in its concentration in Q-ll oil increases
oxidation resistance.

The oxidation resistance of motor oils can be most simply
characterized by evaluating their inhibition capacity, their
oxidation rate, and the activity of the acidic corpounds formed.

The first index can be established from the induction per-
iod determined by the A;HMOM method [25]. The average oxidation
rate can be found from the amount of oxygen absorbed per unit
time, as well as from data obtained in tests of oil oxidizability
by the A:•HMW method. Finally, the activity of the acidic compounds
formed is evaluate±d from the corrosion of metal in the oxidized
oil, as was pointed out abole.
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TABLE, 39

Evaluation of Oxidation Resistance of Oils friom
Apsheron Crude Oil

2 3 1, 5 8 5.

C' ~ Ul6010WC

Dece % A if IN'il, !-

132' I i'iICF 1;%'piyo a ,2 •

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L 0. Zl~r.IW ir'.a1 it

1 0 Am~io.l-IO (3r;lollillld~ii (olsri tell) i

S]. •[I(' HI 'M T0. 1 .1-O 13- 0 ll.j 4`w :;:;0'd.' ll;C'-

wu iui i i, ir i i 0,93L0 3,37 0,45. 3 4 so 240 :0,143.
1 2 A•It .I-10 113 0Ic ari'i ICT: ;iNZ ,li li rjIT ,

0 '11111! lllllii ii ' 10 4 %y vpiyp,-a,
.1;11114 0,9103 0,36 6,25 8 96 W 101227

1 3 T( ",;?e 011itCli F,0% ' i. y, I Po.la. I %
I % oIi:CT l4, 5 ', r,iI'ii 0,9100 0,38 0,17 14 180 7" 10,121

1 4 AHtrH.A.IT .irTM0,1a-1O "1:3 licilitl I
*d.l•C ,ii ilcii " .0,9310 ,3,37 0.24. 3 45 1400 '0,1

1 7 Allo. 1 Wi 6,.l xni)tl c . i i CTj.'T AWX.i %l-
ijni', o'Uttiuillzlii 150% 4)ypdi4% o-
.li, 1.5- r .1il.I 0,9093 0,18 0,2 13 , 1 SO1 0,154

1 3 To ýxe, O LOiizdn 150% i.vpywPo.wa, I %I
KNlC1ioTII, 5% r, iii 0,905 0 0, 0,15 34 239 59 0,1;97

) c k %;'t) A11ITI).a-10 st.axab c(iuii i
oxidation t im 8)ci r 0,9r116 2,3 1' 0,2 65 225 -- 10,125

a 7 oxidaTO.n- ratei 6aromaunCKii S ofC oxyen as
lI (I)Tlil. O~li[lil•i 1504. vl"lutiv. I
p:ma, 155, ir.mlili " ." 0,8996. 0.77 i 0,13 14 15,5 125) 0.141

'1 3 To w ,oiit en2 15IIIll 'l qS(J" , .lpiji'po.ia, I% ,
XlI1CI0Ti,. 5-%' rziiawt •0,89s 0,8 i 0,1 38 3,02 ý6 10,076

1) oil specimens; 2) specific travdty,,d;3a 20 d
4) coke, %; 5) A3HWHH stability, min; 6) induction period; 7) total
oxidation time; 8) corrosion by Pin':evich's method, g/m2; 9) aver-

age oxidation rate from amount of oxygý-en absorbed, iig/min; 10)
type 10 automotive oil1 (standar-d specimen); 11) type 10 distillate

from Binagadinskoye crude oil; 12) type 10 from BinagzIinskoye
crude oil, refined with 150% furfuurol &nd 15% clay; 1.2) the same,
refined w.th 150% furfurol, 1% acid, and 5% clay; 14) type 10 dis-

tillate from Neftyanyye Kamni crude oil; 1-5) type 10 iroin Neftyanyye

Kamni refined with 150% furfurol and 15% cl!-Y; 16) type 10 distil-

late from Balakhanskoye crude oil; 17) type 10 from Balakhanskoye
crude oil refined with 150% furfurol and 15% clay.

Table 39 presents data showing the change in the aforemen-
tioned indlces for different motor oils from Apsheron -rude oils.

It can be seen that there is a simultaneous improvement in

inhibition capacity, a decrease in oxidation rate, and a drop in

corrosion rate as the oil diitillates are more highly refined.
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Under certain conditions, evaluation of motor-oil oxidation
resistance from the amount and character of the final oxidation
products (the sediment content and viscosity of the oxidized oil)
yields only final results. The experimental conditions are of matetr-
ial imp-irtance in this case. For example, comparing the sediment
formation determined by tue PZZ method (oxidation at 1500 for 2 h)
with that determined by tne NAMI method (oxidation at 200 0 C for
50 h), it can be seen that there is a difference in both the ex-
tent and rate of the oxidation processes (Table 40).

Actually, on the basis of the absolute percentage sediment
content of the oxidized oil, substantially less sediment was formed
with a shorter experiment duration and a reduced temperature. Oxi-
dation is therefore relatively mild, but the average rate of the
oxidation processes can be more clearly distinguished in this case.
This is graphically shown by base oils from Bakinskoye and Eastern
crude oils and in additive tests (with different concentrations of
AH-22k mixed with CS-3).

TABLE 40

Comparative Results of Determination
of Sediment Formation (%) in Oils by
PZZ Method and of Thtrmooxidation
Resistance

Mrol i•• T" _ .epm ,-aaR
i "'.'rT0 pa' CT26,1 bHOC-

06pa~a•b Jacqa1 I *,u tb (T-pa 200,

bp-%fk HCII.

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ 50 Ad)

/1-11 6, cKoc 4 z,71 6,76JIC-1l HK3 O,86 5,53
AC-6 Hp(3 0,52 9,15

5 Mawuiuioc CY 3,97 8,13
AC-9,5 HK3 0,755 5,81
AC-6 6aN MI.ckoe 4 3,69 m,42
AK-J0 6aVH1.cK1)e 4 1,54 13,75
Al-11 6akmllcKoetr- 10% CE-3 I% 1

AHI-22 057 12,09
b To me 4- 10% Cb.,- + 2% AH-22 0,,2 15,29

• -10% C6-3-ý • AH-22 0,7 16,49
- +8', B5 K-S 01 5,09

* 8% UI K-S 0,71 4,01
+-.5% A ',1I1-7 1,1 8,63
--e5% A.::' ' 7 1,2 11,67

1) Oil specimens; 2) PZZ method (temp-
erature -- 1500, test time, 2 h); 3)
thermooxidation resistance (t-mpera-
ture 2000, test time, 50 h); 4) Bakin-
sl:oye; 5) Machine CY; 6) the same.

§5. MOTOR-OIL VOLATILITY

The behaviur of an ICE lubricat;ing oil at high temperatures
is governed both by its chemical stability and by its volatility.
The overwhelming majority of modern moto,• oils are multicomponent
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mixtures. In order to evaluate and compare their volatilities, we
therefore cannot use data on the relative amount of oil volatilized
under given conditions.

Tlie inapplicability of this index to
multicomponent mixtures is due to the fact
that the vaporization rate for solutions

%P is maximal at the beginning of the process
and then decreases as the low-boiling frac-

Stions are removed from the mixture [36].

-Jnder these conditions, the vaporiza-
tion of two multicomponent solutions over

Fig. 11. Volatility definite time intervals t and t 2 (Fig. 11)curves. i.) Volatil-
2urv.) t- hcan be evaluated differently as a result

ity; 2of the difference in vaporization kinetics.
On tnis basis, kinetic vaporization curves
can be used to obtain a sufficiently com-
plete characterization of a multicomponent
mixture.

The investigations of V.M. Martynov [37] and ?.K. Vo!lnets
[38] have shown that oil-vaporization kinetics can be described
by the equat'on:

eLst= ,-bg0 )
go

where a and b are constants,

e is the evaporation surface in cm2 ,

90 is the initial weighed portion in g,

v is the proportion of material vapcrized, and

t is the time.

This expression can be used to compare the results obtained
in evaluating oil volatility under- different conditions.

In addition, the evaporation rate of lubricating material.
having a low saturated-vapor tension is described by the equation
[36]:

Blg V=A--

/c2where V is the evaporation rate in g/ ,

T is the absolute temperature, and

A anu B are constants.

Use of this equation to calculat2 evaporation rates under dif-
ferent test conditions makes it possible to obtain a quite clear
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TABLE 41
Comparative Results of Determina-
tion of Oil Volatility (%) by PZZ
Method and Enh-e Volatility by
Papok's Method

06pua.M ACa ... lip

A-11 6AKHHCm-e 4 10 B8
AC-I1 HK3 8 80,1
AC-6 HK3 6 93
Maanwn.Hoe CY S 7 94
AC-9.5 HK3 9 76,5
AC-6 6aKNHCKoe 4 19 93
AK-10 6axWNcuoe 4 12 -
MC-20 rp3.eHCKoe 6 10 6.3
A4-1I. 6a&xacxoe%4-1 CS-3+1 % AH-22 10 82

To Xe 7 +10% C6-34.2 %A.-22 10 74,7.

* +10% CB-3+3% AH-22 10 75,8
* +5% A3HH14-7 It -

+ +8% B(PK 18 81
* -t-&% BcPIK+4% CB-3 16 78,6

+8% 61K+8% C6-3 10 80,9.,
AC-6 HK3+8% 54K 9,6 94

1) 01i specimens; 2) PZZ method
(tempLrature - 150"C, test time,
2 h); 3) Papok's method (tempera-
ture - 250 0 C, test time, 30 min);
4) Bakinskoye; 5) Machine CY; 6)
Gruznenskoye; 7) The same.

characterization of the volatility of multicomponent solutions, a
class to which motor oils belong. Table 41 is a comparison of the
volatilities if a number of motor oils.

Processes other than evaporation, such as decomposition and
oxidation, occur under given conditions. Oil-consumption kinetics
are naturally also determined by the rate of the rrocesses accom-
panying vaporization, which brings the determination conditions
closer to oper. ating conditions.

S6. PROPERTIES OF OILS CONTAINING IHICKENING ADDITIVES

In eng~ine starts at below-freezing temperatures, oil viscosity
is known to determine both the possibility of starting (without
preliminary heating) and the starting wear on the engine components,
which amounts to 50-60% of total wear in winter. For example, the
starting wear in the rA3.51 engine, which operates with type 6
automotive oil, is known to be four times greater at a temperature
of -24 or -250C than at above-freezing tfi-geratures (10C). The
engine wear during a single start is equivalent to that produced
by 200-300 km of vehicle travel.
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As for the possibility of starting, the resistance to crank-
shaft rotation when the oil viscosity is extremely high is so
greatly increa!3ed that the starter cannot provide the minimum num-
ber of engine revolutions necessary for starting and it is impos-
sible to start without first heating the engine.

According to the data of various researchers [39], the follow-
ing viscosities are necessary for normal engine starting at the
temperatures indicated:

Starting Temperature1 0C Kinematic Viscosity, cSt

-12 7200
-15 6500
-18 5100 to 8700
-23 1000 to 5400
-26 3000 to 3300

Moreover, high-quality SAE-30 dis.tillate oil with a viscosity
index of 86 has a viscosity of 18,000 cSt at -17.80C, QC-8 oil
produced from Eastern crude oil has a viscosity of 18,000 cSt at
-20 0 C, and AC-10 oil produced from Bakinskoye crude oil (with a
viscosity index of 61) has a viscosity of 17,000 cSt at -100C.
This situation forces consumers tc switch to special winter oils
with reduce6 viscosity for cold weather, but some of these (AC-6)
cannot provide the maximum permissible viscosity at starting temp-
eratures below -200C.

The lower-temperature properties of oils are especially im-
portant in the Soviet Union, where 50% of the nation has a cold-
weather period (with temperatures below 00C) lasting 130-300 days
per year, while the average January temperature ranges from -20
to -50 0 C.

The problem of producing lubricating oils with a viscosity
index permitting their use at any time of year, p-'oviding both
normal starts at below-freezing temperatures and the requisite
viscosity at engine working temperatures was solved by Ye.G. Semenido.
He proposed a method of producing special oils (thickened oils) by
dissolving a standard fractional compound of various polymer addi-
tives that improve solution rheological properties1 in an low-vis-
cosity oil base (3.5-4 cSt Lt 100 0 C) [40].

The use of polymer" additives is based on the fact that, when
s•.all amounts of these compounds are added t, a 1cw-vi-cosity oil
base, the viscosity Index of the latter Is changed only sligntly,
while the viscosity cf the solution is greatly Increa_'ed. The fore-
going is clarified by the curver in Fig. 12.

Let us assume that a given oil should have a viscosity vj at
a working temperature trab* lf this oil is produced ty vacuum dis-

tillation of mazut, followed by refining, its viscosity at startin&
temperatures !s too high (curve 3). In order to obtain an oil with
good low-temperature nroperties, a low-viscosity oil with a slopint-
viscoaity-temperature curve (1) is used and Its vt',co02ity at the
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working temperature is brought vi by dissolving a polymer additive
in it.

toyc~a Cnyc-
Temrfp0mYPa'1t

Fig. 12. Viscosity as a function
of temperature. 1) Low-viscosity
oil; 2) the same oil thickened
by polymer additive; 3) ordinary
oil. A) Viscosity, cSt; B) tpuska;

C) trab; D) temperature, 0C.

The so-called thickened oil thus produced, which has the re-

quisite viscosity at trab, retains a viscosity index (curve 2)

close to that represented by curve 1.

The effect involved in producing an oil with good viscosity-
temnerature properties by thickening a low-viscosity base is due
principally to a chanve in the molecular composition of the poly-
mer, which should provide a very slight thickening effect at low
temiperatures but a very pronounced one at high temperatures.

The best possible approaches to alteration of the operating
properties of thickened oils by selection of effective additives
a:'re based on a sufficiently clear understanding of the physico-
chemical e'nd physicomechanical principles of the thickening ac-
tlion of the additives most widely used at present as thickening
agents for motor oils.

On the other hand, experience in the use of motor oils thick-
ened with additives of this type has shown that great attention
should be paid to the reversible and Irreversible decrease in the
viscosity of thickening-additive solutions in oils.

The effectiveness with wlich polymer additIve; can be used
in motor oils is: thus in large measure determined by the possibil-
ity of getting a clear idea of the two main action mechanisms cf
such ddditives, thickening and destruction, which are closely re-
lated.

Investigation of varlou.' aspects of the phenomena constitut-
Ing the basis for the action of polymer additives toiches on a
number of rather 7enieral problem.-', r-I.e among which are molecu-
lar-knetic and thermýi.`'na:-ic relatlonsAins, the rheolory of poly-
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mer solutions, the structural mechanics of polymer chains from the
standpoint of their resistance to different types of energy factors,
chemical analysis of polymer systems, and kinetic investigation of
the possible transformations in such systems.

Polymer solutions In mineral oils are colloidal solutions of
the macromnolecules making up the liquid phase. A system of this
type also occurs during prolonged interaction of the particles,
which leads to their association. W. Ostwald [41] named such sys-
tems isocolloids.

A number of' researchers support the theory that solutions of
polymer additives in mineral oils have a colloidal or isocolloidal
structure [39, 40]. However, there are some who feel it improbable
that solutions of high-polymer compounds in oils are colloidal in
nature. Thus, V,L. Val'drman showed [42] that a positive feature of
polymer-containing oils is their less pronounced manifestation of
the plasticity and thixotropy characteristic of colloidal systems
at below-normal temperatures. It was found that the critIcal temp-
eratures corresponding to the transition from the state where the
solution behaves as a Newtonian fluid to the state where it dis-
plays the properties of a non-Newtonian fluid are ].0-121 lower for
polymer-thickened oils than for ordinary oils.

The thixotropy index, determined from the ratio of the maximum
and minimum viscosities with a hysteresis loop, is 3-5 times greater
for ordinary oils than for thickened oils.

However, since the experimental data obtained by the authors
in question relate to oils differing in chemical nature, the in-
fluence of this factor naturally must be taken into account.

There are different interpretations of the mechanism under-
lying the rise in viscosity. Thus, the effect of polymers [43] is
due in part to an additive influence. Polymers themselvws are known
to have viscosity-temperature curves with small slopes. Some of
them, however, produce a greater effect than can be attributed to
an additive action.

Evans ['44] explained the influence of polymer additives on
viscosity index as resulting from the differing solubility of the
polymers, which can be in a state of true solution or of colloidal
solution, depending on temperature. He advanced the hypothesio that
system viscosity is influenced by an associative effect leading to
formation of filamentous structures. Thus, there is an atrupt in-
crease in visceosity at the critical point corresponding to the
transition to the filamentous state.

A material influence on the variation in che viscosity of
thickening-additive solutions is exerted by t'.e change in the en-
ergy expended by the fluid 3tream in overcoming obstrcles result-
ing from the differing shapes of the microparticies. Tn the simp-
lest case (spherical particles), the increase in viscosity is des-
cribed by the well-known Einstein equation [46]:
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where n and q 0 are the viscosities of the solution and medium and

is the portion of the total volume occupied by the particlez.

For anisodiametric particles, we introduce a correction not for
the subunit size but for the chain length L:

= (-c 4 a-2 -4- C 2 4 2)

where c 1 and c2 are constants.

When the solution contains particles carrying an electric double
layer, the viscosity is determined by the electroviscosity effect

where X is the electrical conductivity,

e is the dielectric constant of the system,

C is the potential difference of the electric double layer,

r is the mean particle radius, and

k is a constant.

The differing behavior of polymer riolecules in solution can
be attributed to the fact that they are poorly "solvated'• compact,
and folded at low temperatures and bighly "solvated" and thus elon-
gated at high temperatures [391.

The degree of molecular solvation determines the achievable
increase in viscosity index. Solvation is the interbonding of solute
molecules and solvent particles. Hence it follows that the viscosity-
temperature properties of thickened oils depend both on the charac-
teristics of the polymer additive employed and on the nature of the
solvent (low-viscosity base). The differing character of the inter-
action between polymer molecules and different solvents can be at-
tributed to the fact that the polymer molecules attract one an-
other in a poor solvent; the solvent is forced out of the coil un-
der the action of the Intermolecular forces. The average molecule
is a mass of small volume. In a good solvent, a ilong-chain molecule
is surrounded by a solvation shell, which prevents contact with
other polymer molecules [48, 49]. The average molecule has a chain
structure in this case. The polymer thus provides a low system vis-
cosity in the former case and a high one ir the latter case.

The effect of temperature on Inherent viscosity also varies as
a function of solvent nature. An Increase In temperature In a poor
solvent leads to straIgntening of the structure and hence tc an In-
crease In inherent viscosity, while a rise In temperature In a good
solvent leads to a decrease in inherent viscosity.

.Te thickening effect of a linear polymer In a poor solvent
thus Increases with temperature.

I . . .-.. . . .



Certain problems in the structural mechanics of thickening-addltive
molecuies

According to current views, the attractive forces between two
neutral micromolecules are essentially caused by a dispersion inter-
action.

In general form, the total interaction energy U of two particles
can be expressed by the formula:

+2 "'2UP-- r• -• -P i2 .~ ,2 3 i11/2_ l 01(9

r 3 kf P'2 11 + 12

where r is the distance,

p, and P 2 are the dipole moments,

a1 and a2 are the polarization coefficients,

1I and 12 are the pclarization potentials,

k is Boltzmann's constant, and

T is the temperature.

The recently developed electromagnetic theory of attractive
forces, which is the basis of the notion of the interaction of so-
lids through radiative or fluctuating electromagnetic fields, has
been extended to the interaction of liquid phases [52]. Polymer
molecules, which are essentially characterized by a chain struc-
ture, undergo transformations in which their structure can either
r'emain unchanged or be deformed. The aforementioned basic laws of
particle interaction are applicable to both cases.

Under definite conditions, we can speak of the elasti, proper-
ties of molecular structures or of the structural mechanics of
chain macromolecules, a class to whirh th'.,kening-additive mole-
cules belong.

Investigations have been successfully conducted in the struc-
tural mechanics of polymers as a result of the development of ef-
fective techniques for x-ray diffraction, electron diffraction,
and optical (infrared spectroscopy and molecular scattering) analy-
ses.

The structure of polymer chains is characterized by definite
interatomic distances, which are determined by the angles between
the valence bonds and the structural repetitior oeriod.

Investigation of the structure of organic compounds has shown
[53] that the minimum potential energy of two noncovalently bonded
carbon atoms in organic molecules corresponds to a distance of
3.6 X. Tf this distance 1s shorter, the structure is stressed.

Puring forrtation of chain macromolecules, in which the inter-
i-leciular Vnnd'ni- resultS from dispersion forces, their stability



is governed by the thermal factor und by the flow-rate gradients.

According to Ya.N. Frenkel' £512, breakage of molecular chains
results from weakening of the disnersion forces. The total number I
of possible configurations that a linear chain molecule consisting
of n subunits can adopt is N - 2`f- 1 . When the number of degrees of
freedom for subunit arrangement is increased, there is also a rise
in the number of theoretically possible isomers.

Not all isomeric configurrtions are equally probable in thermo-
dynamic terms, so that the corfigu:'ation corresponding to minimum
potential energy is the most stable. Since noncovalently bonded
carbon atoms undergo steric •epulsion, differently constructed
chains are subject to different stresses.

Moreover, the free intramolecular rotation of individual
chain-molecule subunits results in formation of complex rotary iso-
mers that produce a continuous transition from one cor:riguration
to another.

In addition to formation of rotary isomers, there is an in-
hibition of intermolecular rotation caused by electrostatic inter-
actions or steric repulsior. This inhibition restricts internal
rotation, either making it impossible or causing it to degenerate
into vibration about a definite equilibrium position.

The frequency and amplitude of these vibrations are governed
principally by the temperature, as can be seen from the expression
for the total interacticn energy. The vibration frequencies of ro-
tary isomers differ spectrometrically [56].

On the bs-:is of the foregoing, we oan conclude that thermal
movement promotes formation of clusters of molecular chains, since
the statistical equilibrium of systems in whl.,h linear and compact
configurations are equally probable 13 shifted toward linear chains
at low temperatures and toward clusters at high temperatures.

, number of authors have established that there is a sharp
drop in the number of rotary isomers when the temperature is re-
duced [57-61]. In addition to the intramolecular deformations des-
cribed above, there are also valence-angle deformations, which
enable us to speak of the elastic constants of a tetrahedral val-
ence angle. A.I. Kitaygorodskiy [62] defines the elasticity coef-
ficient of a tetrahedral valence angle aS the force necessary to
e'.splace a covalently bonded atom by a unit length (1 X) as a re-
sult of a change in the initial equilibrium valence angle (k' a
a 0.5.10: Jyn/cm), from which At can be calculated that E - 4.92a
•10' kg/cm' for the methylene c'nin.

The theory of long chain molecules developed by Ya.N. Frenkel'
[51] is based on their treatment as macroscopic bodies to which the
premises of statistical physics and thermodynamics are applicable.
Frenkel's theory can be used for molecules having no less than
100 subunits.

According to this theory
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a lT'

where E is the modulus of elasticity,

k is Boltzmann's constant,

a is a constant (the chain length), and

x is the number of subunits.

The isomeric theory of polymer-macromolecule elasticity [65-67]
attributes the elasticity of polymers to internal rotation. M.V.
Vol'kenshteyn [63] distinguishes kinetic flexibility, which is a
function of temperature and time, from thermodynamic flexibility,
which is a function solely of the chain characteristic (cluster
size, dipole moment, polarizability, etc.).

Mechanism of polymer destruction In thickened oils

Polymers used as viscosity improvers undergo chemical trans-
formations under the action of heat, light, oxidizing agents, water,
mechanical factors, ionizing radiation, etc.

The chemical character of the transformations that take place
under the action of the aforementioned factors is governed by the
conditions under which they occur and by the polymer structure.
The optimum method for stabilizing polymer solutions in the main
types of motor oils can be determined only If we know the nature
of the reactions to be inhibited and the action mechanism of the
stabilizers. Moreover, if we know the structure of a polymer and
are able to control it, we can also regulate polymer-destruction
reactions.

As is well known, polymer destruction can be caused by var-
ious factors, which can be classified as physical (ionizing,
mechanical, ultrasonic, thermal, and light) and chemical (oxidiz-
ing agents, water, etc.). In both cases, destruction can obviously
lead either to breakage of the main polymer chain or to alteration
of its structure. It can be assumed that such physical factors as
heat, which are the most common types of agent, ultimately induce
chemical reactions. The energy concentration under the action of
a mechanical factor has a more local character, so that the reac-
tions initiated are more complex.

As is customary in technical literature, the term "depoly-
merization" is often replaced by "destruction." Since polymeriza-
tion is the formation of long chain molecules from monomers or
a mixture of monomers, depcymerization can mean only the reverse
process, i.e., monomer formation.

General Factors in the Mechanism of Viscous-AdditivLe Destruction

Both physical factors and chemical factors, which are governed
principally by the oxidative medium, can cause a polymer chain to
break or to undergo structural changes, which lead to a change in
average molecular weight.
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It can be regarded as established that most physically initiated
depolymerization reactions proceed by a free-radical mechanism. The
heat of depolymerization (the difference in its values, qualitatively
explains the differing capacity for depolymerization. If ciepolymer-
ization reactions proceed by a free-radical mechanism, then endo-
thermal ruptuv'e of one C-C bond and endothermal formation of a double
bond are energetically conjugated during separation of a monomeric
subunit from a polymer chain.

As Lewis and Naylor showed [72], such conjugation occurs dur-
ing breakage of any other bond if the rupture is followed by ring
formation.

In addition to the purely chemical factors governing physical-
ly induced depolymerization reactions, one must also take into ac-
count the physical state of the depolymerized polymer. Specifically,
depolymerization reactions take different pathways when the base in
which the polymer is dissolved has different viscosities. Moreover,
some influence'can be exerted by the factors governing the structure
of the polymer chain. Por example, polymer structure can be charac-
terized by the presence of a sort of "dislocation" or "weak point."
Definite structural elements, which are often present in polymers
in very small amounts, serve as such "weak points," where destruc-
tion reactions are physically induced or kinetic chains developed.
These structural elements may be the terminal groups of the polymer
molecules, points of ramification, oxygen-containing groups, etc.

Depolymerization can naturally be affected by catalytic agents
present in tne lubricating oil during service, etc.

The "weak points" play a substantially less important role
during chemical initiation of destruction reactions than during
physical initiation, since the effect of a chemically active ini-
tiating agent on definite structural groups (having a given chemi-
cal affinity for the agent) is of the same type. The course of such
reactions obeys the laws of probability.

The overall pattern of depolymerization can be represented in
the following manner on the basis of the theory of radical chain
processes [73-76].

The reaction is induced by rupture of a carbon-carbon bond in
the main chain:

-. P.--i - P1 (turrnimlnl ir up),

where Mn is the initial polymer macromolecule wi!th r subunits) ani

PI is the polymer radical (with j subunits).

Initiation can also occur as a result of rupture of weak bonds.
Intramolecular chain transfer is considered to be a case of mronomer
detachment:
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pA -, .,*-M,- monomer detachment

P + M0. •MH.I.+ i~,_- chain transfer

Pi + P -A+ Mj- chain detachment

If k is the bond-rupture rate constant and

a is the proportion of bonds broken,

the average residual macromolecule length is:

"n + a (- L)(L -- I)
I +a(n-L)

where L is the number of monomeric units in the shortest macromole-
cule.

The chain length during depolymerization is determined in the
following manner:

= = 1, vn + ve

-Va + Vo

where 1/c is the chain length and zpr, vn, and v0 are the probabil-

ities of growth, transfer, and detachment r-ýspectively.

The tabular arrangement below gives the number of mornomeric
units for certain polymers, determined from the distance between
the site of radical formation and the site of kinetic-chain de-
tachment (sip) and calculated for thermal depolymerization:

Polymer Monomer yield, % L zip (min)

Polymethylmethacrylate >>95 >>200
Polyisobutylene 20 3.1
Polystyrene 40 3.1

Analyzing the depolymerization of polyisohutylene from the
standpoint of the theory presented above, the broad range of mole-
cular weights for the mixed thermal-destruction products and the
low monomer yield noted in a number of inve3tigations [77] can be
explained in the following manner.

The two methyl substituents (CH3 have a less marked stabiliz-
ing effect on the polymer radical than, for example, a substituent
such as CgHs, which Is present in the poly3tyrene macromolecule
and, as can be seen from the data given ab)ve, is characterized by
higher monomer yield. The radical

Cal
I

CHI-C.I
C9,
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is sufficiently reactive to detach a hydrogen atom from the methy-
iene groups of the macromolecule at a rate commensurable with the
monomer-formation rate.

When we compare the behavior of polyisobutyiene and polysty-
rene, It car! be seen that the same effect is produced by the follow-
ing combinations:

a high reactivity for the radical and a low reactivity for the

H atoms on the secondary C atoms;

a low reactivity for the radical and a high reactivity for the
H atom on the tertiary C atom of the macromolecule.

Cases in which the depolymerization products participate in
new reactions are of practical significance for evaluating the ul-
timate resuits of polymer destruction in solutions.

Since, for example, the intermediate products in polymeriza-
tion and depolymerization reactions are the same radicals, there
should be a definite kinetic and thermodynamic equilibrium in the
system. A number of authors have studied this equilibrium and it
has been shown that the following processes are possible after
formation of an active radical R*: a) chain growth, ramification
with subsequent attachment of a monomer to the radical, formation
of crosslinkages, etc. (polymerization); b) detachment of a monomer
from the chain, chain rupture, decomposition of the hydrogen perox-
ide formed as a result of the reaction with oxygen, formation of
initiating radicals, etc.(depolymerization).

Monomer detachment from the chain has a comparatively low ac-
tivation energy, usually 18-25 kcal/mole, i.e., the process can
occur wi.th sufficient :peee at 100 0 C. It is possible, however,
for the reaction-initiation stage to have a higher activation en-
ergy.

As recent research has shown, the equilibrium of polymeriza-
tion and depolymerization represented by polymerization and depoly-
merization curves tending toward a deOinite viscosity [78] is only
a special case.

There is also a maximum temperature above which polymerization
ceases or formation of unstable complexes takes place:

IA,

where AH io the thermal effect of polymerization.

Forces acting on the macromolecule in shear also cause rupture
of the polymer chain. The relaxation phenomena observed In the sys-
tem indicate that only the moleculir aggregates are broken down,
the structure of the molecules themselves rema'ning unchaiiged. Eval-
uation of depolymerlzation from tne change !n system vlscosity
.herefote doe,:; rot Five a complete rk'presentation of the phenomenon.

-I•1
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Ultrasound, for example, can produce a reversible decrease in
viscosity but an irreversible decrease is also possible. There is
naturally no chain rupture in the first case, but this process does
occur in the second case.

Macromolecule rupture under the action of mechanical forces is
due to the stresses applied to the macromolecule as a result of -a-
pid vibration or of oscillation of cavitation "cavities" in the
solution.

Destruction has been explained as resulting from the action
of the frictional forces between the solvent and the dissolved poly-
mer [95]. Cases of destruction during cavitation [96] and under the
action of ultrasound [97] in the presence of gases have been des-
cribed. It has rot been proved that destruction occurs under these
conditions when nc cavitation is prese.nt. The initial investiga-
tions of the action of ultrasound on polymer solutions proceeded
from the fact that oxidation is a part of ultrasonic destruction
(the process is activated by molecular oxygen).

It has been shown, however, that the effects obtained in air,
nitrogen, and oxygen atmospheres at atmospheric pressure are almost
identical, all other conditions being equal.

Investigation of the influence of ultrasound frequency on des-
truction [99, 1001 has shown that the destruction rate is indepen-
dent of frequency over the range 10-286 kHz, while the process is
most efficient at 906 kHz and least efficient at 404 kHz over the
range 906-404 kHz and at 232 kHz. The latter phenomenon is attribu-
table to the simultaneous effect of the polymerizing capacity of
ultrasound vibrations.

Bond Rupture

The great inertia of molecules having high molecular weights
causes substantial forces to act on them.

The dependence of the bonding rate dx/dt en the aver ,e chain
length P can be described by the equation [101]:

dx
= kN (P- P,).

where k is a constant,

"is the Avogadro number, and

Pf I. the maximum chain length during prolonged ultrasonic
Irradiation.

Jellinek and White [102, 103] calculated the average and
weighted-average .-haln length during depolymerization. If

PN is the average chain length,

P 1n. the initial chain length, and
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Pe is the maximum chain length at which the macromolecule is

no longer capable of destruction,

2PU jt_-__P,- I,( n" •iz ,p-z}
2,P, P.+ I 1-!L P. - [(Ip.

-= (I- =) •- + (0- 6 )Pq1 f (P. - P.-2)]}

(k is the bond-rupture rate constant for molecules having a length
> P e); at t ÷ =, 1 = 1 and

PN=
2

(here PN is equivalent to Pf).

The weighted-average chain length is calculated in similar
fashion:

i 2• -Pf -Pe -1 [,)•,+ _ -

(l3 P [2-1 I ) .2

a)PJ2 (p P n-' (1)2  ]0 o - ), 2 - (P .- P, - )r -+ all(p .- ), -

(- 2P - Pe - 3)(P. + I) ( + P. (I)P-

The maximum molecular weight in this case is

pW= 2 P.

3

Having determined Pw experimentally, Pe can be calculated for

a given polymer solution. Knowing Pe and the initial molecular

weight Pn' we can find Pw = f(c). Comparing the function Pw f(A)

with the experimental curve for Pw M f(t) and proceeding from tlhe

corresponding values of t and a, we can find k.

The weighted-average molecular weight is calculated from
Shtaudlnger's formula

[1) - kM.

where [n] is the chara~teristic viscosity,

N is the molecular weight, and

k - 8.0.i0-'.

Low-temperature depolymerization conditicwj can be clia: ictei-lzed
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in the following manner. When the main macromolecular chains are
broken, the radicals formed cannot diffuse over any great distance
or participate in secondary reactions leading to formation of stable
molecules. Moreover, there is also a decrease in the shear forces,
which affect macromolecular destruction, when the temperature is
raised.

Use of vlscorlty Improvers

rhe viscosity improvers known at present include polyisobuty-
lenes, polymethacrylates (akrilonds), vinyl-ester polymers (vini-
pols), the copc'ymrr of isobutylene with sty'ene synthesized at
the INKhP Academy of Sciences Azerbaydzhan SSR (INKhP-20 additive),
etc.

Satisfactory solubility in lubricating oil, resistance to
thermal and mechanical destruction, and high thickening capacity
are the properties required in a polymer used as a viscosity im-
prover. Moreover, polymer additives should coribine well wit! the
additives generally employed to improve oil properties and should
not be cor.csive.

The principal cheracteristic of qny polymer additive is its
molecular weight, which governs its destruction resistance, solubil-
ity, and thickening capacity. Viscosity improvers are usually des-
cribed by their average molecular weight, as determined by Shtaud-
inger's viscosimetric i.,echod [106]. Assuming that the viscosity of
a polymer solution increases in direct proportion to its molecular
weight, Shtaudinger proposed the following equation for polymers
with filamentous molecules:

M- -YA

where nud is the specific viscosity:, defined as

n is the viscosity of the thickened oil in cSt,

n0 is the base viscosity at the same temperature in cSt,

o is the polymr concentration in "oasic" moles per liter, and

km is the poiymer constant, which depends on the nature of the

polymer and solvent.

The average molecular weight of the polymer is determined from
this equation

Shtaudinger's principle is usually simplified by determining
the viscosity (c\Zt) of a 30% polymer solution In toluol at 37.8*C
as a function of reletive molecular weight.

V.I. Sharapov [107] employed isooctane (.k a 1.75.1I-) or
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caroon tetrachloride, (k 3.0"10-o) az the solvent for calculating
the molecular weight of isobutylene aind evaluated c as

-1000
v.56,06

where q the weighed portion of polyisobutylene,

56.06 is the molecular weight of isobutylene, and

v is the solvent VOILume.

Polyisobutylene produced commercially in accordance with Tech-
nical Specification MKhP (Mxn) 1761-54 r is widely employeCe in the
Soviet Union as a viscosity improver. S.S. Nametkin and M.R. Rudenko
brought about synthesis of this compound in the USSR.

TABLE 42

Fractiona, ±tion of Polyisobutylene with Dif-
ferent Avc. .• Molecular Weights

1 2 Cpcii MoJ1CK..lII BCC

(P Pa KaU 30 000 - 20 000 15 000

3 qapul wu 4 "1,t1' % 3 43paiaL•; I 4,".", % 1 3)paKu""I I LI•4 ka , 9

I 6i O0) 4,92 29 0A0 ,3,65 30 600 9,40
2 50 000 32.,80 17 002 2.5,46 25 0W) 22,27
3 31 CO 23,39 13 8(O) 7,78 18 000 27,47
4 25 000 89.1 10 .00 9,60 15 03 8,22
5 17 00( 7,5, 5 500 7,44 13 000 10,71
6 13 000 5,44 t OCTaTOK 4,80 9 VOO 7,61
7 8 500 3,42 , - 7000 . 7,07
8 4 000 10,82 ,, 5 OCTaTOK 7,16

1) Fraction No.; 4) Amount of fraction, %;
2) Average molecular 5) Residue.

weight;
3) Molecular weight

of fraction;

The polymer is obtained by polymerization of ioobutylene,
CH2 = C(CH3) 2 , in the presence of a catalyst (boron triflueride
or aluminum chloride).

The polyisobutylene molecule Ir linear and the structure of
Its main chain has the form

For practical convenience, this additive is often produced
In the form of a 20% solution in cil (raraton) abroad.

Fraction-composition uniformity is of great impcrtance for
the operating properties of vl',coslity improver:;, s.nce the presence
o1 high-moleculAr fractions3 reduces the destruction resf.)tance of
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the additive, while low-molecular fractions reduce its thickening
capacity.

Table 42 shows the typical fraction composition of polyiso-
butylene with different average molecula.r weights.

The fraction composition of polyisobutylene with an average
molecular weight of 20,000 is maore homogeneous and therefore more
suitable for viscosity-Improvement purposes. This composition is
used in producing commercial AK3 -6 and AK3 -10 oils at the Bakin-
skoye NPZ imeni XXII S"yezda KPSS [Petroleum Refining Plant imeni
22nd CPSU Congress].

Polymethacrylates are now being widely used as viscosity im-
provers (especially abroad, where they account for 50% of all
polymer additives [14]). An important advantage of polymethacry-
lates over polyisobutylenes is the fact that they can produce a
large increase in oil viscosity index when used in lower concen-
trations and in the form of lower-molecular polymers.

Polymethacrylates are produced by polymerization of esters
of methacrylic acilt, CH2 = CCH 3COOR in the presence of a catalyst

(benzyl peroxide).

The polymethacrylate-macroniolecule chain has the structure

CH3  CUE3  CH3  CH3
I I I I

.. Ci2--(: C CH 2 --CH2-C - C-CH2....
I I I I -

cooR COOR COOR COOR

where R are aliphatlc radicals with from 4 to 22 carbon atoms.

Two types of polymethacrylates synthesized by Prof. Potolov-
skiy et al. have come into use in the USSR: polymethacrylate B
(viscosity improver) and polymethacrylate 4 (depressor).

A.M. Kuliyev et al. have suggested the product of the low-
temperature copolymerization of isobutylene with styrene in the
presence of aluminum chloride as a viscosity improver [108], The
isobutylene polymers obtained under these conditions had a rwole-
cular weight of 18,100-23,000, while the isobutylene-styrene co-
polymer had an average molecular weight of 11,700-22,000. The
thickening capacity and viscosity index of these compounds vwere
similar to and, in a number of cases, exceeded those of com.ýer-
cial polyisobutylene with a molecular weight of 17,000. The aithors
assumed ttat copolymers contalninr aromatic styrene rings wcýi.d be
more resistant to destruction.

A viscosity additive based on this principle (INKhP-20) is
now undergoing thorough testing.

The Increase in viscosity index is determined by the solubil-
Ity of the polymer in the oil, which is evaluated from the ratio
of the -,rcclfc viscosity to the polymer concentration in the so-
lutlon. Thl:- quantity has low value: (from 0.31 to 0.10) for low-
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soluoility polymers, which cause a large increase in viscosity in-
dex, and is higher (0.10-0.25) for soluble polymers, which produce
only a slight rise in viscosity index.

This property can be utilized by adding to the polymer solu-
tion a poor oil-missible solvent that combines with the polymer,
thus reducing the overall solubility of the latter.

Evans and Joung [109] made a thorough investigation of the
partial solubility of a polymer in various oils having viscosity
indices of from 13 to 111. They observed no precipitation of the
polymer from solution when they added 10% paraton (polyisobutyl-
ene) and different amounts of compounds with no solvent action to

* the oils.

Some compounds have a specific effect, reducing the solution
viscosity of 37.80C with respect to its viscosity at 98.9' ', which
caused a large ii. rease in viscosity index. The authors attributed
this phenomenon to the abrupt drop in polyisobutylene solubility
at low temperatures when such compounds as ($-butcxyethyl)-phthal-
ate, n-butylphthalate, or triethyiene glycol-di-(2-ethylbutyrate)
are added to the base.

This property has found practical application in a patent for
a mixture of two polymers: polyiso •itylene and polymethacrylate
[120]. The patent uses a high-paraffin oil (with a viscosity of
5.1 cSt at 98.90C) as the base, with 3% polyisobutylene (having
a molecular weight of 12,000), 3% polymethacrylate (having a mole-
cular weight of 17,GOO), and 12% of a product with no solvent ac-
tion (dibutoxyethylphthalate) added. Use of the latter compound
produces a sharp rise in viscosity index, as a result of the dif-
ferent critical solubility temperatures for the two polymers.

Polymer additives that, in addition to improving the viscosity
index of oils, also give them other properties, such as detergent
characteristics, have recently appeared. An important advantage
of these additives is the fact that they contain no metals, thus
being ash-free.

The recent use of oils with high contents of ordinary (metal-
containing) additives in highly supercharged fuel-injection engines
has resulted in the formation of substantial ash deposits on the
working surfaces of the exhaust valves, which leads to poor fit and
scorching. Operation of such engines with oils having high-ash addi-
tives is impossible. Development of ýiighly effective ash-free addi-
tives is naturally of great importance.

Stability of Viscosity Improvers

Viscosity improvers have very little effect on oil properties
other than viscosity and viscosity index. However, these additive:
have a tendency to break down under the action of high temperatures
(200-250°C) and large shear stresses, since polymers of high rnolecu-
lar weight having very long chains rupture to form polymer: !iav1n&-
shorter chains under the action of definite energy factor., these#
fragments not being as effective as vi;co.;•ty improver:.
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TABLE 43
Change in Viscosity of Oil and Polyisobutylene Con-
stituent

1 lMac~io ua ocSOie coaUPo-epercl ttnIx (-ý)PKUWI C 3%
-A * b 2 fnOl HHI: 0 -yTIMtCIMl11]~ pOAafhl 19ea
B1131-,CT6 Koa.,,. no,"- Mo.... YMCH.,b1¢,,IHC3 100C, CC M 3o0yTHAeHa, %J N, , o' .o eco, •,

0 13,9 3 21800 910 - - -
20 11,1 3,7 19900 9.30 - -
41 11,9 3,6 117900 18

1) Operating time, h; 4) Amount of polyiso-
2) Oil based on solar- butylene, %;

spindle fri:ctions, 5) Molecular weight;
containing 3% poly- 6) Decrease in molecu-
isobutylene; lar weight, %.

3) Viscosity at 1000C,
cSt;

TABLE 44

Change in Viscosity of AC3n-6 and
AC3n-10 Oil

npo .,i. 2 2
veAh- Mac ACo n-10 MacAo AC3n-6

NOCrb

500 100° 50' 100"

0 f36 11:26 317 7,13
1I 72,06 11,80 34,7 7,57

1) Operating time, h; 2) Oil.

Although the viscosity of oils containing viscosity improvers
is reduced by high temperatures, vigorous agitation, and shear forces,the decrease is very small and is of no practical significance when
such oils are used under normal engine-operating conditions [110].
Let us demonstrate this with an example.

Table 43 presents data on the change in the viscosity of aworking oil and its polyisobutylene constituent, having a molecu-
lar weight of 20,000, in an B-2 engine [lll] while Table 44 gives
data on the change in the viscosity of AC3W-9 (AC-5 with 1% poly-4sobutylene and 105 CE-3 additive) and AC3n-10 (AC-6 with 1% poly-
isobutylene and 10% C5-3 additive) oils during operation in rA3-51
engines during 600-hour stand test.

It can be seen from the data cited that polyisobutylene in
an oil operating in an B-2 diesel under a relatively high loadurnergoes negligible destruction. No decrease in the viscosity
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Fig. 13. Stability of thickened oils under the action of shear
stresses. 1) Oil containing 2.5% by weight vi~cosity improver; 2)
oil containing 6% by weight viscosity improver. A) Viscosity at
37.8 0 C, cSt; B) time, h.

of the thickened oils was generally detected in an FA3-51 engine
operating under large stand loads and at high temperatures. The
normal oil-oxidation process and the associated rise in viscosity
evidently cancelled the drop in viscosity resulting from polyiso-
butylene destruction.

The possibility of operating engines with oils containing
thickening additives (polyisobutylene) without any material de-
crease in oil viscosity has, however, not lessened interest in pro-
cedures for laboratory evaluation of the destruction resistance of
polymer additives. Such procedures would be especially helpful in
comparative studies of this incex in new polymer additiv-s and in
evaluating the influence of special stabilizing additives and mul-
tipurpose additives on polymer stability.

The literature describes different methods for evaluating the
depolymerization resistance of viscosity improvers. Dzbordzhi [110]
used a vaporization chamber with a capacity of 0.028 mJ connected
to the intake of a circulation pump, whose exhaust was then connect-
ed through a vaporization nozzle to the chamber. The nozzle has 6

apertures 2 m_ in diameter and was 20 mm long. Using a pressure of
2.8-3.5 kg/cmd and a temperature of 60-65 0 C, 1.5 liters of oil was
circulated for a prolonged period (240 h) at a rate of 210 liters/min.

Figure 13 shows the results of tests conducted by the method
described above on two oils containing viscosity improvers.

Although the viscosity loss resulting from decomposition of
the polymers was small in both cases, it can be seen that polymer
1 was more resistant to mechanical destruction than polymer 2.

An apparatus using the fuel pump of a A-40 diesel engine is
employed at the INKhP to evaluate the resistance of thickening
additives to mechanical destruction. The tests are conducted in
the following manner. A total of 500 cm3 of the oil to be tested is
poured into a tank holding about 1.0 liter, its temperature being
automatically maintained at 601C. The oil is picked up from the
tank by a piston booster pump and supplied to a 4-plunger high-
pressure fuel pump, which forces it through four pivot-type vapor-
izers adjusted to a delivery pressure of 150 kg/cm2 . The oil sprayed
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by the vaporizers flows into the tank ard the cycle is repeated. The
apparatus operates with a three-phase electric motor with a power of
1.0 kW and the pump speed can be varied.

The shear resistance of the polymer was determined by measuring
the decrease in oil viscosity at 500 C, as a percentage of the ini-
tial viscosity, for wnich purpose 20-cn 3 samples were taken after 15
min and every hour thereafter.

The shear-speed gradient that developed under the experimental
conditions was about l07 s- 1 . The greatest drop in oil viscosity
with this large a shear-speed gradient occurred during the first 15
min of the experiment, but the viscosity stabilized after the appara-
tus had been operating for 4 h. This made it possible to reduce the
test time to 4 h.

e4

ISMoo 4 4

C ~DD npolonhumenboacmb

Fig. 14. Results of tests for resistance to mechanical destruction.
i, 2, 3) Spindle oil containing 3% polyisobutylene; 4) AK-10 oil
containing 2.4% isobutylene-styrene copolymer. A) Decrease in vis-
cosity, cSt at 50 0 C, %; B) time; C) min; D) h.
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Fig. 15. Critical molecular weight of polymer as a function of shear
stress. 1) MK-22 oil + 5% polyisobutylene (M - 21,000); 2) MK-8 oil +
+ 20% polyisobutylene (M - 30,000). A) Critical molecular weight; B)
shear stress, dyn/cm2 .

The reproducibility of the test results was completely satis-
factory. Thus, when the experiment with type 3 spindle oil thickened
with 3% polyisobutylene (having a molecular weight of 17,000) was
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repeated three times, the decrease in viscosity over the experimental
period was 23.8, 21.5, and 22.1%, with a maximum deviation of 6% from
the average.

Figure 14 shows curves illustrating the results of test conduct-
ed on several oil specimens by the method described above.

The isobutylene-styrene copolymer synthesized at the INKhP
(with a molecular weight of 7800) is noteworthy, since it proved to
be the most resistant to mechanical destruction when mixed with AK-10
oil. (Experiments were conducted to evaluate the destruction resis-
tance of AK-10 oil containing thickening additives in order to deter-
mine the feasibility of using such otls as all-weather transmission
oils.)

K.I. Klimov and P.P. Zarudniy [112] conducted an interesting
investigation of the mechanical destruction of polyisobutylene. By
subjecting narrow polyisobutylene fractions with average molecular
weight of 30,000, 22,600, 21,000, 16,000, 14,000, and 9000 to shear
stresses of different magnitudes in a rotary apparatus of the type
devised by V.A. Pavlov [113], they established that, during destruc-
tion with a given shear stress, the molecular weight of the polymer
decreases and tends toward a definite value, which is constant for
the stress in question. Each shear stress corresponds to a definite
critical molecular weight for the polymer.

Use of a polymer with a molecular weight above the critical
level causes it to undergo mechanical destruction to the molecular
weight stable at the shear stress employed. These authors showed
that the extent of destruction depend solely on the shear stress
(and not on the shear-speed gradient, although the destr-ction rate
increases as this factor rises).

The relationship between the critical molecular weight and the
shear stress in the oil stream was also determined (see Fig. 15).

As has already been pointed out, polymer additives also under-
go thermal depolymerization. In some cases, heating of oils thick-
ened with such additives to 150-2000C and holding at this tempera-
ture for prolonged periods leads to a marked decrease in oil vis-
cosity as a result of polymer destruction.

Thermal depolymerization can be substantially reduced by addi-
tion .f stabilizers that prevent breakdown of the polymer molecules,
suc> as tertiary amylphenol sulfide [114].

Ye.G. Semenido and N.I. Kaverina [1141 proposed a method for
evaluating the resistance of polymer additives to thermal destruc-
tion, which was subsequently modified by N.V. Shchegolev '27].
This modified procedure is employed at the InKhP.

The procedure basically runs as follows: weighed 10-gram por-
tions of the product to be tented, poured into test tubes !8 mm In
diameter and 260 mm long, are ir:mersed in ali oil bath at 20 0 1C and
held at this temperature for 12 h. The change in oil viscosity dur-
ing the experiment is used to calculate thE so-called viscosity-
stability Index [VSI](nCB) from the formula
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II c '1i- 100%,

iskhodn
where vlO0  is bhe viscosity of the initial oil at 1000C and

Vkonechn is the viscosity at 1000C after a 12-hour experiment.

This technique can also be used to evaluate the influence of
multipurpose additives on polymer-containing oils, from the ztand-
point of compatibility.

Most multipurpose additives are known to have a stabilizing
effect cn polymers during high-temperature service. Nevertheless,
there are additives that cause a sharp drop in viscosity or gel
formation when added to thickened oils (principally those thickened
with polymethacrylate). In cases of the latter type, the additives
are said to be "incompatible" with the polymer.

Table 45 presents the results of tests conducted by the method
described above on oils thickened with polyisobutylene and poly-
methacrylate mixed with various additives.

The data in the table indicate that polyisobutylene is suf-
ficiently resistant to thermal destruction and is highly compatible
with all the multipurpose additives tested. All the additives tested
had a greater or lesser stabilizing effect on the resistance of poly-
isobutylene to thermal destruction, bringing the PSV to 98% in a num-
ber of cases (3% CS-3 and 2% UB-11, A3HAI-8).

A different pattern was obtained in evaluating the thermo-
stability of polymethacrylate and its compatibility with additives
(Table 46). Thus, use of the additives iOATWM-339 and Hr-22K lead
to gel formatloi. during the initial period of' the tests, use of
BHWW-360 caused a large (by a factor of 10) rise in viscosity, and
use of BHVV-353 and 40-Ii ead to a substantiai drop in viscosity.
These additives are thus incompatible with polymethacrylate.

The additives A3HAW-5, A3HOM-7, A3HWM-8, C5-3, and A3HL1W-UWAA4TH1!-l

are completely compatible with poly;-,clhacrylate, most of them having
a stabllizlng effect on the polymer.

S. SirtoŽM'i [115] also describes gel formation when a thickejned
oil containing an additive of the zinc dialkyldithlophosphate type
is heated to 280'C and then cooled,

Ye.G. Semenido [2] has pointed out the relationship between
this phenomenon and the chemical structure of polymethacrylates and
multipurpose additives, assuminr that the presence of divalent rne-
tals (barium and calcium) in the .1dcltives is of prime importance
In thin case.

A'ctua.)y, the work of N.F. Posnlyakova et al. [l1i] showed
that gelo are formed when divalent-mera] oxides are added to 3o11-
t1cn.. . . .lyr'. . .f metal metlhacrykate and methacryllc 8cid,

ro•~ o, ,,alt-tond formation and of the phy,•-cal Inter3ct.ýon
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TABLE 45

Evaluation of Resistance of PolyLsobutylene to
Thermal Destruction in Presence of Multipurpose Addi-
tives

2 Bu:,xocTr, Macia .pH 100r C, cCM
4 I ocAC varpcn iT 'C

MacAo if IplicaA!Ka H 3 I cl ,
Hcxa 3 6 12

, AC-6 C I '. [oJT1i:IO6vTHAcIa 10,96 - - 10,37 94,4,
7To -t 2.5-,,', [q•K-,-2,,5 % CIE-3 11,19 -- - 10,59 95,t
7T" oc 1 2,5% 5;'4M-1 2,5% CU-3+

+2% 10-I 1 11,20 - - 10,76 977 To we • 3% CB-3 i 2% atP-1l 10,77 - - 10,45 98
8'ryp6aiuoe A+5% .AowcIG~yTHjieHa 30,2 29,8 2g,8 27,6 9.,5.
7To ICI 3,; A H1,10-4 30,3 29,4 .29 4 28,4 91,"1

3? 3% AiHAH-5 29,R 29,4 29,), 28,3 95,0
3 -f ;% AjHHHi-7 30,0' 29,9 29,9 29,0 96,f,

.43% A HIH-8 29,7 29,8 30,0 29,1 98,0
* - 3 1 Aa-HI-UHATHM-1 2),8 29,1 28,4 28,4 95,2

j - 3% AP-1 28,7 28,2 28,0 27,8 98,0

1) Oil and additive; 5) VSI, %;
2) Oil viscosity at 6) With 1% pclyisobutylene;

1000C, cSt; 7) The same;
3) Initial; 8) Turbine A + 5% polyiso-
4) After heating, h; butylene.

TABLE 46

Compatibility of Polymethacrylate B with Multipurpose
Additives in Spindle Oil

2 BR3K(,flTb npH 103'C, CCrM
1 - FC5B I 4Kf1neP.

O6pa3eu 3 I fo0CAe Harpe n- I ?"o 1e oc o, ,c I N IoC-
,1o11.H, 't , 12 .• 0 . ,OICTM C

nlarpc- %I

1 2 6 12

7 Macao c 5% nOaH-4C'faKn'uJaTa 9,60 9,37 8.52 7,92 82,5 10
8 To xe 3% II.ATi -,339 19,50 32,9 i'-Jb F'.1 t CAb IHcconacc"m,

.- 35% HHI.I -1360 ý:,3,1 44,5 41,9 34,0 363 fTo xce k.

.-t4,,% I In•i2K 20,. 1[c.ih Fc,;b- I'CANlS["ýA,[ o11
*-~3% A~H~lil-5 9,90 9,96 9,09 I8,2 98Cner.,

.+3% AHH11-7 10,1 14,7 9,38 8,33 17,2
.-- 3% AH|IH-8 1-12,3 9,13 8,58 1'89,4

.+3% Ci;-3 3 ,7 i 7
43 % A :0il M1-LI1IATHM-I 10.0 q. 4 '..9 9:(-,l 1 I

.+,3% 1111H H1-353 10:3 5,23 .5,04 4,' 119,H tCC69%ICCT)4UI

.-+-2% JAP.I11 10,3 '8,97 .m) . j7, To *c

1) Specimen; 7) Oil with 5% polymethacry-
2) Visnositv at 100CC, late;

cSt; 8) The same;
3) 2efore heating; 9) Gel;
4) After heating, h; 10) Incompatible;
5) VSI after 12 h, %; 11) Compatibie.
6) Compatibi!ityw.
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of the polar salt groups, which are poorly soluble in the solvent
used.

Combination of different amounts of salt groups produces clus-
ter-like structures that organize the vacant points of the lattice
structure, i.e., gel formation occurs.

The foregoing indicates the importance of evaluating the com-
patibility of viscosity improvers and multipurpose additives in each
individual case.

Influence of Polymer Additives on Carbon-Deposit Formation in Engines

The development of carbureted engines with high compression
ratios raised the problem of reducing carbon-deposit formation on
the cylinder-piston components, since such deposits cause self-ig-

TABLE 47

Results of Tests by MAM-10-0 Method
AC-6. mryuxe.i-

AC-6 :oc IIOaH'A30- A-11. TODapIoe
rloKa3mTeAn 6VTHAeHOM

17 118 8 7 16
A f .6C. . 5,aC. aA -

p3yAb- 3YAb.- peya AM
T AT AhM TaT pelTaT

4 IIoA WIJHOCTb KOJeu 1 9 s:cc 0 1 9 Rce 0 1 9Bce 1)
CEO OAHM CSO6OAHhIM C8OOAhIl

5 JlIa HS WOKC HOpWuHQ, 6aAAw 2.0 1.0 2,0 1,0 2,0 1.0

' "i't

6 1larapm, z
7 cero ma nopmuIe 6e3 A116u1a 0,476 0,48 0,441 0,44 0,e)66 0,67
6 c !-og Ka -a~v. ' 1i Ire iosbita 0, 76 0,33 0,161 0,80 0,121 0,60
9 ce 2-oh xaHOUH A 2-ro XOabua 0,014 ),17 0,018 0.(90 0,032 0,16

1 0 C oCTaAhHIX waiiiaoi 1, KOAeu 0,070 0,14 0.106 0.53 u.^m4 0,.,-2
1 1 C.6ypTa 0,019 0,10 0,020 0,10 0,014 0,07
) 2 CA.H"Ula 0.22 0,22 0,27 0,27 008 0,08
1 3 c nepeumwqeK 0,003 0.01 0,006 0.03 0,004 0,02

1. 4 imoc nopmWenX KOACeu 0,095 0,48 0,034 0.17 0,126 0.6.3
1 5 KOPpG3US CHNIUOeBX flAcCTHH 2 0,02 I 0 1 V.,01

16 M.o0opHMaii HH aeKc. 6a.aum 2,90 3,42 3,5M

1) Index; 10) Remaining grooves and
2) AC-6 thickened with ring!,;

pclyisobutylene; 11) Shoulder;
3) Commercial AQ-ll; 12) Face;
4) Ring mobility; 13) P.od;
5) Tars on piston skirt, 14) Piston-ring wear;

points; 15) Lead-plate corrosion;
6) Carbon deposits, g; i6) Motor index, points;
7) Total from piston, 17) Absolute result;

exclusive of face; 18) Points;
8) First groove and 19) All free.

first ring;
9) Second groove and

second ring;
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nition of the working mixture and detonation and increase the fuel
octane number required by the engine.

It was suggested that deposit formation could be reduced by
using narrow light fractions thickened with viscosity improvers as
motor oils.

Raymond and Socolofskly [117] demonstrated that thickened oils
have a favorable effect from the standpoint of deposit formation even
when the engine has been previously contaminated.

W. Sweeney et al. [118] showed that, all other operating condi-
tions being equal, use of thickened SAE 1OW-30 oil redoces the amount
of deposits by 42% in comparison with that observed for ordinary
SAE-30 oil. however, this effect does not always occur: the type of
polymer used is of great importance. According to the data of T. Salo-
mon [39], there are polymers that themselves form deposits and in-
crease the octane number required. For example, N.G. Puchkov [121]
states that thickened oils require an increased (by a factor of
about 1.5) detergent-additive concentration, as a result of the great-
er carbon-deposit formation in the engine produced by the partial
thermal depolymerization of the viscosity imprcver and subsequent
oxidation of its decomposition products.

In order to study the influence of polyisobutylene used as a
viscosity improver on carbon deposition on engine components, sev-
eral 10-hour tests with an OT-9/3 engine were conducted at the
INKhP by the procedure used for engine testing of additive-free
base oils (the WAM-10-0 method) [119]. The tests were carried out
with a coolant temperature of 150'C and an oil temperature of 850C.

The procedure described above was used to evaluate the follow-
ing specimens: commercial AC-6 oil from Bakinskoye crude petroleum,
the same oil thickened with polyisobutylen6 to 11.5 sSt, and com-
mercial &-ll otl produced by the Zavod im. XXII S"yezda [22nd Con-
gress Plant].

As is well known, Filippov's method provides for overall eval-
uation of oil engine properties in points (the so-called motor in-
dex), which constitutes the sum of separate evaluations of the
cleanness of different areas of the pistons, ring mobility and
wear, and the corrosion of a lead plate placed in the crankcase.

The results of the tests are given in Table 47.

As can be seen from the data in this table, addition of polyiso-
butylene had almost no effect on carbon deposition on the cylinder-
piston components. In the case of both AC-6 oil without the poly-
mer additive and of the thickened oil, the carbon deposition was
somewhat less than when equally viscous thickened (at 1000C) A-l1
commercial diesel oil was used.

The results obtained give us grounds for assuming that the
requirement of polyisobutylene-thickened oils for a higher addi-
tive concentration is due not to thermal depolymerization of the
thickener molecules, as N.G. Puchkov stated, but to the reduced
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TABLE 48

Results of Laboratory Evaluation of Thickened Oils

1 6
06pamt2* 5 Koppoa3H 7

7 ,,. OC3AOKC. I11 WcIAO'II1O-
MU' % HAMH, CT. .An KOH

2 fpHCanKH 3 J AI.1 2IM2M

8 L0
.1% MomiTo-G13+ IcpcTmmoc-3 48 10.8 1,4 2.75

025% CaOH iTOrO6- To we C 0 'l71on5woytu-
'193 cHoM o71 9,76 .5 2.1

11-I1 51,5 8,47 C,0 2.96

8 10
!1% MourTo-613+ Bcp.CTCH!IOc-3 76 10.9 1,7.5 6.36

0,7% CaeTroaeo6- To wc c nol1Io6yT12-
493 anelom. 1 1 IO0 8,0 0.9.5 r),01

JI-11 103 5,47 OTcy'r- 6,45
cr•1"yeT"

0~120
6 e DqK" 1C.cpCTcIIIoc-3 22 10,5 190 4,9,

To Wc C nO.1III3o0y'TH-

AC11iiO 1 1 40 8.42 166 4,53
1-11 48 4,0 41,3 -

hi' CB-3 r•fcpTC*IHOC-3 8,5 11,8 416 0,80
To we c HnoAIrH3o

6
yTw-'

iciio0 l 1 11,5 8,98 ,115 0,70
-11 26 i 0,0 274 -

5.2% (4P1(--2,8% 13epcTcn:oc-3 - 13,1 - 3,44
CS-3+1.2% To ec c-rnojnH306yTH-
MHXfl-21-i 0.00 01 •.o -- 11,54 - 3,29
'.% iIMC-200A

1) Specimens; 10) Type 3 spindle;
2) Additive; 11) The same, with
3) Oils; polyisobutylene;
4) min; 12) None.
5) Deposits, %;
6) NAMI corrosion,

g/m 2 ;
7) Alkalinity, mg KOH;
8) Monto;
9) Santolyub;

susceptibility of thickened oils to the action of multipurpose addi-
tives.

We attempted to evaluate the comparative susceptibility of a
polyisobutylene-thickened oil, the base oil (type 2 spindle oil),
and equally viscous thickened &-l1 distillate oil to certain addi-
tives and additive compounds. We compared a number of the indices
obtained for the additive-containing oils in laboratory determina-
tions of thermostability by the GOST 9352-60 method, corrosive ag-
gressiveness by the stringent NAMI method, residue after oxidation
in JK-2, and alkalinity (by potentiometric titration). The results
of these determinations are given in Table 48.

In analyzing the results of the laboratory tests, it must be
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Fig. 16. Influence of viscosity improvers on relative oil viscosity
at high shear speeds. 1) SAE-10 base oil; 2, 3, 4) the same oil with
viscosity improvers X, Y, Z; 5) the same oil with high-viscosity
residual component. A) Relative viscosity at 1000C, cSt; B) shear
speed, s

noted that the polyisobutylene-thickened oil tended to have a lower
alkalinity than that provided by the same additives for the oil base
(type 2 spindle oil) or the commercial ;-11 oil. The polymers prob-
ably have a neutralizing efsect on the alkaline additive, to some

extent reducing its ability to neutralize the acidic products formed
during oil oxidation and thus causing a decrease in the detergent

power of the oil. T. Salomon C39] also observed a clear decrease
in detergent efficiency in certain thickened oils when the viscosity
improver to some extent neutralized the effect of the detergent.

Influence of Shear Speed on Viscosity of Oils Containing Polymer
Additives

The lubrocating-on l consumption of an engine depends princi-

pally on the viscosity acquired by the oil during service in the
vicinity of the piston rings (where the temperature is 150dC or
above). It is assumed in the USA that the oel consumption is gov-
erned by the viscosity at 148.9nC [Po0y.

K. Dzhordzhi cat0n showed that the consumption of equally vis-
cous (at 98.9vic oils can vary by as much as 50% as a result of the
difference of 0.2-0.7 cSt in their viscosities at 148.90C. Use of

oils containing polymer additives, which have substantially better
viscosity-temperature properties, should seemingly cause a substan-
tial reduction in consumption over ordinary oils with the same vis-
cosity at 100 0 C. No such effect Ls obtained, however: viscosity
improvers have no material influence on motor-oil consumption [110].

In order to determine the causes of this discrepancy, K. Dzhord-
zhi employed a rotary viscosimeter to determine the relative viscos-
ity of thin oil layers at high shear speeds.

Figure 16 shows the viscosities of a number of oils (1000C)
at shear speeds of up to 140,000 s-.

Since additive-free distillate oils are Newtonian fluids at
100 0 C and their viscosity is independent of the shear speed, the
SAE-10 base oil with a viscosity of 6.8 cSt and the mixture of this
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oil with a high-viscosity (9.5 cSt) residual component are repre-
sented on the graph by straight lines. The other three oils, which
were prepared by thickening the SAE-10 base oil to 9.5 cSt at 100 0C
with three different viscosity improvers, are represented by curves,
since their viscosity decreased as the shear speed increased.

TABLE 49

Shear Speed in Engine

1 5
fopwtll if UtANHiApM nOAM HNHHKH KoaeHuqaoro naAi

2 3 4 6 7 4
CAoCpocb 3a op meix- CKOPOCTb 3s•eop a. Ccopocmb
n .pwRI. ACAura, r X / CTbU tOpwc NXI noanAC- umure,

-. UPAHM cAlci -XAX, C.M 'Ceeg 1p k CAI- i 'e€" •e -

2,5 0,025 100 0 5,08 cm 0,025 18800
275 0.0 2 1000 a 0,0025 188000
750 0,02 3000 n - 1800 o06Ium 0,00025 188V00
730 0,0025 300)00
759 0,00025 3000000

1) Pistons and cylinders; 5) Crankshaft bearings;
2) Piston spoed, cm/s; 6) Angular speed, am/s;
3) Clearance between pis- 7) Bearing clearance, cm;

ton and cylinder, cr; 8) r/min.
4) Shear speed, s-1;

The curves in the figure show that mineral oils containing
viscosity improvers are not Newtonian fluids and that their vis-
cosities approximate to that of the base oil at high shear speeds.
This also explains the inability of viscosity improvers to mater-
ially reduce motor-oil consumption over base-oil consumpticn.

It it interesting that not all polymer additives behave iden-
tically at high shear speeds. While the curves characterizing the
mixture of SAE-10 oil with additives X and Y a vroximate to line 1
(the base oil) at shear speeds of 100,000 sec- , the mixture of
SAE-10 oil with additive Z seems somewhat better from this stand-
point.

The change in oil viscosity when the shear speed is increased
is not irreversible. The viscosity of the test specimens, measured
in an ordinary capillary viscosimeter at the end of the experiment,
was found to coincide with the Initial value obtained before the
experiment for the same srpcimens.

Table 49 shows tyrical shear speeds that have a detrimental
effect on oil in an engine [125].

As can be seen., the shear speeds In an engine reach very high
levels. With a clearance of 0.0025 cm between the piston rings and
cylinder walls, the oil film Is subject to a shear speed ef about
300,000 : Since the clearances in an operating engine are
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probably substantially less than 0.0025 cm, the actual shear speed
is far greater than that mentioned above and may reach several mil-

lions of s-1 [ll0J. With this enormous shear speed, oils contain-
ing polymer additives will have a viscosity at the working tempera-
tures of appropriate assemblies that is substantially less than the
calculated figure.

This phenomenon is attributable to the orientation of the long
polymer molecules in the rapidly flowing stream, so that they cease
to present any obstacle to movement of the base-oil molecules.

A very interesting property of oils containing thickening addi-
tives is their ability to counteract the influence of high shear
speeds when the temperature is raised. Thus, K. Dzhordzhi noted
that shear speed has an effect on the viscosity of a thickened oil.

104 1 3 S 1 10 2 S Ithat exceeds l0 s- at 1000C, 10' s at 380C, and 10 s
at 210C.

TABLE 50

Viscosity of Thickened Oils at High Shear Speeds
6 8 lipevMelmoc

3 C :,, C5 iZ

" 'i) no 07-
11 0 0 0

COpT 2 M3 = = 9 010
flojimmp 4o *M/tCJII . 0 •

o ,, .n - o O:: =•

, 'a ,.,u 0 0.r
I Z 0

SAE iOJHu3o6YTUJICII 6,0 -I -7

p2I1OAHMCTaKPI:aAfT 1,5 43,3 66,6 59 3, 3~ 7,1O -0 ~OlAMpMTKpHJIATS , 78 1. 54,9 10,2 36,6 6,

43,3 66,6 38,3 41,9 37,1 97,4
_________}C0fl0J1 MCP 87,8 16,3 43,8 9,6 40,8 93.2

SAE 43,3 51,5 52,1 21,7 46,2 88,8rA 2floauHacTaKpu•a1 9, 87,8 15,3 58,1 8,2 46,3~ 79,65W--30 2lIMTK ~~ 6

S~E EO~t~~yT~ct 1,0 43,3 76, 0 M 4, 44,r? 7 6,2

IOW-30 87,8 17,3 55,7 11,9 31,2 55,!

SAE 43,3 31,9 30,6 25,4 20,7 67,8
5W-20 2 11OIH'tCT3KPIfIaT 87,8 9,5 37,7 7,3 23,4 62,0

1) Oil; 2) polymer; 3) amount of polymer, %; 4) Temperature, 'C; 5)
initial viscosity, cSt; 6) increase in viscosity resulting from
addition of polymer, %; 7) viscosity at high shear speed, cSt; 8)
temporary decrease (%) with respect to; 9) initial; 10) increase
resulting from addition of polymer; ll) polyisobutylene; 12) poly-
methacrylate; 13) methacrylate copolymer; 14) the same.
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J. Musselman and S. Darling [122] established that the tempor-
ary decrease in the viscosity of a thickened oil under the action
of high shear speeds in engines is governed by the type of polymer
and its content in the oil, as well as by the oil temperature. This
decreases ranges from 21 to 46% of the initial viscosity for differ-
ent concentrations of different polymers. The decrease with respect
to the rise in viscosity due to solution of the polymer in the base
can amount to from 56 to 97% (see Table 50).

It has also been noted that a rise in temperature can inhibit
the decrease in viscosity caused by high shear speed. It is thought
that this is a very valuable specific property of thickened oils,
having a favorable effect on engine operation.

During starting, when the oil is cold and its viscosity is high,
the viscosity of polymer-containing oils decreases almost to that
of the base oil under the action of high shear stresses and speeds.
As a result, the wear during the first 5-10 min of cold-engine oper-
ation is reduced by a factor of 30-60 when thickened oils are used
[1231.

The temperature and shear speed increase during further opera-
tion, but the influence of shear speed is reduced at high tempera-
tures and the decrease in viscosity reaches only 21-46% of the ini-
tial viscosity.
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Manu-
script Footnote
Page
No.

86 'In 1867 the Americans Eames and Seely were awarded Pat-
ent No. 66,573, which presented the idea of improving
the rheological properties of oils by dissolving India
Rubber in them. The idea remained unused because of the
instability of the natural rubber solutions.

Manu-
script Transliterated Symbols
Page
No.

59 A = d = dissotsiatsiya = dissociation

63 A = 1 = lak = tar

63 M = m = maslo = oil

86 pa6 = rab = rabochiy = working

87 nycKa = puska = pusk = start

98 yz = ud = udel'nyy = specific

106 KcxonH = iskhodn = iskhodnyy = initial

106 KOHeqH = konechn = konechnyy = final
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Chapter 3

COMPARATIVE ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS OF OIL PRODUCED FROM AZERBAYDZHAN
CRUDE OILS AND WAYS OF IMPROVING THEIR PROPERTIES
fl. EVALUATION PROCEDURE

Investigations related to improvement of oil and additive prod-
uction technology, quality control for current production, introduc-
tion of new types of raw materials, synthesis and selection of oil
additives, and classification of commercial oils necessitate engine
testing of oils. Physicochemical test methods can be used to identi-
fy different types of lubricating oils and to check their properties.
They are not suitable for evaluating the service characteristics of
motor oils [1]. Various laboratory methods have been developed in
recent years [2, 3], but evaluations of oil service characteristics
made with these procedures do not completely conform to oil behavior
in engines and it is therefore impossible to predict preci•,-- c" e
behavior of the oils under operating conditions.

One reliable method for evaluating motor-oil service charac-
teristics is direct engine testing [2, 3, 4].

Different systems for evaluating and processIk, results are
generally used in developing procedures for appraising the result
of oil engine tests. In this connection, it is of interest to de-
termine the extent to which each of them permits clearer differen-
tiation of different types of oils and to which the oil appraisal
obtained agrees with the behavior of the oil in the most commonly
employed engines.

Researchers occupied in developing oil-test regimes did not
take it upon themselves to design a special engine for this purpose
but used serial- or mass-produced engines. When these engines went
out of production, they were forced to switch to other models and
the test regimes selected differed from those previously employed.
It is characteristic that, in many cases, the test regime and pro-
cedure for engines of a given type differed substantially in dif-
ferent organizations. Such a situation could have arisen only as
a result of improper selection of test procedures and regimes. In
the absence of standard engines and stand-test methods for oils,
objective comparison of results obtained in different laboratories
is impossible.

The first attempts to test oils for tractor diesels by a uni-
fied proredure were made in 1950. For this purpose, the interested
agencies agreed on a program in the procedure for 900-hour stand
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tests in serial-produced A-35 tractor diesels. The tests were in-
tended to establish the suitability of the oil tested for use in
tractor diesels by comparison with results obtained in tests with
a standard oil. The criteria for evaluating oil properties were the
piston-ring mobility, the amount of deposits on the pistons, rings,
oil filters, oil pan, and other components, the wearing of the main
rod and crank components and cylinder sleeves, the oil consumption,
the change In engine power and economy indices, and the physico-
chemical properties of the worked-out oil.

Despite a number of not entirely fortunate methodological as-
pects, these tests played some part in the organization of oil test-
ing by a single procedure. Experience in its use made it possible to
find ways of improving the method by seeking better test regimes,
techniques for quantitative and qualitative evaluation of deposito
and component wear, and a methodological basis for accelerated oil
tests.

In addition to this method, a number of scientific research
institutes have recently conducted brief preliminary oil tests in
small-displacement single-cylinder engines.

In order to reduce the test time, oils are tested in an engine
operating under a high-temperature regime. For this purpo:se, the
coolant temperature is brought tu 404-luu C and, in some cases, to
220 0 C (ethylene glycol is used as the coolant).

Thus, several variants of a procedure for accelerated oil tests
in an HT-3 diesel engine (with a working volume of 652 ml) have
been developed at the VNII NP [All-Union Scientific Research Insti-
tute of Petroleum and Gas Refining and Production of Artificial
Liquid Fuels] under the supervision of V.F. Filippov [5]: anti-
carbon-deposition and anticorrosion properties are determined in
one case and the tendency of the oil to cause tar deposition on
the first compression ring is determined in arother.

Procedures have also been developed for evaluating other oil
properties. One method devised at the VNII NP provides for deter-
mination of the thickness and character of the tar layer formed on
the piston skirt of an MT9-2 carburetor apparatus, using a radio-
active material applied along the piston genetrix in the zone of
maximum tar formation.

The first lubricating-oil engine tests at the NII GSM [Scien-
tific Research Institute of Fuels and Lubricants] (Hom rcM) were
conducted in an WT9-.5 carburetor by the rCM-20 method and with an
OA-9 single-cylinder engine section.

A special single-cylinder apparatus for engine testing of
YOM-3-HATO oils was developed on the basis of the 4-'4 tractor die-
sel (with cast-iron pistons) at the NATI (HATH) in 1957 [7].

Table 51 gives certain data on methods for evaluating oils
in single-cylinder and full-sized engines. Stand-test methods have
come into wide use and have undoubtedly been a great aid in deter-
mining the antioxidation, anticorrosion, detergent, and other rro-
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Key to Table 51

1) No.; 2) organization thac developed or uses method; 3) type ofengine; 4) test regime; 5) duration, h; 6) hp; 7) rpm; 8) tempera-
ture, eC; 9) coolant; 10) crankcase oil; 11) oil-change time, h;12) purpose of tests; 13) indices evaluated; 14) name and. purpose
of procedure; 15) preliminary evaluation of anti-carbon-deposition
and anticorrosion properties of additive-containing oil; 16) the
same, preliminary evaluation of tendency of oil to produce deposits
on pistons; 17) preliminary evaluation of engine properties of oils
(type XA and series I); 18) determination of suitability of experi-
mental oil for use in tractor diesel; 19) establishment that engine
properties of test oil meet requirements for XA and series I oils;
20) preliminary evaluation of engine properties of experimental
series II and III oils; 21) establishment that experimental oil
satisfies requirements for series II and III oils; 22) evaluation
of service characteristics of motor oils intended for tractor and
automobile engines; 23) establishment of suitability of experimental
oil for use in carbureted engines; 24) amount of deposits on pistons
and rings, tar color in points, VSI, lead-plate corrosion; 25)
the same, amount of deposits on pistons and rings, tar deposits on
pistons in point, VSI, tar deposits on standard metal plates, oil
analysis; 26) ring mobility, amount of deposits on pistons and
rings (in points), wear of cylinder sleeves and rings; 27) ring
mobility, amount of deposits on engine components, component wear,
change in engine power and economy indices, oil consumption, analy-
sis of worked-out oil; 28)(ring mobility, amount of deposit on en-
gine components (evaluation of carbon deposition on point scale,
344-T method); 29) ring mobility, amount of deposit on engine com-
ponents, in oil pan, and in cylinder-sleeve exhaust ports; 30)
ring mobility, amount of deposit on pistons, rings, cylinder ex-
haust ports, and oil pan wearing of engine components, change in
engine power indices; 31$ ring mobility, deposits on pistons and
nonworking portion of cylinder sleeves (in points), iron content
of oil; 32) ring mobility, amount of deposits on pistons and rings
(in points),wearing of cylinder sleeves and rings; 33) ring mobility,
amcunt of deposits on engine components component wear, oil con-
sumption, analysis of worked-out oil; 34) HKM-36 (oils for labora-
tory engines), HAM-500 (oils for diesel engines); 35) eva&uation
of class XA and series I oils; 36) evaluation of series IT and ser-
ies III oils; 37) method No. 1.

perties of motor oils during prolonged high-speed engine operation
at high oil and coolant temperatures. It is thought that prolonged
engine tests under stand conditions with a high-temperature regime
permit adequate evaluation of oil performance under severe service
conditions.

Stand conditions for engine testing of oils can be selected
in such fashion that a satisfactory or unsatisfactory rating can
be obtained for any oil (depending on the conditions chosen). With
the engine operating for prolonged periods at high speed and high
temperatures, oil stability and oxidation resistance is of decisive
importance; when tests are conducted under mild conditions, with
the engine idling at low temperatures, the contamination of the oil
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with products entering it from the combustion chambers is of great-
test importance,

A numbdr of the engine-test procedures we employed in investi-
gating nc.or oils obtained from Azerbaydzhan crude oils are des-
cribed below.

Procedure for Oil Screening Tests in MT 9-3 Engine (H1M-500 VNII NP)

The wide use of small MT-9 engines for oil tests is due to
the fact that they permit evaluation of engine properties and
classification of oils under actual engine-operating conditions
with an appropriate fuel within a short time (less than 50 h) and
with small amounts of experimental oil (less than 5 kg).

The design features of the MT 9-3 engine (variable compression
ratio, regulable heating of oil and incoming air, and spray-cooled
cooling system of thermosiphon-evaporator type) makes it possible
to adjust the engine-operation regime, particularly its thermal
aspects, over a broad range and to hold it within narrow limits.
This permits use of the VT 9-3M engine for modeling of oil-service
conditions in the most varied diesel engines.

The AT 9-3M engine is sufficiently sensitive to oil quality
and can operate normally with oils of all series having viscosities
between 6 and 22 cSt at 100*C. The high precision with which the
components of the MT 9-3M engine are fabricated, their wear resis-
tance, and the simplicity of engine assembly and servicing satisfy
the requirements imposed on engines for oil screening tests.

The procedure in question has been designated as the MAM-K-500
method (diesel-oil testing by combined method for 50 h under super-
charged regime).

This evaluation procedure is intended for MA (premium), M6
(Heavy Duty, IID(XA)), MB (series I), Mr (series 2), and M4 (series
3) motor oils.

Engine oil properties are evaluated from the amount and charac-
ter of the deposits on the piston and piston rings, from piston-
ring mobility, from antiwear and antilcorrosion properties, and from
the change in the physicochemical indices of the oil during service
in the MT 9-3M engine.

The procedure essentially consists in a brief test in a sin-
gle-cylinder compressive-ignition MT 9-3M engine; the test lasts
50 h in 10-h stages. It is conducted under a special high-tempera-
ture regime based on preliminary investigations conducted with the
MT 9-3M engine and on comparison of the results of tests conducted
with differer. 'roups (series) of oils in the MT 9-3M engine with
their behavior in various serial-produced engines under stand and
operating conditions. Oil engine properties are determined by com-
paring the results obtained for the indices to be evaluated in
tests conducted with a specimen and a standard in a given apparatus.

This method is intended for screening tests in synthesizing oil
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additives, in selecting additive compounds for given groups (series)
of oils, in developing new technological processes for producing
oils and additives, in introducing new types of raw materials, and
in quality control and evaluation of commercial oils and additives.

In connection with the change in the purpose of the HT 9-3
apparatus, it has been reequipped for oil tests and the following
modifications have been made in its construction:

1. The engine speed has been raised from 900 to 1200 r/min by
changing the pulley on the electric motor.

2. In order to increase the reliability with which the thermal
state of the engine is monitored, thermocouples have been installed
in the center of the cylinder head, the exhaust pipe, the outlet
tube from the cooling-system condenser, the water chamber used to
cool the sprayer, the intake pipe, and the crankcase.

3. In order to improve the reproducibility of test results,
the piston rings are lubricated by the spray method. For this pur-
pose, the oil passage to the piston pin in the rod has been stopped
up and holes 4 mm in diameter have been drilled in the upper end
of the rod, the bushing, and the piston bosses.

4. A measuring device has been installed to determine the cil
flow in the lubricating system.

5. The high-quality filter has been removed from the lubricat-
ing system and a cock has been installed for taking oil samples.

6. A device for attaching platc•i intended for determination
of anticorrosion properties has been mounted on the inside of the
crankcase lid.

The technical characteristics of the test apparatus are as
follows:

I Tmn U41iraTC.W 2 O.-cO:taHzI..pOnlbiA,
C POCL;,:J'I0ICHI;eCA OT

C walmo1I. IelblPe7.-
TaK 4OpKadmep.

3J f1,MeTP I4JAHIA. P3a 85,0 MAR
L. XOn 110 )IuIR I 15,0 .g~l
5 Paioo11l 0o') M UI HAHJHpa 0.52 muI
6 CMIeC111 cOeaTHu 1 3 O? 7 AO 21
7 LýNCAO oo3o,om H.m:iraTCAN 120016timu 1 I
8 MadKHMJlb,IaR SoeJCKTHDH*a 4,8 A. C. 1 6

"M UAIIOCTb AlularC.1M 1 7 KOMuwlINI OIHlUHSI
9 CHCTCMa C(Mi13KH 3.0 A i a

1 0 EaKO:Tb CIICTCMh1 CM33KH 1 9 npw flOM)JdU O.tIOuf.lyU-
i 1 ilNTalHC .nHraican Mepori iiacoza x Op-

CYI!1KH 3aKphbToro Timfl
1 2 flyca N op-MO*CNSe. A.lrateil 2 0 lipu nof ou.N vAt!tpOWO-

TOp 1- re~epasopa uiouw.o-
Cib.0 5,8 we

1) Type of engine; 2) single-cylinder, compressive-ignition, four-
stroke, equipped with precombustion chamber; 3) cylinder bore; 4)
piston stroke; 5) cylinder working volume; ) compression ratio; 7)
engine speed; 8) maximum effective engine power; 9) lubricating sys-
tem; 10) lubricating-system capacity; 11) tngine power supply; 12)
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engine starting and stopping' 13) from; 14) to; 15) r/min, 16) hp;
17) combined; 18) liters; 19) with single-plunger pump and closed-
type sprayer; 20) with electric notor-generater having power of
5.8 kW,

The test conditions are:
1 nrfO.1OA1KMTCJeb1mOCTb vCnfTSIHh 50 4 2 7
2 q4CAO o6Op07-)j ASHraTeA " 1201--•-10 o0U#/Mu 2 6
3 CTenciib C)aTHR 15- 0,2
4 YroA onfpewejimmfa 8pIPcXa TOnNU1

*rpaAycax Ao BMT 15c-0 A
5 A~maemme enpicKI TonAI1U lot104 K2/CMl 2 9
6 TonAUNo 3 0 AM3eAhHOe [*OCT

306-68 c CeAepNa-
Mieu cepw ,.j-- I

7' Pacxoi tonAmea 0.81 K11% 3 1
e T-pa Eo3Ayxa, nocTyna"utero

e •AHrateAb 65 + 2'C
9 T-pa LoAM, oXaacna1u'eCA *opcyy 25 ±20C
o o T-pa ox•oa'canu eA WM.VxOCTH

11 AAR hiace.i 6a'oworo, MA H MB (npeumyu, X1) Ii±2'C
1 2 AA Racea MB, Mr m MRl (cepxm I, i1, I11) 160r2TC

1 3 )*HAKOCTb, OXJaNa•aJiOLa I[H&HAMRA) AsraTet|eA CMeCb THNAe•- 3 2

1 4 T-pa macAa s icaptere nepCa 3anycxo-
AaMraTeeT 6V±2'C

1 5 T-pa'macja a Kaptepe BrraBTeAn
no:a. aBuxoAa ia peziH 95±29C

1 6 ,It aeme macAa a cmcueve cUa3KX 2±0,1 KZlca' 2 9
1 7 KoAHeecTDO mcnbT3eWorO Macla,

3aame3emoro a ABHmraTeA 2600 Z 3 3
1 8 PlonycTMNeA UaKcHMaAhMMRA pacxoA LACAa 40 Zad 3 4
1 9. foHII Macaa 3 S 14epe3 KSAlW¢

10 'd p16 o,.
xuHrateAs

2 0 KOAHmeCTaO A0oi4waeaoro macas 400 a 3 3
2 1 Konxqecvmo oTpaOoTaSH:oro UaCaa,

ocTaaJIu;.oro a AeuraTeae nocAe
KXaIKAWL. 10 -1 pa6OTM 2100 s3 3

2 2 OT6op noo6 uac~a
2 3 qepe3 5 .uu nccae 3anyC~a Ajxrt&aT 100 Z 3 3
2 0iO OKOH'4&HH MHfldMTaHVA 500 Z 3 3
2 5qeF•e3 KaWAMe 10 It pafOru 3 6H3AmweK c32pX 2100 &

2 6 flpoiuouAauewNe met AiuAOai 3 7 H. fone I *At prx. c'%
cnepxamoc4m;peoro MAN.
AOAWHO 6T?1Tb painIo ar-
mocitepMomy

1) Test time; 2) engine speed; 3) compression ratio; 4) intake.-valve
dwell angle, degrees to TDC (BMT); 5) intake pressure; 6) fuel; 7)
fuel consumption; 8) temperature of incoming air; 9) temperature of
water cooling sprayer; 10) coolant temperature; 11) for base, MA,
and MS (Premium, XA) oils; 12) for M8, Mr, and MA( 'eries I, II,
and III) oils; 13) liquid cooling engine cylinder; 14) oil tempera-
ture in crankcase before engine start; 15) oil temperature in crank-
case after engine brought to operating regime; 16) oil pressure In
lubrication system; 17) initial amount of test oil added to engine;
18) rraximum permissible oil consumption; 19) oil added; 20) amount
of oil added; 21) amount of used oil remaining in engine after each
10 h of operation; 22) oil samples taken; 23) 5 min after engine
started; 24) at end of testý 25) after each 10 h of operation; 26)
exhaust counterpressure; 275 h; 28) rpm; 29) kg/cm2 ; 30) COST 305-
58 diesel fuel with sulfur content of 0.9-l%; 31) kg/h; 32) mix-
ture of ethylene glycol nnd water; 33) g; 345 g/h; 35.) after every
l0 h o.' engine operation; 36) excess above C100 g; 37) no more than
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1 mm Hg above atmospheric pressure or equal to atmospheric pressure.

Note. In testing oils intended for engines under severe ther-
mal loads, the coolant and oil temperatures can be raised by 10 and
200 respectively.

In research work, tests on oils in group. B, r, and A can be
conducted at a coolant temperature of 160-170 or 1800 and an oil
temperature of 100, 110, or 1200. The coolant temperature for oils
in group; A and 5 can be taken as 130 and 1400 respectively. The
test time can be reduced to 10 h in these cases.

The test results are evaluated by the modified SP-124/55 and
344-T methodr; [8], as well as from the weight of the deposits on
the piston component.

Procedure for Testing Diesel Oils in YWM-3-MATM Apparatus

These tests are intended to evaluate the tendency of oils to
cause carbon deposition on the piston, piston rings, and nonwork-
ing upper portion of the cylinder sleeve and tar formation on the
piston rings, as well as their ability to protect the friction
surfaces against wear.

The YMM-3-HATH apparatus is used to evaluate these properties
for additive-containing oils intended for tractor diesels.

The apparatus consists of a single-cylinder engine with a
general-purpose crankcase, auxiliary equipment, and measuring dev-
ices.

The YAM-3 engine is a single-cylinder section of the block of
a A-54 tractor diesel mounted on a general-purpose crankcase.

The crankcase makes it possible to employ a number of differ-
ent cylinder-block sections from tractor, automobile, and other
vehicle or stationary engines having different types of fuel vapor-
ization and a cylinder diameter of no more than 130 mm.

The dry-crankcase lubrication system has two closed channels,
which provide separate lubrication of the engine mechanisms.

The sealed cooling system permits use of ethylene glycol,
glycerol, and other material as coolants.

The technical characteristics of the YMI4-3 engine include:

Type of Engine Four-P roke, compressive-
igni .&on, noncompressor

Fuel-vaporization Eddy chamber, with cast
method diffuser

Piston Cast iron, with spherical
(spoon-shaped) concav:'j
irn face
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Engine speed at rated
power 1300 r/min

Rated pov'jr 13.5 hp
Cylinder bore 125 mm
Piston stroke 152 mm J
Engine working volume 1.86 liter
Average effective
pressure 5.05 kg/cm2

A new engine or rai engine equipped with new components in the
rod-crankshaft mechanism undergoes 40-hour running-In in repeated
8-hour cycles.

The coolant temperature and the oil-discharge temperature
should be 80-90 0 C under loaded conditions. The oil pressure in2the main channel is adjusted to fall between 1.9 and 2.1 kg/cm
under all regimes.

Running-in is carried out with type 50 industrial oil (CY;

GOST 1707-51) containing 3% UMATOM-339 additive.

The engine is run in for 5 h before each oil test ( Table 52).

In order to check the condition of the apparatus control tests
are conducted with type 50 industrial oil (machine CY GCST 1707-51
containing 3% UQATHM-339 additive before the tests are begun and
and after 3-5 specimens have been tested; the rating obtained, using
the methods described above, should be 15 + 1 point. If such a rat-
ing is not obtained, it is necessary to find and correct the defect
in the engine. All the tests are conducted with GOST 305-58 diesel
containing 1.0 + 0.5% sulfur.

The oil test is conducted with the engine operating ander a
constant regime and lasts 45 h. The test regime includes:

Test time 45 h

Fuel consumption 2.6 + 0.02 kg/h

Crankshaft speed 1300 + r/min

Coolant temperature 135 + 20 C

Oil temperature at discharge
(in main channel) 100 + 20 C

Oil t mpA'ature at discharge
(in auyliiary channel) 80 + 30 C

Oil pressure in main channel 2 + 0.1 kg/c:z2

CII pressure in auxiliary
channel 0.5 + 0.1 kg/cm2

Temperature of water leaving
sprayer 50 + 50C
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TABLE 52

Regime for 5-h Running-in

3 4 5 6
2 Harpy'a noicjareAb 0o6rpoToa noM pa6o-'M Pelii AsHrateau, TOpNa03, VOAeNATOM Thm Armra-

A. C. 98-A 2AAa.UdJj1Uw MeAN, .Auf

1 XwioAHaN O6KiTaa -- • 10) 15
2 Tome - - 1000 20

'3 9 0 - - 1300 15
4 ropntas ooxaTxa 0 0 30
5 Toms 8 1,8 1 306 . 3,6 2 .0

7,3 4 30

9 9,1 5 30
10 10,9 6 30
11 12,7 7 30
12 ,, 13,6 7,5 10

Note. The oil is not changed after the 5-h
running-in period.

1) No.; 2) regime; 3) engine load, hp; 4) braking
index, kg.m; 5) crankcase speed, r/min; 6) engine
operating time, min; 7) cold; 8) the same; 9) hot.

The results of the oil tests are evaluated from the amount of
tar deposited on the piston rings, from the thickness and amount of
the carbon deposits on the nonworking upper surface of the cylinder
sleeve, and from the amount of deposits in the oil-ring gaps and
drainage ports.

The evaluation is made by the 4BC 344-T negative system for
appraising carbon deposits and wear [8].

01l Test in the 1 4-10.5/13 Engine

The single-cylinder 1 4-10.5/13 engine is very similar in
design and characteristics to such engines as the A-35 and A-54.
It is consequently the most suitable for preliminary and screening
tests.

Table 53 shows the main technical characteristics of the A-35
engine.

The test lasts 100 h and is divided into 10 individual stages.

With the engine running at 90% of rated power, it is necessary
to maintain constancy of fuel consumption (2.2 kg/h), water-dis-
charge temperature (850C), temperature drop (Tykh - T - 5-10C),

oil pressure (3 atm), and oil temperature (93-95C0).

The engine-operation regime for each stage is shown in Table

54.
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TABLE 53
Characteristics of A-35 and 1 4.10.5/13 Engines

1 I Tfloiaa enNeHh 1 4-10,5j13

2 Tmn A'raieAn EccwomirpccropjibiiA i .ecicomnrccopumn
4-'ahTi bI~i P.113CAb 4-Tav. H H A i k•ejih

3 C1no06 r Me(Co6paa3oa lHI'A I BHXpCeBOR KUM 1Hp KaD epa
4 HI-Iniaaillmasi MI)UJIIOCTb, A. C. 40 10
5 tj l(.1o IUtiflilll poD 4
6 ,,12MCTp ItlIIII;Ipa. MMAI C5 0-)
7 Xo01 Iopilimn, M.M 130 130
8 |iHCJ.O O6OpOTOB, O6 /,wUn 1400 1500
9 CTcný,ii1 ' CdTa'rH 17 18

1 0 Yac.mhllJ' pacXo1I TODnJnIa npn o.O 220 220
MI4fl3JIIlOjI' MOLUIIOCTII, 1/3 A. C. 'd

1 aiia6oimiec ,lanoeji e rope.iiR, KD/cM,
2  55--CO 50-60

1 2 CpCemICC 344CKTH8I~0e AWa;neiiie, Ki.e/c, 2  5,35 5,35
1 3 CpcAuIIHm cKopocTI, nopumn, M/ceK 6,5 6,5
1 4 14aimicnmc npLPcKa Tofllna0 a, Ke/CA2 10 --140 100-140

1) Index; 2) type of engine; 3) fuel-raporization method; 4) rated
power, hp; 5) number of cylinders; 6) cylinder bore, mm; 7) piston
stroke, -mm; 8) engine speed, r/min; 9) compression ratio; 10) spe-
cific fuel consunption at rated power, g per effective hp per h; 11)
maximum combustion pressure, kg/cm2 ; 12) average effective pressure,
kg/cmz; 13) average piston speed, m/s; 14) fuel-injection pressure,
kg/cm2 ; 15) nonc-,mpressor, four-stroke diesel; 16) eddy chamber.

TABLE 54

Characterl,.tics of Stages
PeNCIIM 2 'HC~no o6op•'TOB Ilp 3w~amecFe i 2 rC' (O're n0ipo0A)1HTeai1.HOCTb

_I MHIIyTy

4Xoclo- Xo.0 500 15 AuM 76 To •;e -6 150 3,,

5 To ) x 1500 15 jcIN 7")0• .. .. 1.510 15 - m.-I m

"4' XOAOCTOCI X0.1 11500 1,5 Aluf 7

9 IiToro - 10 8

1) Regime; 6) Of rated power;
2) Engine speed; 7) Min;
3) Duration; 8) h;
4) Idle; 9) Total.
5) The same;

The evaluation is made by the ABC 344-T negative method for
appraising carbon deposits and wear [8].

In addItion to engine-test procedures with single-cylinder
engines, serial-produced automobile and tractor engine:i are widely
'ised for stand oil tests.
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Short- and long-term tests in FA3-51 ,lA320o4, M3MA-402, KM- 446,
.g-40, and other engines are the most widely employed in research in-
volving stand screening tests of new oils and oil additives and for
modern Soviet engines.

Some of these test procedures are briefly described below.

Short-term 100-hour Oi1 Tests in rA3-51 Automobile Engine Under
Stand Conditions

These tests are conducted to make a preliminary appraisal of
the engine properties of experimental oils intended for carbureted
automobile engines. The procedure essentially consists in comparing
the results of tests with an experimental specimen and the results
of tests with a standard oil in the same engine; the indices com-
pared are piston-ring mobility, amount of deposits on pistons, pls-
ton rings, and piston grooves, engine-component wear, change in oil
physicochemical properties, and amount of deposits on filters.

The standard oil is the oil customarily used for the rA3-51
engine (as recommended by the manufacturer).

Before an experimental specimen is subjected to 100-hour tests
in the rA3-51 engine, the physicochemical properties of the oil
should be determined. The preliminary tests are carried out in lab-
oratory equipment specialized for oil testing (e.g., the MT 9-3
apparatus) and should show any tendency toward tarring of the pis-
ton rings, formation of tar, carbon deposits, sludge, or resinous
deposits on the components, corrosive properti3s, additive filter-
ability, etc.

New engines or engirnes having new cyrlinder-piston or rod-crank-
shaft components are prepared for oil OestinF in the following man-
ner.

TABLE 55

Running-4.n PegJie
1I Lj 0cJo 2o0opoTo3• i b

PeUNHM I ~ yor , & pooA&IcNTe-b-

•* Xojocyoij xoO:aU MHHYTY 1 .

in 4,. . "c 80)0 30 xum3
15 A. C. 5 1Inj0 I v 1 0

35a. c. s 200P 1 .0 u0
4V A. . 5 2 00 1I I ')
45 A. c. 5 7,400 15 AU'V 9

6 .1o.;Kce 2o0 0p, . e-I

4 2800 5 A.IM
25 a.C. 5 1600 13 maum, 9

4 XY.O1CyTO xOa 1200 10 .mumq
7 O(?4l4O3KA

J Iiforo - 'A6 0

1) Regime; 2) crarnhaft speed; 3) diration; ') £dle; 5) hp; 6)

throttle full open; 7) shutdown; 8) total; 9) min; 1) h.
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The cylinder head is removed and, with the pistons at BDC (HMT),
holes are cut in the working surfaces of the cylinders at a distance

of 9 mm ?rom the top, in order to measure the wear by the hole method
devised by the Institute of Machine Building, Academy of Sciences
of the USSR [AN SSSR] (AH CCCP). The holes are cut and measured with
an YnOW apparatus (general-purpose wear..determination apparatus). A
total of 16 holes are cut in each cylinder, uniformly distributed
about its circumference.

After the holes have been cut, the engine must be run in for
48 h. Table 55 shows the running-in regime, which is repeated 8 times.

Oil is added to the upper level-indicator mark at 6-hour in-
tervals, 10 min after the engine has been shut down.

01.1 changes are made after the engine has been running for 6,
12, and 3C h and at the end of the running-in period (48 h). The oil
and water-discharge temperatures are held at 80-850C. The standard
oil is used for running-in.

The fuel is type A-70 automobile gasoline and the same batch
of fuel is used for each series of tests.

The oil-filter elements for in entire series of tests in a
given engine are preliminarily tested for pass capacity and pressure
loss in a special stand. The pass capacities of the filters should
not differ by more than 20%. It .s determined with pressures of
1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3 kg/cm2 in front of the filter at an oil temp-
erature of 75 0 C. The spark and carburetor advance are adjusted in
accordance with the instructions furnished by the rA3 Plant.

After the running-in period, the engine is disassembled and
its components are cleaned of deposits and measured micrometrically.
The component dimensions should be within the tolerances established
for a new engine: the cylinder eccentricity and taper should be no
more than 0.02 mm and the clearance between the piston skirt and
cylinder should be 0.024-0.036 mm (with the piston diameter meas-
ured perpendicular to the piston-boss axis). The piston-ring clos-
ure gap is measured in the cylinder where the ring will operate
and should be 0.2-0.4 mm. The requisite gap between the piston ring
and groove wall 4- 0.050-0.082 mm for the first compression ring
and 0.035-0.067 mm for all other rings. All the rings should move

freely in the grooves under the action of their own weight. The

holes should also he measured and the piston rings weIghed.

After assembly and adjustment, the engine is ready for tests.

The engine is run in foe- 2 h with the oil to be tested at the
beginning of each 100-h test. Table 56 gives the running-in regime.

The water-discharge and oil temperatures are held at 80-850 C.
An oil change is made after the engine- has been operating for 20
min and at the end of the running-in period. The oil-filter ele-
ment is changed after running-in, fresh test oil is poured in, and
a new oil filter Is Installed, having previously been soaked in the
test oil and left to stand for 24 h in order for the excess oil to
run off. The filter Is weighed before installation In the engine and
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TABLE 56

Running-in Regime
2 3

1 ';IlcJO 0oPo T
Moa flpoAoaj)HTCwcb"

PeK'HM M II•VnlOrO Ba a
8 MIIHbyTy

4 Xowc ro1 xoA 1200 15
r OC,)C l OIVK a X0,;9 g cmeJIij ;

uic.ia 1 12 0 20
J'I J. C. 6 6U 0 30

35 a.c. 6 2000 30
45A A. c. 6 2 00 30

7 XoWocTrUi xo.jj 1200 15
8 OcTalonxaBK 1 I

9 IIToro --

1) Regime; 5) Shutdown for
2) Crankshaft speed, oil change;

rpm; 6) hp;
3) Duration, min; 7) Idle;
4) Idle; 8) Shutdown;

9) Total.

again when changed. Tne filter should also be left to stand for
24 h before weighing, so that the excess oil can run off. The low-
quality filter and the high-quality filter housing are cleaned by
rinsing after the running-in period.

A total of 5.4 kg of the test oil is poured into the engine
crankcase. The test time is 102 h. The oil and high-quality filter
are changed after 51 h; the low-quality filter and the high-quality

filter housing are again rinsed at this time. The test consists of

34 stages, the regimes for which are given in Table 57.

The oil %emperature is held at 83-930C. The fuel consumption
with the throttle full open and a crankshaft speed of 2000 r/'min

should be 13.4-13.6 kg/h, while the spark-advance angle should be

18-200 C checked at the beginning of the test, on switching to the

0.75 Pe regime, at 2800 r/min and with the throttle full open at 1600

r/min). The engine shutdown lasts 10 min. Oil is added to the upper

level-indicator mark after 9 h, at the end of the shut-down period.

The amount of oil added to the engine and the amount removed are
recorded.

The knob of the low-quality filter is given two turns after

each engine 3hutdown at the end of a 3-hour cycle. The following

oil samples are taken during the test: for general analysis after

20 min of engine operationC 400 g), for determination of iron con-

tent after 1 h 10 min at 2100 r/min (100 g), for general analysis

after 27 h of engine operationC 400 g), and for general analysis

and determination of iron content after 51 h (at the end of the
cycle).
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TABLE 57

Test Reg'me
2 3

1 wo C'Cetno Breu3 ,
reNIM o6cpo oB a A

AIII. Yyy .rl

4 [iyK x ii iiporpeu niamraTCAR (4 )1
5 Xoinc roil X0. ( )00 10(1,1, P'e, 1 6 1400 35

I!.; l/,(,, 6 21(0 ,:5
7 110,1110C OTKpIITIIC J[pOCCCIIl 2hOO IS
5 Xoi.,roti nil: to0 10

V.735 Pcl, . 6 20'00 35
7 1lui.'in ,i KpIteIC ripACCVAJI 16tO 15
S XOJUCTOII -NOR11 I10XJla4(rtCL'elil .IlBIIFraTC-

1 Mac~la 50' C Coo 10

l 1toro -3 q 1 
0

*p ,n. is the effective pressure
corrgsponding to the rated power in-
dicated by the engine manufacturer.
The water-intake temperature is held
at 78-88oc.

1) Regime; 2) engine soeed; 3) time, min; 4) engine start and warm-
up; 5) idle; 6) P , n.; 7) throttle full open; ) idle, engine
cooled, water-dis~harge temperature - 40 0 C, oil temperature - 50 0 C;
9) total; 10)h.

The engine operating regime is monitored by measuring the en-
gine speed, load, fuel consumption, coolant-water intake and dis-
charge temperatures, crankcase-oil temperature, exhaust-gas temp-
erature, intake vacuum, air-intake temperature, amount of gases
entering the crankcase, and oil-line pressure. The amount of gases
blown by into the crankcase is measured at the beginning and end
of the 51-h engine operating cycle, with the throttle full open
and engine speed of 2800 and 1600 r/min.

The test results are evaluated by the QBC 344-T negative
method for appraisal of carbon deposits and wear [8].

Short-term 120-hour Oil Tests in 51A3-204 Engine Under Stand Conditions

These tests are conducted to make a preliminary evaluation of
the engine properties of experimental oils for automobile diesels.

The procedure essentially consists in comparing the results of
tests conducted with the experimcntal oil and those of tests con-
ducted with a standard oil in the same engine; the indices used In-
clude piston-ring mobility, amount of deposits on pistons, piston
rings, and piston grooves, engine-component wear, change in oil
physicochemical properties, and amount of deposits on filters.

1
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The standard oil is the oil customarily employed for the qA3-
204 engine (that recommended by the manufacturrr).

Tests are conducted with the standard oil at the beginning
and end of each series of experiments, in order to determine the
change in engine condition.

The physicochemical properties of the experimental oil should
be determined before the tests. It is desirable that the test be
conducted in laboratory equipment spcialized for oil testing( e.g.,
the HT 9-2 or [I 9-3 apparatus), in order to show up any tendency
toward ring scuffing, formaLion of tars, carbon deposits, or resin
deposits on the components, corrosive properties, additive filter-
ability, etc.

TABLE 58

Running-in Regime

rc Hm 12 :HCJ°O oSopoTOO nj)OAOA*HTCJ.h-
B2 a ,,llyry 3 HOCTh, MUN

4 XJIOCiTOCI XOA 1000 15
"20 A. C. 5 1 WO0 12
50 A. c. 5 1501 30
90 A. c. 5 1 M1f0 30

6 [huom,.i nojava To.lJl.a 2000 30
4 Xoc1o0C xo A 1000 3
7 OCTaHOOKa

81lToro %- 9

1) Regime; 5) hp;
2) Engine speed, 6) Throttle full

r/min; open;
3) Duration, min; 7) Shutdown;
4) Idle; 8) Total;

9) h.

A new engine or an engine with new cylinder-piston and rod-
crankshaft assemblies is used for testing each series of oils. In
order to prepare the engine, it is disassembled and its components
are cleaned of carbon and other deposits, rinsed in kerosene, and
measured minrometrically. The component dimensions and assembly
clearances s:,mild meet the tolerances specified for the new engine.
All the piston rings are replaced with new ones. The first compres-
sion ring should not be chromium-plated. The rings should move
freely in the piston grooves under the action of their own weight.

In order to measure the wear by the hole method developed
by the Institute of Machine Building, Academy of Sciences of the
USSR, holes are cut in the working surfaces of the cylinder sleeve.
A total of 16 holes are cut in a band 21.0 mm from the top of the
sleeve at intervals of 22.50 abo.l, its circumference, while bands
of 8 holes at intervals of 450 are cut in belts 27.5 and 40 mm
from the top. The first hole in eýach belt is cut into the side of
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the sleeve facing the heating element. The holes are numbered count-
erclockwise. A micrometer is used to measure the thickness of the
sleeve wall around the belts and at the points where the holes are
cut ( 'oving 5-6 mm clockwise from eact, hole). The points at which
the wall thickness is measured are n-iýfPully recorded C (specially
with respect to sleeve height).

The pumps and vapcrizers are checked in a special apparatus
before running-in and before each test. Their delivery rate, the
tightness of the plunger assemblies, the pressure required to open
the control valve, the fuel leakage, and the type of flow are de-
termined. The hydraulic characteristics of the sprayer are estab-
lished before running-in. The characteristics of the pumps and noz-
zles should satisfy technical specifications.

The elements of the high-quality oil filter are selected so
as to have similar pass capacities for each series of tests in a
given engine. The pass capacity is determined in a special appara-
tus with oil pressures of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 kg/cm2 in frcont
of the filter and an oil temperature of 75'C. The pass capacities
of' the filter elements should not differ by more than 20%.

After the engine has been assembled and adjusted, it is run
in with standard oil and standard diesel fuel for 100 h. Taole 58
shows the regimes under which the engine should operate during
this period.

The regime is repeated in 50 cycles. The fuel consumption
at full throttle and 2000 r/min is adjusted to 24.8-25.2 kg/h. The
discharge temperature of the coolant water is held at 80-850C,
while the crankcase-oil temperature is kept at 70-750 C (forced
cooling of the crankcase is permissible). The difference between
the water intake and discharge temperatures should not exceed 10 0 C.
The oil is changed after 2, 6, 12, 24, 36, 50, and 100 h of engine
operation. The low-quality oil filter is rinsed and the oil is
poured off from the high-quality filter housing during each oil
change. The oil-filter element is replaced after ope-ration for 50 h.

At the end of the running-in period, the engine is disassembled
and its components are cleaned of deposit. The holes are measured,
the pis;,on rings are weighed, and the components are measured mi-
crometrically, their wear being the index evaluated.

The two upper compression rings of each piston are replaced
with new non-chromium-plated rings before each test. One oil ring
on each of two pistons Is also replaced, using rings removed from
the engine before running-in. After assembly and adjustment, the
engine iL. ready for tests.

A 20-h running-in in 2-h stages, under the regimes described
above, is carried out before each 120-h test. Oil changes are made
after 2, 6, and 12 h of running-in. Oil is added as needed. The
high-quality oil-filter element is left "nchanged throughout the
entire 20-h period. The low-quality f!ter element is rinsed during
each oil change. The hot engine is adjusted at the end of the run-
ning-in period and its fuel consumption at 2000 rpm is checked. The
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fuel consumption at full throttle and 2000 r/min should be 24.8-
25.2 kg/h. The evenness of cylinder operation at 2000 and 1500 r/min
is then checked and governor points are established at 1000, 1200,
1500, 1800, and 2000 r/min; the nonuniformity of cylinder operationshould not exceed 3% of the highest value obtained.

When the engine has been adjusted, the oil with which running-
in was carried out is poured off, the high- and low-quality filters
are rinsed, and a high-quality filter element that has been weighed
and checked for pass capacity is installed. The engine crankcase i1
fille ,ith 15 kg of fresh oil. The engine is started and operates
uncc regimes shown in Table 59.

Each stage constitutes 10 h of operation. The test consist.' of
12 stages. The engine is stopped after each stage and oil is added
(the amount of oil added during each test is kept constant as far
as possible).

The pass capacity of the high-quality oil filter is determined
during each 10-h stage, with the engine operating at full throttle
and 1500 rpm. The oil is changed after operation for 60 h and toth
filter elements are replaced. The filter elements removed are
weighed after they have been permitted to stand for 24 h for oil
drainage. A second 60-h test cycle is carried out after the oil
change.

The engine operating regime is monitored by measuring the
torque, engine speed, coolant-water intake and discharge tempera-
tures, crankshaft-oil temperature, receiver temperature, oil-iine
pressure, fuel pressure, receiveis air pressure, exhaust-gas pres-
sure, and intake vacuum.

The oil conjumption during the test period is recorded( takinr
into account the oil initially introduced intc the engine, that
added, the samples taken, and the losses from the engine).

The fuel consumption is measured for all the loaded regimes
during all the 10-h stages. It should be 24.8-25.2 kg/h at full
throttle and 200 rpm throughout the entire teEt.

Crankcase-oil sariples k350 g) are taken from the oil line
wlth the engine idling after operation for 20 min and 10, 20, 30,
110, 50, and 60 h in each 60-h cycle. Samples are also taken of the
•iu drained from the crankcase and filter housings.

The test results are evaluated by the QBC 344-T negative method
for appraisal of deposits and wear [8].

Short-term 100-hour 011 Tests in A-35 Tractor Engine Under Stand
Conditions

Thest tests are cmnduted in order to make a preliminary
evaluation of the enginit properties of experimental oils for trac-
tor diesels.

Th!e p'."Pdure essentially consists in comparing the resultr
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TABLE 59

Test Regime
2 3

'!Incio o6o- flpo.tr•-
PCWnPe u j pOTn Hfclb

MHiryry IrOCTI.

4 XOnocTofl xoA (nporpeD) 1000 5 Af-J I O
10% nOAaqH TOnAHoa I(JwO 25 itiu I i

410% I.w. IOrt) I ! t
50%, . . 1100 1 MO 1 2

6 lloAiiiaei neOaqa TOnJIHma 10(g) 1 2
7 Tn~e POO 1To5e1 1 2

1700 ,t 1 2

1900 1 q 1 2
, * 2000 I q 2

75% uIIOa'I TORI1i1aa 1503 30 A(a n I 1
!O% .. . I,000. 30 wum 1 1
10% 0, ,, O000 30 .tti I I

8 (ox/iaa jeitiile)
9 OcTanIo axa it ,viaw rientic .ainrraTCln

AO TcMnep•'rypb Macla 50 C

1 01 oro -- 10 q12

Note. The water-discharge tempera-
ture at speeds below 1500 rpm is held at
55-600C, the crankcase-oil temperature
is held at 100-1050C, and the water-dis-
charge temperature at speeds above 1700
r/nin is kept at 85-90 0 C.

1) Regime; 2) engine speed, rpm; 3) duration; 4) idle(warmup); 5)
throttle; 6) full throttle; 7) the same; 8) cooling; 9) shutdown
and cooling of engine to oil temperature of 50 0 C; 10) total; 11)
min; 12) h.

of tests made with an experimental oil and 'ijoe of tests made with
a standard oil in the same engine; the indices employed include pis-
ton-ring mobility, amount of deposits on pistons, piston rings, and
piston grooves, engine-component wear, change in oil physicochemi-
cal properties, and amount of deposits on filters.

The standard oil is the oil customarily used for the 4-35 eni-
gine (that recommended by the manufacturer).

The physicochemical properties of the experimental oil should
be determined before the tests. It is desirable that tests be con-
ducted in laboratory equipment specialized for oil testing( e.g.,
the VT 9-2 or MT 9-3 apparatus) before the tests in the A-35 engine,
in order to show up any tendency toward piston-ring scuffing, forma-
tion of tars or carbon and resin deposits on the components, cor-
rosive properties, additive filterability, etc.

In order to prepare a new engine (or an engine having A new
cylinder-piston or rod-crankshaft assembly), It is disassembled and
the components are cleaned of carbon and other deposits and rlius.:d
in kerosene.
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TABLE 60

Running-in Regime

M nn PCems 3 4lcAo o6opoTo9 pCTKreMOM

1 5 XoAocToA XO 500 .30 AUM 1 0
2 6To * 1000 ;3 Aum 1 03 .7 a peryAnTope 20 AcUM 1 0

4 25% HOMMISAJHOH UO 20 *um 1 0
5 40% .. .. 2) vuK 1 0
6 5 XoIocToRl XOA 50 30 MAum 10
7 6 To we 7 11aperyarTope 1 30 maun 1 0
8 25% mOmUIiaAbHOA MOWHOCTh q 30 *MUK 1 0
9 40% .. 30 ,usU 1 0

In ,"0% ... 30 mum 1
11 70% ).. .1. 30 uM 1 012 80% ... 15 •AUM 1 0
13 6 floiwaH iarpyiKa 15 VUM 1 0
14 5 XonocxoA xoA 30 *Um 1 0

1) No.; 6) The same;
2) Regime; 7) Rated power;
3) Engine speed, rpm; 8) Full load;
4) Duration; 9) Governed;
5) Idle; 10) min;

11) h.

After cleaning and rinsing, the pistons, piston rings, and
cylinder sleeves are measured micrometrically. The component di-
mensions should be within the tolerances set for a new engine.
The eccentricity and taper of the cylinder sleeves should be no
more than 0.05 mm and the clearance between the piston skirt and
cylinder sleeve should be 0.175-0.260 mm (along the major axis of
the ellipse).

The chromium-plated first compression rings are replaced with
unplated rings. Special attention is paid to ring selection. The
ring gap, measured in a standard cylinder with a diameter of 100
mm, should be 0.4-0.7 mm. The rings on ifferent pistons should
have the same gaps. The permissible ring clearance in the piston
grooves is 0.08-0.13 mm for the first and second compression rings
and 0.05-0.10 mm for all the other rings. All the rings should
move freely in the grooves under the action of their own weight.

The high-quality oil-filter elements for an entire series of
tests in a given en~ine are preliminarily checked for pass capacity
and pressure loss in a speAel apparatus. The pass capacities of
the elements should not differ by more than 20%. This factor Is
determined with pressures of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 kg/cm1 in front of
the filter and an oil temperature of 750 C.

The fuel pump and nozzles should be adjusted for uniform de-
livery and advance angle, checking the spray pressure and quality.

After the engine has been assembled and adjusted, it must
be run in. The length of the running-In period has been set at
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I
62 h 30 min. Table 60 shows the running-in regime. The running-in
cycle covering stages 1-6 is carried out or.ce, while that covering
stages 7-14 is repeated 8 times. Oil is added first after operation
for 10 h and every 15 h thereafter. The crankcase-oil temperature
under the loaded regimes is held at 75-800 C, while the coolant-water
discharge temperature is kept at 80-850 C. Forced water cooling of
the crankcase is permissible. A standard oil is employed for running-
in. The fuel is a standard fuel.

TABLE 61

Test Regime
1 I

0 M1 1;yTy pc(HMa

4 X iotoC~i~ XOJI 5 Is5 .5 gp b
40(/ IIUMHnlaJlb1OIH NOWIIOCTII Ha pery~aFTOpe• 9 tum 8

5% ..... 9 #40 MiH g

40% r. AfUK 8
4 XoIocTof oA 5W) 5 V / 8

7HToro I0V 9

1) Regime; 5) Rated power;
2) Engine speed, rpm; 6) Governed;
3) Duration; 7) Total;
4) Idle; 8) Min;

9) h.

At the end of the running-in period, the engine is disassembled
and its components are cleaned of deposits. The piston rings are
weighed and the components are measured micrometrically, their
wear being the characteristic to be evaluated. The magnetic crank-
case plug must be replaced by a nonmagnetic one. The engine is
then assembled and mounted on a stand ready for tests.

A second 10-h running-in under the same regimes is carried out
before each test; the engine crankcase is filled with 11.5 kg of
the test oil and a new filter element is installed in the high-
quality oil filter.

At the end of the running-in period, the crankcase oil must
be drained and weighed, the element of the low-quality oil filter
is rinsed and weighed, the housing of the high-quality filter is
rinsed, and a previously checked and weighed high-quality element
is installh.d. The adjustment of the fuel system is checked. A to-
tal of 11.5 kg of fresh test oil is then poured into the crankcase
and the engine is ready for tests. Each test lasts 100 h and is
divided into 10 Individual stages (see Table 61). The following
conditions must be maintained with the engine operating at 95%
of its rated power: fuel consumption - 7.1-7.3 kg/h, water-dis-
charge temperature - 93-97*C, water-Oemperature drop ("vykh -

Tvkhod) - 5-100C, oil pressure Pn a 1.5-2.0 kg/cm2 , and oil tempera-

tuzre - 90-95 0 C.

The engine operating regime is monitored by measuring the en-
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gine speed, load, fuel consumption, coolant-water intake and dis-
charge temperatures, crankcase-oil temperature, exhaust-gas temp-
erature (for each cylinder), amount of gases blown by into the
crankcase, and oil-line pressure. The readings of all the instru-
ments are recorded in the test book every 30 min and at the end
of each stage; the amount of gases blown by into the crankcase and
the fuel consumption are recorded every 2 h.

The engine is shut down after each 20 h of operation. The
water-intake temperature must be reduced to 75-800 C during the idle
period before each shutdown.

The duration of the shutdowns between stages is held to about
415 min. After each stage, the oil must be drained from the crank-
case and filter housings. After drainage for 30 min, the collected
oil is weighed and fresh oll is added to bring the total amount in
the crankcase to 11.5 kg. If less than 1.2 kg of oil has been burned
over any 10-h period, 1.2 kg of oil is taken from that drained and
an equal amount of fresh oil is added.

After each 10 h of engine oper.tion, oil samples weighing 150 g
are Laken from the oil line with the engine running (before shut-
down), while 350-g samples are taken 30 min after startup and at
the end of each stage. The oil is taken through a cock Installed
near the low-quality filter.

The test results are evaluated by the 4BC 344-T negative meth-
od for appraising deposits and wear [8].

Long-term 480-hour Oil Tests in MA3-204 Automobile Engine Under
Stand Conditioris

This procedure is intended to establish the suitability of
the experimental oil for use in automobile engines. It involves
comparison of the resolts of tests with the experimental oil and
those of tests with a standard oil in an PA3-204 engine; the in-
dices evaluated include change in engine power and economy, engine-
component wear, enginc-component corrosion, piston-ring mobility
character and amount f deposits on engine components, oil consump-
tion, and change in oil physico:henical properties. The standard

TABLE 62

Running-in Regime

t w'h,(o '6opoioo 11pooItDAANTCb-
PoKiis a h"My , y r MOCTb.M .UAN

x wocroAa xoA 1

W A C.5 1500 .10

"IN) o I, C 10 30

1) Regime; 2) engine speed, rpm; 3)
duration, nm•n; 4) Idle; 5) lp; 6)
fil! throttle; 7) total; ?)
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oil is the oil customar'tly used in the PA3-204 engine (that recom-
mended by the manufacturer).

The tests include preliminary running-in, a second running-in
after disassembly and reassembly, determination of control charac-
teristics, and engine operation under a long-term regime for 480 h.

Before the long-term tests, the experimental oil must be sub-
jectcd to physicochemical analysis in accordance wlth the cOST',
or Arbitrary Technical Specifications; it ii; :%:1- recommended that
it be tested in laboratory equipment and be -<ub•Jcted to short-tern•
tests in a full-sized engine, using a stanii-•a -,I] f1rn compartsclt
(the physicochemical analyses and laborntrt'r : ,,r• rno•qiete1 in
short-term 120-h oil tests in the AA3-204 t•ir•i,). Tle engine I;
run-in with standard oil for 50 h before tI In I ,1. 62 ' IVe.
the running-in regime.

Operation for 2 h constitutes a single ;tav,' 1, and the runningj;-
in consists of 25 stages. The water-discharge temperature is held
at 80-850C. The radiator used to cool the enpilrie 2an be replaced
by a mixing tank. The crankcase-oil temperature ti held at 7O-750o(,
but forced water cooling of the crankcase is not permitted. A sin-
gle oil change is made after 15 min of engine ot)eration during thý<
first running-in; changes are made after operation for 2, 6, and
12 h during the second running-in. Oil is added 15 min after the
shutdown period at the end of each 10 h of engine operation.

TABLE 63

Test Regime

1 2 qhCJIO oi)Opo,08 •1 lPI1nI1Te,'n-
An ln " w"M KOJACHI!NTCl 0 USA8 oilJT -

3 0 X1IIHYTy

6 Xo.1,Tcrtifi x.1 (,rporpeu) ]+
2 'f1r0 .qo12a l ~1411 T Hi aat+il ,

3 I 51% ,, , t ,'.+I I + I -

4 17 o04Iiwl I10 Aa1a43 TM 1.,118a i Io 2

7 ,.egm;3 caknftsed ir. l+ ) Ju ' li z.:;

6)trtte ) ulthote $),:+ i +h suu 1 l2

475C and o a-11i %o;1 t ,mperature o; it ; W.2) 11,i 1

At tO en ll of' theI 5- (I.ning-•in pellol, lhQ;t!nlrtr. !

++T I0il'lltlA l'' I( ,ll~ 0%!aA "VH (t mm ITCAM+

d'sassembled~A for removal)~ of % deoits Tem.in nds!c~~

Hlt'[.13T'lll Mdc.Ia rkm C]

1.) No.; 2) regime; 3) crankshaft speed, rij : e; 1) Jc ,l'.t_`il; 5) ,.
(warmup)- 6) throttle; 7) full throttle; -) t-ht- ,laiiv; ,) lL

Scooling); 10) shutdown and cooling of t+riC"lc:c It, tqatei.,- :fr•
ture of 401C and oil temperature of 50'C; ]1) minl; !ý) i

At the end of the 50-h running-in perlo,11, tht, e-n,:ni, .
d. 1sas-1-embled for removal of deposits . lnrp,-•p 'l ,-n, and -.1r•:•'
component measurement. The cylinder .sle, v-1:-, r) I'o ri,-,sI!' :
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(gap, height; and width), piston grooves, piston pins, upper rod
bushings, rod and crank necks, and rod and crank bearing bushings
are measured. The piston rings and bearing bushings are measured
After measurement and reassembly, the engine is run in for a se-
cond 50--h period with the test oil, under the same regimes previous-
ly employed. The engine is not disassembled after the second running-
in, but its characteristics are determined and the long-term test
is begun.

The engine characteristics (evenness of cylinder operation
at 2000 r/min and loaded speed characteristic at 2000, 1500, and
1000 r/min) are determined at the beginning and end of the test,
with control and working sprayer pumps.

The pumps are tested for delivery capacity and spray quality
before installation in the engine and at end of each test.

The high-quality oil filters for use throughout the entire
test are checked for paso capacity in a special apparatus. The
pass capacity is determined with a pressure of 1.5, 2, 2.5, and
3.0 kg/cm2 in front of the filter and an oil temperature of 75 0 C;
the deviations in pass capacity should nct exceed 20% of the aver-
age value.

The long-term test is conducted in 10-h stages, using the re-
gimes shL .• in Table 63.

The water-discharge temperature is held at 55-600 C during
stages 1-6 (see Table 63) and at 85-95 0 C during stages 7-11. The
radiator can be replaced by a water-mixing tank to cool the engine.

The oil temperature for stages 1-6 is not stipulated. The
crankcase-oil te.niperature for stages 7-11 is held at 100-110eC;
forced water cooling of the crankcase is permitted. The fuel con-
sumption at full throttle and 2000 rpm should be 24.8-25.2 kg/h.

The oil and filter elements are changed after operation for
60 h; oil is added after each 10 h of operation.

The following information is recorded after every 30 min of
engine operation throughout the test: engine speed, load, water in-
take and discharge temperatures, crankcase-oil temperature, exhaust-
gas temperature, oil pressure before low-quality filter and in oil
line, crankcase-gas pressure, exhaust-gas pressure, receiver pres-
sure, and intake vacuum. The fuel consumption is measured for each
loading regime.

The amount of deposits on the high- and low-quality oil-filter
elements is determined from the difference in the element weight
before installation in the engine and after removal from the en-
gine with each oil change. Before installation in the engine, the
high-quality filters are soaked in oil and weighed after being per-
mitted to drain for 24 h; the same procedure is followed with the
filters removed from the engine.

Oil samples (0.5 liter) are taken from the oil line in front
of the low-quality filter with the engine idling during the first,
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third, fifth, and seventh 60-h cycles, after the engine has been
operating for 20 min and for 10, 20, '0, 4o, 50, and 60 h. All the
oil samples are used for determination of viscosity at 50 and 100 0 C,
acid number, tar content, ash, and mechanical-impurity content.

The amount of oil initially introduced into the engine, the
samples taken, the oil added, and that drained are all recorded.

Ser-.icing of the engine during the tests is carried out in
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

At the end of the test, after the control characteristics
have been determined, the engine is disassembled for inspection.
The amount cf carbon and tar deposits is determined and the com-
ponents are subjected to micrometric measurement.

The amount of deposits on the pistons and rings Is determined
after rinsing in gasoline, by weighing before and after the depo-
sits are removed. The amount of ,arbon deposited in the combustion
chambers is determined by weighing the deposits, which are removed
with a scraper. The deposits are analyzed by a special method.

Piston-ring mobility is evaluated immediately after the en-
gine is disassembled and before the pistons are rinsed with gaso-
line, from the force necessary to remove the rings in the piston
grooves. A ring is considered to be free if it moves under the
action of its own weight, tight if it moves when a slight force
is exerted on it, very tight when a considerable force is required
to move it with difficulty, and frozen if it cannot be moved at
all. A ring can be frozen over its entire circumference or only
partially. The arch, in degrees, over which the ring is frozen Is
noted.

Long-term 900-hour Oil Tests in A-35 Tractor Engine Under Stand
Conditions

This procedure is intended to establish the suitability of
an experimental oil for use in tractor diesels. It involves compari-
son of the results of tests conducted with experimental and stand-
ard oils in a f-35 engine; the criteria employed include the change
in engine power and economy, engine-component wear, engine-compon-
ent corrosion, piston-ring mobility, cnaracter and amount of carbon
and tar deposits on engine components, oil consumption, and change
In c41 physicochemical properties.

The standard oil Is the oil customarily used in the A-35 en-
gine (that recommended by the manufacturer).

The tests include preliminary running-in, a second running-in
after disassembly and reassembly, determination of control charac-
teristics, and engine operation under a long-term test regime for
900 h.

Befcre long-term tests are made, the experimental oil must
be subjected to physicochemlcal ai.alyjis in accordance with the
GOST or Arbitrary Tecnnical Specifications; it Is also recommended
that it undergo tests in laboratory equipment and short-term tests
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TABLE 64

Running-in Regime

1 ~2I
P ,I I,. eIHCJAo 060pOTOS 1 eO,,CII- ]poloAA*-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •Toro Bana a MmHTy TCAbnOCTb

I 5 Xo. 0cto hi X 0A 500 .30 m4u m I I
.: 6 To me 1 0 1 O00 .30 Au11. I I

1, Ha peryASgTope 20 mum I I
254A, IIOMIIIIa,,bIIO'Il MOUIIOCTII 7 2 20 AmumH 1 1

5 4001 11 .- ,,20 .tum 1
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12 80 I0 1.5 muN I 1
13 r8 [0.1Ii:H roila'4a TOII.11114a 15 Alum 1 1
14 5 Xo CocTOii Xo:; 1 30 mAum 1 1

9HToro 10 f 1 2

1) No.; 7) Rated power;
2) Regime; 8) Full throttle;
3) Crankshaft speed, rpm;9) Total;
4) Duration; 10) Governed;
5) Idle; 11) min;
6) The same; 12) h.

in a full-size engine, with a standard oil for comparison (the
physicochemical analyses end laboratory tests are omitted in short-
term 100-h tests in the A-35 engine).

The engine is disassembled before the tests and components
that do not meet technical specifications are replaced. Running-
in is then carried out with a standard oil; the running-in regime
is shown in Table 64.

The running-in cycle covering stages 1-6 is carried out once,
while that covering stages 7-14 is repeated 8 times. The water-
discharge temperature and crankcase-oil temperature are held at
80 + 50C under the loaded regimes. The engine-operation indices
are recorded in the test book at the end of each stage.

Oil is added first after 10 h and then after every 7.5 h of
engine operation, 15 min after the engine has been shut down,
bringing the oil level up to the top indicator mark. The oil is
changed once during running-in, after the engine has been operat-
ing for 30 mmn.

When the oil consumption is high, the engine must continue
to be run in under the regime covering stages 7-14. After running-
in, the engine is disassembled for removal of deposits, examina-
tion, and measurement of its components. The cylinder sleeves,
pistons, piston rings (gap, height, and width), 'lpper rod bushings,
rod and crank necks, and rod and crank bearing bushings are meas-
ured. The piston rings and bearing bushings are weighed.
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After measuremen. and reassembly, the engine is again rimn in
for 10 h with the test oil. The oil is changed 2fter this running-
in and the engine characteriiitics are recorded.

The engine characteristics (evenness of .ylinder operation
and governor characteristics) are recorded at the beginning and
end of tests with control and working injectors. In addition, the
condition of the engine is monitored by determining the control
point Ne maks from the governor characteristic with Gt = 8.3 kg/h

at 1400 r/min after every 200 h of engine operation under the long-
term test regime. Adjustments are made when necessary.

TABLE 65

Test Regime

1 1 2 ] q~can o&)o o6 ,, KoAe,, 1 I,.,a • ,.Sn~n. . Pe•H*i ,axrsr naia ii MHIiyTy •Trc]t IIIOO Ib

2 6 To )Ke H -a pcryiRToff 11 M11411 0
3 0,9P, 1 4 t 15 M141 0
4 7 rIeperpylKa no o6opOTrM 12F0 15 .u1N1 0
5 X.iOCTO XOperyAtope 15
6 0,9P, Ia I 15 AulHl o
7 7 fleperpysa no 06 pCTaM 1260 Al .myI 0
8 5 XoJIocTOI% xoA 600 5 .Mim1 0
9 8 Octaiion a ABtrarl'ji 500 15 .4111i1 0

1) No.; 6) The same;
2) Regime; 7) Speed overload;
3) Crankshaft speed, 8) Engine shutdown;

r/min; 9) Governed;
4) Duration; 10) min;
5) Idle (warmup); 11) h.

In preparing the engine for tests, the fue. system is checked
and adjusted on special stands, the spray quality and pressure are
determined, the hermeticity of the injectors and plunger couples
Is checked, the instant at which the high-pressure pump begins to
deliver fuel is determined, and the uniformity of fuel delivery to
the cylinders is adjusted.

The high-quality oil filters for the entire test ,;houlki Le
checked for pass capacity in a special apparatus. The pa;,,: :'icity
Is determined with a pressure of 1.5, 2.0, 6.5, and 3.0 kg/cmll In
front of the filter and an oil temperature of 75 0 C. The deviations
in filter pass capacity should not exceed 20% of the averatge value.

The long-term test is carried out in 10-h stages, using the
regimes indicated in Table 65.

The long-term test consists of 9 cycles, each with 10 stL1:e.:.

The water-discharge temperature Is held at 90 + 30C uinder the
loaded regimes. The radiator can be replaced t1y a mTxlnp" tuai" 'r,
cooling the engine. The water-temperature .-Tradient betweenr tY,,, !ri-
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take and:discharge should be 5-.10OC. The crankcase-oil t•...nperature
is held at 80 + 50 C under loaded regimes. Forced water cooling of
the crankcase is permissible.

:The fuel consumption.at full- throttle and 1400 r/min should be
8.3_+ ,..05 kg/h. Oil is added after the engine has been operating
for 10 h.. The rated power actually obtained in the starid at-full
throttle is 8.3 + 0..05.kg/h at 1400 r/min.

The oil and filter elements are changed after 100 h. The fol-
lowing data are recorded during the test: engine speed, load, fuel
consumption, water intake and discharge temperatures, crankcase-
oil temperature, exhaust-gas temperature, oil pressure before low-
quality filter and in oil line, and crankcase- and exhaust-gas
pressures. These data are noted every 30 min and at the end of
each stage. The gases blown by into the crankcase are measured oniEo
during each stage, with the engine operating at 0.9 Ne

The amount of deposits on the..low- and high-quality oil-filten
elements is determined from the difference in element weight befoc':
installation in the engine and after removal during the oil chang:.
Before installation in the engine, the high-quality elements ar2
soaked in oil and weighed after being left to stand for 24 h for
drainage; the same-procedure is repeated when they are removed
from the engine.

Oil samples of 0.5 liter are taken from the oil line behind
the low-quality filter with the engine idling during the second,
fifth, seventh, and ninth cycles before fresh oil is added, after
the engine has been operating for 20 min and for 20, 60, and 100 h,
as well as at the end of the other cycles. The samples are used for
determination of viscosity at 50 and 1000C, acid number, tar content,
ash, and content of mechanical impurities. The amount of oil ini-

tially introduced into the engine, the oil samples taken, the ol]
added, and that drained are all recorded.'

Technical' servicing of the engine during the test is carried
out in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

At the end of the test, after its control characteristics have
been determined, the engine is disassembled for inspection. The amount
of carbon and other deposits is determined and the components are
measured micrometrically. The amount of deposits on the pistons and

rings is determined after they have been rinsed'in gasoline, by
weighing before and after removal of the deposits.

Piston-ring mobility is evaluated immediately after the engin,.
is disassembled and before the pistons have been rinsed with gasolin4-,
from the force necessary to move the rings in the piston grooves. A
ring is considered to be free if it moves under the action of its
own weight, tight if it can be moved by a small force, and frozen :!f
it c-nnot be moved at all. A ring can be frozen over its entire clir-
cumference or only partially. The arc, in degrees, over which the
ring is frozen is recorded.
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Long-term 2000-hour Oil Tests in KAM-46 Tractor Engine Under Stand
Conditions

A new KfM-46 engine is run in for 60 h under a special regime
before tests are made with it. After the engine has been run in, it
is adjusted in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions and
is ready for long-term tests, which are conducted in 10-hour stages
under the regimes shown in Table 66.

TABLE 66

Test Regime
1 1HCJ1O O64)poTo a 3

PC*HM 2 MHHyTy lpo0AOA)HTeAbiO1CTb

904 .C. 4. 000 i 7'
80 A. C. 4 1000 7 ,4./

MaKCHMaAbHWA 1000 1 15 AWU8
0 600 15 .muNm
611Toro 10 it7

Note. Nmaks is assumed to conform to the
GOST for the KAM-46 engine.

1) Regime; 5) Maximum;
2) r/min; 6) Total;
3) Duration; 7) h;
4) hp; 8) min.

Before and after tests with the engine, its main components are
examined, weighed, and measured micrometrically for determination of
component wear, type and amount of deposits, onset of component and
fuel-system corrosion (visually), and piston-ring mobility.

The cylinder sleeves, piston rings, piston grooves, crank
necks, and crank and rod bea-ing bushings, are measured. The piZ-
ton rings and assembled pistons and rings are weighed. The control
characteristics of the engine (apparent performance, loaded perform-
ance at 1000 rpm, and evenness of cylinder functioning) are deter-
mined at the beginning and end of the test.

The fuel-system components are checked before and after thc
test; the hydraulic seal and pressure are determined with a max!-
meter and the fuel-delivery rate is found.

The amount of deposits on the piston components Is determined
from the weight difference before and after removal of the deposit:.

The amount of deposits on the low- and high-quality oil filters
is determined from the difference in filter weight before installa-
tion in the engine and after removal; the low-quality filter: are
weighed after operation for 120 h, while the high-quality fllter:;
are weighed after 240 h. The composition of the deposits trapped
by the high-quality oil filter is determined. The oil is cihaný-,d
after 120 h, in accordance with the manufacturer', in-truction:;.
This interval is arbitrarily taken to be one cycle.
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The change in dil physicochemica! properties is determined by
analysis of samples. These are 0.5 liter in volume and are taken
before fresh oil is added, after the engine has been operating for
20 min and for 30, 60, and 120 h during the second, fifth, ninth,
thirteenth., and fifteenth-cycles, as well as when the oil is drained
at the end of each cycle.- The amount of oil initially introduced into
the engine, the samples taken, the oil added, and that drained are
all recorded.

Engine servicing and maintenance during the stand tests are
carried out in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

Long-term 600-hour 01l Tests in rA3-51 Automobile Engine Under
Stand Conditions

This procedure is intended to establish the suitability of an
experimental oil for use in carbureted automobile engines. It es-
sentially consists in comparing the results of tests conducted ait.h
the experimental oil and a standard oil in an rA3-51 engine; the
criteria employed include the change in engine power and economy,
englne-component wear, engine-component corrosion, piston-ring
mobility, amount and type of deposits on engine components, oil
consumption, and change in oil physicochemical properties.

The standard oil is the oil customarily used for the rA3-51
engine (that recommended by the manufacturer). The tests include
preliminary running-in for 48 h, a second running-in for 2 h after
disassembly and reassembly, determination of control characteris-
tics, and engine operation under a long-term test regime for 600 h.

The tests are conducted with a-new valveless crankcase-ven-
tilation system.

Bef6re tbting, the experimental'oil must be'subjected to
physicochemical analysis in accordance with the GOST's or Arbi-
trary Technical Specifications; it is also recommended that it
undergo tests in laboratory equipment and short-term tests in a
full-size engine, with a standard oil for comparison. The engine
is run in with a standard oil for 48 h before testing. The running-
in regime is shown in Table 67.

Six hours of operation constitutes a single stage. The running-
in process consists of 8 stages. The crankcase-oil and water-dis-
charge temperatures are held at 80-85 0 C. The oil is changed after
the engine has been operating for 6, 12, and 30 h. Oil is added
every 6 h (10 min after the engine has been shut down).

After the engine has been run in for 48 h, it is disassembled

for inspection, the deposits are removed, and the components are
subjected to micrometric measurement: the cylinders, pistons, pis-
ton rings (gap, height, and width), upper rod bushings, crankshaft,
and crank and rod bearing bushings are measured. The piston rings
and bearing bushings are also weighed.

After the micrometric measurements have been made and the en-
gine reassembled, a second 2-h running-in is carried out with the
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TABLE 67
Running-in Regime Before Micrometric Measurements

Pewum 2 qIHCA0 060po'ro a
*1H1Mlyly ['poAAo4(HTeCJ bHOCtb

XoAnnTroi XOA 4 M I •,1 .film 9
10 j. C. 5 HiO) I'11 .IM 9
15 A. C. 5 1200 I,, o
25 Ac. 5 1606 1 1l 10
35 a. c. 5 2000 I 0
40.A. C. 5 2400 I 10
45 AC C. 5 , 2800 45 .11m 9

noAlloe OTKpWTHN ApOC.C I•R 6 2h0 5 4itm 9
25 ACc. 5 1(00 15, .4 It 9

Xu.•ocTofv koA 4 1200 1 0 A.HI 9
OcTaitOwKa 7

8 IlToro 1 J0

1) Regime; 6) Full throttle;
2) Engine speed, r/min; 7) Shutdown;
3) Duration; 8) Total;
4) Idle; 9) mirl;
5) hp; 10) h.

TABLE 68
Running-in Regime After Micrometric Measurements

Pe)IHU 2 UHCAO o6OpOTOS pO5OAAWHTeAbHCCIb,
MHIIiI r) - Jtl

4 Xoivocroh xo0- 4 1200 20
$OcTaWuBKa A.AR CMeHW Ma A-
4 Xwoocrol xo, 1200 15)

25 .1. c 6 1600 30
35 A. C.6 2C00 30
45 A CA 200 sn

7 OCn"iwalýKa

-i r2 i 2(o .0 M

1) Regime; 6) hp;
2) Engine speed, r/'mirn; 7) shutdown;
3) Duration, min; 8) Total;
4) Idle; 9) h;
5) Shutdown for oil 10) mini.

change;

test oil under the regimes shown in Table 68.

The crankcase-oil and water-discharge temperature.- are held at
80-85 0C during running-in. Oil changes are made 20 min aft!1 inln-
ning-in starts and at the end of the running-in period. Th÷- ,ngine
is not disassembled after the second running-in; Its governor
Tharacteristics are determined the oil 1i changed, and the 1,ro:-
termi test Is then conducted.
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The high-quality oil filters for all the tests are checked for
pass capacity in a special apparatus. The pass capacity is determined
with a pressure of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 kg/cm2 in front of the fil-
ter and an oil temperature of 75 0 C. The deviations in filter pass
capacity should not exceed 20% of the average value.

The long-term tests are carried out in 3-h stages, the regimes
for which are given in Table 69.

Three hours of operation constitutes a single stage. A long-
term test consists of 200 stages.

TABLE 69

Test Regime

• n 12 KoAItectino 060pOTo,, 13lpemn roi6o.M3 n. Pellllyf 3 IS h111Y "ri, .1111H•

1 sflycK i nporpe- ASHraTenxn 600 i5
2 XnMmOcTOR xo, 600 In
3 05 P,.1,. 7 1400 1-5
4 0.75 P,, H. 7  

2100 35
5 'lo.j11oC OTX lITIe lApoceeCbIoh 38.

CnoiIK1i 2800 1,
8 6XOJOCTOH XOA 600 I(n"7 0,05 Pe. H. 7  2800 3,
B ClOAtoeC OTKpbIT'e ApOCCCAbltO saO-

CJIOIIXH 1500 m.5
9 g JoOCTOA XOA H oxawaxcAS etlltc ABI•itTe-

AX AO .o T-phl BMXOAWeA onow 40 C
It MIMCA O C 6100 10

10 IlToro - 3m 1

n. is the average effective pressure corres-
ponding to the rated power indicated in the manufac-
turer's instructions.

1) No.; 2) regime; 3) engine speed, r/min; 4) operating time, min;
5) engine start and warmup; 6) idle; 7) Pre n; 8) full throttle;

9) idle and cooling of engine to 'ater-discharge temperature of 400 C
and oil temperature of 50°C; 10) total; 11) h.

The water-discharge temperature is held at 83 + 5'C. The dif-
ference between the water-intake and water-discharge temperatures
should be 5-10°C. The crankcase-oil temperature is held at 88 + 50 C.
Forced water cooling of the crankcase is permitted. The fuel con-
sumption at full throttle and 2000 r/min should be 13.4-13.6 kg/h,
while the .spark-advance angle should be 18-200 (this is checked
when the governor characteristics are determined before the long-
term test).

The oil and high-quality filter element are changed after the
engine has run for 51 h. Oil is added after every 9 .h of engine
operation, 10 min after shutdown, bringing the level up to the up-
per indicator mark.
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The following data are recorded during the test: engine speed,
brake load, water-intake and water-discharge temperatures, crank-
case-oil temperature, exhaust-gas temperature, oil pressure before
low-quality filter and in oil line, intake vacuum, air-intake temp-
erature, crankcase-gas pressure, exhaust-gas pressure, and fuel
consumption. These indices are noted at the end of each stage. The
gases blown by into the crankcase are measured every other stage.

The amount of deposits on the high-quality oil filter is de-
termined from the difference in filter weight before installation
in the engine and after removal during the oil change.

Oil samples (0.5 liter) are taken from the oil line with the
engine idling after 20 min and 51 h of each 51-h cycle.

The samples are used to determine viscosity at 50 and 1001C,
acid number, ash, tar content, and total mechanical-impurity con-
tent, separating the impurities into organic and inorganic consti-
tuents.

The amount of oil initially introduced into the engine, the
samples taken, the oil added, and that drained from the engine are
all recorded by weight.

After every 102 h of engine operation, the carburetor fuel
nozzle is rinsed and the cylinder compression is measured.

Servicing of the engine and adjustment of the carburetor
and spark-advance angle are carried out in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions. Tests are conducted with type A-70
-utomobile gasoline from a single batch.

After the governor characteristics have been determined at
the end of the test, the engine is disassembled for inspection,
the amount of deposits on the components is determined, and the
components are measured micrometrically.

The amount of deposits on the pistons and rings is deter-
mined after they have been rinsed with gasoline and dried, by
weighing them before and after removal of the deposits. Piston-
ring mobility is evaluated immediately after disassembly of the
engine and before the pistons have been rinsed with gasoline,
from the force necessary to move the rings in the piston grooves.
A ring is considered to be free if it moves under the action of
its own weight, tight if a slight force is required to move it,
very tight if it can only be moved with difficulty by a consid-
erable force, and frozen if it cannot be moved at all. A ring
can be frozen over its entire circumference or only partially.
The arc, in degrees, over which the ring is frozen is noted.

§2. ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS OF BASE OILS FROM AZERBAYDZHAN CRUDE
OILS

Crude oils produced from diifferent regions of the Apsheron
Peninsula and the Caspian Sea differ greatly in the types and
properties of the hydrocarbons composing them. The large number
of crude oils refined to produce lubricating oils, the many re-
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fining methods employed, and the variety of additives used make it
possible to obtain an almost unlimited variety of motor oils with
the most varied physical and service properties.

The great diversity of motor-oil production methods results
from a combination of extensive research and design work and a great
deal of production experience.

The physical and engine properties of an oil depend on the raw
pnaterial from which it is produced, the method and extent of refin-
ing, and the additives used.

It can be said that the purpose of oil additives is to improve
the properties of highly refined, high-quality mineral oils. Addi-
tives cannot compensate for poor oil quality or poor refining.

It must be emphasized that internal combustion engines LICE]
(CfBC) are designed for very dlfferent purposes and operating con-
ditions, so that lubrication of their components with an appropri-
ate oil is of prime importance if they are to operate at full ca-
pacity.

Although the lubrication requirements for diesel and spark-ignition engines are theoretically identical, more stringent re-

quirements are usually imposed on lubricating oils for diesels.
The incomplete combustion in these engines leads to formation of
soot and resins, while the more complex hydrocarbon structure of
diesel fuel makes it possible for far large amounts of soot and
resins to be produced than in spark-ignition gasoline engines. This
tendency toward soot and resin formation accounts for the more
stringent requirements imposed on lubricating oils for diesel en-
gines. In general, diesels have a greater tendency toward ring
scuffing and piston contamination as a result of the accumula-
tion and combustion of soot and resins on the heated surfaces.
The crankcase oil is also more rapidly and severely contaminated
with soot and resins, which leads to carbon deposition on the oil
filters and internal engine surfaces in most cases.

A preliminary engine appraisal of oils produced from Azer-
baydzhan crude oils, which differ in raw-material quality, extent
of refining, and additive efficiency, makes it possible to evaluate
certain functional characteristics of such motor oils before long-
term testing in real engines. Diesel and automobile oils obtained
from a promising mixture of Apsheron crude oils subjected to dif-
ferent degrees of refining were preliminarily engine-tested by the
methods described above.

Engine Characteristics of Winter Diesel Oils

Investigations of the engine characteristics of 4-8 winter
diesel oils produced from th- crude-oil mixture mentioned above
were conducted with three oil specimens: a standard specimen of
CY machine oil containing 3% AsHI.*-4 additive, A-8 oil refined
with 150% furfurol and containing 3% As3HW-7 additive, and 4-8
oil refined with 200% furfurol and containing 3% A3HMM-7 additive.
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TABLE 70

Brief Technological Characterization of Oil Samples

Ocxpa 1 mCn TeX iim ricecaKai xapak, 'iMC HKa Co!3 p IIOa Inc iH. -

4 '6 *pyo4-8, o1111eoCIIIioe 150% A113c.,bjloe AacAo CCNCKTIWIOis o'ICT.II 18 (150% Pyp4ypoaa)
Oypqoypojia, c 3% np-.- njima patoTuI 1B131taTvAnii 11 IIIMIIIIX
caR l A3HIIH-7 yCnolhfFX H13 n1pcncKTIII Imni c .mVc:i

IICiTCi, o1miLeuiioe 150% ýypqypo-
na, 1% CCpIiofI KIICJOTIJ 11 5% ryl-

6piia. K 6aNomoMy macA)y Ao6N qrm.mn
0.5% nlenpeccaTopa A311iH1|!, 3%
nPfMCaKN AYHIIl-7

.5 9
AU-8, oimemw:oe 200% "o xe, ow•suenmwe 200% *ypciyporis y-8 (20% ýyp~ypoia)

4iyp4ypoaa c 3% npH.-
caAxiK A.3 IH-7

1) Sample; 2) technological characterization; 3) abbreviation; 4)
,a-8, refined with 150% furfurol, containing 3% A4tMII-7 additive;
5) A-3, refined with 200% furfurol, containing 3% AHaHM-7 additive;
6) selectively refined diesel oil for engine operation under winter
conditions, produced from crude oil mixture refined with 150% fur-
furol, 1% sulfuric acid, and 5% gumbrin. A3HWM depressor( 0.5%) and
AMHMI-7 additive (3%) added to base oil; 7) the same, refined with
200% furfurol; 8) A-8 (150% furfurol); 9) 4-8 (200% furfurol).

Table 70 gives a brief technological characterization of the
A-8 diesel-oil specimens tested.

Preliminary Evaluation of Engine Properties of 4-8 Oils in Single-

Cylinder 14-10.5/13 Fnginr•

Before conducting short-term engine tests in the serial-prod-

TABLE 71

Results of Preliminary Tests on 4-8 Diesel Oils
F[]O N3 33TtCAlH NWIM1l1

.4.

specimen;mp zO uru

O6pa3eIL x

0 M -

9 DManIitiwA 06pa3CU 156 42 1 007 11,14 0,42
L'-R (150% OYPOypo-4a) 1 327 .4ti 0,11 (),2!1 I 0.)

A1.8 (200% ityp*ypomi) 10 120 35 0,03 0.135 ,5

±) Specimen; 2) indices evaluated; 3) wear~ing of frst~~ a r d n ni*'~
com~pression ringsr mg; 4) average wearing op rting :iet mg; car-~
ban deposits, g; 1) rings; 7) grooves; 8) pisoton face; 9) Atandard
specimen; 10~ furfurol.
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uced AA3-204 automobile eng ie, the experimental oils were checked
In a single-cylinder 14 engine by the method developed by the En-
gine-Test Department of the AHMWH Hn. The results of these tests
are given in Table 71.

The results of the preliminary engine-characteristic evalua-
tion enables us to conclude that the oils subjected to both types
of refining reduce ring wear by an average of about 15-20%. The
A-8( 150% furfurol) oil reduces compression-ring wear by 18.6% in
comparison with the standard specimen and total ring wear by 14.3%.
The corresponding figures for the A-8 (200% furfurol) oil are 23.9
and 16.7%. The refined oils yielded better results than the stand-
ard oil with respect to carbon deposition on the main engine com-
ponents.

Short-term Stand Tests of 4-8 Oils in 9A3-204 Engine

At this stage of the investigation a definitive evaluation
of the engine characteristics c' the A-6 diesel oils was made by
comparing the characteristics of the test oils on the basis of
the results of short-term stand tests in a four-cylinder serial-
produced RA3-204 engine, using the VNII NP method. The test result.
are given in Tables 72-74.

The data characterizing the wear for the main components of
the PA3-204 engine (see Table 72) indicate that the piston-ring
wear decreases as 4-8 oil is more highly refined. Thus, 4-8 oil
( ý00% furfurol) yielded a compression-ring wear that averaged
24% less than that produced by the same oil refined with 150%
furfurol, while oil-ring wear was 14% lower.

The refined oils yielded somewhat poorer results with respect
to a number of wear indices (oil-ring wear and compression-ring
wear from change in ring gap). However, with respect to tlht main
Index usually employed for evaluating the antiwear efficiency of
iAItive-containing oils, compression-ring wear from change irn

!yJht, the 4-8 (150% furfurol) and a-0 (200% furfurol) rave tb-

arve.; 31 and 45% lower than the standard oil respectively.

,Table 73 gives a comparative character!zatIon ot the CIls
t11 respect to the amount and character of the carb-n deposits
,'n 1,,e main engine components.

The Q-8 (150% furfurol) oil yields the same carbon depu.- 1-
l1on on the rod-piston components as the standard oil. Greater
relInement improves uil antideposit characteristics: tht! cair'Lti
depciitton for the 4-8 (200% furfurol) ol Is 47% lower than Lhat
fLe. the Q-8( 150% furfurol) oil.

No difference was observed between th: two A-6 oil ,ipeclme,
with respect to ring mobility. They yield fewer frec ringt" thin
the standard oil but a somewhat smaller number of frozen rinii::
two, as against three for the standard oil.

Table 74 presertos data characterizing t h, chanp.'> !In r1
pyIcocheinica1 properties.
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TABLE 72

Wearing of Main Components of 0A3-204 Engine

1 1 3 TUOmioe 1.8 (150% 1 -8 (20
tloxpcn33ea .Hmoca 2 iacIo 4yypypiA,) I yppyjoaa)

. 113H1nc nounpeccHoHmlx xoAeu (no no-

Tepe ucca), Ka
! 45 136 96

1 439 167 165
III 227 1 ;0 78

IV 187 158 116
5 B epeAtfeM Ia KObUo 227 155 114
6 To me1 no I13MeICIhIIhO 3830p8 B CTbIKe

XOleU, AK
1 50 50

11 is0 15o 125
Il75 7; 50

50 75 75

5 B Cpcmem Ila KoAbuto 57 96 75
7 I43IIOC MarcnocbeMHwx nOieu ("n1 no.

Tepe Deca), A.Z
V 57 129 58
VI 79 91 54
VII 75 93 107
VIII 70 82 38

5 B cpcuemt Ia Kwoaio 70 99 b4
6 To we no 1t3MellefiHlO 3a30pa 0 CTuKe

XO.eCU, .RC
V I 110 170 117
VI 125 117 100
VII 110 10 133
Vill 150 130 147

5 B cpeAiem ,ia Xo.'IIO 124 144 124
e CpelIHA 113li0C W3TotI.Ma X BKsIga wbLeA

(;Iz) ula of2l,
Sepxun( .594 189 401

L 0 HHEKNN* 142 42 165

1) Wear indices; 2) standard oil; 3) furfurol; 4) compression-ring

wear (from weight loss), kg; 5) average per ring; 6) the same,

from change in ring gap, j.; 7) oil-ring wear (from weight loss), '

8) average wear foi- single rod bushing (mg); 9) upper; 10) lower.

It can be seen from the data in this tatle that the kinematIc

viscosity of refined A-8 oils in a AA3-204 engine changes less

rapidly than that of thc standard oil. The oa;ne 1; also true of

the increase In iron content in the worked-out oil. The acidity

and tar content of the refined oils undergo a greater change. 'h

ash content decreases in all cases, but m~re rapIdly for the :tand-

ard oil. The mechanical-impurity content I.- the same for the stand-

ard and a-8 (150% furfurol) oils, but decreases for the 4-8 (200"

furfurol) oil.

These tests enable us to draw the following coriclujions.

I. Preliminary evaluiation of the engine characteristicý: of,

the oils tested in an 14 engine shows that 4-8 oils subjected tn

both types of refining reduce wear In cemparison wlthi CY mirhine

oil, but carbon deposition is more severe than for the l',tý!er

oil.
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TABLE 73

Carbon Deposition and Ring Mobility in AA3-204
Engine

I i 3 =anoi.oe A1-8 (150% A8 (2001
['oxa3aTCAH OUeHXK12 Maorta2 MCyAloyp~yoaa) ýyg¢ypoAA),
_ _ _ _I-__ _ _ __ 3

4 HarapooGpa3ouam.c, z
S na xoJLuax 2,41 3.93 1,72.
6 0 K8allao.X nopiiiiici 3.5 3,050 1,51
7 H& A1IWUaX nopuzmen, 4,5 3,25 2,14

8 Bcero 10,41 10,23 5,37

9 nOABI1*1IOCTb KOMnpecCHOHHMX KOJ1eLI
1 0 c0o60ANIAc 18 II II
1 1 npi aa4eiitic . 3 2 2
12 nnoTbie 1 3 HeT 3 3

1) Indices evaluated; 7) On piston faces;
2) standard oil; 8" Total;
3) Furfurol; 9) Ccmpression-ring
4) Carbon deposition, g; mobility;
5) On rings; 10) Free;
6) In piston grooves; 11) Welded;

12) Tight;
13) none.

The A-8 (200% furfurol) oil is better in all engine-test in-
dices than the A-8 (150% furfuro"l) oil.

2. The oil subjected to both types of refining provide bet-
ter characteristics than the standard with respect to all basic
indices (compression-ring wear from change in weight). The &-8
('150% furfurol) oil is equivalent to CY machine oil with respect
tc carbon deposition, ring mobility, and change in oil propertiei,_
while the 4-8 (200% furfurol) oil halves carbon deposition with-
otit improving ring mobility.

Greater refinement of 4-8 oil thus provides somewhat h~ir
: l-service indices.

!esting of 4n-11 Diesel Oils Produced from Prospective Crude-Oil
Mixture

We investigated the engine characteristics of 8 specimens oi'
'--'I diesel oils:

A standard specimen - commercial diesel ol1 produced by tht
rU/" irn. XXII SVyezda KPSS and containing AaýhM-1 4 additive;

A standard specimen - commercial diesel oil produced by tht
NNIZ Im. Dzhaparidze and containing A3HHH-4 additive;
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TABLE 75

Brief Technological Characterization of Ol Speci-
mens Tested

1 I
06p23et 1 Texioaor'iecan XopaKTepNCTNX2

3 1.-I, oqiuaemioc 200% *yp4)ypona, I, eflsnINeoC MaC.1o CCAMeKIrIofI O'ICTKH III
2 H 3% KIICJIOTU c 3% npIIplcalKH neCpCnKTlTIIII Ii CMKCII ,ile1C A(PIi . M.IDujCeI0oI
A3HHH.7 200% (ýyprpypo.-a, I, 2 n 3%% XKCJOTI 1

5% ryM6pima. K 6amoaoMy MalAy Ao6aR•
.neio 0,2% It'lpl t-caTopa A3I3HH m 3%

A. 21-1 I, oquaeuiioe 250% 4ypi)ypona, I, 9To me, o4ituiltmle 25-0% typ4Pypnna n I ii
2% KIICOTIT c 3% np HcAKII 2% K IIC.IOA
A3HHH-7

5 A1.11. o'iullc.imoe 350% 4yyp~y oAa, I% OTo we, oumnuetmoe 350% jqp~ypoAa H 1%
KlICJ0oTbI C 3% I'pICAKII A3HHH-7 KHCJ.oTl,

6 2-II, o '.itupmioe 2()0% *eHoJia c 3% ITo we, owlzlm:ui oe 200% ýeioia
npiica~zmi A.AiIIIlL7

7 ,l-I 1, oqsneimot. 250% 4eno~ia c 3% 2 To ae, o4inCImI.i'( 250% 4 I(,t,.i,
nptcaoaKli A3111111-7

1) Specimen; 2) technological characterization; 3) 4-11, Lrefined
with 200% furfurol and 1, 2, or 3% acid, containing 3% A3HWW-7
additive; 4) A-li, refined with 250% furfurol and 1 or 2% acid,
containing 3% A3HWW-7 additive; 5) A-Il, refined with 3501 furfurol
and 1% acid, containing 3% AaHMM-7 additive; 6) A-II, refined with
200% phenol, containing 3% AaHMM-7 additive; 7) 4-11, refined with
250% phenol, containing 3% AHMM.-7 additive; 8) selectively refined
diesel oil from crude oil mixture, purified with 200% furfurol, 1,
2, or 3% acid, and 5% gumbrin. A3HMI depressor (0.2%) and A3HMM-7
additive (30) added to base oil; 9) the same, refined with 250%
furfurol and 1 or 2 % acid; 10) the same, refined with 350% fur-
furol and 1% acid; 11) the same refined with 200% phenol; 12)
the same, refined with 250% phenol.

-1-i oil, refined with 200% furfurol and 1% acid, containing
3,1 A •-1H-7 additive;

A-I1 oil, refined with 250% furfurol and 1% acid, containiný:
3;, AjHOW-7 additive;

Z-11 oil, refined with 250% furfurol and 2% acid, contailnin
"2,! ",IHOW-7 additive;

A-l1 oil, refined with 350% furfurol and 1% acid, cortalri!nc
3% A3HOW-7 additive;

A-ll oil, refined witn 200% phenol, containing A A3HHW-7

11-11 oil, refined with 250% phenol, containing 3% AnHIW-7
add tivye.

Table 75 gives a brief technological characterization ef tIh:.;:
specimens.
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Before conducting short-term stand tests in an MA3-204 engine,
the service characteristics of a number of the A-1i oil specimens
and of the standard oils were checked in a single-cylinder, four-
stroke compressive-ignition engine of the 14 10.5/13 type. Table
76 presents the results of these tests.

Analysis of the data in Table 76 establishes that greater re-
finement of the 4-11 distillation by use of a greater percentage
of the selective solvent (furfuro'.) causes a rise in compression-
ring wear. Thus, the wear for the first and second rings increases
by 17% khen the extent of refining is increased from 200 to 350%
furfurol. Carbon deposition on the main engine components, however,
is reduced.

TABLE 76

Results of Prcliminary Tests on 4-11 Diesel Oils
in Single-Cylinder 14 Engine

2 5
13HOc 2oK0MpeCCH- I IarspCo6pa3neHHe, Nov
OibiX KOJmei, Atz

06paeu L# I =6 , 7 j • 8

ifl HaKOAb- 0 4;
0 0

1 0 :ATaJIOmumoe Macao (5H3 iim. XXIi
' Clb3Jla IICC) 176 dA 38 72 230 340

1 1 'TanmmIIoe MacIo (5H3. um. Imana-
flH,'13C) 1 317 100 100 175 W0 875

'l.I (200% pypyoJa, I% KIICAOT;,l) 58 (1 208 322 381 9)11
,:-I1 (200% *~yptypow , 2% KIICJ1OTW) 1i7 21 1;2 4M7 289 938
;1,11 (200% *ypcPypona. 3% KHC.101o ) 50 16 190 290 370 8.50
.- i I (2W0% *yptvponaa 1% KOCAOTU) - 89 30 330 122 482
J-I (250% *ypi)pojna, 2% KC.ucATM) 103 34 250 25n0 2, 700
A-1 I (250% ypNypoA.a, 10% KHCJOTMu) 68 19 70 140 1020 1230

1) Specimen; 2) compression-ring wear, mg; 3) T and Ii; 4) averase
per ring; 5) carbon deposition, mg; 6) rings; 7) grooves; 8) pis-
ton face; 9) total; 10) standard oil (BNZ im. XXII S"yezda KPSS);
11) standard oil (BNZ im. Dzhaparidze); 12) furfurol; 13) acid.

Increasing the extent of acid-contact refining Df 4l-i (200%
:urfurol) oil from 1 to 2% acid causes a slight increa.ie in wear
,rnd carbon deposition. A further increase (to 3%) reduces thence
indices to the sa.,Ie level as for 1% acid.

Refinement of A-11 (250% furfurol) dintillate with 2% acid
causes total carbon deposition and deposition on the r Ln-: and
grooves to increase by an average of 40% in comparison with re-
finement with 1% acid.

The wear characteristics of all the A-11 diesel oil-s tested
are greater than for the standard commercial oils. Only &l-l1 (250%
furfurol and 1% acid) oil had an antideposItion properties eouiva-
lent to those of the standard commercial BNZ Im. XXII S"ytzda
KPSS oil.
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TABLE 77

Wear for Main Components of AA3-204 Engine After
Short-term Tests with A-11 Diesel Oils Containing
A3HI fl-7 Additive

0..q

Mn (.ep ea...

1 .5 37 .Q52 e3; es- 4{.' Es. *;

I11O5 4 71TeAH - 12 H09 14
C:1 0 0 0

Iii 01 81 C84 CIO,• 12 12
IV,•64 46 7 *•q 85 2i -7 11--6 11B310 ce eMfpeCCOblC o77X K7 07eL1

1 55 4 5 30 O0 ,10 5 164

1 152 M 87 71 119 2 192 109 149
611 60 81 84 58 6' 2 142 123 "

IV 64 46 74 (A 85 265 M7 113
7 B cpeAhieM Hia KOJabUO 87 78 74 57 80 177 0 3 102

8 To me noMeowo 3opa, *Ic
I 55 40 30 0 50 50 0I 10

I 1 150 136 O 901 75 150 180 200
11l0 100 30 55 75 75 60 25
IV ?5 29 30 52 100 18 100 204)

7 B cpeAHCM Ha KOJIbI10 8o2 40 19 75 106 85 131
9 !I311C M301CJI UbMHUX KoJ~ei (no 8

flOTepC ncca), Ace
1 15 26 46 38 52 82 0 I 38

II 12 30 46 21 66 137 22 43
111 14 33 35 16 91 90 22 34
IV I1 29 34 21 N 89 21 48

7 B cpCAnem ,ia xonuo 15 20 40 19 72 93 19 41
8 To mIe no 343mcHeHwIO 3a3OPa, MDK

1 87 13 20 30 33 50ay
IIK, 92 100 130 51 75 14 4 5

111 61 "10 30142 50 25 25 66
IV 61 571 30 40 100 100 10 66

7 B cpeRHem iia KOjibltO 7 67 27 41 64 103) 20 5 1
1 0 CpCniniA H3iloc Ha 021111 Harpy-

WICHHhII4 BXJ1AW~W WaTYNHoro
NoI~nI~a ~97 182 121 ! 7 85

1 To xe ta ieiarpywemeuN* 24 61 17 26 28

1) Wear index; 2) standard oil (BNZ in. XXII S"yezda); 3) standard
(BNZ tm. Dzhaparidze); 14) furfurol; 5) acid; 6) compression-

'! .• ~.'ear (from weight loss), rmg; 7) average per ring; 8) the samnn,
. hange in gap, Wm; 9) oil-ring wear (from weight loss), mg;

ii • verage wear for one loaded rod-bearing bu.,hing, ing; 11) the
z•.-, for unloaded bushing; 12) phenol.
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TABLE 78

Carbon and Tar Deposition and Ring Mobility in
PA3-204 Engine After Short-Term TeSts on 4-l.
Diesel Oils Containing A3HWH-'7 Additive

Z 0

'---

7 Harapoo6p iaioma e Ila no0pu~ae

DIAX Ko0., llax0 ? 2,$ Z2 42 7 i •.. . . i
i 8 f farapo(WDo a losalie H KalfallKaX

rionpw~iief, e 2.17 2,3 4.8 2.4 7' ,5,0 2,9 3.52 ,9"HarapOo0PaK3 0 lopa e Ia OIHue ax '

fnopUilCk, Z 3.45 2,7 5, 4.9 8,4 !,5 3,25 .1,Y 0ymmapsoe narapoo0pa3oRaa.e,
U7,97 8,2 13,7 10.07' 17,0 9, 1 9.67 .7-

I 1 •I C,1 4 O611 ,/Xo cKo)•,ilrolpeCclOfi-

11,4x N()Jle 15 13 13 13 [ 13 16 r I13 1.1
1 2 t1jlCJ1O KOM11pV'C01O|II1LAX KO,'1C9I

c oar pallelllleii fIO pIrnKIO-
C T 6, 0 ( [. lO T IIWX ) 1 3 3 3 / 2 . .S3 o ux Kol m[Ix, OI, 3X K,2 I ,

rlO0rllOCTl,1O 11U HILOT Dp•lt X I1021- )

131) *IIO C T h (n p lJX~ a q e 11FtWx ) . . . . 3 2_ i

1) Engine-test indices; 2) standard oil (BNZ ira. XXII Sllyezda);
3) standard oil (BMZ im. Dzhaparidze); 4) furfurol.; 5.) acid; 6)phenol; 7) carbon deposition in piston rings, g; 8) carbon deposi-
tion in piston grooves, g; 9) carbon deposition on piston faces,
g; 10) total carbon deposition, g; 8i) number of free compression
rings; 12) number of compression rings with restricted mobility
(tight); 13) number of frozen compression rings.
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In order to make a raore thorough appraisal of the engine
characteristics of the test oils under operating conditions in
high-supercharged serial-produced automobile engines, where oils
of the A-li type are most widely used, we conducted short-term
stand tests of various oil specimens of this type.

Table 77 shows the wear characteristics of the oils, Table
78 shows the carbon deposition on the engine components, and Table
79 shows the change in oil physicochemical properties.

The data in Table 77 enable us to establish that use of 250%
furfurol as the selective solvent is the optimum type of refine-
ment. bringing the oil quality to a higher level than that of
standard oils.

A somewhat more complex relationship obtains for the in-
dices characterizing carbon deposition and piston-ring mobility
in engines operating with A-11 oils subjected to different degrees
of refining.

First of all, none of the refined f-li oils are equivalent
in total carbon deposition on the main engine components to the
standard commercial oils. Use of 250% phenol for refining yields
better results than 200% phenol (8.7 and 9.67 g respectively).

Increasing the degree of acid-contact refining of furfurol-
processed A-11 oils causes an increase in carbon deposition.

Increasing the refinement of A-il oils with furfurol to 350%
reduces total carbon deposition to 9.1 3, as against 13.7 g for
200% furfurol and 10.07 g for 250% furfurol. The best piston-ring
mobility indices are.also obtained in this variant ( ý50% furfurol).

As can be seen from the data in Table 79, the change in vis-
cosity is greatest for the standard specimens (5 and 1.6%) and
for the A-li (250% furfurol and 2% acid) oil, amounting to 6.5%
in the latter case. The changes in viscosity are almost identi-
cal for specimens refined with 200 and 250% phenol( 11.6 and 11.5%
respectively) and somewhat greater for those refined with 200,
250, and 350% furfurol (22-24%).

The acidity of A-11 oil refined with 200% furfurol or 200%
phenol remains almost constant during the test, while that of the
standard VNZ im. XXII S"yezda oil increases by a factor of more
than 3. The acidity of the A-11 (250% furfurol) and A-li (250%
phenol) oils is almost doubled. The change in the acidity of
the standard VNZ im. Dzhaparidze oil is slight (38%).

The increase in the tar content of the oils can be assumed
to be almost identical in all cases, the rise being 250-350%. The
change in coke content is greatest in the A-il (250% furfurol and
2% acid) oil.

Short-term tests in a PA3-204 engine have thus established
that A-li oil refined with 250% furfurol, 1% acid and 5% gumbrin
and containing 3% AsHOW-7 additive and 0.2% depressor is better
than the standard commercial oils produced by the VNZ im. XXII
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TABLE 79

Change In Physicochemical Properci-s of A1-11 Oils

6 e

1 2 '-' '

OOpaseR BpeuR oT6opa lIpo6 2 -

2 -: 5 1 6 7
I ' rr

3TaI;oc Mcc fo 42 u• l0.',3 00(1 0,4157 1,2 0,26' 0,'31

R-iI ,, 10 1 10,63 0+, "1 ).(:6 1,5 0.38 0,31
5304---54) ,, 20 10,71) 79 ) I D.0tll 1}; 1) 11

., 30 10,7.- (1.11 ,)1118 8 (1.44 . 0 #,I

40 q I(1', 02.2 04.) 1 1 ,,i4 ,A ).I
1 50 i II,,11 O '.r 0. , 1) 1.6,3 1IA 0,34 0,0(0 13 0316 I ,.21

1 5 Ywim4viiHqelta6c. 0,,51 0,3{0 0,G0 11.8 .0,10 I0,40

rnoKaatC1A•, % ,5 750 5 - 38 261

10 3t A•Olroe Mac,0 lroc.e 20 m.UK 12,()] (19 0,i0"3 0,2 0,15 r.
Jf-tI 1 H1-13 mm. .. 1) '1 ih Ro. 0.02 1.7 0,21 0,25
XXII cbe3,a ,, 21) 11,45 , OI 0.08 4 2 0,36 0.53
KI1CC ,, 30 q 11,73 0,11 0.03 2,7 0.3, 0,71

40 11.,3 O,07 0,01 6.5 0,42 1 ,7I

51) ,t 12,25 0.l11) 0,05 8.2 0,41 0,93

60 ' 12,20 (1,3 C, (6 17 0.54 1.31
1 5 NaeAitj&rHe a6c. 0,19 ,0.1 0,03 16,8 0.19 0..,

noKa:aTCA•, % 1.3 44 100 -- 2(0 2n.1~ ~ 4 l1ce2
1-11 (200% OW L c.i- e 2) mum 10.28 .1 o,3 0,12 4,5 02.07 05.1,

Oypoaa) 10 -r 1053 0,59 0,08 10 0,0-, (.,
20 q 11,34 o111 0,06 13,7 0,07 0.81
30 11.47 0,73 0.12 16 0.07 0,85
40 . 12,01 0,76 0,14 18,5 0.06 1,42
50 i 12,47 0.77 0,16 .20.75 008 1,X)
60 q . 12,88 0:;,3 0,20 20,5 0,07 1,68

1 sYac.'14ectwe alk. 2,60 0,40 0,08 If 0 1.20
' MoKa3aRt % 24 94 6I; 0 250

-1 (250% - l-ct' 20 quit I 1i%60 , , .5 rP, Il

oypoia, 1 %lKyC- 10 , 11,71 0i U1- UiO , I (.
AOt,, 20) 12,o 1 8 0,11 q901) (0,70

40 q I0-.! 8}I , ! 13.2 1~t 1+r
30 2 22 I 0 14,5I 0,06 1,-'5,) ,t 1) I:.1 0) U ' '0 I-1,5 (10t ,

• ., 60 ,<Il~ ••+ L 1 18,7 0,. 0S 1,17

Syet..,,,qcilte a6c. 2.51 ( 018 , 07 17. 2 (' .(, I 1.
I0oKaAW:IM, % 24 (15 - it ) 35,

LI 13 1 4 3
J-l; (2,50% ' p- i oc.le 20 mum 9,7) (0,f1I 1 0 I., 15 .3 0.02 0,,-,

*ypOcA, 2%1 ec* 10 4 (1,76 1! t',,ý1 (I'S2 147 (1I45 0'0
Am urb) 2o it q, I'il, 2}] , 1. I 0 011•'t (),#,t

9,V, 0 102' 0,2)) 23 0 .(Y5 O.w-i
,0 < I I) i . 0 1 37 0). , 0.26,
Fo) I lIII; no I tl';, 0,30 24 O.JW'•f 0.(A,

60 q1(1;2 ,1( 3 ;,,+ 23,5 0, 1 il 0,7,1

'I1 SS'al.'.11,cilc e 36c. 0.63 10,0tik3 0,19 -- O O '% 021
1o101(a t l.1CA , % J,;,5 16 1 G ' .. 37'0 o 36

,.y p 10 9 K9 (. . ) 0 . 1 2 0 .,2 ' I + 0 .m • o.9 ?
20 1 10.,8J' R 042 7 0,07 ! 1.01

I ,30q O1 0..5 05o 0.52t 53 0,.09I 1.2,)
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TABLE 79 CONTINUED

3_ _ .1 1~ 6 f 7~ 1_

oie40 :t 105 0,08 0,76 t88S 0.05
50 13 0 0,10 0,77 83 0,13 1.92
60 , ,, i 0,,, 0,'1 ) 225 (1,09 2,3)

1 5Yn•.AiP•(,ic a6c. 2,07 0.108 0,17 218 0.07 I,5;Ii
1OK 1(,laTC'AJ, % 22) .3} -, 350 260
1 3 ,(, 1 .14

A"1-i (200% []FAe 2(3 .,* i 10.76 0),(76 18 I0 1 4 i 0,0•5 0)20
if) q I.,76 c.01;.i l1 I0 12 0,0 13,32

,, 20 1,07 00381 (f 7, 0,0 038
30 I 11.4 0,41 007 O, 0, 00 ,,O
0 .t I 7 (I(,I- oI 17,01, 0,72

50 I 1. 8 0 O : i 1 7) 1,., 11,15 1,93
0 12,fI 1I 1.040 (018 2(j 0,05 1.07

, 5Y vjmi tenI I , a6c. 1,2, 0,87

nOKa3aTCe,.t, % I1 Is - 0 43r,
;6 ! 3 ,01 4 , '

10) 1 i , 11,44 0.0(1 I 1 '1 , 31 1 1'2 0.34

a 20 ,t 11,10 0.012 (,)07 3 ,• ,1 0,2

30 1 11,26 0,009100 .1( 02?0 0,73
0 40', t11,7 0,0171 0,12 1 61 0.8.)

50 I 11,74 0.0181 .7 (8 0,11 1,31
6 '1 12,07 0,019' 0,26 i (SI,1 0,84

5 YHe qlCIIIu a86C 1,24 0,006 0.18 59 0,05 0(,60
11oK33aTeAR, % 11,5 50 225 - 75 250

1) Specimen; 10) Standard 4-11
2) Sampling time; oil (BNZ im. XXII
3) Kinematic viscosity S"yezda KPSS);

at 1000C, cSt; 11) Furfurol;
4) Mechan.,,';al impuri- 12) Acid;

ties, %; 13) After;
5) Ash, %; J4) min;
6) Iron, mg/liter; 15) Increase in abso-
7) Acid number, mg KOH; lute index, %;
8) Tars, %; 16) Phenol;
9) Standard A-11 oil 17" h.

(GOST 5304-54);
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S"yezda and VNZ im, Dzhaparldze ;U•th respect to engine-component
wear, but are slightly inferior to these oils with respect to
carbon deposition and change in physicochemical properties.

Testing of A-14 Summer Diesel Oils from Prospective Crude-Oil
Mixture

We investigated the operating charactei-Istic- of the follow-
ing diesel oils intended for summer service in fast-stroke super-

TABLE 80

Brief Technological Characteriz;t1ui of Oil Speci-
mens Tested

O 2 Te w)ijaor 'IccIKI , 4 C(kpa Illefoloc
O(paelt XaI)ITCpHCTIlKa, a

411-14, oqumemioc 250 1- '6h3a:,•oe Macao cv.lck- ýi a-14 (250% eneona)
(I)exoai c 3% npx'AI' T. 1301 oI O'I1tCTKIi IUH pa-
AiHHI4-7 I a60TU araTCAR . ACT-

mIIIX yCj10OnmRX 1H3 nIp-
CInCKTHBHO/I CMCCIf II14I.
TeR, omuiemioc 250%

eimoja. 2% cepsoh jic-
AOTbN n! 5% ryM6pH?

5 U-14, o'miemioe 300% • To we, oqumemuoe 300% 1 111-14 # m% 0ciia)
4pcioaa c 3% ripHCa8KII eHOJl8
AaHHH-7

6.114 iia 6a3C Aeaic aJnh- 1 il-14 (,aeC(Saj.brmmlposa.l
TIU3ara c 3% npHca8Kii o)
A, HHH-7

1) Specimen; 2) technological characterization; 3) abbreviation;
4) A-14, refined with 250% phenol, containing 3% A1MHH-7 additive;
5) A- 1 4, refined with 300% phenol, containing 3% AaHMM-7 additive;
6) a-14, Dazed on deasphaltizate, containing 3% A3HMM-7 additive;
7) selectively refined diesel oil for engine operatio,. under sum-
mer conditions, produced from prospective crude-oil mixtuv'e, i-
fined with 2ý0% phenol, 2% sulfuric acid, and 5% gumbrin; 8) the
same, refined with 300% phenol; 9) &-14 (250% phenol); I1) 4-14
(300% phenol); 11) 4-14 ( aeasphalted).

charged engines:

a standard oil - commercial selectivel..; refined D-14 d-1.l
oil produced by the VNZ im. XXII S"yezda ani ccntaining 3% AMHMO-4
additive and A3HMV depressor;

4-i4 oil, refined with 250% phenol, coritaining 319 A3HVV-7
additive;

a-14 oil, refined with 300% phenol, containing 3% A'IHWM-7
additive;

A-14 oil, produced from deasphaltizate, containing ci; AaHOW-7
additive.

Table 80 gives a brief technological c iracteraz•.•ri of" the,;e
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oil.

In order to make a comparative evaluation of certain service
characteristics of the test oils, we conducted short-term stand
tests in a KAM-46 tractor engine. Commercial low-sulfur diesel
fuel was used for the 250-h test, whose results are given in Table
81.

The data in this table indicate that none of the oils tested
were equivalent in quality to the standard oil with respect to en-
gine-component wear. Thus, the average piston-ring wear when the
engine was operated with A-14 oils refined with 250 or 300% phenol
was 20% greater than for commercial A-1 4 oil; the corresponding
wear for the oil produced from deasphaltizate was 54% greater than
that for the standard oil.

Carbon deposition was identical for the standard and A-14
(250% phenol) oils, but a greater number of free rings was ob-
served for the latter oil. An increase in refinement to 300% caused
a decrease in antideposition properties.

The ring scuffing observed in all cases indicates that none
of the oils tested provide normal operating conditions for this
type of engine.

Table 82 shows the change in the physicochemical properties
of the oils.

As can be seen from the data in this table, the smallest
change in viscosity was for the A-14 (250% phenol) and deasphalt-
izate-base oils, amounting to 8.3 and 5.6% respectively. The change
for the A-14 (300% phenol) oil was 15.4%.

The best results for other indices were yielded by the de-
asphaltizate-base A-14 oil, which exhibited no noticeable change
in principal physicochemical constants.

The tests conducted enable us to draw the following conclu-
sions.

1. Piston-ring wear for 4-14 oils refined with 250 and. 300%
piienol was 20% higher than for commercial 4-14 oil. The 'dear for'

-_14 oil based on deasphaltizate was 54% higher than for, the sttitld-
arc oil.

Carbon deposition was identical to the standard for the 4-14
(250% phenol) oil and ring-mobility indices were somewhst better,.
Increasing the degree of refinement to 300% phenol caused a deter-
loration with respect to carbon deposition and ring mobil'ty. Car-
bun deposition was also greater for the &-14 nil produc-d from de-
asphaltizate and piston-ring mobility was identical to tnat for, !ht
standard specimen.

3. The best results with respect to change in physicoehtiia1
properties were obtained for the deasphaltizate-based 4j-14 oil con--
taining AHMIW-7 additive.
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TABLE 81

Results of Short-term Stand Tests of A-14 Oils
in KAM-46 Engine

2 3 5

f H1 TOi0,,- A-14 (250% 11-14 (300 Ye )1r14 (AC.C-H3HO~aoA) ,x',o.t) H3IO
JOC ou- nclHe)

6 H3HOC KOPnpCCCRIIHobX Koiieu (no no-
repe meca), Ma

i 182 243 210 317
1 232 213 "255 355
I 204 2,A 281 2SI

7 B cpeCieM na KO'lbUo 1 206 248 249 317

a To ,e nO H3MeCieHHIO 3a3Opa, Mt
i 75 87 87 62

II 75 75 87 200
Ifl 75 112 112 300

7 B CpeCAIeM Ia xo0.1o 75 92 95 187

9 CpeuiFH u3noc oajoro MacAocubeMHoro
KOJIbLa no -O'epe Betc, Ma 679 792 662 609

8 TO )Ke no Hj,,eeiimIO 313OpI, MK 650 875 719 707
1 0 Harap, z

11 C KOWaeu 1,59 1,07 1,25 1,91;
1 2 C •tii11 0,92 2,50 3,05 9,52
1 3 c KaHa!IOK 8,43 6,40 11,05 .11,33

1 4 Bcero Harapa 10,94 10,07 15.35 22,91
1 5 nIOAJHMHOCTb Komae

1 6 cmo6oawwe 16 18 14 17
1 7 hJIOT'N eC - I --
1 8 npxXBaqeCIllC I 6 3

1) Wear index; 2) standard oil; 3) A-14 (250% phenol); 4) 4-14
(300% phenol); 5) 4-14 (deasphalted); 6) compression-ring wear
(from weight loss), mg; 7) average per ring; 8) the same, from
change in gap, pm; 9) average wear for one oil ring, from weight
loss, mg; 10) carbon deposits, g; 11) rings; 12) piston face;
13) grooves; 14) total deposits; 15) ring mobility; 16) free;
17) tight; 18) frozen.
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TABLE 82

Change in Physicochemical Properties of Q-14 Oils

3 4
O6paaeu Bpema oTropa npo6 ,. , - ,o

1 0 C

2 3 4 5 (,-- - 7 -

9 3taAMuoe &A0 I 2 1locie 10 9 1 3 12,- 0.118 0,11 21 .056 0,42
* 20 12.,;(n 0.2 I(1.2 8• 0.63 0,46,

30 t,3.21 0 ;,1 012 11 V7:.) 5 0.6
40 q rl 1 iA i .5 : 7
.50 13,. 94 0,2 ( I V. .7' , io4
60 ue 1a,59 0.10 1 0,2 28 3,72 0,34

* 70 t 14,21 0,0' 0,13 31 0,T1r 0,31
. 80 " 14,36 0,17 0,13 31 0,84 0,75

q 0 I14.40 0,14 0,14 42 0.81 0,37
100 St 14.23 0,04 0,15 52 0, i5 n,(;3

* l1 KIN 14,5 0,02 0.13 43 0,87 0,70
120 s 14,3 0,03 0,12 31 0.74 0,54

14Vme'jqe..~e s&. 1,52 - 0.01 5 0,18 0,12
nougamaaejI., % 11,9 -- 10 19,2 32 23

A.14 (2%50SIo 2floCAe 10 It 1 3 14.47 0,054' 0,42 44 0,84 0,0?,
Aa) 20 14,53 0,012 0.39 40 1,01 0,09

a . 30 q 14.59 0.023( 0,41 14 1,06 0,11
40 1 5,02 0,029t 0.40 1/ 1,10 0*.1.

S ,.50 1 5.14 0,0281 0,41 .-,5 1,20 0,17
60,, 15,05 oo2 0,i . 28 1,25 0,21

* 70 1t 5,23 0.049 0.46 22 1,30 0,20
* 80 f 15,34 0.03 0,47 14 1,33 0.1 C
* 90 1 4,41 0,24 0,83 142 1,37 0,9A
* 00 Sq 14.24 0.39 I 1.05 302 1,81 i, 17
* 110 q 17,06 0,074 1.09 230 1,70 0,20
* 120 it 15,8 0.11 0,54 102 1,71 0,14

4 YmJIN•.e W€. 1,21 0.056 0,12 5, 0.87 0.0X;
NoAM~eAsm, % 8,3 100 28 131 100 75

A1-14 (3•O% 4 0 - 1o 21love 10 V, 1 3 12..3 0 Q.2 0.4M 2 0 t7 1 ((0,.
ma) 2 I ,t 13,28 0.023 0,50 0o, t 0,75 0.0$

40.t 13,00 0074 047 49 oW 0.0,.
50 q 13,16 I 0048 0.52 f4 092 0.92

* 60 v 13.50 0,067 0,4'i ,)0 1101 0.11
* 70 t 14.14 -- 0,W50 84 1,0.0

9 80 q 1420 0047 049 43 1.02 0. 1:,
S90 ,v 15.05 0.028 0.54 4fi 1,04 0.21

S10) 'v 14.57 002$1 0,53 30 1,05 O,.1
* 110 q 14,57 0 019 0,55 7 l%11 t 0.25
* 120 ,' 1494 0.033 %,55 43 1,16 0,24

SY9Q'e'CNne 86C. 2,0.!. 0,001 0 F5 0,49 0.17

.JI-14 (jwlofl- 2 ocac 10 3v 1 3 15.94 0010 0.,9 111 1,1 0,21TI4 (aa •) .a2 noaa u • 05. 143 p .773 20,3
T2) I 17.59 0.14 0,73 14 1,02 0,34
J3 I 1584 0.024 0,79 9 1.21 0,2,
S40 ,v 18,52 0.0It '1 1,01 23 1,42 0.54
50 vo 1,75 0,024 0,92 21 1,53 0.4460 , 15,23 0,-010• 0 '34 14 1.60 0.28

0.01 079 22 .9 0,21
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TABLE 82 CONTINUED

12 3 4j .5J1 . 7j )

J-14 (Ieac4*j~b. 1.2 rroce A0 q 1 3 15,76 0,012 0,69 34 1,03 0,18
TM3pO O) 90 , 19,58 6,015 0,b2 19 1,07 0,20

100 q 0,024' 0,64 27 1,12 0,11
110 q 16,58 0,010, 0,60 13 1,10 0,20
120 v 16, 83 0010 057 12 1.11 0,20.

S4YeeC qtelHCe a6c. 0.92 0' 0,01 -
IIoMa3aTeAI, % , 0

1) Specimen; 2) sampling time; 3) kinematic viscosity at lO 0 C, cSt;
4) mechanical impurities, %; 5) ash, %; 6) iron, %; 7) tars, %; 8)
acid number, mg KOH; 9) standard oil; 10) phenol; ll) deasphalted;
12) after; 13) h; 14) increase in absolute index, %.

Investigation of Engine Characteristics of Oils Produced by Deas-
phaltization

Expansion of petroleum raw-material reserves and modification
of the types of crude oils processed to produce high-quality oil
distillates is inseparably related to selection of new oil-refin-
ing processes optimum for given conditions.

For a number of years, the Institute of Petrochemical Processes,
Academy of Sciences of the Azerbaydzhan SSR, has been investigating
the effectiveness of deasphaltization.

The goal of research on the properties of oils produced by
this new technological process has been to establish optimum regimes
for certain types of refining and to determine the extent to which thoe
oils produced, wheh mixed with additives, satisfy the requirement:
imposed on motor oils by the planned new oil classification.

Work conducted at the Oil Technology Laboratory under tne su-
pervision of R.Sh. Kuliyev established that separate purification
of the deasphaltization products of petroleum asphalt from the
Neftyanyye Kamni deposit and of type 10 automobile oil from the same
crude oil before compounding to produce 4-li oil entailed a number
'f difficulties related to the unsatisfactory filterability of the
deasphaltizate during contact refining.

In order to solve this problem, it was suggested that a de-
asphaltizate with its viscosity reduced by dilution with refined
type 10 distillate be used for contact reflnlng.

The resultant debrease In viscosity, as well as the acidic
medium created by mixing the refined acidic distillate with the
deasphaltizate, substantially improved compound filterability dur-
Ing contact refining. A-11 oil produced from deasphaltizates of
Neftyanyye Kamni petroleum asphalt (HK) and type 10 automblie oIl,
Jointly refined, was tested In mixtures with Monsanto addltlve:• re-
commended for production of HD (X,&> compoundo of series 1, 2, and 3.
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The next stage was selection of the optimum compound of Ba-
lakhanskoye crude-oil asphaltizate (5MH) with type 6 automobile
oil, refined with 1 or 2% acid, and with type 10 oil, also refined
with 3. and 2% acid. The engine properties of these specimens were
determ4ned in an HT 9/3 apparatus by the W.M-10 method. The test
results are presented in Table 83.

The data in this table show that the base oils tested had al-
most the same ngine Index, equivalent to that of commercial 4-11
oil from the VAZ im. XXII S"yezda KPSS.

Long-term engine tests are necessary fcr more complete analy-
sis and definitive engine evaluation of the properties of these
oils. Short-term screening tests can be used only to find the best
of the specimens tested. Only more prolonged testing under stand
conditions can provide a full evaluation of this specimen.

TABLE 83

Results of Tests by OAM Method

1 MoWop-
06pa34Q HuLn H1-

12 AeKz

3 ;1-II (6aK.) 3aBOAS %., XXII cbC3Aa 9,2 -13,3A- II (HK3) 11,7
4 fj- II iaa 5a.e AeaCaJTu3TS 5MK if

arojaa 6, oqmmenHoro 1% KHCatOT 10,4
S To we, 2% micaorio 13.9
6 a- I I Na 683C AeacM 8J.aT13Ta BMH If

aIT0a 10, OqHIUeItHoro 1% KHCIOTW 14,5
5 To we, 2% XHCAoTW 13,8
7 A-II Ha 6aN We Aesc~amH umHH ryA-

po0i, HK I a&t%?a 10 (commeeTuan
oqHcTKa) 10,3

1) Specimen; 2) engine index; 3) A-11 (Bakinskoye), VNZ im. XXII
S"yezda; 4) A-1l based on 5MK deasphaltizate and type 6 automobile
oil, refined with 1% acid; 5) the same, 2% acid; 6) Q-11 based ji.

6MH deasphaitizate and type 10 automobile oil, refined with 1% acii;
7) A-11 based on HK petroleum-asphalt deasphaltizate and type 10
automobile oil (joint refining).

Long-term Stand Tests on Oils Produced by Deasphaltization of Nef-
tyanyye Kamni mazut and Petroleum Asphalt

In order to make a comparison of engine characteristics, wt,
tested an oil obtained by deasphaltization of Neftyanyye Kamni ma-
zut and containing 10% ASHWW-7 and C5-3 additives in a ratio of
1:2 and an oil produced by deasphaltization of Neftyanyye Kamni
petroleum asphal* mixed with automobile oil and containing 10% of'
a similar compound additive. The tests were carried out for 140 h
in a AA3-202 engine; their results are given In Table 84.

The compression- and oil-ring wear indices were similar 1r)
both cases; a somewhat better result with respect to carbon de-
position and ring mobility was obtained for the oil based on pe-
troleum-asphalt deasphaltizate.
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TABLE 64

Results of Short-term Tests in SA3-204 Engine (% of
Standard)

3 4
2 Macao em 6a3C Macao Ila 6p3c
123 ? ~IAaWCtfAAbTH3aT3 AeactaUlhlt,•3TA

oa.3TaAOTIc I ba3ylrl C 10% ryapoua C 10%
k AHH11-7 H A3HPH-7 N

C 6.3 C13-3

S11311141C KoMlnpecCIIOcuIom x xoJqeu no no-
"rT'pe aeca

lI mOf)r 77
100 x(I3

il 100 124 6 r

I V 100 90 100
6 B CpCAUCM Ila KOJnbUO 100 75 74
7. Tfo ,K(C MacnIOCb•MI•biX Korleu

I 100. 95 00
0II 00 85 85

Il 100 79 20
IV 100 77 75

6 H C)CCAIIeM Ha KOnbUO 100 83 80
8 11AHOC BxJ)AaNmwelit tWaTyHIIblX flO/IUifln-

IIHKOB no noTepe neca, a cpelieM Ha
0Ju111
9 uepxn.mm 100 91 50

1 0 IM mKilH I 00 118 43
1 'lojitJu cIlOCrb flOpWHeaubX KojieI

1 2 c0o6o0HuC 12 15 14
1 3 II•JWTH eC 3 I 1
1 4 iipHxeaqaeHUe I 0 I

5s Harapu
I 6C KoAeU I00' 70 45

1 7c KaHaROK 100 62 90
1 8C KOJIelt H KaIaSo3K I 100 64 78
1 9C laum n 100 134 100

1) Index; 2) standard acn-ll; 3) oil based on mazut deasphaltizate
containing 10% AHkHMk-7 and CS-3; 4) oil bazcd on petrol.um-aophalt
deasphaltizate containing 10% A3HMM-7 and CS-3; 5) compruc•csion-rinro
wear, from weight loss; 6) average per ring; 7) the same, for oil
rings; 8) average wear per rod-bearing bui-hng, from 1,1,e iht I1.52;
9) upper; 10) lower; 11) piston-ring mobAlity; 12) free; 13) tighu;
14) frozen; 15) carbon deposits; 16) ringts; 17) grocvws; 18) ring:
and grooves; 19) piston faces.
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TABLE 85

Piston-Ring and Cylinder Wear

Macjio iia 6aWe Macao ifs 6a.
floa. t I ,-11 3 Aeacca.bMTH3n1a aeacaabm3aTa

OIATHM-39 Ma3yTa C 10% rypni.a c 10%
I A3 H-7 H A311MH -7 m

C5-3 C6-3
2 3

4
113HOC xoOMnpeccHoIIIIwIx vo.•eit no no-

Tepe seca, me
1 - 379,3 297,1

I t - 1055,3 349,8
I11 - 901 185,9
IV -- 900 117,1

5 B cpCAnem .a xOnbUO 259 810 238
6 To me M ACi.OctMIIbiX KoJAeM, AXi

i - - 4 1 40,1
11--49,3 28,0

II i-- 296 30,6

IV - 45 36,2
SB cpqjie" H8 KObUbO - 43.1 33.7
?MHOC xKOmnptCCIIOHHbX KOAeQU no yC-

ANCNO1 --OSA 0.20 0,15II 0,875 0,25

1i -- 1,075 0,08
IV 1- ,020 0,12

5 B CPCAHeM HS KOJIbUO 0,145 0,792 0,15
8 To me MCOC'bCMHblX xOJqeU, MM

I - 0,30 0.13
II - 0,25 0,10

Il -- 0,20 0,13
IV - 0,25 0,10.

5 B cpeAneu HI KOJabIIO - 0,25 0,12
9 H3ioc KoUnpeCHOHHI.X KOMeL nO pIAN-

I~bloA TOJIUAMHe, AM
I - ,50 4
!I - J70 47

!11 - 160 29
IV - 140 19

$ B CpeiHeM HA KOabUO - 130 37

1 o To mce MdC-CcleMHUbX KOJICKI MK

40.2

I -- 4I 4

II -30 31
1-20 15
IV -- 20 ; ;5

S B cpeAHeM Ha KO.iblO -- 28
and C3110C KoMnpleCHOHHndX pOjleu nro le-

coTe, anK I -- 18 29

los n;5 vrgI prrn;6 h -a- fo oi7~gm;7
Iopeso- in wer fomincras -i gap mm )te6m o

IV 1 0 5
S B CPAejMe H&l XO.'bto - 8 12

20th To me fiC)OCi)CMHi X KrIen, MeKI -- I
Ii - 2 3

111 - 2 7
IV -- 3 5

S B C PCA~eM NAb kuJ~bWO- 2 4
3 COU=llltNSNA ~oc rwlio UKAHNApS, A& 34 140 22

1) Index; 12) oil based on mazut deasphaltizate cont~aining .3O% kIiHM--7
and C5-3; 3) oil based on petroleum-asphalt deasphaltiz~ate cont,-,'r1-
ing 10% A3HO11-7 and C5-3; 4) cum ression-ring wear, from weirlht
loss, mg; 5) average per ring; 6) the same for oil rtngs, mg., 7)
compression-ring wear, from increase in gRap, mm; 8) the f•ame for
oil rings, mm; 9) compression-ring wear, from radial thIcknes-s, .
10) the same for oil rings, ,::-; I) compretsslor-ring wear, from
height, ',:.; 12) the same for oil rings, UA%; 13) average cylinder-
sleeve wear, ,m.1 - 172 -



TABLE 66

Wear for Crankshaft-rod Components

Ma eao ja 6a3c Macao Inl 6a8C
•-|!-1-3% £rylpca hc i0?R RCCa~byra r.i

11o0a3aTenn 1IHATM.-339 ryAp Ha c 10% M3YTa C 10%

AMHM1-7 m A4-IHH1-7 vb3C-

S I-IIrOC VWeCK KOlACIlHaTorO eaza, MI
6 IuaTymiI4x 0
7 KOpCIIIWX 0 2,5

8 I IoC BTyJIKH nepxmie roiOoXH waTy-
Ila, MAI

9 I l1111C BK aaFI uJ cI'f ilalyluIIIIX nOJwHn-
INKOS HO noTepv Beca, *e

H 0 a DAHII otXIIHA 411 16 7, 0 62,2
1 2 I la ORHD4 IIH 1 (llIf 12 i O, I 32,7

1 2 1 1I1IOC RLK.1,1,'1,l6CiI KOpeIIIINX nOaWHf-
IHHKOB nO noTepe neca, .ma

I 0 Ha OJIHII BepXIutIih 44 41,0 27.2
1 I la ,,5 H0 I 1iIIIIN(I ii 196 85,11 5,4,9

I I Ihnioc nopwie (MK) 1o 113MCHeHIH
1 4 HapyN(Horo AHaMeTpa 4 10,7 7
1 5 Aameep a 6o6I4UIKiLX 9 1', I

1 6 11 loc nopmwneorU IlaJibua, mK 2 8,, j

1) Index; 2) A-11 + 3% QWATIM-339; 3) oil based on petroleum-a'halt
deasphaltizate containing 10% AaHIM-7 and C6-3; 4) oil based on
mazut deasphaltizate containing 10% A,1HM-7 and C6-3; 5) wear for
crankshaft necks, um; 6) rod; 7) crank; 8) wear for upper rod bush-
ing, ,m; 9) wear for rod-bearing busnings, from weight loss, mg;
10) for one upper bushing; 11) for one lower bushing; 12) wear
for crank-bearing bushings, from weight loss, mg; 13) piston wear
(jim), fromchange in; 14) outer diameter; 15) diameter at bosses;
16) piston-pin wear, pm.
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TABLE 87

Ring Mobility and Tar Formation

Macno Ha 6a3e Macno ua 6a3e

COCTOINHO11C AMACT 1`0Ci e 600 -9 J1-11+3% AeacaAbTHaTa AeacOaMbTHATS

PA6OTO. AW& TcAe U-ATHM-439 ryApona c 10% uaayTa c 10%
A3HHH-7 N Aa3HI4-7 x

I $ CB-3 CB-3

5[1l•0Amiocn, mopumHemwx KOIeU
6 C8o60alge 16 27 29
7 sIIlepTiluc 14 2 2
8 3 euaueMJeHiC be I 01
9 noaouiaiaie I 3 0

I 0JlaKomoe nfbKpwiTieP Ia o06aX nOpw-
HeA, %

I I 4eptioro liturva 35 -70 50 .311
I I tnM1O-KOPNplNel0o - 5 20
1 1 ca.Tco.KopuI~leeoe - I 8

I 4IOIJllKS '4llrOtM IIOsCpXIIOCTH 061KII

nop1wn no 1TaHAMpTY 334-T 6.5--7 5,,6 4,7

1) Condition of components after engine operation for 600 h; 2)
41-11 + 3% LJ4ATHM-339; 3) oil based on petroleum-asphalt deasphal-
tizate containing 10% A3HOW-7 and C5-3; 4) oil based on mazut de-
asphaltizate containing 10% A3HOW-7 and C6-3; 5) piston-ring mobil-
ity; 6) free; 7) inert; 8) pinched; 9) br-"len; 10) tar coating on
piston skirts, %; 11) black; 12) dark brown; 13) light brown; 14)
evaluation of piston-skirt cleanness by 334-T standard.

TABLE 88

Deposits and Oil Consumption

MacAo Ila 6a3C Maacn ma 6j 3"
a aeac@auhTNaata xeactaAbT..3aTa

T1M-133 lryapo,"a c 10% UiayTa C 10".
A3HHjII- 7 M AaHrI,1-7 ,n1 2 C 15- Cu j .-i1

s O-ramoeHs Ha P4IAbTpy30UHRX SAn)CH-
TaX 0oHCTKH MacAa 8 CPtAHCA 3a

0tl-acosog UIKJi, z 384 400 526
6 PacxoA macna Ha yrap a cpemem 3a

60-macosoA IUNKA, KI 8 4.120 5,"-XO
7'ro xe a % IC pacXUAy tonwANa 0,99 0,5 0,6
a Ilarapoo6pa-omaNe. :

9 ,la no0Wu•eblX KoAbUAX 2,83 1,72 4.86.
S0 9 '(41-41111411 qoPuH 3.42, 4,22 #),6111 ficero marapa, z 64'5 5,94 11.47

x I 0?(ueeuuKe c npn(Uyao'Mx OKOH rHmjk3 I lie ozte-
RIINHAIpU, I Hello 38.0 30,2

1) Index; 2) 4-11 + 3% uHATHM-339; 3) oil based oi, petr ,-"-asph:i.t
deasphaltizate containing 10% A3HWW-7 and C5-3; 4) oll based on
:i.azut deasphaltizate containing 10% A,3HMI-7 -nd C6-3; 5) deposit:.
on oil-filter elements, average for 60-h cycle, g; 6) oil burnt,
average for 60-h cycle, kg; 7) the same, % of fuel consumptI-..n;
8) carbon deposition, g; 9) on piston rings; 10) on piston ;r,- v..-;
11) total carbon deposits, g; 12) deposits in cylinder-oleev K:-
haust ports, g; 13) not determined.
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Tables 85 and b6 p:',,,-Pent Uuta characterizing engine-component
wear during operation with the test oils in long-term tests. As can
be seen, almost all the wear indices for the specimen produced by
deasphaltization of petroleum asphalt were substantially poorer.
Engine-component wear for the oil produced by deasphaltization of
mazut was similar to that for A-11 containing 3% UQATHM-339 addi-
tive.

The character and amount of the carbon and tar' Jepo.ýIts on the
engine components and the state of the piston rlnrs were evaluated
by visual inspection and weighing. Tables 87 and 88 present data on
piston-ring mobility, deposits on piston components, and oil physl-

couechnical characteristics.

TABLE 90

Change in Pnysicochemical Proper'ticu ui Diesel Oil
Obtained by Deasphaltization of PCtrolcm Asphalt,
with 10% A3HMM-7 and CS-3 Additives (in ratio of
1:2)

2KmieuaTHqecKaR MKiic.IT- 11V_

BpCM9 OT6opa B$13KOCTb (cCM) IpIH 3oJeb- 4e¢k.e I 0 Mc- cropae-
SOC6 I0(YCl' KOII , % aT
5poO C Hoch, % npii~ J10 NAMU'l_

20 AtuuN8 92,87 13,45 0,80 0'n19 0,09 oll fl)l,0-
"10 it 9 92,31 13,31 0.71 0,013 0.18 1,21 0,009
20 Y 93,91 13,42 0,74 0,015 0,21 1,15 0,00"
30 q 97,52 13,47 0,74 0,019 0,16 1,52 0,012
40 v 94.61 13,59 0,76 0,022 0,13 1.86 0,012
50 v• 95.11 13,79 0,76 0,023 0,18 1,69 0,012
60 q 98,09 14,72 0,79 0,045 0,28 1,72 • 0,014

10 1 3mee.me no-
Ka3aTeAR +5,22 + 1,27 -0,01 +0,026 +0,19 +0,67 -0,002

1) Sampling time; 2) kinematic viscosity (cSt) '.1; 3) as, .; , 1
mechanical impurities, %; 5) acid number, mg KOH; 6) tar,, ,•, )
% unconsumed particles; 8) min; 9) h; 10) change In 1niex.

It can be seen from the s't in these ta'1t.t, that the pocire:t
results were obtained when the engine wa:- i-an with tht, masui. Ie--
asphaltizate. The piston-skirt cleanness-. wa'- ver%. low (about )
points), although it was one point himher' than thi, ,,rreLpondInp;
Index for A-11 oil containing 3% UMATiM-339 A•uiVe.

Tables 89-91 present the results of an analysis of oll samnples
taken during engine operation.

The changes in the physicochemical po'ct!e:'l ., f1c o[Ii;
were about the same in both cases. The only dif!"rfence wa,: th•At
the tar content of the mazut deasphaltizate I'acrt aed .o;mewhal.
more rapidly.

Analysis of the results of long-term stand tests on I:
produced by deasphaltization of mazut and petroieum a1:s!tlit .:i.-
ables us to draw the following concluvlon:n.
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TABLE 90

Change In Physicochemics'l Properties of Diesel Oil
Based on Mazut Deasphaltizate, with 10% A3HMM-7 and
C5-3 Additives (in ratio of 1:2)

2 KfCMaTM4Ca. •Xa I M Cxr,, I (JCROT-

0 033TOCI,, (CmR,) JIN 3o •f- 'CHC .e H-OC 11C. 6
Bem, OT6Opa npO() . . .... 1 ,,et•ce A Hoe Kke- %

SG0C 100'C - 'I % KOH

20 xum 7 96,' 14,0; 0.76 0,010 Qwiea t 1,23
16 m 101,63 14,33 0,75 0,01$ I 0,, 1, 1
20 ,a 99,92 14,45 0,76 0,015 .. 1,8
:3r 100 14,77 0,78 0,016; . 2,22
40 ' 102,1b 1 14,87 0,78 0,023 .. 2,27
S 0 107,1 14,93 0.7P 0,OS 0 2,43
6C I e2,31 14,95 1 0,78 0,033 0,13 2,51
YeemNifue noK ARaae.IN 9 +5,51 +0,83 +0.02 +0,023 0,13 + 1,21

1) Sampling ti.me; 2) kinematic viscosity (cSt) at, 3) ash, %;
4) mechanical impurities, %; 5) acid number, mg KO1; 6) tars, %;
7) min; 8) h; 9) Increase in index; 10) traces.

TABLE 91

Change in Physicochemical Properties of 4-l1 Diesel
Oil Containing 3% UMATIM-339 Additive

K(,INNeNe- * Mexa%.qe-KNCIUToe 6
2 ' qecloaI 33N3-J 3oAbROCTb, Mcexat 'i[,e- qHNCAO, MI K

bpeus oT6ops ftp6 84 %lM KO1,MOMc~ , np % CHI % Ko ff
100 ,C, ccm I C

20 1UI ? 11.41 0,307 0.03 0,0.55 0,8W0
10 € g 11,50 0.152 0,024 0,142 0'Ob
20 , 11,58 0,167 0,028 0,185 0,7!5
30 It 1186 ,0,172 0.0-3 0.230 1.20C
40 'a 12,29 0Qt82 9.062 0,3N) 1W1,4!(
50 ,a 12,85 0.192 C:.43 0,3C2: I' 1l.Vn
60 ,- 12.83 0.221 0,037 0 !80 I ,t 6SO

H3ueaem no mmo i. +1,42 I -0,085 +0.('-7 1 +0+0225 +

.) Sampling time; 2) kinematic viscosity at 100°C, cSt; 3) ash, 1;
4) mechanical impurities, %; 5) acid numter, mg KON; () tars, %;
7) zný.n; 8) h; 9) change in indcx.

I. Erngine-compon&- wear is isually substarltially greater t'er

the oli produced by deasphalttzati.on of petrolawr asr'hait.

2. Piston-ring mobility is about t.1 same in hot a .

3. Piston-.zklrt cleanness is also roughly the same in both
cases (4.5-5.5 points).

4. Carbon deposition Is substantially greater' for tUh e oil
u.ased on mazut deasphaltizate.

5. i'he change in oil physicochemical properties during engine
operaticr, and tne economic indicen of thp englre are almo:;t Ider-
tical in both cases.
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Thus, while the oil obtained by deasphaltization of petroleum
asphalt yields unsatisfactory results with respect to engine-com-
ponent wear, the results of the tests on the mazut-deasphaltizate
oil are very unsatisfactory with respect to carbon deposition.

Testing of Highly Refined (250% furfurol) Diesel Oil from Pros-
pective Mixture of Baku Crude Oils Containing 6% 60K Additive in
KflM-46 Engine

These tests were comparitive in nature: the engine character-
istics of the test oil were compared with those of oil containing
3% QMATHM-399 additive produced by the Novo-Ufa Plant, which were
determined by tests in the same engine at the VNII NP. The purpose
of the tests was to establish the feasibility of using selectively
refined diesel oil from Bakinskoye crude oils containing 6% 50K-1
additive in KAM-46 engines operating on GOST 305-42 diesel fuel
ccntaining 1% sulfur.

TABLE 92

Physicochemical Indices of Oils Tested
noka:aTe,. Macaio HY3 SaxnNCKoe

2 MaCAo

It 53KOCrb KHleMarTimecKa, ccr npo 5( C 63,4 77.65
Iwo C 11,I 11.58

5 O"owe..e 093KOCTe1 50,'"AW: - 5,72 7,15
6 K11CAOTHOe ';HCJIO, me? KOH 1 5 OTC. OTC.

7 'OJIbHOCTb, % 0,25 0.6
$ KOKCyCMOCTb. % 1 6 0,74 0,98
9 (.oiep)kaHHe O.AdpacTeopMWX 3 .HCAOT H leaoulek I eUaoq•Sa peaKilHU 15 OTC.

I I ('oAlEp)KaIHe MexaHI"eCKHX npmuecefi, % 0,009 0,029
i CoAePepaH'e no9,W, % 15 oic. 1 5OTC.
1 2 Aiom.ue CBO(CTaa no MeToRy nl3B. 6aaimw I
j 3 kjppo3WXa no MCToay HAMH, a/X2 0.9
L 4 ncnir#Hua Ha 4-wapcmoleo mawite do 0,55

P. 83
p m  2221;0
G 1 1 14300

I, Index; 2) HY3 oil; 3) Bakinskoye oil; 4) kinematic viscosity,
cSt at; 5) viscosity ratio, 501:1000; 6) acid number, rnt; KOH; 7)
ash, %; 8) tars, %; 9) content of water-soluble aod:s arid alkalies;
10) mechanical impurities, %; 11) wate,- content, %; 12) detergent
properties by PZV method, points; 13) corrosion by NAMI method,
g/rýn; 14) tests in four-ball machine; 1:) none; 16) alkaline reac-
tI on.

Table 92 shot-is the physicochemical ind4.. 0. t0 t;. Ii.

The tests were conducted by the usual nethod and cu)nsited
in running the KW4-46 engine for 2000 h. The water' and il1 ternpeva-
tures were held at 80 + 30 C and 75 + 30C r--spectivelv In tne load-
ed regimes.

In order to monitor engine operation, thermocouiles were in-
stalled in the exhaust header In order to mea*ure the t,.r,,-'ature
of the exhau3t gases from the cylinders. Tht. te-t.s wez'l, cliz'rrid out
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in 10-h stages under the following regimes:

6/MUm I 2 MOuHoMb, A. c. H NpoaoAWNTefnb"OCTI
1000 90 I 116
1000 J0 7 q 7
1000 $ MKC. I et 45 Mum
600 I XoMocTou Xo.1 15 MuM

1) r/min; 2) power, hp; 3) maximum; 4) idle; 5)
duration; 6) h; 7) min.

Technical servicing of the engine during the test period was
conducted in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Oil
sampling, micrometric measurement if components, and other observa-
tions were carried out in accord.nce with established test proce-
dures.

The engine operated normally throughout the entire test per-
iod. The fuel system also functioned normally: the injectors did
not have to be replaced.

Increased oil burning was observed from the 8th cycle on,
apparently as a result of loss of mobility in the upper oil rings.

The engine power and economy indices remained unchinged dur-
ing the tests: the maximum pc',er was 95 hp, the per-hour fuel con-
sumption was 18.9 kg, and the specific fuel consumption was 199 g
per hp per h.

TABLE 93
Cylinder-Sleeve Wear for Oil Containing 3% Q4A1TWM-
339 Additive Produced by Novo-Ufa Plant, v

1 2 JG UNHAIpa 3
rioncu a paccron.e - - -- - CPCA../;

Ms or MpZ2 rHab3..M.( 1 2 3 4 H3MOC

1-31 86 10 4 f 29 32
2-150 _10 86 0 8 7
3 -220 -12 -14 --20 --35 -20

1) Bands and distance from top of cylinder, mm; 2)
cylinder No.; 3) average wear.

TABLE 94

Cylinder-Sleeve Wear for Bakinskoye Oil Containing
6% 56K Additive, v
rloncuM1 n~ eolq omm~e 2 J inxp

i.t.s wp aM rK 2 CpeU_..
Ji ,t 2 3 4 N.MoC

2 2 7.0 251 13, _ 2__,,

"3 -O 22.5 7,5 15.0 40 21.2
4-100 22.5 I 5.0 7.5 23 17.0,5- 190 20.0 [ I7' 1, 7.5 20 1S,7

1) Bands and distance from top of cylinder, mm; 2)
cylinder No.; 3) average wear.
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TABLE 95

Average Increase in Ring Gap, mm
1 I 2 3

Macao 11Y3 BaauIeKOce MACAO

I " C.iiomaiao 0,40
I4 ' Cn.oi,,io 0.40

iV 1,28 0,':A
V, - 0,30

1) Ring; 2) HY3 oil; 3) Bakinskoye oil; 4) broken.

TABLE 96

Average Ring Wear, from Weight, Loss, g

1• I 2 I 3
Ko.bua Macao HY3 BaXHHCKOO M.CAO

I• : 3,635 0,3806

I' 1,944 0,4043
,I I 1,279 0,234.5

IV 1,174 0.2734
V - 0,4940

1) Ring; 2) HY3 oil; 3) Bakinskoye oil.

The data in Tables 93 and 94 characterize the cylinder-sleeve
wear.

As can be seen from the data given it! these tables, the aver-
age cylinder wear in the maximum-wear zones was substantially less
for Bakinskoye oil containing 6% 50K additive than for Novo-Ufa
oil containing QMATOM-339 additive.

Tables 95, 96, and 97 show the indices of piston-ring wear.

It can be seen from the data in Tables 95-97 that all ring-
wear indices were far lower for Bakinskoye oil containing SK
additive than for Eastern oil containing UMATHM-339 additive.

TABLE 97

Piston-Ring Wear, from Thickness and Height, pm

12 1`lo TOAHIII C 5 nlo wc
i• KO.mI un 3 MaCAo Hy3 63KIIIICXOC MacAo 3 Mac.io 1IY1 11aY3,ro(

II 192 31.1 32 12,F
11 3 - 5.9 27 ri,5

S- 66 24 7,5

IV 249 4O,5 6
V 48 - 6

1) Ring; 2) from thickness; 3) HY3 oil; 4) Bakin-
skoye oil; 5) from height.
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TABLE 98
Wear for Rod Necks and Bearings

IXoXa3TcH M.co HY3 fialm.iKhitK MacAn

'4CpeCaHH MU31oC WaTyurMtX WeECK. UK 3t 3,1
5 H3Hoc %KcaAtuwci' no Tonum..cI Ic 15.5 0,0

1) Index; 2) HY3 oil; 3) Bakinskoye oil; 4) aver-
age rod-neck wear, Pm; 5) bushing wear, from thick-
ness, pri.

TABLE 99
Wear for Crank Necks and Bearings

1 2 a3
floXa3ATCAH Mac IO .Y3 3 aKHHCOC M&acAO

4 CpejiuA 1i131OC XOpctCIIIX OCCK 0a1a. MDK 14 , 2,5
5 143i1OC *K~jaii ,Wef1 no noTCpe Deca, Z 0,19 "
6 H•3HOC 9KAaAuwef no TOl uHiIe, UK 1, 15

1) Index; 2) HY3 oil; 3) Bakinskoye oil; 4) aver-
age crank-neck wear, Pm; 5) bushing wear, from
weight loss, g; 6) bushing wear, from thickness,
Pm.

TABLE 100

Ring Mobility

n'o~umnoceb j. o 1-.31 Bam icKoe MacAo HYi 5l(S iCimOe
I• ' ¥I ,,,,~ Ma 'l "-- uacao

6 Co6oAI-e I 9 4. 4

7 ilaoTHrue, - 3 - -

0 fplizua'ellii~e I ! ....

9 3aKaTaHnWe - - - 4

1) Mobility; 2) compression; 3) HY3 oil; 14) Bakin-
skoye oil; 5) oil; 6) free; 7) tight; 8) frozen;
9) rolled.

Table 98 shows the wear indices for the rod necks and rod-
bearing bushings, while Table 99 shows those for the crank necks
and crank-bearing bushings.

As can be seen from the data in these tables, the wearing
of both the necks and bearing bushings was substantially lower
for the Bakinskoye oil containing 60K additive.

Carbon deposition on the pistons and rings averaged 30.77 g
for the Novo-Ufa oil containing 3% UHATVM-399 and 2.33 g for the
Bakinskoye oil (this does not include the deposits on the oil
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rings and grooves).

The data in Table 100 characterize the piston-ring mobility
after the tests. It must be emphasized that the engine used withA-ll (highly refined) oil containing 6% 65K additive had a pistor.
with two oil rings, while the engine used for the Eastern cil had
only one oil ring.

TABLE 101

Oil Consumption and Burning for A-ll Oil Contain-
ing 6% 65K Additive

3 CAHTO M, aCa, KOI4Ui

UHRKa PYCX,1 M.3013 33 rHKa Yrap ua¢.1 38 uni,(120 It), K? UH)A3 C y'Ci OM KZ

I • 7.2 21j 15.j;
2 32,4 21,3 11,1
3 38,8 26;.3 12.1
"4 35.,9 20,7 15.25 47,5 22,3 25,26 45,1 19,7 ?5.4
7 48.2 19.9 28,1
8 64.8 16.8 18,)
9 59,5 20,7 N,.25.. 0 63.5 20.0 43,5

I 1 69.1 19,5 -I11,6
12 59,2 19,5 39,75
13 69,8 20,4 4%.1
14 61,7 18,7 43,05
15 85,3 16,8 68,55
15 68,8 18,7 50.1

5 B cpeioie 3A ItHKJA 55,44 34,5

1) Cycle No.; 2) oil consumption over cycle (120 h),
kg; 3) oil drained at end of cycle, including sam-
ples, kg; 4) oil burnt during cycle, kg; 5) average
per cycle.

TABLE 102

Oil Consumption and Burning for HY3 Oil Containing
3% U4ATIM-339 Additive

aCXoA MUAC3 33 CJI~CvaHTO WUXcjnI K KOI1n1C Yrap m.c.ia 31a UIlK1111.xa (120 '1), Kz gItHA3, KZ

I 23.4 18,1 5,3
2 28,7 I',0 10,7
3 28,5 18,1 10,5
4 28,2 18,. 6,;
5 30.4 18.4 12,0
6 26,7 17.9 8,8
7 25,1 17,6 7,6
8 26,5 1,1,7 11,8
9 28.7 15.9 12.8

10 28,5 18.2 10,3
II 18,9 18.3 10,6
12 28,5 18.8 9.7
13 28,3 17,0 11,3
14 23,9 18.1 5.8.1I5 N J-,5 17.7 I11,7

S16 .• 31,4 16.5 -1,!)
5 d BacpetmeK 3a UHK. 27.9 o0,2

1) Cycle No.; 2) oil consumption during cycle (120 h), kg; 3) oildrained at end of cycle, kg; 4) oil burnt during cycle, kg; 5) aver-
age per cycle.
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We have introducea Li,,• uerm "zrolied ring" in connection with
the fact that the loss of mobility for all the top oil rings dur-
ing use of Bakinskoye oil containing 50K additive was due to cover-
ing of these rings with the piston metal. This phenomenon cannot
have been associated with operation of the engine with the test
oil, but resulted from unsatisfactory machining of the pistons.
Confirmation is provided by the fact that the piston-skirt dia-
meter increased by the following average amounts (in the planes
of maximum increment) over 2000 h of operation: 143 pm for piston
I, 140 Um for piston II, 143 pm for piston III, and 143 pm for pis-
ton IV. Thus, the expansion slits in the piston skirts were halved
in size, which could not help but lead to extreme tightness of the
pistons in the sleeves and to large frictional forces, which caused
rolling of metal onto the oil-ring grooves.

Secondly, examination of the pistons showed that the bevel of
0.5 x 450 that should have been made in the lower edge of the upper
oil-ring groove, in accordance with the blueprints, was actually
lacking, which also promoted metal buildup.

TABLE 103

Average Data on Oil Consumption and Burning
fl~a2~a IBaclHCKOe 2 F A KHTc Koe

k alv'3oe MacAo I-y3no Ma~ um eacH HY31 Macilo M u Y a¢•o

4 B cpextem 3a U11KA. ,cZ 27,8 55A4 10,2 34.4
5 % K pacxoAy TOnAHBa I 1 2,93 0,55 1,82

1) Index; 2) HY3 oil; 3) Bakinskoye oil; 4)
average per cycle, kg; 5) % of fuel consumption.

TABLE 104

Change in Engine Power and Economy Indices

2 Macno HY3 5 haXMHcKoC MaCIO

floKa3aTenH 3 43 4
AO HCnbiT. nocae I•CaIm. AO IicMT. I n, CAC HCUMT.

6 MaKc11manbitaq MOUHOMTb 94 94 )5 95
7 qacoeoA pacxoA, OU/M 19.0 19,0 19,0 19.0
8 YAe.bH.uf pacxog ,'/3.A.C-4. 202 202 200 200I I

1) Index; 2) HY3 oil; 3) before test; 4) after
test; 5) Bakinskoye oil; 6) maximum power; 7)
hourly fuel consumption, kg/h; 8) specific fuel
consumption, g per effective hp per h.

As can be seen from Tables 101-103, oil consumption and
burning were substantially greater for the A-11 oil containing
6% 50K, which resulted from the loss of upper oil-ring mobility
caused by rolling.

Table 104 presents data on the change in engine power and
economy indices during the tests. As can be scen, these inrdices
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TABLE 105
Change in Physicochemical Properties of Oil from
Novo-Ufa Plant 2_

,1Bfl3p~ccb 3 ,. 5-
B13KHCUT b KHCJIOTIIOCIHIMI aT10- Koxcve- 3oAblocth,.

rlepHOA pa,;Ou 'CJIO, AU
50°.cx m li KOH MOMts, %
50* C, cem Ko-

6 Caezee Macao 63,4 WUIeiA'iHoc 0,74 0.25714epe3 20 mum 8 64.2, (1,I1 0,75 0,17
30 Fe 9 66.2 0.48 0.70 0.10
60 me 68,0 0.52 0,79 0,04

120 t 69,71 0,60 0,91 0,65
1 0 Ib3uetICiIte 3a 1IIIKA +6.3 +0.60 I +0,17 -- 0,20

1) Operating time; 2) kinematic viscosity at 50*C, cSt; 3) acid
nix ber, mg KOH; 14) tars, %; 5) ash, %; 6) fresh oil; 7) after;
8) min; 9) h; 10) change over cycle; 11) alkaline.

remained almost constant in both cases.

Table 105 shows the change in the physicochemical indices of
the Novo-Ufa oil containing 3% LQMATMM-339 additive during engine
operation, while Table 106 shows that for the A-11 oil containing
6% 60K additive.

As can be seen from the data in these tables, the physico-
chemical indices underwent a smaller change for the A-l1 oil con-
taining 6% 50K additive. Specifically, while the ash content of
the Novo-Ufa oil containing LUATOM-339 additive was greatly reduced
or almost zero after 30 h of engine operation, that of the Bakin-
skoye oil remained constant to the end of the cycle.

Comparative tests in a KAJM-46 engine thus established the
following facts.

TABLE 106

Change in Physicochemical Indices of Bakinskoye Oil
2 3

1 IM13KoC•, Kitciovioe K 3 5Iea
flcPMeA P360TM KlmICMaTHf- OKcjIOC 302 bflCTh.'lctnlp K01I MOC 1,, %",

50- C, rem"

6 cnewee M.ac;ao 77,65 10?tcvT. 0,98 0.64
7 'lpe3 20 Atui 8 80.77 ',0,10 0,98 0.675

.30 . 1 88,54 0.126 1,094 0.73';
GO ti 91,83 0,150 1,128 0.76.3

120 1 92.21 0,183 1,156 .1.777
1 0 IbHnMei'm e 3a totUK 1 + 14.56 +0.183 +0,176 +0.137

1) Operating period; 2) kinematic viscosity at 50 0 C, cSt; 3) acid
number, mg KOH; 4) tars, %; 5) ash, %; 6) fresh oil; 7) after; 8)
min; 9) h; 10) change during cycle; 11) none.
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1. Both engines operatea normally, without any apparent de-
fects, during the tests. Increased oil consumption was observed
after operation for 1000 h with the 4-11 oil containing 50K addi-
tive.

2. The engine power and economy indices remained almost un-
changed.

3. The wear for the main engine components (cylinder sleeves,
piston rings, crank necks, and crank bearing bushings) was sub-
stantially for the A-11 oil containing 6% 6OK-l additive and was
actually negligible.

4. The amount of carbon deposited on the piston components
during operation with the oil containing 50K additive was less
by a factor of 10 than that observed during operation with the
oil containing UHATOM-339 additive.

5. The physicochemical properties of the A-11 oil contain-
ing 6% 50K additive changed less during engine operation.

6. Loss of upper oil-ring mobility resulting from covering
with the piston metal was noted for the 4-11 oil containing 6%
50K additive; this was due to deficiencies in piston qualities.
All the compression rings except one lost their mobility during
operation with the Novo-Ufa oil containing 3% UWATOM-339 additive.

7. g-11 (Bakinskoye) oil containing 6% 50K additive can prov-
ide normal operation of the KAM-46 engine on high-sulfur fuels.

Investigation of Engine Characteristics of Thickened Automobile
Oils

Thickened or "all-weather" oils produced by thickening low-
viscosity base oils with high-molecular polymer additives are re-
ceiving ever greater recognition in modern transport. Such oils,
which exhibit high viscosity indices, permit easy engine starting
at low temperatures, reduce losses due to friction during urban
winter driving, and have a number of other advantages.

AC3-10 oil is produced by thickening a base that has been
refined with furfurol, acid, and gumbrin and has a viscosity of
11.5-7 cSt at 1000C. The polyisobutylene consumption for thicken-
ing is 0.5-1%. AC3-6 oil is produced by adding about 1% polyiso-
butylene to a light-duty distillate refined with 100% furfurol
and then further refining the thickened product with acid and
gumbrin.

Long-term stand tests were conducted in order to evaluate
the engine properties of thickened automobile oils in comparison
with commercial oils. The test specimens provided complete pis-
ton-ring mobility throughout the test period in all cases.

The data in Table 107 characterize carbon deposition on the
piston-ring assemblies and high-quality oil filter, as well as
the amount of oil burnt.
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TABLE 107

Deposits on Engine Components
2 3 6

IHarap HIy 1olc-
I Haap a T.11. OTAowe- Yrap P'Yrap xac-

053c IC PWjIIX HMOOJICllIC6P3e(U . o elt Ks- 4, T 0 11150K CICJXOI y

AC3-10% C 10% Cb-3 11.0 0,96 123,0 57,0 0.4%
.\C.10 c 10% CS.3 10.1 1,55 110,3 415,0 0,37
AC3-10 c 5% A3HHH-8 (A:HHH-5) 10.65 2,13 120,0 47,0 0,39
ACG-( c 3% A3HHII-8 (A3HiH.5) 20.8 - - -
;\(3.10 c 5% AMHHH-8 (CB.3) 7,81 2,0) ,R,0 ."17,0 0,39
AC-10 c 5% A.HHI.-8 C5-3 8.65 1 ,89 57,0 36.5 0,3
AC3-6 c 10% ((:1-3) 12.24 ,.73 47,0 87.0 0,71
AC-6 c 10% CB.3 5,2 0,39 76,0 56.0 0I.45

1) Specimen; 2) carbon deposits on pistons and rings, g; 3) in-
cluding ring grooves, g,; 4) deposits on high-quality oil filter,
g; 5) oil burnt, g/h; 6) oil burnt, % of fuel consumption; 7)
with.

TABLE 108

Cylinder Wear, pm
S2 II.AocKoct,; C o 11,1fa

06pa3J.LM .. neprwiIeAhIy. H311OC itIA"HIA-
I IjaPaAAChiO Ii JIR11pioR I Poll

AC3.10% c 10% U; 1 4.5 5,5 5,0
\AC10 c 10% C130 2.56 5,2 3,93

AC3-10 c 5% AMH1ItII-8 (AMHHH.5) 12,0 13,0 12,5
AC-10 c 3% A3aIIH-8 (A3HHH-5) - - 5,9
,\C3-10 c 5% A3HIH-8 (C5-3) 12 13 12.5
AC-.0 c 5% A3HH14-8 (C5.3). 3,3 3,5 3,4.
AC3-6 c 10% CS-3 1,0 3,5 2.25
AC.6 c 10% CB.3 0.2 0.6 0.4

1) Specimen; 2) crankshaft-axis plane; 3) parallel; 4) perpendicu-
lar; 5) reduced c'linder wear; 6) with.

These data indicate that the amount of carbon deposited on
the rings and grooves were somewhat greater for the AC3-10 oil
containing 5% A3HMV-8 additive based on C6-3 additive and the AC3-6
oil containing 10% C5-3 additive than for the commercial AC-10 and
AC-6 oils containing the same additives.

The amount of carbon deposited on the high-quality oil filter
was roughly the same for the thickened and commercial oils con-
taining the same additives.

Oil burning was of the same order (very slight) in all cases,
except for the AC3-6 oil containing 10% CS-3, where it amounted to
0.71% of the fuel consumption.

The cleanest piston surfaces were obtained for the AC3-l0 and
AC3-6 oils containing 10% CE-3 additive. Roughly the same results
were obtained for the AC3-10 oil containing A3HiM-8 additive based
on both A3HMW-5 and C5-3 additives, but these were poorer than for
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the oils containing CB-j ad:Itive. Use of A3HMM-8 additive based
on C6-3 additive with AC-10 commercial oil provided substantially
better results for this Index.

Component Wear

Table 103 presents data on engine-cylinder wear.

As can be seen, the reduced cylinder wear for all the test
and standard specimens was of roughly the same order (about 2-6
um), the only exception being the AC3-10 oil containing A3HWW-8
additive based on MHHM-5 or C6-3 additive, where it was somewhat
higher (12.5 um). Table 109 shows the piston-ring wear.

As can be seen from the data in Table 109, piston-ring wear
for all the thickened automobile oils tested was either close to
or lower than that for the commercial automobile cJls containing
the same additives. The AC3-6 oil containing 10% C6-3 was an ex-
ception, producing almost twice as much average piston-ring wear
with respect both to increase in ring gap and to weight loss as
the commercial AC-6 oil containing 10% C5-3.

Table 110 shows the wear for certain main engine components.

It can be seen from the data In this table that the thickened
AC3-10 oil was equivalent in these indives to commercial AC-10
automobile owl (with the same additives). Greater piston-boss and
upper rod-bushing wear was observed with the AC3-6 oil.

The data in Table 111 characterized tihe average per-cycle
(51 h) change in crankcase-oil physicochemical properties.

As can be seen, the changes In these ind4ces were normal in
all cases.

Wc thus established the following facts:

1. AC3-10 oil containing 10% C5-3 additive, 5% AsHWW-8 addi-
tive based on A3HMW-5 additive, or 5% A3HOO-8 additive based on
C6-3 additive provides normal engine operation for 600 h under
stand conditions; component-surface cleanness and carbon deposi-
ton are either equivalent to or better than those obtained for
commercial AC-10 automobile oil. AC3-6 oil containing 10% C6-3
additive causes greater carbon deposition on the rings arnd g.,ocveý-
and greater burning than AC-6 oil with the same additio.

2. Piston-ring mobility Is maintained throughout the entirt,
test period in all cases.

§3. ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS OF OIL ADDITIVES

The purposes and functions of the various types of additlvte
used in oils are not always properly evaluated. In the opinion ý,f
some authors, additives are of greater importance for servlce,
than the oil itself.
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Pritzker [9] gives the following explanation of additive use:
"it is important to keep in mind that most oil additives serve only
to improve definite properties and increase oil serviceability.
Oils suitable for specific lubrication purposes are the basic and
decisive factor in compounding any lubricant. Improvers added to
an oil do not achieve their goal if the oil itself is poorly re-
fined or unsuitable for the Job at hand. The oil should be of the
appropriate type, stable, and as chemically pure as can be achieved
by modern technological methods. These qualities, in conjunction
with various improvers, make it possible to produce a more efficient
and stable lubricating mixture."

It can be stated that the purpose of motor-oil additives is
to improve the properties of highly refined high-quality mineral
oils; additives cannot compensate for poor oil quality or poor re--
fining.

Heavy-duty oils are most widely used in diesel engines. In-
troduction of detergent additives into such oils is very effective
for holding soot and resins in a dispersed state in the oil and
for preventing coagulation and deposition.

TABLE 109

Piston-ring Wear

We. - et a.84f .'-,- ' 4
0I4.H i I 

b0 fl. .

41 M tOII l, 4.I I I -"*l•.• U Y I I..M, Sp eimen ; 1 i c re a s in a 1m ; 4U Ms I oi ; 5
8werfo.s ak 0m.0 "A wAth

*M9 I4S'8i S -G1 ' - - IFT
AThe .SIntit ut 1" . t VA 411 of I enc e

1) Specimen; 2) increase in gap, pm; 3) compression; 4) oil; 5)
average per ring; 6) weight loss, mg; 7) wear from height, pim;
8) wear from thickness, uim; 9) with.

The Institute of Additive Chemistry, Academy of Sciences of
the Azerbaydzhan SSR, has recently conducted a great deal of re-
search on the engine characteristics of multipurpose additives.
The additives designated as 50K and C5-3 have come into the widest
use.

As many tests of 50K in various automobile and tractor engines
have shown, use of this additive in pure form greatly reduces the
corrosiveness of the oil, has a material stabilizing effect, and
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TABLE 110

Engine-Component Wear

&Ra e IIe r.

.•la'yna 4,8 3,0 5,6 3,5 5,5 5,8 7,5 0,E;
7 tIopunteooA nlaaeMz 0,0 5,6 0,0 -- 0,0 '0,0 0,1 0,(J

8 IoPfllwqtaXSA Baji
9 Illa'ryHlaN weilta 4,5 1,7 I 0,0 -- 0,0 0,0 1,2 1,01 0 Kopel~llN wleKa 6,5 1,7 0,0 d- 00 0,0 0,0 0,5

1 1 iIKJIalIuJII, Uhu
4 2 waOTyilhtNe 64,0 78,5 75,0 - 75,0 4,0 129,5 117,5
5106opeHHe 64,0 105,2 79,0 -6 79,0 75,0 96,5 il0,0

I) Components; 2) with; 3) piston, p.m; 4) bosses; 5) skirt; 6)
upper rod bushing; 7) piston pin; 8) crankshaft; 9) rod neck; 10)
crank neck; ll) bushings, mg; 12) rod; 13) crank.

consequently promotes maintenance of piston-ring mobility. The

effectiveness of 50K additive in reducing wear and carbon deposi-
tion and ensuring ring mobility is greater than that of LWIATI4M-339
additive. According to the results of tests conducted in a YMM-3
apparatus, the detergent properties of -0K additive are almost
twice as good as those of 1527ATM-339 additive.

The resulCots of tests conducted with ,0K additive mVred with
AC-li HK3 sil in single-cylinder l8 and YkM-3 engines a9e given
in Table 112.

Table 113 presents the results of short-term tests of 5hK
additive mixed with Bakinskoye and Eastern ils in a SsA3-204
engine.

As can be seen from the data in Table 113, the 0K additive
yielded less wear, less carbon deposition, and almost complete
ring mobility. It must be emphasized that, in testing oils in a
qA3-204 engine under the regime specified by the long-term test
instructions, masitenance of p1ston-ring mobility during opera-

tion with high-sulfur fuels is a rare phenomenon even for 140-h
tests with effective oil additives. For example, partial ring

welding occurs after engine operation for 140 h witha oil contain-
.ding BHti-360 additive. Thsa• fact alo indicates the good engine

characteristics of 50K additive.

Long-toerm Stand Tests of A:-11 011 Containfng 5% 5eK Additive In
gA3-204 Engine

Tables 114 and 115 present data characterizing the wear for
the main engine components during operat--n with standard and
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2ABLE 111

Change in Physicochemical Properties of Worked-out
Oils •

<u I - :U , <0i0<,., - 0? LM

')Z Q'Z() M4  jýUM, U"' V&Q

npH 50W C, cc TI
, • 20 Mum 4 6.3,66e, 57,9 64,70 63,07 54,00 ;-4,60 31,70 40,22

51 q 5 72,06 682 72,23 9, 57,33 75,04 34,73 41.97
6 BR3sx.CTm KHIICMATIeM ala 5

ip"H 100 0 C, CC 4
.0 Ault ' 11,25 9.7 10.63 9.71 0,99 10.2(; 7.13 7,34

51 , A 11279 9,9 11.26 2.53 10215 11,12 7,57 7,657K~caotuoe ,reHco, Mt KOH 9,

20 M•uM 4 0,02 0,077, 0,07 0,046 0,02 0,08 0.03 0,07
51' S 0,23 0,308 0,17 0,180 0,33 0,1831 0,37 0,29

e 3ojIOa C, %
20 mum 4 0.59 0,57 0,57 0,266 0,25 0,465 0,63 0,60
5!' 5 0,85 0,56 0,53 0,296 0,26 0,523 0,75 0,6,P

9 KoiccyeCIociTh, %
20 Meum 4 0,83 0,71 0,64 6(,48 0,48 0,63 0,87 0,74
51 4 S 1,22 0,84 1 0,91 0,801 0,58 0,87 1,33 0,97

1) Index; 2) with; 3) kinematic viscosity at 500C, cSt; 4) mn; 5)
h; 6) kinematic viscosity at 1000C, cSt; 7) acid number, mg KOH;
8) ash, %; 9) tars, %.

TABLE 112

Results of Ten',ýs in 14 Apparatus

II DiC-il HK3 ,,C-1i HK3
rloicaaUeP .llCfl-1I c 6% b(li c 8% 10K

3 H13oc i H il KOJICU, M I 55.8 101.4 104,3
4 CpexiHA 131oC KOaeU, AO 35.0 23,9 24,3
5 Harap c xo~eu, e 0.22 0,19 0,13
6 Harap r xaiiasox. e 0,27 02,i 0,19
7 I1OASIolICOCTb K04eU,

8 cSoWoanlie 2 5 4
9 nAoxi'me , S 2

1 0 "npoixesIeU He- -

1) Index; 2) with; 3)wear for 1st and 2nd rings, mg; 4) average
ring wear, mg; 5) carbon deposits on rings, g; 6) carbon deposits
on grooves, g; 7) ring mobility; 8) free; 9) t~ight; !0) frozen.
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TABLE 113

Short-term Tests in qA3-204 Engine
noKaSaTe8 n 7C,-1 K)- (HK3) 1" 2O68,) I8 (111(3)-1

6% MOK, % Kl)*I9% SON

3 l1 10oc KOMnpecCjOIInx xoIeO Jin now-
De sees, Xe

1 I 10 80,0 63,5 76,7 72,3
I0 231,0 149.0 110,8 110,4 1338il146,0 109,0 117.4 1155 35,8

IV 126.0 161,0 149.0 11, 154.5
SIt CPu eHCM 118 K0o o ' 154,0 125,0 110.4 1124,1

5 TU id acAOchbeMIIulX KOACa
1 15,7 51 9,2 17,3 10,6

II 31,0 47 4,5 1115 10,6
111 19,0 27' 6,1 In,4 9,7
IV 14,0 87 9,7 19,5 14,8

4 B cpeA~eMu a KoabUo 17,0 40 7,4 17,0 11,4
6 ; I.hoC: KoMnpecamoiHlUX KOMeAL 1to ya6c-

XqlullD aa3opa, M9
1 83 75 50 20 37,5

,II- 250 .50 .112,5 80 87,5
11! 125 25 75 50 )0,0
IV 100 133 37,5 30 83,0

4 I CPCAHeM Hs KOdIbiLO 139 71 68,1 45 64,5
5 'ro we MSCJIOCbMIImnX

i 25 50 50 30 25
11 36 i00 25 30 50

I 25 87 52,5 60 25
IV 37,5 75 75 60 50

4 It cpeeIIOM na xOJibuO 25,8 78 53 45 37,5
7 Harap, a

8 C KowietC 2,82 2,30 2,02 2,35 2,43
9 'C KallaoK 6,43 1.92 4,97 4,85 3,34

1 0 ;C AFIIIU8 1,48 0,84 1.60 2,05 0,71
1 1 CyubiapWM. 10,73 5,06 8,59 9,25 6.48
1 2 CpenAHMA K3IIOC KAlJWbIWCI H NO noTFpe

Iteca (W-) Ha o0AH1
1 3 SepxnuA 29,3 C5 7.0 27.3 27.0
1 1 uuIIuWA 21,7 57 i,7 15,2 20.71 s OAS~HM1OCTb. XO.'etc fosouosueo ilO1 I i" 1
16 Cmo0o60Ae 33 36 14 4 I

17 AOTHhH 4 - 2 2
a npNxsaqean:e I - - - --

1) Index; 2) Bakinskoye; 3) compression-ring wear, from weight
loss, mg; 4) average per ring; 5) the same, for oil rings; 6) com-
pressicn-ring wear, from increase in gap, Pm; 7) carbon deposits,
g: 8) on rings; 9) on grooves; 10) on piston faces; 11) total;
12) average bushing wear, from weight loss (mg), per bushing;
13' upper; 14) lower; 15) ring mobility; 16) free; 17) tight; 18)
fr zen.
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TABLE 114

Wear for Cylinder-Piston Components
It-flII(T1pO.e) i-.II(Tossp;"e)

floXa3aTOAN N31NOCfl 1% ULATMM-%_I9i +5%t' SOK
3 1 11Oc mllJIb3 UIAJIHIIApoN (mK) a nonce HI paccroI-

itHN 22 Mm 43 31
25 a* 45 30
95 ML, 46 26

140 Am 38 Is
170Am 30 Is
273 ,m 3 14

41. IpHaeAeHIIflA M3110C I'rIilII. MDC 34 22
5 1I:11o0C IuOpWulacI (AIK) n0 H13MetenHIO iilpymloro

jiuaaaerpa, 4
6 aMfrpap 60dmoweK 9 Ir

7 I I:Oc nopw,,cBLuX xOwCI
e no inorepe seeca 0 CIAIICM 4a OAHO 90ofbUW, OM. 259
9 0.o.H3siyeieumIo 3as3opa B CTtOK4C mOmieU, Mm 0,145 1 0,15

1 0 I1fioc nopweeuoro nfalbia, MN 0,002 I 0

1) Wear index; 2) (commercial); 3) cylinder-sleeve wear (pm) in
bands at distance of; 4) reduced sleeve wear, prm; 5) piston wear
(umn), from change in outsidt diameter; 6) boss diameter; 7) pis-
ton-ring wear;8) from loss of weight, average per ring, mg; 9)
from change in ring gap, mm; 10) piston-pin wear, mm.

TABLE 115

Wear for Crankshaft-Rod Components

[l -- ~rcI -,NC A-I {3% LI5 6KXI'IoxaTCAMe 3Hatoca IUHATHM339 -11+5%

21 1i'OC Week KoX'lCll4aToro saaa, MM
3 1IlTyHHbIX 0 0,0075
4 KopeHHIx 0 0,0036

5 1:Iiioc sepxmeA sTyJ!KH waTyyla, Au 3 i |
6 113t1"M SKSaIBAweR WaT•ItHbiX roAWHrtIIIIItKOE no ito-

Tepe faca (MA) a cpemHCM
7 Ila oItl aCpXllRMl 44 94
8 Ill OJHII IIM)KIt"iI 12 279 J1'41oc DKJIAhitUeh XOPCI4oHblX nOAIWHnltitKom no no-
rTpe Beca (,Aw) B cpenhtCN
7. "A OAHIll Sepxn.f, 44 30
8 AlS OAHH HH1144Il"I 196 115

1) Wear index; 2) crankshaft-neck wear, mm; 3) rod necks; '4)
crank necks; 5) upper rod-bushing wear, pm; 6) rod bearing-bushing
wear, from weight loss (mg),average for; 7) one upper bushing;
8) one lower bushing; 9) crank bearing-bushing wear, from weight
loss (mg), average for.
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test oils.

The cylinder sleeves exhibited less wear for 4-11 oil con-
taining 50K additive than for standard A-11 oil containing UMATWM-
339 oil.

The piston and piston-pin wear was slight for the specimens
tested and can be regarded as almost equivalent in both cases. The
piston-ring wear was somewhat greater than for the standard oil.
Thus, the average per-ring wear was 259 mg for the A-il cil con-
taining 3% LIATOM-399 additive and 325 mg for the A-11 oil con-
taining 5% 65K additive.

The character and amount of the carbon and tar deposits on
the pistons and of the resin deposits on the oil-filter elements
were evaluated by visual inspection and weighing. Table 116 gives
the results of the inspection.

TABLE 116

Comparative Evaluation of Ring Mobility and Tar
Depos its

CocToRNte Aeave§ noCIe 60 v 1a-11+3% A
1 pa6o, juuunraTeA* UHATHM-339 11-|1-5% 6@K

2 I"OABHrIHOCTb nopwiteemx KOMie
& .nO6OJAHbix 16 32
4. nAOTHW 14 -
5 npHxUa'lcHIM.x nOAHOCTbK 1
6 npNX§8CICexX MICTHqHONIM

7 CJIOMSHHIX
S9 A .oaUe UKP&TN Ha 106KAX.op,,eA IN qellop Uro uaeIa Kem~oceporo ROM

166-70% nooepZNOCTH Ha 30% nomuc9mOcT

I) Condition of components after engine 3peration for 60 h; 2)
piston-ring mobility; 3) free; 4) tight; 5) completely frozen;
6) partially frozen; 7) broken; 8) tar deposits on piston skirts;
9) black tars over 65-70% of surface; 10) dark gray tars over
30% of surface.

TABLE 117

Deposits and Oil Consumption

nouNa4teau IiHATHM-339 -11--t% 5@K

2 0TAOJOtCI NO io m, pypauIu ,Aem,,e x TOHKOit
o0mCTXN( MSCa4 6 CCAmHeM 39 6,,MAICOBIWA ?KAN A. 384 501

3 PSICOA MICAS me yrap a cepeauem No 6)-4scoaoo
UHN", Ka 8,1

4 To J4e I % It PaCXOAY TOnRuaa 0.99 0.77
s I IeranPoo6paaceNue Na OCOODNM AtUox nopwtmc-

MoA rpynnM, a
6 nopmwehe. xwwba 2.83 2.36
7 maseau, nopta•s 3,42 2.3

9 BCkO Ucp,., 6,25 4.66

1) Index; 2) deposils on high-quality oil-filter element, average
over 60-h cycle, g; 3) oil burnt, average over 60-h cycle, kg; 4 )
the jame, % of fu-!l consumption; 5) carbon deposition on main pis-
ton components, &, 6) piston rings; 7) piston grooves; 8) total
carbon deposits, g.
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TABLE 118

Change in Physicochemical Properties of A-1i Diesel
Oil Containing 3% QMATHM-339

2 4 5
Kwnexa- 3 Melain- KNCJo?- 6 7 6

DPeuoN ot6opa ?iqecKam 3aab- qmecmie moe qnc. Kogcye- Ko INNO, @.Amp
.po6 MJXOC~r, WOCT % npXNUCN, AO. .VZ MOCMb, S Z.N At

ccm % KOH

20 auu 9 11.41 0,307 0,03 0,055 0.W80 0.57 14.0
10 -V 1 o 11,50 0,1,52 0,024 0,142 0,680 0,78 13,0
20 m 11,58 0,167 0,028 0.185 0.795 1,10 26,0
30 q 11,83 0,172 0.043 0.230 1,200 1,13 31,5
40 ,s 12,29 0,182 0.062 0,307 1,410 0,96 37,5
50's 12,85 0,192 0.043 0.300 1,500 1,05 35.7
60 12,83 0,221 0,057 0,280 1,680 '0,85 37,5

I MHiueiieme no-
+1,42 -0,066 +0,'127 +0,225 +0,800 +0,2 +23,5

1) Sampling time; 2) kinematic viscosity, cSt; 3) ash, %; 14) mechan-
ical impurities, %; 5) acid number, mg KOH; 6) tars, %; 7) corrosion,
g/m 2 ; 8) iron, mg; 9) min; 10) h; 11) change in index.

As can be seen, the data in this table indicate that 60K
additive has a clear advantage with respect to piston-ring mobil-
ity.

Table 117 gives data on oil-filter deposits and carbon deposits.

As can be seen from the data in Table 117, carbon deposition on
the engine components was less when the engine was run with the oil
containing 6*K additive.

TABLE 119

Change in Physicochemical Properties of 4-11 Diesel
Cil Containing 5% 50K

2 5
1 1(14ema. 3 MeX3HN- KMH•OT- 6 7

Upelall 0o6opa ynqeucnaa, 30a0- ecme woe m.c- koxcye- Koppo- )KMaemo.
09: 6  NU3OCh, VOCTL, % nrwmccm, AO. M,: MOM~b, % 3M), 1.A AZ

ecru % KOH
20 AM 12,6 0,611 0,035 0,095 1,60 0.44 16.0

10 % 0 12,8 0.567 0.033 0,125 1.82 0.20 16,0
20 'i 13.0 0,600 0,025 0.130 1.91 0,45 A.0
304 13,3 0,600 0.020 0.120 2.36i 0,25 25.0
40 q 14,G 0,610 0.018 0.122 2,31 0,40 25.0
50 1 1043 0,602 0.020 0.150 2.66 0.44 30.0
0 q 5,0 0,606 0,020 0,150 2,91 0.53 33.0

Ruiieaem i + 2.4 -0,006 -0,015 +0,055 '*1,31 +0.09 +217.0

1) Sampling time; 2) kinematic viscosity, cst; 3) ash, %; 4) mech-
anical impurities, %; 5) acid number, mg KOH- 6" tars, C; 7) •oP-
rosion, g/m2; 8) iron, mg; 9) mn; 10) h; 11) change '"i index.
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Tables 118 and 119 present the results of an analysis of the
woiked-out standard and test oils.

The change in main physicochemical properties during engine
operation was smaller for the A-11 oil containing 5% 50K additive
than for the standard specimen.

On the average, the ash content of the oil containing the new
test additive remained constant over a 60-h engine-operation cycle,
while that of the oil containing UMATMM-339 additive decreased by
more than 20%.

Long-Term Stand Tests of AC-11 HK3 Oil containing 6%6*K Additive in
A-40 Engine -

Tables 120-122 present data characterizing the wear for the
main engine components during operation with the standard and test
oils.

As can be seen from Table 120, the cylinder-sleeve wear (par-
ticularly in the maximum-wear zone) was very small and identical
in both cases.

As can be seen from the data in Table 121, all piston-ring
wear indices were substantially lower for the oil containing 50K
additive.

The data in Table 122 indicate that the wear for both the
rod. and crank-bearing bushings was less when the engine was run
with the oil containing 5*K additive.

TABLE 120
Wear for Cylinder-Fiston Components

nomsm& I moIaC-11HK~30% j AC.II HK3
nlou., ,N.UocI UNATHM-M33 +6% 60K

2 Ku 40t, LUNAPD(X
a nonce Ma patc"tottNN

22 xx 38 40

48M II. 201 I 4 20I u I .'20
230 xm .5 143 ~ me JI,• 24flpuxemamuu 1K240

4 3 MOOi U&NMU bRO4•o f33Cs 38 40s Kauoc nomadre. (AX) no wIum6,ow
1 1,3 15,e

1) Wear index; 2) cylinder-sleeve wear (um) in band at distance of';
3) reduced; 4) In maximum-wear zone; 5) piston wear (um), from
change in; 6) outside diameter; 7) boss diameter.

Tables 123 ai.o 124 show the amount of carbon deposits on the
pistons and of deposits on the oil filters.

Analyzing the data in Tables 123 and 124, it can be seen that
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TABLE 121

Piston-Ring Wear and Mobility
flo~a~aeaai Ha 11,I 3% Maa CI

1C- I Macao 'Mc-Dnom•awea.UAT -W3H3 13% HK3.iK 6% O ft@K

UHATHM-339

3 I 13i1OC xomnpeccito,.,x xoaetU no noTepe eca, w
] 791 173,2

ii 424,7 50.p
Sii 170 20.9
IV 163 20

4 B cpeAiiU Na KOAbUO -387 42,05 T"o m e u a c ~ o c 'u e M H Mx 1-2 . 6! -21.3 I,fi
ii 96,0 819

4 B cpezAem NO KOJI•bO 108 52
6 KI3HOC momnpCCCHOtHbiX KOAu. no yleawqelilw o ja.

aopa a sauxe, AK I 237 50
If 175 37
ill 187 37
IV 87 87

4B CpeeAHeu HN KOJ~bitO 172 53
5 To me UacAoc'beMNbax

I 16;2 87
H 112 100

4 B cpeAHeM HI KOJbUO 137 94
7 43HOC .no plAHa'ibHON TOJqWNe KOMfnpeKCcu;HdiMX

I •~6,0 5
II 28.0 .1

1I i23,6 4,0
JV 23.0 4,5

4 It cpeAueU NO KOJb.,o 31.1 49
5 To we ucaoc-eu ,.x

! 28,0 8,0
i 39.8 4,5"

4 [ CpeAmeM NI xoJtbuo 33,9 6.3
6 HUMaoC no DUCOTe xounpeCCiouHIIx KOJAML U

I 5,5 .
'II 3,5 6ý5
III 2,3 3,6
IV 2.6 3.5

4 P cpeAHeM Na KOJibUO 16.0 Aft
5 To me macJiOCiemNUX 

6i 1,6 3
Ii 3,0 4.5

4 B cpeeHCH ,I KOJIbUO 2.3 3,7
9 TlOABH2KHOCTb KOMeI

1 0 c5o6oAnue 24 24
1 t njioTHue 0 0
1 , npHxmaqeIIIIe 0 0

1) Index; 2) oil; 3) compression-ring wear, from weight loss, ng;
4) average per ring; 5) the same, for oil rings; 6) compression-
ring wear, from increase in ring gap, pm; 7) compression-ring wear,
from radial thickness, pm; 8) compression-ring wear, from height,
um; 9) ring mobility; 10) free; 11) tight; 12) frozen.
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the AC-ii HK3 oil containing 6% 640K yielded substantially better
results with respect to filter deposits, carbon deposits on piston
components, and piston-surface cleanness.

TABLE 122

Wear for Crank-rod Components

1 IM.caa 1,C-I1 HK31 Macan I'IC-l1
noua J6 3% UH AThMM-,339JHI 3.1 % BON

4 I43auOC WUtC RoAeMMqatOUo m aI, KAX

5 *ImSyniMd , 4,4 1,4
6 MolrCIIHMZ 4,25 1025

7 H3Noc mepzJieA £r?yAun "aryaa, Mx 0 11,25
a CpleAmNA N31O1,. MIAIaAMdcA waTyHitux noAiduiHn .

no, no noiepl aca (am) ma oA.i
9 aepagisA IN8 fit
0 NN2IIHMA 266 84

i i Havoc suaAuweI mOpnHuMx noAmluInINKOm no no-
Tepo WSc (AV) 8 CPCAIWMNA ANIi041

UepRioA 296 70
NNUaMA 422 85

1) Index; 2) AIC-l1 HKO oil containing 3%UMATiM-339; 3) AQC-11 HK3
oil containing 6% 64K; 4) crankshaft-neck wear, Pm; 5) rod no.cks;
6) crank necks; 7) upper rod-bushing wear, pm; 8) average rod-bear-
ing bushing wear, from weight loss (mg), per; 9) upper bushing; 10)
lower bushing; 11)"crank bearing-bushing wear, from weight loss
(mg); average per.

TABLE 123
Deposits on Filters

. .2 O.ao•-,, .a * r. • OTAow•eu. .,a 0. T. 0.,

2uw ITOCX a4.r .
HK3% Mamccaoo ACC-II MACso AC-11 AC-l HK3
HK3-_3% . a HK3c3% cc 39K

UNAThM4V HK3c6% 6BK UHATHM-339 c6S

__ _ __ _ _ 3 V. _ __--

30-
!1 25 40 q 5,5

Ii6540010IV 55 -- 25
V 95 45 65 30

VI - 30 as 25
Vii 30 --- 30

Vill 40 --- 25

' CPUAnM "U~ 48.5 390 510 3.6

1) Cycle; 2) deposits on low-quality filter, g; 3) AC-11 HK3 cil
containing 3% UHATHM-339; 4) A4C-11 HK3 oil containing 6% 54K; 5)
deposIts on high-quality filter, g (cen*'ifuge); 6) average per
cycle.
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TABLE 124

Carbon Deposition, g
1 I I

liarap jMacr AC-1I HK3 C 3%1 Macao AC-It HK3
2 UHATHM-9 ! c6 66K,

4 C IHIMa 1 1.36 0,77
5 C X8anaOK r028 1,49
6 Cxoau 1,83 0.32

7 8 a r o 9,47 2,W8

1) Carbon deposits; 2) AC-li HK3 oil containing 3% I$IATIM-339; 3)
AC-il HK3 oil containing 6% 64K; 4) piston face; 5) grooves; 6)
r'ings; 7) total.

The avera.le amount of oil burnt per cycle was 12.4 kg for the
AC-li HK3 oil containilg 3% UMATMM-339 additive and 6.25 kg for
the AC-il HK3 oil containing 6% 50K additive.

Tables 125 and 126 present the results of an analysis of the
worked-out standard and test oils.

TABLE 125
Change in Physicochemical Properties of AC-li HK3
Oil Containing 3% UMATHM-339 Additive

I $ I

14 all 7.2 09 .0

9 Wc10 WNm 10.59 0 ,55 ----

2D 11.06 0.33 0k031 0,19 -- I 1.05 17
60 11,31 0,31 - 0.025 0.115 - 0916 19

100 % 11,50 0.27 0.047 0.395 .03I 0.88 27
!2 Nmueinicoe nostaunsel +1.09 -0,28 +0,023 +0,025 1+0.39 -0,04 + 7

1) Sampling '.-e; 2) kinematic viscosity at 1000 C, cSt; 3) ish, %;
4) mcchanical Impurities, 1; 5) acid number, mg KOH; 6) tars, %;
7) corrosion, g/m4; 8) iron, g; 9) initial; 10) min; 11) hi 12)
change in index.

It can be seen from the data in Tables 125 and 126 that the
ash conte;,t or the oil containing 60K additive remained almost
unchangea during operation for 60 h, while that of the oil con-
taining 414ATMM-399 additive was halved, which indicates tnat this
additive is rapidly worked out.

The acid number and mechanical-impurlty -ontent of the two
oils over 100 h of operation were of the 6ame order, while the
corrosive+ness of the oil contai:ning 64K wae, only half that of the
oil containing UQIATHM-399.
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TABLE 126

Change in Physicochemical Properties of AC-11 HK3
Oil Containing 6% 64K

.awe . i
OPIAN. OT6Opa 8 I'" 0

9 c•4czoz c 11.21 L,,,; 0,04 0,03 0,.0 - -

20 aus 1 0 11,44 0,67 0,22 0,05 0,90 0,26 5.6
20 v 14,39 0,36 0,10 0,09 0,97 0,24 4,5
60 , 12,24 0,73 0,09 0,10 II 0,23 7,6

1 00 v 12,38 0,66 0,09 0,20 1.11 0,45 10,2
1 2 &MONe INe f1oKa3aTCeeA +1,17 +0,03 +0,05 +0,17 +0,21 +0,19 '+ 4,6

1) Sampling time; 2) kinematic viscosity at 1000 C, cSt; 3) ash, %;
4) mechanical impurities, %; 5) acid number, mg KOH; 6) tars, %;
7) corrosion, g/m"; 8) iron, g; 9) initial; 10) min; 11) h; 12)
change in index.

The iron and tar contents of the oil containing 65K were sub-
stantially lower after service for 100 h.

Analysis of the test results enables us to draw the following
conclusions.

1. Oils containing 50K additive produce substantially less
engine-component wear than a standard specimen in a 4-40 engine.

2. 50K additive ensures piston-ring mobility throughout the
entire test period, while tests with the standard specimen result
in tight or frozen rings.

3. The amount of carbon deposited on the piston components is
several times less for operation with an oil containing 50K addi-
tive.

4. Considerably less tars are formed on the piston surfaces
when the engine is operated with oil containing 6*K additive.

5. The average change in physicochemical properties for oil
containing 50K additive over a single test cycle is less than
that for oil containing I4HATHM-339 additive.

Investigation of Engine Characteristics of c5-3 Additive Mixed
wi th Oils

The automobile oi.1 produced by Soviet industry require a
substantial improvement in engine characteristics in order to en-
sure reliable long-term service of modern spark-ignition automo-
bile engines.

As recent experience has shown, one way to impr'ove oll cnar-
acteristics is use of multipurpose additives. Preliminary engine
and nonengine tests conducted by the INKhP, Academy of Sciences
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TABLE 127

Ring Mobility

2 KoAIHCTSO KOCeK

1cna o fOAIICTbKl WTH'iHO 32l- eHCnMTyeMoe Macao - ...... 1. XKOKCO91HHMX 5Aso06oSaKONC 'iO¢ymapHR. flAOTHf II
(cylauapman a

3 Hb1% Ayr&)

AC.9,5 HK3 (60c tipmcaAu) I 2/6500 2 19
.ACA9S5 HK3+3% UHATHM-339 0 0 0 24
AC.9.5 HK3+10% C5-3 0 0 0 24
CY I 3/590' 2 18
AC-10 (eaK.)+3% A3HHH-8 (Ba) 0 0 0 24
AC-i0 (6aK.)+10% C5-3 0 0 0 24
AK-10+ 10% C6-3 0 0 0 180

1:T'Piston with 3 rings.
1) oil tested; 2) number of rings; 3) completely frozen; 4) par-
tially frozen (total arc); 5) tight; 6) free; 7) without additives;
8) Bakinskoye.

TABLE 128

Amount of Deposits on Engine Components and Oil
Burning

C 3 fYrpplMpwHX Z

CfHalnoyMe a Ha b ,. T. 0., Y acaa, £/,t

5AC-.95 HK3 V: 3 nptfcaz2xH) 8,4 87 67
A.Cr-9.5 HK3+ +." , UHATHM-339 6,3 20 GI
AC-..5 HK3+,,Jl% C6.3 4,1 114 42
CY 20.9 173 57
AC. 10 (ax.)+30% AHHH-38 (Ba) 20,8 - -
AC-ID (0)+10% CS-3 10.1 110,5 45
A O-10+I0% CS.3 2,31 91 35

i) OIV tested; 2) on pistons and rings, g; 3) on high-quality oil
filter, g; 4) oil burnt, g/h; 5) without. additives; 6) Bakinskoye.

o- the Azerbaydzhan SSR, have shown that the new C5-3 additive is
hi "y efficient. Its addition to both Bakinskoye and Eastern auto-
mribile oils provided high oil engine characteristics in carbureted
engines.

In order to determine the effectiveness of C5-3 additive mixed
with automobile oils prodjced from Bakinskoye crude oils, the test
results were compared with those obtained for operation of a rA3-51
engine with CY oil and with AC-10 (3alinskoye) oil containing 3%
AsHH14-8 additive (barim type).

The data in Table 127 characterizc pistoi-ring mobi3I'ty M,'ter
these tests.

As can be seen from the data in Table 127, AC-.c5 HK3 oil con-
taining 3% QMATHM-339 additive and 10% CS-3 additive and AC-10 oil
containing 3% A3HW14-8 (Ba) additive and 10% CS-3 additive provided
full piston-ring mobility throughout the entire test.

Table 128 presents data characterizing the amount of deposits
on the engine components during operation with different o11s.
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TABLE 1229

Component Wear
2 Macao AC.9,5 HK3,

3 3%
6e33.3aTe"H Ae3p Ic LHATHM-339 10% CS-3

4 Cpe',.xlHf 13110C UII.'IIAPoo.. M , 29 ') 4
5 H3Hoc nopm,,eaMx woaeu no notepe

Beca (AV) Ia oju1o KOJbUO 475 87,5 83
6 ;J3110C KlOmnpeculOIInubx KO.'eU, no yee.14 A .eHH10 3a3opa 6 3aMKe, MK 6% 165 115

7 311OC Ko,cnlqaToro Bans, xK

8 WaTyimiwe weHfH 8 5 2
9 KopeCHbie WJHKdI I 4 6 2

1 0 '1i3HOC RKJ1aaJ~hieft f10JIUHPI4HKOD

I I waTyHtIie - - 6
1 2 Kopeiim e - -- 1,4

1 3 l10ASH)KHOCb nOpWHeabhx Komei,
1 4 CBOo3oJHble .18 24 24
l5nAoTHwe 2 0 0
1 6 nperopeew,,e 4 0 0

1 7 Harap (mcer), e 8,4 6,3 4,1
18 TOM 4HcJle

C KoAeu, iI xaH3noK - 0,13 -

1) Index; 2) oil; 3) without additives; 14) average cylinder wear,
um; 5) piston-ring wear, from weight loss (mg), per ring; 6) com-
pression-ring wear, from increase in gap, Pm; 7) crankshaft wear,
um; 8) rod necks; 9) crank necks; 10) bearing-bushing wear; 11)
rod bearings; 12) crank bearings; 13) piston-ring mobility; 14)
free; 15) tight; 16) welded; 17) carbon deposits (total), g; 18)
including rings and grooves.

As can be seen from the data in this cable, AC-9.5 HK3 oil
contai.ning 10% C5-3 additive produced substantially less carbon
deposits on the pistons and rings than did the oil containing 3%
UQATHM-339 additive. The same effect was observed when C5-3 addi-
tive was mixed with AC-10 Bakinskoye oil. This can be seen from
a comparison of AC-10 (Bakinskoye) oil. containing 13% C6-3 oil
with AC-10 (Bakinskoye) oil containing 3% AqHWM-8 (Ba) additive.

While mixing of AC-10 oil with 3% A3HMM-8 (Ba) additive re-
':.ces carbon deposits to tie '':cl observed for operation with
LY oil, use of CS-3 additive with the barae oil reduces carbon de-
posits by a fautor of 2.

Comparison of AC-10 (Bakinsknye) 11 containing 10% CS-3
additive with AG-9.ý H".3 oil containing 3% UWATHM-339 additive
shows that a somewhat smaller amount of carbon deposit was prod-
uced in the fornmer case. This is attributable to the qualitative
difference 4 n thA base lils,

Both the Eastern and Bakinskoye oils containing C5-3 addi-
tive yielded substantially better results from the standpoint of
tar depoultion on the pi3ton3. Thus, the ti.r Oepobits on the pis-
ton okirts amounted to 2.0-3 points on the color scale for AC-9.5
oil containing 3% 4HATMM-339 additivo eanr to no more tnan 0.5 point
for both Eastern and Bakinskoye oils containine Co-3 additive. The
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oil-ring gaps were absolutely clean in the latter case.

Tables 129-131 present data characterizing engine-component

wear for Eastern and Bakinskoye oils containing CS-3 additive.

The fuel consumption and spark-advance angle of the engine
were adjusted in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions
before the tests. Table 132 shows the initial power and economy
indices of the engine at full throttle and 2000 rpm, which was
taken as the control regime for checking engine operation. The
fuel consumption under these conditions should be 13.5-13.8 kg/h
and the spark-advance angle should be ]R-200.

Table 133 presents data characterizing the change in power

and economy indices.

The change in the physicochemical indices of the test oils
proceeded almost uniformly over the surface period (see Table 134).

TABLE 130

Component Wear
2 3 Macad AC-10 (6ac.)

rlo~a-rucA AK.I0c1O% MaiIHH* 3C6B3 noe CY lA3HH8I1O% C6.3

5 CpV;A11A H3110oc IUl.11Apo., MX ec, ( ) 7.1 23,7 5,9 3,93
S, JI31oc nupwiteubix XC,,eULil no HTepe Beca (we)

H3a OAHO ROJIbUO 67,0 167 81 93
7 0'13110C Kojieu no yneAJIueiuH10 3a3opa 9 3aMKC

(MK) Ha OHO KO.RbUO 10, 296 177 50
S|-'J-IHOC KoAejlqaToro 8sa1, mg

SluaTyiljme ueHKII 2 7 8 1,7
1 0 KOpemllfe wleAKIl 2 2 8 1,4

I I li,,inIc BKaabwm eA nOAWfluUIIUKON, Me
1 2 WUaTyllilie - 235 131 3.8

1 3 A•opeH1ehC - 105 131 5,0
1 -, 1o•AIIOcM nopflIleBbix xoAeu

1 5 CBO60AAbe 180 21 24 24
1 6 IUOTeHUC 0 0 0 (
1 7 flptropeftuHe (nomInrcmio MNJIN qaCTH'-

.1o) 0 3 0 0

1 9 C KOAeIL n KaiiasoK 1,33 17,0 14,0 1,55

2 0 C AMIUAS nOpWHA 0,98 3,9 '5,8 8.56

-- TTston with 3 rings.

1) Index; 2) AK-10 containing 10% CB-3; 3) CY machine oil; 14) AC-1O
(Bakinskoye) oil; 5) average cylinder wear, iam; 6) piston-ring
wear, from weight loss (mg), per ring; 7) ring wear, from increase
in gap (Vm), per ring; 8) cranzshaft wear, om; 9) rod necks; 10)
crank necks; 11) bearing-bushing wear, mg; 12) rod bushings; 13)
crank bushings; 14) piston-ring mobility; 15) free; !6) tight; 17)
welded (completely or partially); 18) carbon deposits; 19) on rings
and grooves; 20) on piston faces.
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TABLE 131

Engine-Component Wear, pm
Me~Ao A^.9,5 HK3 . MaAC0(... )

AeTSeab 03

7 Ilopwenb 9

8 Kai~aexa KOJIbUl 5
I 1 10 0 10 0 06II 6 4 0 3 5 0 0

lii 6 3 8,3 3 8 0 3
IV 6 2 8.3 5 5 0 09 '204 3 0 4 6,9 2,4

1 0 K06x& 10 2 2,5 2 - 3.9 6,6
1 1 BTYjKSa waTyHa 7 1 1 3,5 3 3,5

1 2 ilopwnesoA nanet 1 2 0 0,3

1) Component; 2) oil; 3) without additives; 4) CY machine oil; 5)
Bakinskoye; 6) with; 7) piston; 8) ring grooves; 9) bosses; 10)
skirt; J.1) rod bushing; 12) piston pin.

TABLE 132

Operating Characteristics of rA3-51 Engine Under
Control Regime at 2000 r/min

1 Yo . 4 1 Yroa one.W O W -! 3p 2CXo0A 1pe llce tM S 3 3-
Macaio H 'b, Pac ,o rnt I Pon Rila". wCroaa"1.

A./ r.. A.B3 K Z lT J ., A. C. rpaA .

6
AC-9,5 HK3 (6e3 np6 caXN)E1,3 13,63 265 20

AC-9.5 HK3+3% LWATHM-339 51,0 13,4 263 20
AC-9,5 HK3+10% C5-3 50,5 i 3,6 269 20
CY 7 51,5 13,6 264 20
AC-10 (6aK.)+3% A3HHH-8 50.3 13,6 269 20
AC-10 (6ax.)-+ 0% CB.3 49,4 13,6 274 20
AK-10 c 10% CS-3. N I IM, 3,6 250 20

1) Oil; 2) power, hp; 3) fuel consumption, kg/h; 4) specific fuel

consumptions, g per effective hp per h; 5) spark-advance angle, de-

grees; 6) without additives;7) Bakinskoye; 8) with.
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TABLE 133

Power and Economy Characteristics of Engine at Full
Throttle and 2800 r/min

Mow"-d! 0OC'b npm SCo5oA yVAe.•l.RWA
oo1Cm II pacXoA paoA Ton.

MMCAo TO..JII4 8,, Amies.
APOCceic, ice/' 1/0, A. C. ,,.
2 AIC 3 4

AC-9,S IlK3 (6e3 npmcajAIC) A0 HCnlhT. 631,4 18,0 284
nocaC mCnfT. 59,3 17,92 303

AC-9,5 HK3+3% LUHATHM-339 6 no ncnT. 64,5 s I,.% 287
9 tIoCACe MCnlT. 61,5 18,75 282.

AC-9,5 HK3+10% CB.3 - 8 AO KcUL 67,6 18.4 273,0
9 IOCJIC H.IIMT., 67,0 17,6 263,"

6B,•au ntHe CQ 8 AO HCrHIirT. - -

7 9 IOIC HVCIMT. -- -

AC-1O (OaK.)+3% AsH4H.-8 0 •O MCnUT. 65 18,3 29,5
7 9 nocne HCnIT. 6,3.5 18,0 275

,\C.10 (6aK.)+10% CS-3 8 AOcflnut. 67,2 1-8,2 271
9 ,oae mcnMT. ;GG6 18,2 272
8 AO mcnUT 65 17,1 262

AK-10 +10% C5-3 9 nocie hCnflT. 63 17,0 261,5

1) Oil; 2) power at full throttle, hp; 3) fuel consumption, kg/h;
4) specific fuel consumption, g per effective hp per h; 5) with-
out additives; 6) CY machine oil; 7) Bakinskoye; 8) before test;
9) after test.

TABLE 134

Change in Oil Physicochemical Properties

BU3KOCTb npH 500C, cen

Mac.3o 4 . I 5

Mcx. 20 maxN 51 ,v

AC-9,5 HK3 (6e3 npHclomm) 50,47 49,58 59,94
AC-9,5 HK3+3% UMATHM-339 55,63 54,9 65,10
AC-9,5 HK3-j.10% CS-3 53,78 56,8 58,8
C( Y- 49,38 64.06
AC-10+ 3% A3HKH-8 - 66,07 90,60
AC-10+10% CB-3 64,74 51,9 48,2
AK-10-+-10% CS-3 72,64 71 70.37

7 8
KOKCyeuocm, % 3oAhIbIOCTb, % KmcaoimoeC "tc•o, vz K011

Scx, 20 m.u w 51 It .tc. 20 .tux 51 -1 Rcx 20 .u. 51 't

0,15 0,20 0,47 -- - - 0,13 0,17 ,f41
0,45 0.45 0,r,5 0,23, 0,26 0.22 1 ~t" r- .04 (1,3'

'0,75 0,83 0,93 0,5. 0,54 0.56, I 0,02 0,073 0,2M
- 1,109 0,389 0,003 0,00S 0,011 0,13 0.23 0,25A
- 048 00 - 0,266 0, - 0,046 0,18

0,66 0,71 0,84 0,62 0.57 0,56 a oTc 0,077 0.30h
0.91 %094 1,18 0..5 0,64 0,57 o 0 Orc. 0,07 0,32

1) Oil; 2) viscosity at 50 0 C, cSt; 3) initial; 4) min; 5) h; 6)
tars, %; 7) ash, %; 8) acid number, mg KOH; 9)without additives;
10) absent.
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Long-term stand tests of automobiles r.'oduced from a prospec-
tive mixture of Baku cride oils, subjected to a high degree of re-
fining (200% furfurol) and containing A3HIH-8 (Ba) and C6-3 addi-
tives, and testing of C5-3 additive mixed with AC-9 HK3 oils prod-
uced from Vostok crude oils enable us to draw the following con-
clusions.

1. Bakinskoye oils containing AaHmm-8 (Ba) additive and par-
ticularly C5-3 additive ensure normal, reliable operation of rA3-51
carburete. -ýg'nes and have better operating properties (wear, car-
bon deposition, tar formiation, and piston-ring mobility) than AC-9.5
HK3 oil containing 3% UMATOM-339 additive for CY machine oil.

2. The most effective of the additives tested was CS-3, which
provided complete piston-ring mobility, high piston cleanness,
and minimum wear and carbon deposition on engine components in
comparison with the other specimens tested when mixed with selec-
tively purified automobile oils produced from Baku and Vostok crude
oils.

Testing of Engine Characteristics of AH-MM-8 Additives (Based on
Cs-3 and cK-3 Additives) Mixed with Automobile Oils

When the C6-3 additive appeared, work was begun to develop
new versions of the AaHMM-8 additive, whose detergent component;
(AHMHM-5 additive) was replaced by C5-3 or CK-3. This substitution
was made in an attempt to improve the detergent properties and,
possibly, other engine characteristics of AaHHI-8 additive. The
following specimens were tested:

AC-10 oil from Bakinskoye crude oil mixcd with 5% AsHMM-8
additive based on CK-3 (2.5% A3HHH-7 + 2.5% CK-3);

AK-10 oil from Bakinskoye crude oil mixed with 5% A3HIH-8
additive based on CS-3 (2.5% A3HHHI1-7 + 2.5% C5-3);

AC-9.5 oil from Vostok crude oil containing 5% AsHMM-8 addi-
tive based on CK-3 (2.5% A *WI-7 + 2.5% CK-3).

TABLE 135

Ring Mobility

-O6pawat -NCu6:e

AC-10 c 3% AHIIIIS. 24
AC-10 c 10% C5-3 24
AC-1l c 5% AHHH-8 (CK-3) Is
AC-10 c 5% A3HHH-8 (CK-3) Is
AK-10 c 10% (:6.3 I1
AK-10 c 5% \•iHHH-8 (CS-3) Is
AC-9.5 (HK3) c 3% UHATHM-339 24
AC-9.5 (HK3) c 10% CK.3 18
AC-9.5 (HK3) c 5% AHHH.- (CK-3) Is

Note. There were no tight or
frozen r-ngs.

1) Specimen; 2) free; 3) with.
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The test results were compare& with the results of analogous
tests:

first series: AC-10 oil containinig 3% AHIlw-8 F.dditive based
on ASHHM-5 additive, 10% C5-3 addit' •, -r 5% AsHHIH-8 additive
based on CE-3;

second series: AK-10 oil containing 10% C5-3;

third series: AC-9.5 HK3 oil containing 3% QHATHM-339 addi-
tive and 10% CK-3.

Table 135 presents the results of an evaluation of piston-
ring mobility.

As can be seen, all the specimens tested provided complete
piston-ring mobility.

As was to be expected from the results of the preliminary
tests, the detergent properties of the AK-10 oil containing 5%
A3HIH-8 (CB-3) additive were poor, apparently as a result of the
low susceptibility of this oil to the additive used. The best re-
sults were obtained for AaHMH-8 (C6-3) additive mixed with AC-10
oll. The AWMHM-8 (CK-3) additive occupied an intermediate position
with respect to piston-skirt condition when mixed with AC-10 oil
or, particularly, with AC-9.5 HK3 oil.

TABLE 136

Deposits on Components and Oil Burning

10 4

Opa3eu X 2 ,

A(C-I0 c 3% A3HIIH-8 (A3HHH.5) 20j; ... ..
AC-O c 10% CB-3 10.1 1.55 110A. 45,0 0,37
AC-10 c 5% A3HHH-8 (CB-3) t.n 0.89 57 340 0.3
AC-10 c 5% AaHHH-8 (CK-3) 6,72 2.06 110.0 47.0 0,39e
AK-10 c 10%•CB-3 2.3i - 91 35.0 0,?•)
AK-10 c 5% AHHHH-8 (CB-3) 8.5i 3,33 36,0 56.5 0.46;
AC-9,5 (HK3) c 3% "UHATHM-3.3 k,3 - 20.0 q,30 f,.'
AC-9. (HK3) c 10% CK-3 6,33 0.29 73.0 30. 0.25
AC09. (HK3) c 5% A3HHH-8 (CK.3) 12,74 2.97 77M0 70.0 0.57

1) Specimen; 2) deposits on ptstons and rings, g; 3) deposits on
rings and grooves, g; 4) deposits on high-quality oil filter, g;
5) oil burnt, g/h;6) oil burnt, % of fuel consumption; 7) with.
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TABLE 137
Cylinder Wear, pm

rlAOCKOCTb OCH KOSACE-
1 2 qa3oro "AS Cpe.Rmi N3NOC

06paaeu IO3HOC
nbpaaet IAe'pneNAH- u1xexe
3 0 o

AC-10 c 3% AHHH-8 tA3HH4K.5) - - 5.9
AC-10 c 10% C5-3 2,66 5,2 3,93
AC-10 t 5% AMHI4H.8 (CB-3)' 3,3 3,5 3,4
AC-10 5 5% AMHHH 8 (CK-8) 4,0 4.6 4,3
AC-t10 10% C6.3 - - 7,1
AC-10 c 5% A3HHH-8 (CB.3) 10,If 15,7 12.8
AC-9,5 (HK3) c 3% UHATHM-339 S, 13,0 9,0
AC-9,5 (HK3) c 10% CK-3 13,2. 15,0 11.5
AC-9,5 (HK3) c 5% A3HHH 9 (CK.3. 2.2 7,6 4.9

1) Specimen; 2) plane of crankshaft axis; 3) parallel; 4) perpen-
dicular; 5) average cylinder wear; 6) with.

Table 136 presents data on carbon deposits on the pistons
and rings, deposits on the high-quality oil filter, and amount
of oil burnt.

Use of AaHMH-8 (CE-3) additive with AK-10 oil increased the
amount of carbon deposited on the pistons and rings in compari-
son with that yielded by 10% CS-3, but somewhat reduced the amounc
of deposits on the high-quality oil filter. More carbon was deposited
on the rings and grooves. The amount of deposits on the high-quality
oil filter after engine operation for 51 h was 75-100 g in all ca-
ses, except for the AC-10 oil containing AaHMM-8 (C5-3) additive
and AK-10 oil containing A3HWH-8 (C5-3) additive, where it was
somewhat lower.

The amount of oil burnt did not exceed 0.5-0.6% of the fuel
consumption in any case.

Table 137 presents data on cylinder wear,

As can be seen, cylir-dar wear was very small for all tests
w.Lth the new versions of A3HHW-8 additive, being close to thr
am:iount obtained for 10% C5-3 and less than that obtained for AoHow-8
(A3HNN-5) or 10% CK-3.

Table 133 present3 data on piston-ring wear.

Less wear than with lkO% C6-3, 10% CK-3, 3% U14ATHM-339, or
3% Aa3em-8 (A3aHH-5) was obtained in all cases. Only for AC-!0
oil containinr 5% AaHWH-8 (CK-3) were the results somewhat poorer
than for 10% (C-3), but they were still substantially better than
those obtained for /,t.-l0 oil containing 3% (A3HMI-5).

However the average per-ring wear determined from the weight
loss was 45-60 mg in oil cases; It amounted to 81 mg for the AC-10
oil contrini•g 3% (A3%.,A-5) and to 87 mg for the AC-9.5 HK3 oil
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TABLE 139

Engine-Component Wear________
r') AR

E ~ La

Aeta~ %CPU 2 v'

3 nlopem,,,b c IIA
"S6uwx 10 G, 9 4,0 I0,0 "4 4,4 3.0 Q, l.

SINKSa 6 3.9 0,0 L0 .,,6 7.53 2.0 5,0
6BryjKa scpxmicA romaon
ICH WATyiia, AK 3,5 3,0 15A 0.0 3.,5 3,0 1,0 6,0 2,7

7flopww.qooB n&AMz iSg - 5,3 0,0 0,0 0,8 0.0 2,0 0.0 0.0
s Kojeu~qUTuA Dol', xg

9 KopeNmme weANm - 1,7 0.0 2,0 2.0 2,0 5,0 2,0 5.2
10 WMryIImse iueAKK - 1,4 0,0 2,0 2,0 20 O.0 0.2 50;

1 2InaTyHjhwe - 78.5 65.0 55.2 - 53. 1 32o 1
1 3 KOPeuIMe - 105,C 75, 7'5,2 ._ 4 ,o - - 107,5 70

1) Component; 2) with; 3) piston, um; 4) bosses; 5) skirt; 6) upper
rod bushing, u~m; 7) piston pin, um; 8) crankshaft, pm; 9) crank
necks; 10) rod necks; 11) bushings.. mg; 12) rod; 13) crank.

TABLE 140

Change in Oil Physicochemical. Properties
--% o.'

f? I0 m0

La LO 3wg u2 24oE

2W v2 2w..L

nP1' W* I"

nPR I0(rC. ter
20 xmw 4. 56,71 5.7 A2 73,05 - 90 R.4.3 5706 .0
S u51 10.605 , 50 43 70,3 17.12 11.5,-10.3 5, 10XA

20 xuau . 9.73 0,7 0,06 133,405 ) - r 14 0.0 0,1 9.01
50 iS 02.53 9We 03,32 Ii.13 0 o.32 0923 0.3 0. 0 ,

3 i~ommom WI. k 1

21) .awm 4 ,4 0.26 77~j 0.08 0.30 0,7 0.64 013 0.04 01X 0.03
q51 I,8 03S 0.183OA 0,40 0.57 0,235 0,22 0,3 0,:2;

Xosfaaaoem. %3
20 jaws 0.48 0,71 0.438 0,37 0,4 0.3.2 0.45 0,30 0,2

A;mw 4 0.480.734 O .3 11A A 6 .2 07

t3Cou~pwuimwee oftsix topm
MWag. %I

1 0 MW US - -

51 4 o - -

1)Index; 2) with;3) kinematl(. Viscosity at 500C, eSt; 4) jrnIk; ¶I-) hi;
6j kinemiatic viscosity at 1000C. cSt; 7) acid number, mg: KOH per g
of oil; 8) asho %; 9) tars, %;10) total Impurit-ies, %; 11) Iron con-
tent, m6. per kg of oil;
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containing 3% LrAThM-339.

Table 139 presents data on the wear for certain engine compon-
ents.

Very slight wear was produced in all cases; none of the speci-
mens tested were inferior to the standards in this respect.

The average change in oil physicochemical characteristics over
a single engine-operation cycle (51 h) is characterized by the data
in Table 140.

It can be seen from the data in 'his table that the specimens
underwent changes smaller than or equivalent to those in the stand-
ards. The only exceptions were the acid number of the AC-9.5 HK3
oil containing 5% AsHOW-8 (CK-3) and the tar contents of all the
specimens, which underwent a somewhat greater change than for the
standards.

The test results enable us to dr-i, the following conclusions:

1. AC-10 oil containing 5% AzHMM-8 (CK-3) provided a cleaner
piston surface than for A3HW1-8 (AaHWM-5) additive, but this index
was somewhat poorer for oil containing 10% C5-3 or 5% AaHMM-8 (CS-3).
The degrees of piston cleanness obtained for AK-10 oil containing
5% AaHMM-8 (CS-3) and AC-9.5 oil containing 5% A3HWA (CK-3) were
respectively equivalent to those obtained for AC-10 oil containing
AaHMI-8 (AS3HM-5) and AC-9.5 oil containing 3% LWATHM-399.

2. The indices for cylinder, piston-ring, and other engine-
component wear were lower than or equivalent to those for the
standard specimens.

3. Piston-ring mobility was maintained throughout all the
tests.

4. The changes in engine power and economy indices were
slight.

5. The average per-cycle change in the physicochemical char-
acteristics of the crankca3e oLl was also slight.

Testing of CK-3 Additive Mixed with AC-9.5 HK3 Oil

Replacement of dehydrated barium oxide used to produce C5-3
additive by hydrated calcium oxide yields an additive whose ac-
tive component consists of calcium salts of the sulfur-containing
acids present in the crude oil. An additive of this type, desig-
nated as CK-3 (calcium sulfonate), was synthesized and subjected
to stand tests in an rA3-51 engine in mixtures with AC-9.5 HK3 oil.
The test results were compared with data obtained In similar tests
on AC-9.5 HK3 oil containing CB-3 and UMATMM-339 additives.

inspection of he engine after the tests e3tablished tihat
all the piston ring. mov'e freely in their grooves. The piston-
skirt surfacen were . The piston condensers were covered
with different amcint:, of tar, ranging from completely clean to
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light-brown in color. The bottoms of the piston grooves for the se-
cond and third rings were clean, while the rings themselves were
covered with brown tar; the groove lands were clean.

The oil-ring grooves, crankcase-valve housing, and filter
housings contained no greasy deposits. The piston surfaces appeared
to be as clean as in tests with oil containing C6-3 additive.

Complete piston-rIng mobility was maintained in all the tests:
all the rings remained free.

Table 141 presents data on carbon deposits on the pistons

and rings, deposits on the high-quality oil filter, and amount of
oil bu:'nt.

TABLE 141

Amount of Deposits on Engine Components and Amount
of Oil Burnt

MacIo Ha nopwie c Ha 4. T. 0., Yrap Macv,

rACA9S HK3+ 10% CK-3 ad 6,33 73 30$AC-9.6 8K3 + 10% C5-3 4.1 .14 42.0
%\C-9,5 HK3+3% UHATHM 339 6.3 20 4•0

1) Oil; 2) on pisto~i- and riiigs, g; 3) on high-qual-
ity oil filter, g; 4) oil burnt, g/h.

TABLE 142

Cylinder Wear, um

I rAocicOCb OCm xojemqa- S
1 2 Toro uaia CpeAHseN no

M.acao -91-,M nAof.-

nap'axeaba°c InepneHANKY- KOCTIV

13 14 AflPHOi

AC-9,5 HK3+ 10% CK.- 11,5 5 13.2
AC-9.$ HK3 + 10% CS-3 3 5 4,5
AC-9.5 HK3+3% LUkATHM-339 5 13 j 9

1) Oil; 2) plane of crankshaft axis; 3) parallel; 4)

perpendicular; 5) average for two planes.

As can be seen, the amount of carbon deposited on the pistons
and rings by the oil containing CK-3 additive appear to be some-
what greater than for the oil containing CS-3 additive and equiva-
lent to that for the oil containing 3% QWATNM-339 additive.

Table 142 shows the average maxim•um cylinder wear.

Use of the oil containing CK-3 additive resulted in somewhat
greater wear than ise of the oil containing CE-3 additive and
roughly the same tear as use of the oil containing UA4ATRM-339.
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TABLE 143

Piston-ring Wear

Y¥eAaqJIRHe sa3o- Ilo~epe seca, I 1`3N6CC 110 AMCO.
2pa aalusKemin, ,w TC, AIX

M 3 KoamnPl- 4 Konnpeccm- 4 Konpeccn 4

01

L If

AC,.6, lIK3+1o% CI(.3 0,08 0.08 0,310 0,048 0,080 0,143 0, 2,4 4
AC-.g, HK3+10% CB.3 0,067 0,067 0,165 0,032 0,082 0,114 3 2,5 3
AC-9,5 HK3+3%

[LIATHM-339 0,11 0,12 0,21 0,09 0,08 0,09 111 8 9

1) Oil; 2) increase in gap, mm; 3) comprcssion; 4)
oil; 5) weight loss, g; 6) wear, from height, pm.

TABLE 144

Engine -Component Wear, jim

AO ~Aab C H3% AC19,5 tiK34-i AC-9,5 HK3-4.,IA2 c 3%.339 10% CB-3 10% CK-3UHATHM-9

I I ]

S Ilowem . I
:• Ks'saaKa EoJqblUa ,

I I. 10 0
If 4 0 0

I11 3 8,3 3\IV :.1 8,3 -
So,6UWKX 3 0 4

6 0OKw 2 2.5 .5
7 1iTyqxa waTy.aa I
8 .!"r.uuCnoA naMeC 2 0 0
9 ]JleUm xwoenetqaroro sajia
1 0 I1ai8yomme 5 1,7 2
I I Kope"XMe 6 1A 0.2

1) Component; 2) with; 3) piston; 4' ring grooves; 5) bosses; 6)
skirt; 7) rod bushing; 8) piston pin; 9) crankshaft necks; 10)
rod; 11) crank.

TABLE 145

N Change in Oil Physicochemical Properties
1 2 6 7 RKHCAOINOC

BU3OMoCb KNHeMa- Koxcye. 3onAbOCTb qNc AO. ,,/
50lqeCxss npu HoCrb, % % KOI us I

M"acat

330 ~~ ~ ;;.3fG49GtAr.,9.1~ 10% CKS3 57,60 57.06 58.81 0,56! 1.5610,720 0.6010. 0,007 0.14 0.30
AC'9.5c 10% 45.3 53,26 55, 56.8 0,75w 083~ 0.03 0.0 OMS4 0 0,02 0.07 0.28

Oil; 2 c 3% WIATI4M- ~ . 10 0.5O4 1O¶,6.. j 0

1) Oil; 2) kinematic viscosity at 500C, cSt; 3) initial" 4) min; 5)
h; 6) tars, %; 7) ash, %; 8) acid number, mg KOH of oili 9) with.
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However, the absolute cylirder wear was very small in all cabes.

Table 1 4 3 presents data on piston-ring wear. Compression-ring
wear was of the same order for the CK-3 and CE-3 additives, being
substantially less than that for the LUATHM-339 additive.

The wear for the remaining engine components (Table 144) was
of the same order and was very small in terms of absolute magni-
tude.

Table 145 presents data on the change in o.' physicochemical
properties over 51 h of engine operation. These data indicate that
the changes proceeded uniformly for the CE-3 and CK-3 additives.

Long-term stand tests of CK-3 additive enables us to draw the
following conclusions.

1. The results obtained in testing oil containing CK-3 addi-
tive were similar to those of analogous tests conducted with oil
containing CB-3 additive.

2. AC-9.5 oil containing 10% CK-10 additive ensured complete
piston-ring mobility.

j. Engine-component wear was small in absolute magnitude and
far less than for use of I$ATHM-339 additive.

4. Use of CK-3 additive with AC-9.5 oil provided exceptional
piston-surface cleanness.

5. Engine power and economy indices remained unchanged dur-
ing operation with oil containing CK-3 additive.

6. The change in the physicochemical properties of oil con-
taining CK-3 additive was small and proceeded in roughly the same
fashion as for C5-3 additive.

Long-term Stand Tests of AC-6 HK3 and AC-6 (Bakinskoye) Oils Con-
taining 10% C5-3 Additlie in rA3-51 Engine

In addition to testing C6-3 additive mixed with AC-9.5 HK3,
AC-10, and AK-10 summer oils, we also tested AC-6 HK3 and AC-6
winter oils (produced from Bakinbkoye crude oil) containing 10%
C5-3 additive. These mixtures were also subjected to long-term
600-h tests in a rA3-51 engine.

Examination of the engine after the tests established that
all the piston rings moved freely in their grooves when the en-
gine was run with AC-6 (Bakinskoye) oils containing 10% C6-3 addi-
tive. When AC-6 oil containing UMATHM-339 additive was tested in
two engines, all the rings in one engine were free but a slight
force was required to move the rings in the other.

Engines operated with AC-6 HK3 and AC-6 (Bakinskoye) oils
containing C5-3 additive exhibited roughly the same tar- and car-
bon-deposition indices. The lateral piston surface was clean in
both cases. Small areas of the piston surface adjoining the con-
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TABLE 146

Deposits and Oil Burning
. 2 3

1Harap na nop. OAoWeHN. Na '4

06pa3e. une W C XOAb- 4)Nabpe TON- Yrap macsa, i•es
UaM11, z K~oh oqUCKIV, a

.%C-6+3% npicaanK UHATHM-339 9

1% A3IIHH IUHATHM-I. Asmra-
Tejib i 1 4,72 20 55

7 To mke, jairaTem . 2 5 3,80 10 92
AC.6 HK3+10% npiwcaaj CB.3- 0.56 58 52
AC-6 (6ax.) + 10% npi.caK.r CB.3 0,39 76 56

8 5

1) Specimen; 2) deposits on piston and rings, g; 3) deposits on
high-quality oil filter, g; 4) oil burnt, g/h; 5) additive; 6)
engine; 7) the same; 8) Bakinsk-ye; 9) and.

TABLE 147

Cylinder and Crankshaft Wear

I1AOCKOCT16 OCH VoaeHq&Toro5
1 2 BU•., .AMK CpetAXuwA wakoc

06p33eu p nepnemuqiy- w wean&p, ,•

nAP&AAMM~bol. 1 isPHOAl _ _

6 AC-6+3% npIIcaaKH LLHATHM-339 N
,1% A3HMH U4 HATHM-I, AsNra-lejib i 8 I0O

"? To Ke. AsnraTeAb 2 e 4 6 5

AC-6 HK3+IO% npI.caSx. C5.3 8 16 12
AC-6 (68K.) + 10% npcaIAKN CB-3 0,2 0.6 .

9 a

1) Specimen; 2) plane of crankshaft axis, pm; 3) parallel; 4)
perpendicular; 5) average cylinder wear, mg; 6) -6 + 3% UL4ATt1M-339
additive and 1% A3HMM LWATMM-I additive, engine 1; 7) the same, en-
gine 2; 8) additive; 9) Bakinskoye.
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densers were coated with tar, which was light brown for the AC-6
HK3 oil and yellow for the AC-6 (Bakinskoye oil). The tar deposited
on the condensers ranged in color from light to dark brown. The in-
ner surface of the piston skirt was coated with light-yellow tar.

There were no deposits in the oil-ring slits or the piston
drain ports. Light-brown tar covered from 45 to 55% of the piston
surfaces in the engine operated with AC-6 HK3 oil containing 3%
UNATHM-339 additive. A thin layer of soft deposits was formed in
the oil-ring grooves and on the rings themselves.

The amount of oil burnt was about the same in all cases (Table
146).

The cylinder wear in the maximum-wear zone for the AC-6 HK3
oil containing C5-3 additive was roughly the same as for the AC-6
oil containing LWATHM-339 additive.

The cylinder wear in the maximum-wear zone was about the same
for the AC-6 HK3 oils containing CS-3 and QUATOM-339 additives.
Slightly less wear was observed for the Bakinskoye oil. The absc-
lute cylinder wear was very small in all the tests (see Table
147).

TABLE 148

Piston-ring Wear

eY.m4qeNHe 3a- roTep 5eca, . 3HC O COTC,
30pa, .AK -1 AK

1 fpe-~ 3KounPeC- 4 3Koiiiipec- 4
M•cao oeCHOiN~e CHO Rble 3 c2Ouuhie

Ae.6, HK3+ I0% C5-3 8 67 170 27 6l 80 4 18 15
AC.6 (6.K.Y+ 10% C5-3 15 8 70 .50 40 52 70 0 I' 1
AC.6 HK3+3%

LLHATHM-339, ,esura- I I
T~ 1 8 1 120 190 140 1110 70 50 12 15 a

ITo Xe,4muraT,,b 2 20170 14080 5 5212

1) Oil; 2) increase in gap, pm; 3) compression; 4) oil; 5) weight
loss, mg; 6) wear, from height, um; 7) Bakinskoye; 8) engine; 9)
the same, engine 2.

The wearing of the first piston rings was substantially less
for the oils containing C5-3 additive than for the AC-6 oil con-
taining UMATHM-339 additive (see Table 148).

The wear for the remaining engine components, shown in Table
149, was of the same order.

Table 150 shows the change in engine power and economy in-
dices. As can be seen, the engine operated with AC-6 HK3 oil con-
taining 10% C5-3 additive retained the same indices throughout the
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TABLE 1149

Engine-Component Wear, pm

C-6+-a3% UHATHM-3391  4
1 1k6% A3HHH-UHATHM.1 AC.6 HK3+ AC4 (6&K.)-[

JUNel'ab 10O nPK"n-4l apgCUM
IWiJ~raWab, i AikraTeamb 2 CIANN C"-3 CB4

6 I'low,,,e . AK

7i4.aRaaa xontibaI I5 7 15 0
II 10 2 9 1

III 3 I 3 0
IV 5 I - -

Sl606MUoMH 8 5 7 0,7
9106Ka 2 I II 4

1 0 BTyinKa LuaTyIa 4 9 7 0,6
I Ilopwincuorf naneu 2 2 0,0 0,0
"1 2 KoAeIMqaT'rA naai
1.3 1a'Ty..ueC weiilK 6 2' 3 I
1 4 HOPCHloia e WueKII 1. 3 0,6

rDjata for 170 h of engine operation.

1) Component; 2) and; 3) engine; 4)AC-6 HK3 + 10% C5-3 additive;
5) AC-6 (Bakinskoye) + 10% C5-3 additive; 6) piston, pm; 7) ring
grooves; 8) bosses; 9) skirt; 10) rod bushing; 11) Tpiston pin;
12) crankshaft; 13) rod necks; 14) crank necks.

TABLE 150

Change in Power and Economy Indiueo

AC-6+3% [IItATHM-339 AC-6 HK3 c AC-6(6aK.) c
2H 1% A3HHH- i0% IIpHCA- lO% ,,p ca.-

I UHAThM-1 6 icH C6-3 K CH-M1
I1oKU3GTea. •udratei. I 11114i•r0AM b 2 4-s'- s

4 5 AO fOCAC AO 110CM4A oCe A' o , , o ooHCIIT.ICfHI T. c n IoMT.
HCHIII. XCMIIT. HCI1ZT HCrnibhT.1 r

8: Mouanocm rp WHOMApo:occcilc. 2226 202227 26
AC. 65,0 66.0 68,0 66,5 70.2 69.5 66.1 63.5

9 qICOSOR pacXo, TonjiNDa, alls 18.5 17.9 18,2 18.0 18,2 18.2 8. 18,21. 0 YAeak*MA p&CXOAz 'ronDAM.a
e13..A. C. C 2 73 2 J 268 270 26 [6 274 6

1) Index; 2) and; 3) engine; 4) before test; 5) after test; 6) AC-6
HK3 containing 10% C6-3 additive; 7) AC-6 (Bakinskoye) containing
10% CS-3 additive; 8) power at full throttle, hp; 9) hourly fuel
consumption, kg/h; 10) specific fuel consumption, g per effective
hp per h.
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experiment, while that operated with AC-6 (Bakins4koye) oil contain-
ing the same additive exhibited a slight improvement in indices.

The average change in oil physicochemical properties proceeded
in roughly the same fashion in all cases (Table 151).

The test results enable us to draw the following conclusions.

1. Cylinder and first-compression-ring wear was less for AC-6
HK3 and AC-6 (Bakinskoye) oils containing C5-3 additive than for
AC-6 oil containing 3% QHATOM-339 additive.

TABLE 151

Change in Oil Physicochemical Properties

AC 3 1K3 c3% 3 4
1 ~2 flpuc3AkH AC-6 1-113 AC-4 (6ax.)

rloxcaaTeaH IM ATHM-339+ c 10% npH- c 10% npM-
1% A3-HH1- C&AKH CS-3 cauxu CS-3
UMATOM-'1

5 BnZKOCTb KHHeMIIHNeCKxa (CCr) npH 500C
20 Mum. 38,06 34,60 40,22.51 it 7 38,18 34,56 41,97

8 Bn3xOcTh KxHeMaTxqecKaR (ccr) npm 1000 C
20 mum 6 - 7,26 7,34
51 v 7 - 6,81 7,65

9 Kacaoeioe aIcao, me KOH iai I aacia
20 muu 6 0,13 0,07 0,07
51 I 7 0,29 0,25 0,20

I o 3o,..ocM., %
20 mum 6 0,31 0,69 0,UA)
51 i0 '7 0,25 0,75 0.69

1 KoxcyeMocmb. %
20 ra'm 6 0,51 0.84 0,74
51 ' 7 0,61 1,08 0.97

1 2 Opraarxecxan qSCTb MexaHqec'kHx npHmt,-
ceAi, %

20 Aum 6 - 0,011 0,014
5! Vi 7 0,024 0,010

1 3 HeopraHMaecXan UaCTb MPXIHHqeCKHX npHMe-
ceA, %

20 mum 6 -. 0.022 0,022
51 'd 7 - -- 0,025 0.028

1 4 HecropaeM~e, %
20 AM 6 -6 0,022 0,022
51 4 7 - 0,025 0,028

1) Index; 2) AC-6 HK3 containing 3% ULATMM-339 + 1% A3HWW-UMATWM-1
additive; 3) AC-6 HK3 containing 10% C6-3 additive; 4) AC-6 (Bakin-
skoye) containing 10% C5-3 additive; 5) kinematic viscosity (cSt)
at 50°C;.6) min; 7) h; 8) kinematic viscosity (a3t) at 1001C; 9)
acid number, mg KOH per g of fuel; 10) ash, %; 1l) tars, %; 12)
organic mechanical impurities; 13) inorganic mechanical impuri-
ties; 14) unconsumed material, %.

The wearing of the remaining components during operation
with the oils containing C5-3 additive was either less than or
eauivalent to that obtained in tests with AC-6 oil containing
UQATHM-339 additive.

2. The amount of tars deposited on the pistons and other
engine components was less for the oils containing C6-3 additives.
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3. Full piston-ring mobility was maintained throughout the

test period.

4. The engine power and economy indices remained constant.

5. The change in oil physicochemical properties proceeded
normally, as when the engine was run with oil containing UMAT4M-
339 additive.

§4. ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPOUND ADDITIVES

As the results of many tests have shown, use of SOK-I addi-
tive in various tractor engines in pure form greatly reduces oil
corrosiveness, as a material stabilizing effect, and consequently
promotes maintenance of piston-ring mobility. However, there is
a slight increase in compression-ring wear (by weight). Use of
CS-3 additive., which does not have antioxidant properties, in pure
form does not provide piston-ring mobility in various diesels, but
minimum piston-ring wear is obtained.

We conducted separate and joint engine tests of different con-
centrations of 50K-1 and CS-3 additives mixed with Baku and Vostok
oils. Numerous tests confirmed the effectiveness of usfng aixture
of these additives, since there is a substantial mutual Peinforce-
ment of properties (synergistic effect) [10].

Engine Tests o-. C-11 HK3 Oil Contiining 15% of Mixture of 5eK

and CE-3 Additives in Ratio of 8:7

On the basis of an analysis of the data obtained in laboratory
and nonengine tests, we decided to subject an oil containing 15%
of a mixture of SOK-1 and C6-3 additives in a ratio of 8:7 to en-
gine tests in a Y4M-3 apparatus (RA3-204 engine) for 100 h in or-
der to determine the detergent, antiwear, and antioxidant proper-
ties of the specimen under engine conditions.

Table 152 gives the data obtained in a 100-h test of the speci-

TABLE 152

Results of Tests in YMM-3 Apparatus

1 2
Macao PeYAMT, 6aaM

:C.II IHK3+3% UHATHM.339 13.3
A-II1+ 10% CD-3 9.8
A.11+10% C5-3 7.26
A.11+8% &OK 10,5

3 11.11+ 10% c 60K it Cfi-3 a wito.eowce 2:1 3.54
S0 1CII HK34 15% 60K c CU-3 CooTHOweitNN 6:7

(iOO.4acosoe beCn1TaNae) 3.65

1) Oil; 2) result, points; 3) A-11 + 10% 50K and
C5-3 in ratio of 2:1; 4) 4C-11 HK3 + 15% 50K
CB-3 in ratio of 8:7 (100-h test).
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TABLE 153
Results of Short-term Tests in 51A3-204 Engine

1 ~~AC-11 1-1K3 I IC-ll1-113 2AC-11I -113'loxa~a~ea. " 2 c 3% !.c 5% 50K c 8% SOKUHATIIM-33g I 10% C6-3 c 7% CS-3
3 3

'0 ItHOc KOMnpecCoHOHhitz KOjielu flo secy, AI 
502 302 380

II 294 174,2 235
111 121 80,7 32.4
IV 105 58,4 34,45 8 cpeA.em H& KOJIbIO 255 154 170,4'

6 To Xe USCAOC'beMHndX KOAeu

1 25,0 21,0 10,7
If 22,5 22,1 9,0

I11 19.7 M-5.9 8.4
IV 20.2 15,0 M.35 IB cpeaHcu NO KOAbUO 21,8 M8,5 9,6

7 H3NOC KOUnPKCCOHHbIX KOJIeU no0 yue.IHqCHNIO
3aaopa a 3aisce, AX 1 300 216.6 300

I 262 175,0 100I6l 62,6 112,5 12,5
IV s t00o 12.55 B cpeC•Leu A KGOabUO 174,8 126,0 106,3

6 To we mac.1OCe4MHblx Km•nc£a
1 50 87,5 37,5

11 62,5 50,0 37,5
111 62,5 62,5 0,0
IV 62,5 62,5 37,5

5 B CpeKHem Ha OJIbMO 59,3 65,6 28,1
8 Harap, xe

9 c Xo0eIn 2,98 2,54 1,701 0 C Ka3ao0K 4.55 5,09 4, M1 1 Bcero 7.53 7.63 6.25
1 2 '13HoC DKAaJbtweA (Al) Ha OANH

1 3 RepxHNA 39.9 35.3 I101 4 m iK,:.lI 17,2 18,3 2,0i s nOABNmHOChTb KOJIe

cso6ooatie 10 15 16
mJoTTIue 5 -- .."IS np~lxa-I~gH•be I 1

1 9 CPeAHNA n.3OC ut.'lH.pom no s.ero•Y *§ipe
38.UX JIyHOKS. A 17,2 10,16 2.58

1) Index; 2) containing; 3) and; /4) compression-rin6 wear, fromweight loss, mg; 5) average per ring; 6) the same, for oil rings;
7) compression-ring weir, from increase in gap, pri; 8) carbon de-posits, mg; 9) on rings; 10) on grooves; 11) total; 12) %car for
single bushings (mg); 13) upper; 14) lower; 15) ring mobility;16) free; 17) tight; 18) frozen; 19' average cylinder wear, by
hole method, pm.
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men in the YMM-3 apparatus. The test time was increased to 100 h,
rather than the 50 h customarily employed, because the piston was
completely clean and no evaluation on the point scale could be
made after 50 h.

For purposes of comparison, we use data obtained in testing
AC-lI oil containing 3% LMATHM-339 additive and 4-11 oil contain-
ing different concentrations of 50K and CS-3 additives in pure form
and in mixtures over 50 h of engine operation.

As can be seen, the results obtained for tests on the 15% mix-
ture of 50K and C5-3 additives in a ratio of 8:7 were substantially
better for 100 h of engine operation than the results for the other
specimens over 50 h of engine operation. The absence of tars on the
piston with the YIM-3 engine operating under a high-temperature re-
gime indicates that the combination of CB-3 and 50K additives sub-
stantially improves oil thermostability.

Table 153 presents data obtained in testing the specimen in
a PA3-204 engine, as well as data obtained in the same engine for
AC-i HK3 oil .Vntaining 3% LWATMM-339 additive and AC-11 HK3 oil
containing 15% 50K and C6-3 in a ratio of 2:1.

It can be seen from an analysis of the data in the table that
the oil containing 15% 50K and C6-3 in a ratio of 8:7 yielded bet-
ter results for all the indices evaluated (piston cleanness, carbon
deposits in grooves and on rings, cylinder wear, bushing wcr,
ring wear from increase in gap, and ring mobility). The fact that
the wear for the first two compression rings (by weight) was some-
what greater than that obtained at a ratio of 1:2 can be attributed
to the higher sulfur content of the fuel for the 8:7 ratio (1%,
as against 0.83%).

AC-il HK3 oil containing 15% 50K and CS-3 additives in a ra-
tio of 8:7 thus has sufficiently good antioxidant, antiwear, and
detergent properties, which, in a 140-h test in a supercharged
MA3-204 diesel, resulted in good piston-surface cleanness, corn-
plete piston-ring mobility, minimum carbon deposition on the rings
and gro3ves, minimum wearing of the cylinder-piston components,
and absolutely clean exhaust ports.

Long-term Stand Tests of AC-li HK3 0il Containing 10% 60K and C5-3
Additives in Ratio of 2:1 in PA3-204 Engine

Tables 154 and 155 characterize the wear for the main engire
components during operation with the test and standard oil.

As can be seen, substantially less wear for all the main
components was obtained with the mixture of 50K and CG-3 additives.

The character and amount of the carbon and tar deposits on
the pistons and of the resin deposits on the oil-filter elements
were evaluated by visual examination and weighing (Table 156).

Since the NAMI list does not include data on the amount of
carbon deposited on the pistons and rinf:, we used the carbon de-
position obtained in operating a RA3-204 engine with CY oil con-
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TABLE 154

Wear for Cylinder-Piston Components
I 2

C 2 JC-11 HK31 iO%! I -I __1_3c3% _______K______-____o___ -
IIoKA.:i1CAN UHATHM 3.3 N Co3 COOT-I .OeN 2]1

i MOiKK'IIM .,1b1,iII wi.uC rHiAb31d B uepeXHM NIOW-
c6' a niAOCKOCTH OCH IniSA, AK

5 .18SAJaeAhMO• ,17 VI
6 nepneNm.,yAmp~oi' 78 I0
7 H uprei .M 55

a Rulmia nopHefi no M3NmeiiHeIo ,'iMmrrpa. mic
9 "apycmioro . 21

1 0 WIMWeK 25 9
1 1 413ocC KSWhbUtRMX KIIlIBoK nO BUCOTt, xix

I 24 40
II II 2.5

III II 2,5
IV I0 5

1 2 macAocinemNmx KOAmi 10 2,.5
1 3 HMIoc nopmwemoro nmbuia, ,Ax 4 0.5
1it .H4 OC KOMUPeCCHOHNUX KDIRA NO nOtrepe be-

I 526 2i4,2
II 570 349.6

III :85 .0%0
IV %50 305,0

i s B CPeAHeM Hi XOAbUO 457,5 319,2
1 6 'To me no 3.Mes•'eHIO .aaopi. iAX

I 317 I00
II '356 M1)

III 3105 212
IV 27 237

1 5' '8 CPtAHeM HN KOAISO 310 224
1 7 To me no aucore, ,s

i .32 .32,7
II 15 17,9

III 14 IPO
IV 13 12.6

1 5 H (pPANVM Ila KOJqbUO 18,5 20.0

1) I dex; 2) AC-11 HK3 containing 3% L4ATHM-339; 3) AC-ll HK' +
+ 10% 60K and C6-3 in ratio of 2:1; 4) maximum cylinder-sleeve
wear, upper zone, in shaft-axis plane, Pm; 5) parallel; 6) per-
pendicula..:; 7) average; 8) piston wear, from change in diameter,
pm; 9) o-'•:side; 10) boss; 11) ring-groove wear, from height, Jrn;
12) oil rings; 13) piston-pin wear, pm; 14) compression-ring
wear, from weight loss, mg; 15) average per ring; 16) the same,
from change in gap, pm; 17) the same, from height, um.
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taining 3% I4ATOM-339 additive and high-sulfur fuel (VNII NP).

The clear advantage of the mixture of S*K and C6-3 additives
can be seen from the datc _n the table.

TJBLE 155
Wear for Crankshaft-Rod Components

AC-il HK3 c 3 ,IC-II cK3 1 I0%I1C.II HK3 UM 3% 6*K B CB-3 u coqT.
'loxa3atreaN waoca UIHATIIM 9 .HOUICeNN 2:1

4H3#OC HUMwCC uo.e~qaTuro *A18, AA; I
5 WM)YNHME 1.0
6 MPepHHWX 32 |,

7 lIsoew susA.ImeA nUASUNfnlHKO no noTepe I
eMca, Mi

6 waeyrwx Bepxmx - 75,9
9 HIH)KHIX - 34.4

1 0 xopeHH,4x ,epx1HxH -- 32.7
9 .. *4 hXIM-- 71.8

_1 11110eC SKAMAJI)Ieh n0t A N WNNHItKI 10IOILN 1
Ile, Mh

5 ,.,aTrynH x h 13 .6
6 Kope4-,,- 10 1.8

12 H14o" eu.p., oepxnH . i-tm1ovKH wIvIj. Mx 13 12

1) Wear index; 2) AC-lI HK3 containing 3% 01ATHM-339; 3) AC-lI HK3
containing 10% 5*K and CS-3 in ratio of 2:1; 4) crank3haft-neck
wear, um; 5) rod necks; 6) crank necks; 7) bearing-bushing wear,
from weight loss, mg; 8) upper rod bushings; 9) lower bushings;
10) upper crank bushings; 11) bearing-bushing wear, from thick-
nesz,linm; 12) upper rod-bushing wear, um.

TABLE 156
Pi4ston-Ring Mobility, Deposits on Filter Elements,
Carbon Deposits, and Oil Burning

1 . 2 3
COMINNoe tAMael nocAt 600 "JIC-I1 HK3 c 3% I %C-1I HK3 c 10%

pa6om,,, J..,r,.A.e. LHATM*339 HOK N CI-3 (2 -)

4 rIoAaUIrrHOCTi. iopw.e9uX muAeaL
5 cvo6UAH.~e 2? 310
6 a6u~we 4 2
7 npuNXasWeH1We I -
a cm/) allumde|

9 JI•IX0.i'* no• lkSh . moe N8 puawch .lauftptoro ke.s J 1Tau K lemu teporo
7 09-70, % Motinu rsa

1 0 OTAOasMe4ue HS 4I1AhTPYXUN1X bWK~G1I tpy*
60A 04WIRM I'.ASa 8 CpeaptIW Ua 60-1eaCUo
l L N IINMA, 

4
AT

1 1 lO A i4 WIINCWTOX TO0KOA 04NCtUN I 1aSS
1 2 POcaoj 0u4a4a 1a yrap 0 cpeW. 3a 69, 40 I

,, % K. ,,-,,-Ay . .,.,, 1 1.3 0.401 ono W1h IM04 ANA. WIVEd P11
3 :0 IlurapkI 1 etU31 nop0A)'.'.o rpj!nw, .015$ II tou ewc* :I gSI

NI hINUNlIk .I - ,

1) Engine condition after operation for 600 h; 2) AC-11 i.3 con-
taining 3% QMATHM-339; 3) AC-li HK3 containing 10% F*K and CS-3
(2:1); 4) piston-ring mobility; 5) free; 6) tigat; 7) frozen; 8)
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broken; 9) 'ar dcposits on piston zdirt; 10) deposits on low-quali-
ty oil-filter elements, average for 60-h cycle, g; 11) the same,
for high-quality filter elements; 12) amount of oil burnt, aver-
age for 60-h cycle, kg; 13) % of fuel consumpt-.on; 14) carbon de-
posits on piston components, g; 15) inclusive; 16) rings; 17) grooves;
18) black tar on 60-70% of surface; 19) dark gray tar on 15-20% of
sarface.

TABLE 157

Change in Physicochemical Properties of 4C-11 HKU
O0i Containing 10% M•K and CS-3 in Ratio of 2:1

SKiCaOT- 6 Mela~u-

81UaKOC TI, CI 111 3 ojb K~AT MJ~ ~ 'eCKNC
bp'ill OT6Opf KO1cyc H"Ioe q*c- ýKvAe.,o, 4ecume

11p O6 0C O h %,tul i Jig .0 /0; ' W ,K I pIHMCCH.
,5ooC SIN)( C..K H

20 .mva 8 73.62 12,33 1085 0,96 0,'A 1,8 0,074

10 q 9 75,46 12.16 2,08 0,90 0,09 16,2 0,036
20 ve 76,09 12.51 2,41 0,93 0.09 25 0.021)
:10 , 76,37 13,17 2,93 0,90 0.0O 35 0,027
40 .• 77,83 13,79 3,34 0,191 0,Od 41 0,023

0 8'1,56 13,35 3.42 009 . 0,017
1 0 

2'eu4elHe He - Q6

604, +7.94 + 1,0? +1,57, -,00 +0.02 +42,2 - 0n47"

1) Sampling time; 2) visco3ity, cSt, at; 3) tars, %; 4) ash, %;
5) acid number, mg KOH; 6) iron, mg/kg; 7) mechanical impurities,
%; 8) min; 9) h; 10) change over.

Table 257 presents data on the change in oil physlcochemical
properties during engine operation.

According to the NAMI data, operation of a AA3-204 engine
wi t h high-sulfur diesel fuel (GOST 305-62) and 4Cn-ll oil yields
the following average per-cycle indices for change in oil physi-
cochemical properties: viscosity at 1001C - +1.9 cSt, tars -
+12.79%, ash - +0.15=, and acidity - +0.25 mg KOH.

The oil containing E.K and C5-3 additives thus underwent
substantially smaller changes during engine operation for 60 h.

Long-term Tests of Bakinskoye Oiesel Oil Containing 10% 5-K and
CS-3 Additives in Ratio of 2:1 in KJAM-46 engine

These tests were conducted by the usual method and consistd
.n operating a KIM-46 engine for 2000 h.

It can be seer, from thl data in Table 158 that cylinder-sleeve
wear was very small for the tezt specimen, being far less than for
the oills used as comparlion standhsrds.

Table 159 :;h:ws piston-ring wear, as determined from weigh.t

loss, increase in gap, and change in thickness and height.

As car L)- secn, the averav(c Irdices for both compression-
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TABLE 158

Average Cylinder-Sleeve Wea- in Maximum-Wear Zone

l 2
Macao H3IQC, .A

AC-1I HK3 c23% UHATHM-339 32
4A-11 (6aK.)+6% 60K 21.2
SA11 (6aK.) + 10% B40K .i C6.3 a cooTiowemim 2:1 2

1) Oil, 2) wear, Pm; 3) containing; 4) XC-11 (Bakinskoye) + 6%
6OK; 5j A-1l (Bakinskoye) + 10% &OK and C6-3 in ratio of 2:1.

and oil-ring wear were very low, being substantially less than for

the other oils tested.

Table 160 presents data on the wear for other engine compon-ents.

As can be seen, the least component wear was also obtained
for the oil containing the combined additive.

Table 161 shows the data obtained in the wear zones and in
the directions of maximum piston-skirt-diameter increase for each
piston.

The amount and character of the deposits on the engine com-
ponents were evaluated visually and by weighing.

Weighing of the carbon deposits removed from the pistons and
rings showed that they amounted to 7.0 g for the test specimen,
123.1 g for HK3 oil containing 3% LWATMM-339 additive, and 9.33 g
for 4-11 (Bakinskoye) oil containing 6% 60K additive.

The amount of deposits produced on the low- and high-quality
oil filters per cycle (120 h) was 40 and 126 g respectively for
the test oil and 51 and 149 g for HY3 oil containing 3% QWATHM-
339 additive.

As can be seen from the data in Tables 162-164, the average
increase in oil tar content over 120 h of operation was the same
in all cases. The acid number of the oil containing the combined
60K and C5-3 additives rose substantially more slowly. The ash
content of the test oil remained constant, while that of HK3 oil
containing 3% UQWATMM-339 additive fell sharply.

The long-term tests with 10% of the combined additive enable
us to draw the following conclusions.

1. Engine-component wear was least for the ull containing 10%
of the combined additive.

2. Less carton was depcsited on the pistons and rings when
the engine was run with the test oil. Bett_,. results were also
obtained for piston cleanness and piston-ring mobility.
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TABLE 159

Piston-Ring Wear

M MacAo 2AC-I1 MOcaloi-Il MAcaO 11a-1
floa3ATeCAN N3uOCa C 3% (60x.) C 6% (68K.) C 10%

UHATHM-339 OK ;#IK( N CB-3

S H30oc KOMnpeCCsoHHbaX KO~ieU no no-
Tepe secs, •e

I 3635 380 310
1i 1944 404 263

1I 1279 234 205
6 B CýUlfeH HS KOJ•1uO 22hJ 340 260
7 To Mgt MaCAOCleMHbUX KOAVA

i 1174 273,4 190
II - 494 'M

6 B cpeA'IeM HaS KObUO 1174 382 205
6 HKoc Komtpec1co,.hihX KOAeu no yae-

A4HNHIO 310opa, .tc
I I CIcAomaNo 400 50

If 1 Caomano 400 64
Il1 580 390 87

6 B cpeAeM Ha XOAbIAO 5W0 397 66
7 To me MIcIaOCrbeMHhIX xowei,

1 1280 500 220
ii - 300 113

6 B cpeAnem na KoaibUo 1280 400 165
S H3HOC xoUnpeCcNOHIhIX Konieu no Iuco-

're. A
I 32 12.5 7,3

II 27 6.5 "6.5
111 24 7,5 4,25

6 B CpeAHCU NO KOJibUO 27,7 8.6 6.0
7 To xe MICJlOmbelNMx Koieg

6 -" 2.25
11 - 6 6,0

6 B cpeAteu im KOnbttO 6 6 4,06
1 0 H3HOC KOMflpeCCNOIlhhmo X un oJux 110 TOA-

I iQ2 31,1 10,5
!1 - 35,9 9.5

11 -- 66 1,5
6 B cptAieM is xoa.buo 192 44 0
7 To at mIcAOcb-seMN X KOJIea

2 249 40.5 11.5
!I - 48 5,7

6 B cpeAKem NO KOJA-O 249 44,2 8 g•

1) Wear index; 2) AC-ll oil containing 3% QMATOM-339; 3) A-11
(Baklnskoye) oil containing 6% 50K; 4) A-11 oil (Bakinskoye) con-
taining 10% 6OK and C6-3; 5) compression-ring wear, from weight
loss, mg; 6) average per ring; 7) the same, for oil rings; 8)
compression-ring wear, from increase in gap, um; 9) compression-
ring wear, from height, um; 10) compression-ring wear, from thick-
ness, Wm; 11) broker.
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TABLE 160

Engine-Component Wear

, flo1a~a~H UC-ll 1K33% U-11 (Oak.) -1 .U HK A-1 (6 1j 0 % 5 -k
eUHIAThM-M33 c 54K N CB-3

5 "I3HOC weeK KOaIell'aTOro maiaM, ,x6I 3,1 0,07 xopew Hmx 24 2,5 0,0

8 H3UOC BKAa~blweA rloAwIfnHHKO8 no no-
TCpe Beca, Ate

6 iuaTyHlblx - 110
7 vupeH.bx 198 - 67

9 To me no TO'IWrHne, eM
6 waTy:11MX 15,5 0.0 1,5
7 xopeit,.x 1,5 , 1,0

1 0 M3HOc IIOpUIHcbOrO flWtbl*d, .K - 6,2 0,0
1 1 H13OC D'yrKH sepxHeA roAJoIUaTry-

HB. MX9 01,
1 2 H31oC fOpIUMHN no H3MHeUHIO oH1MMT-

pa ma 6o6w-axX - 72 n0

1) Index; 2) AC-11 HK3 containing 3% QWATIM-339; 3) A-11 (Bakinskoye)
containing 6% 5&o; 4) A-11 (Bakinskoye) containing 10% 51K and C6-3;
5) crankshaft-neck wear, pm; 6) rod necks; 7) crank necks; 8) bear-
ing-bushing wear, from weight loss, mg; 9) the same, from thickness,
im; 10) piston-pin wear, pm; 11) upper rod-bushing wear, pm; 12)
piston wear, from change in diameter at bosses, pm.

TABLE 161

Change in Piston-Skirt Diameter After Operation for
2000 h, mm

I nopmeHbl I1 nOpWeHb i III nop~wuHb 1 I IV nopwexbI

AOKn[ fl O at 'f O V.T IC~bT MoC3AI1 OMr.T. nAO HCflT. o e nc2Ie, HnocnMe . .eIcM. . clT Xlll. ,0HIbT AO AO.]•, H~ldcTb. [ Mr

144,69 144,83 144,69 144,83 144,58 144,571 144,71 - -14013

Yae.•.qexxee +0,14 YeeARSIeMC +0,14 YmerHqeHe -0,01 YmeAmqeHxe +0,12

1) Piston; 2) before test; 3) after test; 4) increase.

TABLE 162

Change in Physicochemical Properties of A-1. 011 Con-
taining 10% 60K and C6-3

2, OCTb v. KNC.r 5 6
1 BuR "T60P Koi•c6'l KC yc-| Hoe qsic-' 3Ob-" )*M3O,

Bpeui ot6o1a nlpoG f MoM., % io, M? IOcTb, % o

I C I KOn1_ _ _

20 AMUM 93,7 1,55 0.65 1,08 13,4
30 qt 104.81 I,56 0.05 1.14 9
50 4 106.46 I,64 0,08 1,16 I0.9

120 v 110.86 1,75 0,10 1,25 16,7
9 YMauwegNe nRCK3TVeam +17,29 +0,20 +0,05 +9,15 + 3.1

1) Sampling time; 2) viscosity at 500 C, cSt; 3) tar., %; 4) acid
number, mg KOH; 5) ash, %; 6) irorn, %; 7) min; 8) h; 9) increase
in index.
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TABLE 163

Change ±n Physicochemical Properties of A-11 (Bakin-
skoye) Oil Containing 6% 64,K

1B23KoC'rb, , O yCA4
1 BSKO T, KC.O'HOO 3oAbHocib,Bpeux ow6opa rpo6 "iPH 50TC, MKOMcy KHNCAOTq~,I, Actr %OlHOlb

,¢pj HOCCb, % KOH

20. NIUX 6 80,77 0,98 0,04 0,675
30 q 7 88,54 1,094 0,126 0,736
60 vi 91,63 1,128 0,150 0,763

120 % 92,21 1,153 0,183 0,777
8 Y•enqenue noxamaTeAn +11,44 +0,176 +0,143 0,103

1) Sampling time; 2) viscosity at 50 0 C, cSt; 3) tars, %; 4) acid
number, mg KON; 5) ash, %; 6) min; 7) h; 8) increase in index.

TABLE 164

Change ir Physicochemical Properties of AC-1l HK3
Oil Containing 3% UMAT1M-339

I 2 34
1 Ba3iocTb, KncaonmOe FoxCYe- UnHOCm,

bpew OT6Opa npo6 npH 500C, MCA0, * b,
I- cct KOH Tb , % %

20 &UKE 6 64,2 0,11 0,76 0,17
30 V 7 66,2 0,48 0,70 0,10
60 vt 68,0 0,52 0,79 0,04

120 v 69,7 0,60 0,91 0,05
SYUJIHqeHHe noKaJaTCeS +5,5 +0,49 +0,15 -0,12

1) Sampling time; 2) viscosity at 50'C, cSt; 3) acid number, mg

KOH; 4) tars, %; 5) ash, %; 6) min; 7) h; 8) increase in index.

TABLE 165

Results of Tests ir YHM-3 Apparatus

1 2
MacAo Pe3yabaT, 6aaAM

DC-Il HK3+3% UIHATHM.339 13,3
o1C-II+ I0% C5.3 9.8
,aC- I I+ 15% CB.3 7,26
AC-I1+8% BOK 3 10,5
AC-.II+i0% W0K c CB-3 (2:1) 3.54
AC-II + 15% BOK c C5-3 (8 N7) 3.65( 00,-i

1) 011; 2) result, points; 3) containing;
4) and; 5) h.
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3. The physicochemical properties of AC-11 oil containing
10% of the compound additive changed less in the RA3-204 engine
than did those of ACn-ll oil. .Wen a KAM-46 engine was run with
A-11 Bakinskoye oil containing the same additive, the change in
oil properties was roughly equ'ivalent to that observed for pure
6)K.

Testing of Additives Mixed with 4C-11 Oil Produced From Vostok
Crude Oil

In order to make a preliminary evaluation of the character-istics of oils containing SOK-l and C5-3 additives in pure form

and in combination, we conducted preliminary tests on 4C-11 HK3
oil containing 15% 6OK-l, 15% C5-3, and 15% of a mixture composed
of 8 parts 5lK-I and 7 parts CS-3.

Data obtained in similar tests on AC-11 HK3 oil containing
3% LWATMM-339 additive were used for comparison in all cases.

Table 165 presents data obtained in a 100-h test of the
specimen in a YOM-3 apparatus.

The test time was increased to 100 h from the usual 50 h be-
cause the piston was absolutely clean and evaluation in points
was difficult after operation for 50 h.

For purposes of uomparison, the table gives data in tests
conducted with AC-11 oil containing UMATWM-339 additive and A-11
oil containing different concentrations of 60K and CB-3 additives,
both in pure form and in combination, over 50 h of engine opera-
tion, using the same procedure and apparatus.

As can be seen, the results obtained in the 100-h test of
the 15% mixture of B0K and CB-3 additives in a ratio of 8:7 were
substantially better in point terms than for 50-h tests with the
other specimens. The absence of tars on the piston with the YWM-3
engine operating at high temperatures indicates that the combina-
tion of C5-3 and 50K additives substantially improved, oil thermo-
stability.

140-hour Tests in qA3-204 Engine

Table 166 presents data obtained in testing the specimen in
a 9A3-204 engine.

As can be seen, all the indices evaluated after 140-h tests
were better for the oil containing 15% 60K and C6-3 additives in
a ratio of 8:7. The fact that the wear for the first two compres-
sion rings was somewhat greater in this case than when the addi-
tive ratio was 1:2 can be attributed to the higher sulfur content
of the fuel employed for the 8:7 ratio.

AC-II HK3 oil containing 15% 60K and C6-3 additives In a ra-
tio of 8:7 thus has sufficiently good antioxidant, antlwewr, and
detergent properties, which resulted in high pi.:ton-:;urface
cleanness, good piston-ring mobility, minimum carbon depo:-1tton
on the rings and grooves, minimum wear fcx' the c.y11ndcet-p :,tcn
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components, and absolutely clean exhaust ports during 140-h tests
in a supercharged PA3-204 diesel.

TABLE 166

Results of Short-term Tests in lA3-204 Engine

1 flC-11 HK3 DIC-l -103 c AC-Il HK3 c
f'loxaNTela c 3%, 5% 6SK+ 3% SKOW7%

UHATHM-V9 10% C5-3 C5-3

5 HMmoc xomnpecCHoHHU-x xoAeu no no-
Uepet'eca, aa

I ,502 302 380
II 294 174,2 235

III 121 80,7 32,4
IV 105 58,4 34,4

6 B cpexHem Ila xoKUo 255 154 170,4
7 To xe MacJiocueMIH•x KOaeM

25,0 21,0 10,7
11 22,5 22,1 9.0

111 19.7 15,0 8,4
IV 20.2 15,0 10,3

6 B cpe•Hem Ha KOflbhO 21,8 18,5 9,6
8 H3HOC XonflPeCCIOHItIM Koieu no yse.'

AIHqeHHo 33OPSa 9 3amxe, AUC
I 300 216.6 300

11- 262 175,0 100
111 625 112.5 12,5
IV 1510 100.0 12,5

6 B cpelied Ha KOxUO ' 174,3 125,0 106,2
7 To 3Ke MaC.IOCbeMHbIX xoieu

I 50 87.6 37,5
If 62.5 50,0 37,5

1I1 62,6 62,5
IV 62.5 62,5 37,5

6 B cpeAHeM Ha XOJIbUO 59,3 65,6 29,1
9 Harapma, .
I0 C KOAmUi 2,98 2,54 1,70
I I C KAHAUOK 4,55 5.09 4,55
1 2 C KOJICU H X&Hasok 7.53 7,63 6,25

1 3 H3110c OKal&ahlme (M) Na OANU
1 4 BCOXHHA 39,9 35,3 10,0
1 5 ii'xcnnA 17,2 13,3 2,0

1 6 loASIflliOClrb xoJieu
I7 cso6oamue 10 is 16
18 nAOTHhe 5 - -

1 9 pHxmaiehehme I i
2 0 CPCANHI M3H4 ZAIUIIHJApOS no NerOAy

OMpt38HHMIX ayHox, X 17,2 10,15 2,58

1) Index; 2) AC-1l HK3 containing 3% .MATHM-339; 3) AC-1I HK3 con-
taining 5% 60K + 10% CS-3; 4) AC-l1 HK3 containing 3% 60K + 7%
C5-3; 5) compression-ring wear, from weight loss, mg; 6) average
per ring; 7) the same, for oil rings; 8) compression-ring wear,
from increase in gap, um; 9) carbon deposits, g; 10) on rinps;
11) on grooves' 12) on rings and grooves; 13) bushing wear (mg),
for single; M14 upper bushing; 15) lower bushing; 16) ring mo-
bility; 17) free; 18) tight; 19) frozen; 20) average cylinder
wear, by hole method, um.

In selecting the proper compositions, the 56K concentration
was taken as a constant 8% in all cases, since this concentra-
tion yielded the best results with respect to ring mobility and
piston-surface cleanness. Different amounts (4, 8, and 12%) of the
C5-3 additive were used.
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Results of 140-hour Stand Tests in ,qA3-204 Engine

Table 167 presents the results of 140-h stand tests of Q-11
(Bakinskoye) oil containing 8% pure 61K additive and 3 mixtur~es
50K and C6-3 additives in a AA3-204 engine.

TABLE 167
Results of Tests in AA3-204 Engine

oza't s-11 2 (6aX.) a.-11 (6aK.) [-It (6O K.) A.-I (6ax.)

c 8% SIM c8 8% ;,K c 8% 60K C 8% 130K
S4% CB-3 m 8% CS-3 m 12% CS-3

4, 13HoC KOMnpecc.JNHHSX XOaeU no
IOlrepe Beca, me I

i 349,2 354,9 320,4 331,6
11 218.3 99,7 206,0 127.0

1iI 115,1 36,6 35,2 50,0
IV 105,9 38,9 46,3 52,0

S B cpeniem .a KOJIbUO 197,1 131,0 151,5 141,0
6 To le Mactoc'beMIImx IOaem

1 15,4 24,3 15,0 16,8
If 13,5 29,0 25.4 12.0

11i 16.4 27,4 32,9 15,7
IV 13,5 24,8 27,4 17,7

5 B cpenem iia KoJmbUO 14,7 26.4 30,2 15.5
7 H33iOC KOMnpeCCHOHHbIX KOjieu no

yneJIHqeHHIO 3aMopa, .Uc
1 200,0 125 50 100

11 62,5 116 83 75
111 50,0 33,3 50 25
IV 16,0 50 33 25

5 B cpeAHCM Ia KO.IbUO 82,1 108 54 53
6 To wCe MaCIoC'beMIngx Kowei

1 37,5 100 83 87,5
11 25 100 83 33

III 50 87,5 83 50
IV 0 83,3 .83 s0

5 B cpexwCeM Ila Komnbuo 28,1 92,7 83 59,1
8 Harap, e

9 C KoMIeu 2,49 1,85 2,35 1,48
1 o c .Amiwa 2,28 1,30 4.20 1,80

1 c xKaanox 3.20 3,55 3,o5 3,47
1 2' KOACUo II KallalJOK 5,69 5,40 5,40 4.95

1 3 OTJIO)KeiII I iia OxH ax, P 1,0 2,45 1,70 3,10
1 4 Ifoc 3 Ka,0C aAbiwe (me) HI OARHI

1 5 nepXin'fi '-3,6 37,4 43,1 21,5

1 6 IIII)NII A 28,4 "8,0 43,2' 3,9
1 7 rloeleH)KIIOCTb KoaeJI,

I s ceolotime 15 15 15 -
1 9 nawoT.e I I --
2 0 nktBaeleIIHbI ......

1) Index; 2) A1-Il (Bakinskoye) containing; 3) and; 4) compression-
ring wear, from weight loss, mg; 5) average per ring; 6) the same,
for oil. rings; 7) compression-ring wear, from increase in gap, um;
8) carbon deposits, g; 9) on rings; 10) on piston faces; 11) on
grooves; 12) on rings and grooves; 13) deposits on ports, g; 14)
bushing wear (mg), for single; 15) upper bushing; 16) lower bush-
ing; 17) ring mobility; 18) free; 19) tight; 20) frozen.
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Mixture of 4% C5-3 aauiuive vi~h A-11 oil containing 8% 56K
additive P'educed average compression-ring wear by 30% in compari-
son with 8% pure 60K. Increasing the CS-3 concentration had almost
no effect on ring wear. However, when the C5-3 concentration was
raised to 8% and then to 12%, the piston-skirt surface became
markedly cleaner, ring mobility improved, and there was a slight
decrease in the amount of carbon deposited on the rings and
grooves.

Use of additive combinations is now the most common procedure
in compounding lubricants for Soviet ICE's. Most of the motor oils
of Series, A, B, C, and D in the new oil classification [11) re-
commended for mass-produced automobile, tractor, marine, and other
ICE's are combinations based on additives produced by alkylphenol-
formaldehyde condensation and sulfonate additives. New additive
compounds for all groups of oils produced from Apsheron crude oils
have been developed and put into production, their main component
being 50K and C6-3 additives [12].

TABLE 168

Results of Comparative Tests in rA3-51 Engine

1 2 3
I 1oKa39?eAH A- I c 3% CB-3 11-11 c 3% CS-3Iom 2% aH1O-11 H 2% 4HXri-21

4 HUM.oc KoMnjiaKT nPtHebiX KO•eQ, At 59,0 62.0
5 IHoc BXAaAmweA WMaTyHHbiX noawtinlHKOB, AV 56,0 70,0
6 OTAO•eHHSR Harapa Ha KOJthUSX H U K.a188KAX, Z 4,3 3,9
7 .TaK Ha Io6Ke nopwii, a5auim 4.9 3.7
8 [1oADMIAHOcr KOREA 2,7 2,3

1) Index; 2) 4-11 containing 3% CS-3 and 2% 40-11; 3) A-11 con-
taining 3% C5-3 and 2% WHXf-21; 4) piston-ring wear, per set, mg;
5) rod-bearing bushing wear, mg; 6) carbon deposits on rings and
grooves, g; 7) tar on piston skirt, points; 8) ring mobility.

TABLE 169

Results of 600-hour Stand Tests in MM3-236 Engine
I A11. l(68K.)c5% 3

IS6K. 2% CS-3 11C-11+6%rlozasatea. % 0,006% lMC. I BHHI Hri-370

4 Harap "a nopwmewx xoCbuax m s Ka~amaax, a 3,17 c hr55
s C'peAN.h N3NOC KOMnlAeKTA nopuMeewx Ko.eu. a 0,72 I L,
6 CPeANNA UxSo ruma uAmNNp.a , ax 6,5 11,6
7 CpIaINuA NSROC S ASKryA WITyNHMX flOAUMNO I

Kog. AM as j 1 50noauumeo,• No9WMCM,,, A. 6a,, M O Ju 0.22

1) Index; 2) 4-11 (Bakinskoye) containing 5% 50K, 2% C6-3, and
0.005% fMc-200A; 3) AC-11 + 6% BHMM Hf-370; 4) carbon deposit
on piston rings and grooves, g; 5) average piston-ring wear, per
set, g; 6) average cylinder-sleeve wear, Pm; 7) average rod-bear-
ing bushing wear, mg; 8) piston-ring mobility, points.
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TABLE 170

Results of 140-h Tests in IA3-204 EnEine (per-cylin-
der averages)

2 A a+oJMAC -UaK.).Macao il-Il]- !%5K 4
1 2• Mo.+ro- I -I% 1; H 1 4%

Iloxasatean ~ 6131031% ,0. IMC-
CaJNOMx'6-493 30+0#15% [IMC.

3200A

4 I13sioc iOmwnpecciotiiM xojieu no norepe seca xOM.
nitCKIum, A•e 876.9 400

5 To mie ma',ioci"eMii-% XOAeu 33.4 54,2
6 B CpeCIrIte 50 50,7
7 IlonUI(CiOCth XoMeu, 6UAAW 0.75 05
a IlepeMewueiIe OT OObWoro yCHeHN 0 0
9 To We OT nerKorn yc~amm 2 3

S0 Ceorm e 12 13
1 3a,,emncimene 2 0

1 2 Harapu, e
1 3 c Xowneu 1,15 0,83
1 4 C KanIa3Ok 0,839 1.56
1 5 C jm." 0,522 0,22
1 6 C 6okoOux nlohepx1C OCTe 0,29 0,30

1 7 O.owenevii I npoAyao801Wx OKiaX 1.5 1,25
1 s OrmOMeHei HI saeJ ewTax 4O.T.O. haCJi, a 505 345
1 9 PacoA MSCJ8 a cpe em111M 111 U11.1 pa8o60T, KO 5,7 5,6

1) Index; 2) Al-11 oil + 9% Monto-613 + 0.Y% Santolyub-1 493; 3)
A-l1C~akinskoye) oil + 11% SCK + 4% CS-3 + 1% MHXn-30 + 0.005%
nfMC-20OA; L4) compression-ring wear, from weight loss, per set, mg;
5) the same, for oil rings; 6) average; 7) ring mobility, points;
8) large force required for movement; 9) small force required for
movement; 10) free; 11) pinched; 12) carbon deposits, g; 13) on
rings; 14) on grooves; 15) on piston faces; 16) un lateral surfaces;
17) deposits in exhaust ports; 18) deposits on high-quality oil-
filter elements, g; 19) oil consumption, average per operating
cycle, kg.
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TABLE 171

Results of 600-hour Stand Tests of A-li Diesel 0i
Containing Group D Compound Additives in AA3-204
Engine

2 3 -

3TaaoA1 rpvimu R-l1 111% A1K.
rAc].i 1-0,7% 4% CIA.3 1%rioXa3aTeaw CakToAio6-493- HHXn-:t0o+o,005%
9% MOUTO.613 IiMC-200A

4 1Pluoc rttji.i im..mi.pon, Am 22,0 20,0
S h.1oc KOum l .xICKTa KoMnpcl'uClO1IIwX KOMreI i'10 PiOTCpe

RCPa; Al? 1210 880
6 To WC %,aCAoC1WkM111X Ko.101I 1|0 101,7
7 il•o1,1C Komfleccionim x KO.ICU no BIACOT 0 ,11 CP,-.

' Il' a KOJII.Uo), MK 16 3,1
8 1l3110C KOMflpl'c;IOIIlII4X Ko.neu no ynllAhICIIIiiO 3a.

3opa R CTMLKC KOPeJ., (B cpeieM Ila KoAbUo), AIK 0,18 0,18
S rjiOIIMIIOCTh KoMnpCLClIOlIIIlX KOJIe[L (OTHecemlan

K oanomy nopuiim)
1 0 3aKoKcoRal,114e II nepeMewUaloumecNi naI0 GOAbrI1M

YCIIJI1CM 0 0
1 ! nepeMeumaoumeJlcloi JlerKliM yctwieM 13 0,5

1 2 CyMMaplian OIIPIIKR IlOAlllKIIOCTI KoMflnpeccCOIIIIhX
KOhiCIl. OTiICC(Clllail K OlIOMy flOpWIIIO (OIllIKa B

6aunax no MCeo;ty 344-T) 0,7 0,25
1 3 OTJIO)KCIIIt JIaKoO H 1arapa Ila ACTa2ARX imraTeaW,

OTllCCeiIlulCe K OA l'Iy UIIitIIIIApy, a
i 4 Ha nopWIsBLJx KOJIbiUax 101 1,10
1 5 Ia roAoBKe H nepemu~ax flopWHM 0.55 0,58
1 6 11 Himuax nopweeA 0,17 0.15
1 7 0 KaI8laKaX XOMnpeCCHOHHUIX KOJieL 2,24 1,90
1 8 9 npoAY80o41,x OKHax rHI4b3 iAHANHApoa 0,94 0,64
1 9 nosepxBoubO w6xu nop-,u, UOKpliral aaxom, % 36 33

1) Index; 2) Group D standard: AC-11 + 0.7% Santolyub-493 + 9%
Monto-613; 3) L-11 + 11% 60K + 4% C5-3 + 1% MHXf-30 + 0.005% nMc-
200A; 4) cylinder-sleeve wear, Pm; 5) compression-ring wear, frnm
weight loss, per set, mg; 6) the same, for oil rings; 7) compre3-
sion-ring wear, from height, average per ring, urm; 8) compression-
ring wear, from increase in gap, average per ring, um; 9) compres-
sion-ring mobility, for one piston; 10) frozen irings and rings
requiring large force for movement; 11) rings requiring slight
force for movement; 12) overall estimate of compression-ring mo-
bility, for one piston (in points, by 34)4-T method); 13) tar
and carbon deposits on engine components, for one cylinder, g; 14)
on piston rings; 15) on piston head and braces; 16) on piston
face; 17) in compression-ring grooves; 18) in cylinder-sleeve ex-
haust ports; 19) tar-coating of piston-skirt surface, %.
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Oils for carburetcd engines (groups A and B). As was pointed
out above, these groups of oils are intended fur gasoline engines
with different degrees of supercharging. An exE.mple is the oil
produced by mi;lng a selectively refined automobile oil with bar-
ium sulfonate (no less than 3% C5-3) and zinc dialkyldithiophos-
phate (no more than 2% AO-11) [13),

Oil containing 3% CB-3 and 2% AO-ll is recommended for use
in supercharged V-block 3MA-130 engines produced by the Automobile
Plant imeni Likhachev.

The Institute of Additive Chemistry, Academy of Sciences
Azerbaydzhan SSR, has now recommended that the AO-ll additive in
this combination be replaced by the more effective RHxn-21 addi-
tive.

Table 168 presents the results of comparative 150-h tests of
both oils in a rA3-51 engine. The engine was operated without an
oil change and with the high-quality oil filter disconnected.

Replacement of AO-11 by WHXfl-21 permits a slight improvement
in the detergent properties of the oil and reduces its tendency
toward formation of carbon and tar deposits.

Oils for compressive-ignition engines without fuel injection
(group C). A combination of alkylphenol and sulfonate additives
designated as AHHMI-8 (a mixture of AaHMM-7 and AsHMM-5) was first
tested in diesel engines at the A*WI Hn in 1955 [122. It was sub-
sequently shown that combination of alkylphenol and sulfonate addi-
tives is a very effective means for improving the properties of
diesel oils. Compounds whose effectiveness was far greater than
that of the individual components were produced on the basis of
the 5*K and C673 additives synthesized at the INKhP. One such
combination (5% 50K, 2% CS-3, and 0.005% nMC-200A foam depressant)
mixed with A-ll oil from Apsheron crude oil was tested under the
designation M-12B in the new SM3-236 automobile diesel produced
by the Yar~slavsk Plant. Table 169 presents the results of the
600-h stand tests, as well as data obtained when the engine was
operated under similar conditions with the plant-recommended A-l1
oil containing 6% BHm Hfn-360 additive. Diesel fuel with a sulfur
content of about 1% was used in both cases. The substantially
greater detergent and antiwear efficiency of the oil containing
the compound additive was obvious, so that M-128 oil from Bakin-
skoye crude oil was accepted for commercial use.

Oil for supercharged compressive-ignition engines (group D).
Fast-stroke two-cycle diesel engines and engines employing me1ium-
and high-pressure fuel injection and using fuels with high rulfur
contents should operate with group-D oil3, In accordance with the
new motor-oil classification.

The INKhP recommends the following as a combination for produc-
tion of group D oils from A-11 (Bakinskoye) oil: 11% 60K, LA C6-3,
1% HHXn-30, and 0.005% nMC-200A [141. This compound was checked in
a AA3-204 engine under stand conditions, in both 140-h and 600-h
tests (see Tables 170 and 171). These tables also show the results
of tests conducted with a standard oil containing Monsani.o addi-
tives.
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The recumm '. . . , on I *ti fie:, the requirements for
group D oils, hav'nM h~frter antiwv;cr efficiency than the corres-
ponding standard arid bclng equivalent to it with respect to deter-
gent properties.

It is thus possible to recommend combinations of INKhP aldl-
tives for production of oils in groups A, B, C, and D; when pro-
perly used, these ensure reliable long-term operation of the over'-
whelmig majority of vehicle engines currently being produced in
the Soviet Union.
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14~5 maKC; = maks maksimal'nyy = maximum

1~45 T = t = topliVO f'uel
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